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Abstract 
The development of hydrogen evolution catalysts based on non-noble metals has gained severe 

interest over the last 20 years, mainly because of the strong desire to store renewable energy 

into chemical bonds with a low carbon footprint. In nature, hydrogenase enzymes, holding 

catalytic centers based on non-noble metals, can form hydrogen with good efficiency, meaning 

that its production occurs at a significant rate while a minimum amount of energy is lost in the 

process. Synthetically, the same efficiency can only be achieved using scarce and expensive 

Pt-group catalysts. As a result, chemists try to design new non-noble metal catalysts that 

catalyze the hydrogen evolution reaction in an efficient manner. This introduction chapter aims 

to explain the necessity for the development of new catalytic hydrogen evolution materials and 

the use of molecular complexes in perusing this goal, with a special focus on cobalt complexes. 

Throughout the chapter, design principles, mechanistic insights, activity, stability, and 

operational conditions of molecular cobalt catalysts for hydrogen evolution are highlighted. At 

the end of the chapter, the aim and scope of this thesis is outlined.  
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1.1 General Introduction 

1.1.1 A global energy challenge 

Since the industrial revolution in the 18th century an ever-increasing amount of fossil fuel has 

been burned to supply the energy for our society.1 In recent decades, a major downside of these 

energy sources has come to light. By burning accumulated carbon reservoirs, large amounts of 

CO2 and other greenhouse gases are released into the atmosphere. As a result, the CO2 

concentration in the atmosphere in the Antarctic is currently above 300 ppm and still rising, 

where it has not been above 300 ppm for thousands of years (Figure 1).2,3 Greenhouse gases 

in the atmosphere repeatedly absorb and re-radiate infrared radiation (heat), impeding the loss 

of heat from our atmosphere to space and therefore causing global warming.4 As a result, the 

arctic ice melts,5 sea levels rise,5 weather conditions intensify,6,7 and oceans acidify and 

deoxygenate.8 These consequences already induced severe problems in some highly populated 

areas all over the world, such as Japan, the Philippines, Madagascar, India, and Puerto Rico, 

but also in our neighboring country Germany, which in 2018 experienced the hottest year since 

records began due to a severe heatwave resulting in 70% of the soil being affected by drought.9 

In The Netherlands we are more often affected by extreme weather, there will be more torrential 

rain, heavier storms, and longer periods of drought and heat. The Netherlands is also 

particularly vulnerable to flooding because 26% of our country lies below sea level.10 Today 

 
Figure 1. The CO2 concentration (ppm) over the course of 400,000 years, measured by samples 
from the air trapped in Antarctic ice (blue), and more recent atmospheric CO2 measurements 
in the Antarctic (purple) and Hawaii (red).2,3,11 CO2 levels measured at Vostok, Antarctica 
(blue); Law Dome, East Antarctica (purple); and Mauna Loa, Hawaii (red).12 Reproduced from 
Skeptical Science with permission (creative commons). 
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our energy consumption is still growing, while 85% of the energy is produced by fossil 

fuels.13,14 Therefore, the quest for renewable energy is urgent.15 Renewable energy sources 

include reserves that are functionally inexhaustible or can be supplemented at the same rate as 

consumption, such as solar, wind, geothermal energy, biomass, ocean thermal energy 

conversion (OTEC), hydroelectric power, and tidal/waves power.16 Luckily, these resources 

are sufficiently rich in energy to easily meet the estimated near future (30 years) energy 

demands (Figure 2).16 Especially solar energy is of interest, as one hour of sunlight hitting the 

earth is enough to provide energy for the world for a whole year and a single year of sunshine 

exceeds all known energy reserves of coal, petroleum, natural gas, and uranium put 

together.16,17 With the current technology efficiencies we can capture enough energy with 20 

m2 of solar panels per household, although it should be mentioned that the energy consumption 

around the world is far from balanced. In addition, the energy flux of sunlight that arrives at 

the earth's surface is not constant and varies significantly along the day, the season of the year, 

weather conditions, and location. And unlike natural non-renewable recourses, we can't store 

sunshine to use its energy when we need it to make more electricity.18 So, if the sun hides 

 
Figure 2.  Reasonably assured recoverable reserves (RARs) of renewable and finite energy 
resources. The area of the circles represents RARs from both finite and renewable resources 
over the next 30 years. These areas can be compared with total demand (earth image) over that 
same period. Reproduced from Perez and Perez.16 
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behind clouds, there sometimes isn't enough energy for everyone. Therefore, we need to 

capture the sunlight and directly use the energy or convert it into a different, storable form. 

Capturing sunlight happens through photovoltaics or photoelectrochemical solar cells that can 

convert sunlight to electricity, making the efficient storage of large amounts of electric energy 

one of the biggest challenges today. Electricity itself cannot be stored on a large scale, but it 

can be converted to other forms of energy which can be stored on larger scales and later 

reconverted to electricity on demand. Storage systems for electricity include flywheel, 

compressed air, pumped hydro and battery storage. The process for battery energy storage 

works in reverse, transforming electrical energy into chemical energy. When excess electricity 

is produced in the grid, it can be channeled into a battery system and stored in the chemical 

system. One of the most efficient batteries up to date is the lithium-ion battery, for which the 

inventors were honored with the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 2019. The recent development of 

the lithium battery made a huge impact on society and with its use the electrification of our 

energy system took a jump forward.19 Nevertheless, the current chemical systems for batteries 

still require a low energy-to-material ratio for storage (around 0.9 MJ kg–1) and suffer from 

long-term discharge losses.20 Therefore, one of the challenges scientists face today is to find a 

high energy density chemical system with a low carbon footprint that allows for reversible 

electricity storage.21 In this perspective, hydrogen is a prominent candidate as it produces a 

relatively high energy density chemical (around 120 MJ kg–1),22 and only water as a product 

upon combustion (no greenhouse gas emission).23 Furthermore, hydrogen gas is already an 

important chemical in our society. 

 

1.1.2 The hydrogen challenge  

The demand for hydrogen gas is growing in our society.17 Hydrogen is used as a chemical 

building block while it also can store and deliver usable energy. It is used in many processes 

essential to society, such as in refineries to lower the sulfur content in our fuels, in the Haber 

Bosch process for producing ammonia for our fertilizers, in the production of sponge iron for 

our high-quality steel, the production of food grade iron powder, the production of medicines, 

and directly as a fuel.24 Unfortunately, hydrogen gas does not typically exist by itself in nature 

but is vastly found combined with other elements in hydrocarbons and water and must be 

produced from these compounds.23 Currently, 96% of the hydrogen gas is produced from fossil 

fuels (hydrocarbons), mainly from natural gas in the steam reforming process, rendering the 

perceived status of hydrogen as a clean fuel questionable.22 Therefore, there is a strong desire 
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to increase the production of hydrogen obtained from renewable water electrolysis processes 

that now account for only 4% of the global industrial hydrogen being produced.22,25,26  

Developing new systems or optimizing current systems that efficiently produce hydrogen 

during water electrolysis will therefore contribute to both our energy and hydrogen challenges.   

 

1.1.3 Water electrolysis  

In 1800, English chemists Anthony Carlisle and William Nicholson discovered that water could 

be separated into its elements by electricity, while in the same year Johann Wilhelm Ritter 

discovered the process independently (Figure 3).27 Based on these scientific contributions, 

water electrolysis became an effective and well-known method to produce H2. The splitting of 

 
Figure 3. Anthony Carlisle (left) and William Nicholson, London, May 1800 succeeded in 
separating water into hydrogen and oxygen by electrolysis.29 
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water is thermodynamically disfavored and therefore the overall reaction is driven by supplying 

electrical energy in the form of a potential. The thermodynamic decomposition voltage of 

water, by means of the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), requires a minimum voltage 

difference (thermodynamic potential) of 1.23 V (eq. 1), and the subsequent hydrogen evolution 

reaction (HER) requires 0 V (eq. 2), both with a current efficiency of 100%. In practice voltages 

of 1.8-2.6 V are used to accelerate the reaction to a practical rate.27 However, the potential 

applied above the thermodynamic potential (overpotential) will not be stored, and thus will the 

energy be lost and released as heat. As a result, energy efficiencies for water electrolysis are 

generally between 50-70%.27,28 To lower the overpotential requirement, an electrocatalyst can 

be used. At the cathode, where the HER takes place, metal electrocatalysts based on Fe, Co, 

Ni, Cu, Au, Ag, W tend to have medium overpotentials, and Pt and Pd have low 

overpotentials.28  

In industry, alkaline electrolyzers have been used for more than 100 years to produce hydrogen 

gas from water with electric energy.30 These use nickel derivatives as an electrocatalyst for 

both half-reactions. These electrolyzers are bulky, produce medium-purity hydrogen, operate 

at moderate current densities and are vulnerable towards inconsistent power supplies, similarly 

to most renewable energy sources. Alternatively, proton exchange membrane (PEM) 

electrolyzers in acidic solutions are used.26 These are more suited to match the variability of 

renewable energies, are compact, produce high-purity hydrogen, and are compatible with 

higher current densities. Currently, the state-of-the-art electrocatalysts for water splitting in 

PEM electrolyzers use IrO2 or RuO2 and Pt for H2 production.31 However, the necessity of 

these precious metals as catalysts makes PEM electrolyzers expensive and inconvenient for 

large-scale usage. As a result, current efforts in academia and industry are focused on the 

development of methodologies that can produce hydrogen from water using renewable energy 

sources with the use of affordable and abundant metals as catalysts.  

 

 

Oxygen Evolution reaction (OER) 

2 H2O → O2 + 4 H+ + 4 e‒ E = 1.23 V ‒ 0.059 pH V vs. NHE  (1) 

 

Hydrogen Evolution reaction (HER): 

4 H+ + 4 e‒ → 2 H2  E = 0 V ‒ 0.059 pH V vs. NHE (2) 
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1.1.4 Nature’s approach to hydrogen production 
To replace the precious metal Pt for the HER, one strategy is to promote the activity of earth-

abundant metals with medium overpotentials. Nature provides examples, as hydrogenase 

metalloenzymes, present in green algae and bacteria, are competent to reversibly convert 

electrons and protons to hydrogen at low overpotentials and ambient conditions using iron and 

nickel.32 Research in the late 90s33-37 and 00s38-45 provided insight into the design and functions 

of hydrogenases.46 The hydrogenase enzymes are classified into three types: [FeFe], [NiFe], 

and [Fe] hydrogenases, based on the metal ion present in the active sites (Figure 4).46 [FeFe]- 

and [NiFe]-hydrogenases are found to catalyze reversible hydrogen formation at high rates, 

functioning to either oxidize H2 in energy-producing processes or reduce protons to hydrogen 

during fermentation.47,48 The direction of this reaction (H2 oxidation or production) relies on 

the cellular location of the hydrogenase, which is accordingly tuned for hydrogen uptake or 

evolution. The [Fe]-hydrogenase enzyme can heterolytically cleave H2 and transfer the 

resulting hydride, using a methenyl tetrahydro-methanopterin cofactor, to an unsaturated 

substrate, making it a hydrogenation catalyst.49,50 

The reversible hydrogen formation reactions by hydrogenases take place at dedicated iron and 

nickel metal centers that drastically increase the heterolytic bond-breaking and making rates 

for hydrogen. Crucial to the activity are the presence of appropriate ligands for the metals, a 

pocket for the catalytic reactions, and a nearby base that facilitates proton transfers. These 

combined features lower the kinetic barriers of difficult reaction steps by avoiding charged or 

high oxidation state intermediates through metal-ligand cooperativity. Furthermore, the active 

site is part of an optimized functional protein matrix that holds iron-sulfur centers for electron 

transfer and pathways/gas channels through the protein surface for reactant and product transfer 

from and towards the active site (Figure 5).46 Generally speaking, [FeFe]-hydrogenase exhibits 

better activity for hydrogen production, while [NiFe]-hydrogenase has a higher rate of 

hydrogen oxidation.52 Isolated [FeFe] hydrogenase enzymes have been demonstrated to 

 
Figure 4. Structural representation of the active sites of [FeFe]- (left), [NiFe]- (center), and 
[Fe]- (right) hydrogenase, the hydrogen atoms in red are the proposed expected coordination 
site, but not yet confirmed (Cys = Cysteine; GMP = Glycomacropeptide).51 
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catalyze the production of H2 up to 104 molecules of H2 per enzyme per second at ambient 

temperature.53,54 The structural investigation of the hydrogenases and understanding of their 

enzymatic reactions provided a structural and functional basis for the development of 

methodologies and techniques for artificial proton reduction catalysis.  

 

1.1.5 Applied artificial photosynthesis 

Inspired by efficient biological photosynthesis that stores solar energy in chemical bonds, the 

research field of artificial photosynthesis deals with, among other reactions, the storage of 

renewable energy in clean carriers such as molecular hydrogen. Over the last decades, three 

major systems for storing solar energy in molecular hydrogen have emerged, including 

photovoltaic–electrolysis (PV-EC) (see Chapters 2-4), particulate photocatalysis (PC) (see 

Chapter 5), and photoelectrochemical (PEC) cells (Figure 6).57  

In a PV-EC system, a PV device (i.e., a solar panel) is connected in series to an electrolyzer, in 

which the energy is independently collected and transformed into electricity, and subsequently 

directly used to power an EC cell. The EC cell comprises two electrodes, separated by a proton 

exchange membrane (PEM), the anode and cathode being the site for OER and HER, 

respectively. Interestingly, the EC cell is also compatible with other renewable energy sources. 

In a PV-EC, the PV is separated from the aqueous solution, thus preventing its degradation. 

Both PV and EC systems have been well-developed independently over recent years and, 

 
Figure 5. Structures of the [NiFe] hydrogenase55 and of the [FeFe] hydrogenase56. 
Schematically indicated are the ET chain (via iron-sulfur centers) and pathways for hydrogen 
and H+ transfer. Reproduced from Lubitz, Ogata, Rüdiger, and Reijerse with permission,46 
Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. 
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combined, they efficiently perform solar-to-hydrogen conversion (above 10%).58-60 To note, 

efficiencies for solar-driven hydrogen production are fundamentally determined based on the 

PV performance, making <30% acceptable under 1 sun illumination intensity (an average day 

of sunlight).61 Overall efficiencies also depend on the EC-cell, hence efficient electrocatalysts 

with low overpotentials are crucial for the OER and HER.62 Today, PV-ECs are already used 

to produce valuable high-purity hydrogen gas with purely renewable solar energy for the 

refueling of hydrogen gas stations.57 Nevertheless, hydrogen produced in a PV-EC is still 

considerably expensive due to the cost of coupling costly PV and EC equipment, thereby 

diminishing the industrial viability.63 Furthermore, the total PV-EC system is considered to be 

somewhat complex, due to the combined use of multiple independent systems. In contrast, only 

one system is used during water splitting based on PC, as photo-electrocatalysts directly absorb 

sunlight and use it for the OER and HER in the same aqueous solution.58,59,64 Upon light 

absorbance by a chromophore, a photogenerated charge is formed that diffuses to the active 

sites of the catalyst, where the OER and HER take place. In such a system, gaseous O2 and H2 

products are not separated and are obtained as a 1:2 mixture. Challenges in PC systems include 

the necessity to combine a chromophore with an appropriate band gap and stability with 

efficient and stable OER and HER catalysts, which together enable fast electron transfer 

kinetics. The photo-electrocatalyst’s design, assembly, and testing is therefore extremely 

complex, hampering the overall ease of development.64 Furthermore, achieving high 

photocatalyst selectivity in a single-compartment cell is also quite challenging due to 

competing reactions such as oxygen reduction and hydrogen oxidation (i.e., the reverse 

reactions), that are energetically favorable.65 Currently, the reported efficiencies are low (<1%) 

 
Figure 6. Photo-driven water splitting systems and their charge flows upon light absorption; 
photovoltaic–electrolysis PV-EC (left), particulate photocatalysis PC (middle), and 
photoelectrochemical PEC (right). Adapted from Kim, Hansora, Sharma, Jang and Lee with 
permission.57 Copyright 2019 Royal Society of Chemistry. 

photovoltaic–electrolysis particulate photocatalysis photoelectrochemical
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and often accompanied by poor stability of the photo-electrocatalysts, which makes this 

technique far from practical commercial application.66  

Various types of PEC cells exist, with quite different design principles.67 Therefore, PEC cells 

are only briefly discussed in this section, using more general concepts. PECs consist of one or 

two photoelectrode(s), often separated by a proton exchange membrane, and are equipped with 

a photo-absorber semiconductor and an OER and HER catalyst.68,69 The different 

compartments mimic the photosystem II and photosystem I components of the natural 

photosynthesis system.67 Under illumination, the semiconductors absorb photons and induce 

photo-charges. Different semiconductor materials with different light absorption ranges can be 

used to construct tandem cells in order to broaden the spectral range of the cell. Alternatively, 

the semiconductor is functionalized with an external photosensitizer (i.e., a molecular dye like 

[Ru(bpy)3]2+ or [Ir(ppy)2(bpy)]+).67,70 The induced charges lead to the generation of a photo 

potential required for electrochemical reactions. The semiconductor materials used are 

generally available metal oxides (TiO2, BiVO4 and CdTe/TiO2)71,72 that are relatively stable 

under aqueous conditions, but also less conductive compared to the PV-grade materials. In a 

PEC, the water-splitting reaction can be summarized into four steps: light absorption by a 

photo-absorber, charge separation in the photo-absorber, charge transfer to an electrocatalyst 

(for OER or HER), and catalyst-mediated water oxidation or hydrogen evolution at the surface 

of the electrode. Thus, photo-absorbers and electrocatalysts are key components for 

manufacturing an effective PEC cell. At the current level of development, PEC water splitting 

efficiencies are between those of  PV-EC and PC systems (≈ 2.5%),59, and thus cannot compete 

with PV–EC devices in terms of efficiency and stability.57  

From the above, it is clear that novel catalytic materials with increased stability are needed to 

lower the overpotential requirement for the OER/HER in artificial photosynthesis processes to 

make the produced hydrogen economically attractive and the technique scalable. In academia, 

both half-reactions are often separately investigated by using a sacrificial proton and/or 

electron donor.73 The advantages of focusing on a specific half-reaction are the ease of the 

analysis of key reaction components and parameters for catalysis, as well as an increased ability 

to study the catalyst stability, reproducibility, and activity, but foremost the rapid 

benchmarking under nearly identical conditions of novel catalytic materials developed all over 

the world. Over the last 50 years, a lot of (inorganic) heterogeneous materials have been 

developed to catalyze water electrolysis.62,74-77 In addition, molecular complexes that mimic 

natural photosynthetic catalytic reaction centers are also extensively investigated, such as 

various Ru, Ir, Ni, Fe, and Co complexes.78-90 Compared with heterogeneous catalysts, 
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molecular catalysts exhibit different strategic benefits as the environment and redox property 

of the catalyst can be tuned with precision through ligand design. This enables an understanding 

of structure-reactivity relationships, which can be difficult to achieve with heterogeneous 

catalysts. To add, these well-defined molecular structures have an outstanding metal-atom 

economy and proved to be particularly useful for experimental reproducibility as well as during 

mechanistic analysis. One downside is the decreased electron transfer kinetic between solid-

state electrode materials and homogeneous molecular complexes. However, over the last 

decade, an increased interest emerged in the immobilization of molecular catalysts onto the 

surface of electrode materials, photosensitizers, semiconductors, and dye-sensitized 

semiconductors.91-104 In this PhD project the focus is on the design, use, and optimization of 

molecular catalysts for the HER half-reaction and the following subsections will concentrate 

on the development of such catalysts. 

1.2 Evaluation and Benchmarking of Molecular Hydrogen 

Evolution Electro- and Photocatalysts  
To evaluate the performance of molecular catalysts for the HER, the following essential 

parameters are generally considered: 1) Turnover number (TON), which is defined as the 

number of moles of hydrogen generated per mole of molecular catalyst (eq. 3). For 

electrocatalytic reactions, catalysis often takes place only near the electrode surface and 

therefore the TON is not merely a feature determined by the catalyst but also defined by the 

metrics of the electrochemical cell and electrode.105 When catalysis is finished within the 

reaction time, the TON can directly be related to the lifetime of the catalyst and is a parameter 

used to determine the stability of the catalyst. 2) Turnover Frequency (TOF), which is the rate 

of hydrogen production per catalyst per unit of time. For molecular electrocatalysts, the TOF 

is determined by CV and defined as the rate of charge consumption under catalytic conditions 

and expressed by eq. 4, where kobs is the observed rate constant and equal to the TOF, ip is the 

peak current of the uncatalyzed redox couple (in the absence of the sacrificial proton donor), 

icat the catalytic current in the presence of the sacrificial proton donor, n is the electron 

stoichiometry, R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 JK–1 mol–1), T is the temperature in Kelvin, F 

is the Faraday constant (96485.33 A/mol), and v is the scan rate in V/s.106 For a two-electron 

Turn over number 

TON = nH2 / ncat  (3) 
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chemical process (such as the HER), taking place at 298 K (25 °C), the expression can be 

simplified to eq. 5. 3) Overpotential (η), which is the extra voltage used to enable or speed up 

an electrocatalytic HER and is defined as the difference between the standard reduction 

potential (thermodynamic potential) E°HA/H2 and the observed catalytic potential Ecat (eq. 6). 

For the HER half reaction evaluation, the E°HA/H2 of various sacrificial proton donors in organic 

media are well-documented107,108 and the expression in aqueous media is shown in eq. 7.109 

Where E°HA/H2 is the standard potential for the reduction of protons, 𝐶0 is the acid 

concentration, 𝐶H2 is the concentration of dissolved H2, 𝜖D is the diffusion rate of products vs. 

reactants,109 R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 JK–1 mol–1), T = 298 K, and F is the Faraday 

constant. The Ecat can be reported as the onset potential of the catalytic wave (Eon) or the peak 

potential at the maximum current (Ep), but is over the last decade most commonly reported as 

the half-wave potential (Ecat/2), which is the potential at 50% of the peak current (ip).110  4) 

Faradaic efficiency (FE) for an electrocatalytic HER is defined as the percentage of consumed 

electrons that end up in H2 (eq. 8). nH2 is the total amount of hydrogen produced (mol), Q is the 

total amount of charge passed through the cell, 2 is the number of electrons in H2 and F is the 

Faraday constant. The FE is calculated during bulk electrolysis, by comparing the measured 

amount of hydrogen, measured by a GC-apparatus, to the total amount of charge passed during 

electrolysis. 5) For photocatalytic reactions the quantum yield (ϕ) is sometimes reported, which 

is determined by comparing the moles of hydrogen obtained with the moles of monochromatic 

photons incident on the sample during photocatalysis. The absorption band, longevity, and 

Turnover frequency electrocatalyst 
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redox properties of the photosensitizer greatly affect the system’s quantum yield and 

consequently its overall performance. Therefore, the quantum yield is mostly used as a measure 

of the system efficiency and often not reported for studies that focus on the development of 

hydrogen evolution catalysts. 

1.3 Molecular Hydrogen Evolution Catalysis  
The HER process requires two protons and two electrons to form molecular hydrogen (eq. 2), 

which is on paper one of the easiest reactions known, but in practice, slow reaction rates are 

observed due to severe kinetic barriers and a catalyst is necessary to speed up the reaction. The 

most efficient materials known for the electrochemical production of H2 by the HER are Pt 

group metals which operate at low overpotential through well-established mechanistic steps.111 

However, platinum is scarce and relatively expensive ($36 per gram in April 2023),112 

providing a strong desire for the development of cheaper alternatives. In nature, proton 

reduction occurs at iron and nickel sites in hydrogenase enzymes (see section 1.1.4). These 

enzymes can catalyze the HER at high rates (>104 s–1 enzyme–1) and at overpotentials as low 

as 100 mV using earth-abundant metals. Thus, considerable efforts have focused on the 

development of functional hydrogenase models in the form of robust molecular catalysts, based 

on non-noble metals.81,113-116 The many recent reviews on first-row transition metal molecular 

complexes for electro- and photocatalytic HER highlight this strong interest by the chemistry 

community.87,89,92,114,116-128 While having no biological relevance in proton reduction, cobalt 

has been positioned as one of the most promising metals in the field over the last 15 years, 

because of its catalytic activity and low overpotentials.86,87,89 Next to its activity, cobalt is also 

less scarce and relatively inexpensive ($0.037 per gram in April 2023) compared to platinum.129  

In the next sections, some of the most important contributions to the development of cobalt-

based molecular complexes for electro- and photocatalytic HER are discussed.  

 

1.3.1 Cobalt-based molecular electrocatalyst  
In 1986 the first cobalt-based molecular HER catalyst was reported by Connolly and 

Espenson.130 They described a cobaloxime system [Co(dmgBF2)2(H2O)2] (1, dmgBF2 = 

difluoroboryl-dimethylglyoxime, Figure 7) that catalyzes the Cr2+ + Cl‒ + H+ = CrCl2+ + ½ H2 

reaction, producing H2. An important feature of the cobaloximes is the π-acceptor character of 

Faradaic Efficiency 

FE = nH2 / (Q/2F) 	∙ 	100% (8) 
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the oxime ligands, which leads to the stabilization of reduced cobalt species that are key 

intermediates for the HER.131 Then the field had to wait almost 20 years until gaining a renewed 

interest in cobaloxime complexes in the 00s. Guided by research efforts in the groups of Peters 

and Fontecave, several electrocatalytic studies on known cobaloximes (complexes 1-4, Figure 

7) demonstrated the potential of molecular cobalt catalysts as efficient HER mediators.131-135 

In a nonaqueous DCM solution, 4 reached a TON of 100 in 2.5 h with 85-100% FE during 

electrolysis at –0.90 V/(Ag/AgCl), using a graphite electrode and Et3NH+ as a sacrificial proton 

donor, while 1 was less active, but more stable,136,137 reaching 80 TON in 17 h with 75–100% 

FE during electrolysis at –0.90 V/(Ag/AgCl).131 The introduction of an electron-

donating/withdrawing para-substituent on the axial pyridine ligand in complexes 5 and 6 

increased/decreased the rate constant of catalysis, respectively. The effect is linearly correlated 

with the Hammett coefficients of the introduced substituents.131 In a different study, effective 

modulation of the Co(I/II) redox potential was achieved by replacing the methyl substituent on 

the oxime ligands in 2 for phenyl substituents in 3. The diphenylglyoxime complex 3 showed 

a more positive Co(I/II) redox couple at −0.28 V vs. SCE compared to −0.55 V vs. SCE for 

dimethylglyoxime complex 2.134 However, the positive shift came with a price of lower 

electrocatalytic HER activity. A few years later 1 and 4 were also successfully applied to photo-

catalytically reduce protons in combination with Pt, Ir, Re, and organic PSs (see next 

section).138-140 The activity of the more stable hydrogen evolution catalyst (HEC) 1 was further 

increased by grafting the molecular complex onto electrode surfaces. Adsorbed onto a glassy 

carbon electrode 1 is active in an aqueous solution at pH < 4.5 and an overpotential of only 100 

mV.100 At 400 mV overpotential, 1 was active for 16 h reaching a TON of 5 x 106 with 75 

(±10)% FE. These early examples made it clear that creating a single catalyst that generates 

hydrogen from protons at minimal overpotentials and has high stability is an exceptional 

 
Figure 7. Cobalt complexes with cyclic amine donor ligands ((p-X)Py = para-substituted 
pyridine). 
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challenge. As such, no system possessed all the desired properties and the field started to 

develop different ligand frameworks. In 2010, Chang et al. reported cobalt complex 7 as a 

novel HER catalyst, which holds a novel polypyridyl-based PY4 ligand (PY4 = 2-bis(2-

pyridyl)(methoxy)-methyl-6-pyridylpyridine) (Figure 8).141 7 is active in MeCN and 50:50 

(v/v) water:MeCN mixtures and reduces protons from trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) to hydrogen 

with an overpotential of 400 mV in MeCN. Isostructural Zn analog 7Zn and free ligand PY4 

are electrochemically silent within the same potential range, which highlights the necessity of 

a redox-active metal center. Modifications on the ligand scaffold, by introducing CF3 

substituents, and changing the counterions from PF6 to OTf, yielded complexes 8 and 9 that 

demonstrated electrocatalytic proton reduction under full aqueous conditions, although these 

types of complexes were more extensively tested under photocatalytic conditions (see next 

section).142 Remarkably, 9 demonstrates a decreased electrocatalytic activity compared to 7, 

which, like the cobalt glyoxime complexes, demonstrated that the introduction of electron-

withdrawing groups decreases the reactivity in cobalt HER catalysts. In a follow-up study, 

Chang et al. reported cobalt complexes 10-12, bearing a PY5Me2 ligand (PY5Me2 = 2,6-

bis(1,1-bis(2-pyridyl)ethyl)pyridine), whose ligand was previously used in a molybdenum-oxo 

complex that generates H2 from water.143,144 The CV of 10 and control experiments with 

isostructural 10Zn, cobalt salt CoCl2, and free ligand PY5Me2 in a pH 7 phosphate buffered 

solution demonstrated the necessity of the cobalt center. The Co(I/II) reductive response for 10 

was found at –1.00 V vs. SHE and its catalytic wave 0.2 V more cathodic, while the control 

experiments featured significantly more cathodic redox responses (Figure 9, left). Upon 

substituting the central pyridine ring of the PY5Me2 ligand with an electron-withdrawing CF3 

group (11) or an electron-donating NMe2 group (12), the redox properties of the cobalt center 

were successfully modulated as the catalytic processes showed up at a more anodic potential 

 
Figure 8. Cobalt polypyridyl complexes reported by the group of Chang.  
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for 11 and at a more cathodic potential for 12 (Figure 9, right). Thus, the redox potential of the 

Co(I/II) wave and the overpotential requirement for electrocatalytic HER can be modulated 

through ligand design.143,145 Furthermore, 10 demonstrated to be a stable and active 

electrocatalyst, with near quantitative FE and 5.5 x 104 TONs during a 60 h controlled potential 

electrolysis (CPE) experiment. Today, the many contributions of cobalt(II) polypyridyl 

complexes have demonstrated that these ligands offer high robustness thanks to their resistance 

to hydrogenation and ability to stabilize low oxidation states of the metal centers involved in 

the catalytic cycle, making this class of complexes promising catalysts for hydrogen 

evolution.115 

A mechanistic study on a polypyridyl cobalt(II) complex was reported by Artero et al, who 

investigated complex 13 based on a bapbpy (6,6′-bis(2-aminopyridyl)-2,2′-bipyridine) ligand 

(Figure 10). Complex 13 is also photo-catalytically active for HER (see next section).146 In 13, 

the ligand is redox-active and holds pendant amine proton relays that participate in the 

electrocatalytic HER. In DMF, using proton sources with increasing pKa values (from 3.4 to 

13.5) and different operating potentials, distinct mechanistic pathways were determined based 

on a combination of voltammetry and electrolysis. 13 has its Co(I/II) redox couple at –1.44 V 

vs. Fc+/Fc and a ligand centered reduction at –1.99 V vs Fc+/Fc. When acetic acid (pKa 13.5 in 

DMF) was used as a proton source no significant changes in the redox responses were observed 

 
Figure 9. Left: Cyclic voltammograms of 10 (red), 10Zn (yellow), free ligand PY5Me2 (green), 
CoCl2 (blue), and blank control (black) measured in aqueous solution buffered to neutral pH 
(1.0 M phosphate, pH 7). Right: Normalized cyclic voltammograms of 10 (red), 11 (green), 
and 12 (blue), at pH 7 in a 1.0 M aqueous phosphate buffer solution showing the effect of 
introducing electron-withdrawing CF3 and electron-donating NMe2-substituents on the 
PY5Me2 ligand framework. Reproduced from Chang et al. with permission.143 Copyright 2011 
American Chemical Society. 
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by CV, but electrolysis at –2.00 vs Fc+/Fc demonstrated H2 evolution. Therefore, an EECC 

mechanism was proposed (where E corresponds to an electron transfer step and C to a chemical 

reaction, here protonation), in which 13 is first electrochemically reduced twice (EE) followed 

by chemical protonation steps (CC) and the formation of hydrogen. Using a stronger acid like 

Et3NHBF4 (pKa 9.3 in DMF), the Co(I/II) redox couple progressively shifted towards a more 

anodic potential suggesting an electrochemical reduction (E), followed by a chemical ligand 

pronation step (C). Under these conditions, a catalytic wave appeared at a more negative 

potential of –1.9 V vs. Fc+/Fc, and at this potential hydrogen formation was detected. These 

observations pointed towards an ECEC mechanism. When the strong acid HBF4 (pKa 3.4) was 

used, the complex already gets protonated on the ligand before any electrochemical reduction 

takes place. The catalytic wave was observed slightly more cathodic of the Co(I/II) redox 

couple at which H2 was detected during electrolysis, suggestive of a CECE mechanism. These 

findings highlight different electrocatalytic mechanistic pathways, in which proton relays can 

be used to facilitate the HER. Recently, our group has reported on the synthesis of dicationic 

cobalt complex [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (14), comprising two neutral HBMIMPh2 diimine 

ligands, and its use as an HER electrocatalyst.147 Cyclic voltammetry experiments showed an 

irreversible, peak-shaped reductive response for 14 in MeCN at –1.96 V vs Fc+/Fc, which was 

assigned to the fast reduction to CoI (A), (Figure 11). In the presence of a weak proton source 

 
Figure 10. Left: Cobalt polypyridyl complex 13 reported by the group of Artero. Right: The 
proposed mechanistic pathways of complex 13 (CoIIL) during electrocatalytic HER in the 
presence of blue: CH3COOH at −2.0 V vs Fc+/Fc; green: HNEt3+ at −1.9 V vs Fc+/Fc; orange: 
HBF4 at −1.65 V vs Fc+/Fc; and purple: HBF4 at −1.35 V vs Fc+/Fc) in DMF. Arrows 
downwards are electron reduction steps and arrows to the right/diagonal up are protonation 
steps on cobalt/ligand. Reproduced from Artero et al. with permission.146 Copyright 2020 
American Chemical Society. 
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(acetic acid) this current develops into an electrocatalytic current with a TOF of 200 s–1 for 

HER. Combined experimental and DFT studies supported that 14 undergoes H-atom loss upon 

reduction (either electrochemically or chemically using KC8) and consecutive H2 formation, 

resulting in formal deprotonation and generation of cobalt complex 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)(BMIMPh2−)](BF4) (14a), containing one deprotonated BMIMPh2− ligand. 

Under catalytic conditions, protonation restores complex 14 and closes the catalytic cycle. 

Isolation and characterization of 14a in combination with mechanistic investigations using 

DFT suggested that dihydrogen formation proceeds via the protonation of A forming a CoIII–

H (B), which is again reduced to form a CoII–H (C). Then, the intramolecular combination of 

the cobalt hydride moiety with a ligand C–H proton forms H2, providing a unique HER 

mechanism. Robustness tests were carried out by means of bulk electrolysis with acetic acid 

(as sacrificial proton source) in MeCN using a mercury electrode and demonstrated a 590 mV 

catalytic overpotential for HER, in which 14 suffered from fast deactivation with a total 

turnover number of 0.25. Nevertheless, the involvement of the ligand C–H moiety was further 

demonstrated as a dimethylated analogue of 14, which is devoid of a proton relay functionality 

in the ligand backbone shows no activity. 

Phosphine ligands are good σ-donors and have π-accepting properties and are therefore 

interesting to use as ligands for molecular HER catalysts as they can form stable complexes 

 
Figure 11. Proposed ligand-mediated HER reactivity for 14.147 
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and reduced oxidation states can be stabilized by the ligand. Some of the most prominent 

molecular HER complexes known are the nickel bis(diphosphine) complexes with pendant 

amines as proton relays developed by DuBois and coworkers.148-150 Due to the high activity 

and appealing redox and proton transfer features of the nickel complexes, the same 

bis(diphosphine) ligands have been applied to prepare molecular cobalt electrocatalyst 15 

(Figure 12). In MeCN solution, loss of a diphosphine ligand was observed in the presence of 

triflic acid forming 16, which was independently synthesized and demonstrated to be active as 

an electrocatalyst. 16 has its Co(I/II) redox couple at –0.99 vs. Fc+/Fc in MeCN, which turns 

into a catalytic wave in the presence of p-bromoanilinium tetrafluoroborate, corresponding to 

an overpotential of 285 mV with a TOF up to 90 s–1. Compared to the nickel analog, 16 

demonstrates a lower TOF (Ni = 350 s–1), but also a lower overpotential (Ni = 350 mV). Upon 

replacing the Ph groups on the phosphorous atoms in 16 by tBu groups, as in 17, an increase in 

TOF was observed (160 s–1) at the price of an increase in overpotential (445 mV).151 Later, 

Dubois and Bullock et al. reported on tetraphosphine complex 18 (Figure 12), which has a 

relatively high HER overpotential requirement of 1210 mV in a [(DMF)H]+/DMF buffer, with 

TOFs up to 980 s–1.152 Interestingly, catalysis could be drastically increased upon the addition 

of water, resulting in a TOF of 18,000 s−1 at an overpotential of 1270 mV. Furthermore, 

mechanistic investigations using CoI and CoIII–H analogues of 18 suggested a mononuclear 

HER process in which a CoI–H or CoII–H intermediate reacts with a proton (residing on the 

amine proton relay) on the time scale of the voltammetry experiment.153 In contrast,  related 

electrolysis experiments were consistent with  a dinuclear route.153 Another relevant 

contribution to the development of efficient molecular HER catalysts based on cobalt was 

reported in 2014 by Sun et al. (Figure 13). Complex 19 holds a multihydroxy-functionalized 

tetraphosphine ligand around the CoII metal ion and is catalytically active in an aqueous  pH 7 

phosphate buffer with an onset potential of −0.50 V vs. NHE, which corresponds to an 

extremely low overpotential of 80 mV.154 Iron analog 19Fe exhibits much less favorable 

 
Figure 12. Cobalt diphosphine complexes reported by the Dubois group.  
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electrocatalytic properties, featuring an onset potential at −1.03 V vs. NHE. During CPE at 1.0 

V vs. NHE, 19 turned out to be a stable electrocatalyst for 20 h reaching a TON of 9.24 × 104. 

Next to amines and phosphines, molecular cobalt catalysts based on porphyrin ligand 

systems125 and on non-innocent sulfur-based ligands126 also pose interesting redox features for 

HER, which have been independently reviewed by Hung et al. and Mitsopoulou et al., 

respectively.  

Overall, these examples show that great lessons have been learned on the interplay between 

ligands and cobalt metal centers during HER catalysis. Especially the use and effects of proton 

relays have been demonstrated. In terms of molecular design, it has become clear that 

functionalization of the ligand framework, sometimes far away from the first coordination 

sphere around cobalt, can induce profound modulations in the cobalt-based redox potentials 

and catalytic HER activity. These modulations have been demonstrated for different families 

of molecular complexes. The introduction of electron-withdrawing drawing groups usually 

leads to an anodic shift in the cobalt-based redox potentials, accompanied by a lowering of the 

overpotential requirement and catalytic activity for HER. However, some recent studies by 

Dubois and co-workers on molecular HER catalysts based on Ni bypassed the tradeoff between 

overpotential and catalytic rate.155 The observed reactivity trend was attributed to a bifunctional 

HER mechanism, in which a basic functionality in the ligand framework facilitates the (rate 

determining) product release step. In the introduction of Chapter 2 of this Doctoral Thesis, 

this system is further explained.    

 
Figure 13. Left: Cobalt phosphine complex 19 reported by the group of Sun. Right: Cathodic 
scans of 19 (CoP4N2 blue line) and isostructural analog 19Fe (FeP4N2 pink line) in 1.0 M 
phosphate buffer at pH 7. The black and red lines indicate the cathodic scans of buffer solution 
in the absence of a catalyst using a Hg pool and Pt disc as working electrodes, respectively, 
under otherwise identical conditions. Reproduced from Sun et al. with permission154 Copyright 
2014 Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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1.3.2 Cobalt-based molecular photocatalysts 
Molecular complexes capable of homogeneous light-driven hydrogen evolution based on Co, 

Ni, Fe, and Cu complexes have been frequently reported over the last decades. The mechanism 

depicted in Figure 14 represents a typical catalytic cycle for photochemical hydrogen 

evolution. Upon irradiation of the reaction mixture, excitation of the photosensitizer (PS) yields 

the excited (triplet state) photosensitizer (PS*), which can subsequently be reduced by the 

sacrificial electron donor, forming a strong photoreductor (PS–).156 Then, electron transfer to 

the hydrogen evolution catalyst (Cat) regenerates PS. This sequence is known as the reductive 

quenching pathway as the excited PS* gets reduced by the sacrificial electron donor. 

Alternatively, the excited PS* can directly reduce the Cat under the formation of oxidized PS+, 

which can be reduced by a sacrificial electron donor to regenerate PS; which is known as the 

oxidative quenching pathway. However, in practice often only the reductive quenching 

pathway is considered due to the large excess of sacrificial electron donors compared to Cat, 

making the effective quenching of the PS* by any Cat unlikely.  

A recent review by Pellegrino et al. provides an extensive overview on the light-driven HER 

achieved with first-row molecular hydrogen evolution photocatalysts, in which cobalt-based 

systems vastly outnumber systems based on the other metals.124 In most of these systems 

[Ru(bpy)3](X2) (X = PF6 or Cl) is the PS of choice, because of its favorable electron transfer 

kinetics under acidic conditions, but there is also an increased interest in the use of noble metal-

free PSs.124 For comparison studies on PSs used for HER, the reader is referred to recent review 

articles by Zou et al. and Abbotto et al..157,158 In this section, a number of typical contributions 

to the development of cobalt-based HER photocatalysts using noble-metal free conditions are 

described, including some highly active systems. Co(dmgH)2(Py)Cl (4), is one of the most 

studied hydrogen evolution catalysts (HECs) and is frequently applied as a benchmarking 

catalyst for new molecular HECs (Figure 15). In 2008, 4 was first used as a hydrogen evolution 

 
Figure 14. Reductive and oxidative quenching pathways for H2 evolution driven by molecular 
photosystems, where * denotes its triplet state.156 
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photocatalyst by Eisenberg et al., using a Pt(II) complex as a PS.139 One year later, the same 

group reported that 4 could reach a TON of 360 after 5 h in a noble-metal free system using 

triethanolamine (TEOA) as the sacrificial proton/electron donor and the organic dye Eosin Y 

as a photosensitizer in MeCN/H2O at pH 7 (Figure 15).140 Not much later, cobalt pyridine 

complexes emerged as more stable and efficient HECs with increased water solubility, 

compared to the cobaloxime systems.118,159 In these systems the ligands play an important part 

in the HER, providing π-accepting properties that stabilize reduced cobalt intermediates, and 

sometimes the ligands show non-innocent behavior, temporarily storing electrons. Cobalt(II) 

bapbpy complex 20, an analog of electrocatalyst 13, catalyzes photochemical hydrogen 

generation from a fully aqueous solution using a Zn porphyrin photosensitizer with a TON of 

443 after 50 h in the presence of ascorbic acid (AscH), as proton/electron donor, and tris-(2-

carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP), as an ultimate electron donor (Figure 15).160 The role of 

TCEP needs some clarification. For reductive catalysis, typical sacrificial electron donors such 

as AscH (generally used under acidic conditions) and tertiary amines (generally used under 

neutral to basic conditions) are thermodynamically compatible with the photoexcited states of 

suitable photosensitizers but suffer to some extent from unproductive back electron transfer 

steps to their oxidized products.161 Upon using two electrons and two protons from AscH, 

hydrogen gas and dehydroascorbic acid (DHA) are formed. The accumulation of DHA limits 

photocatalytic HER activity since DHA can also be reduced by the reduced PS. In 2014, 

Alberto et al. reported that TCEP could enhance HER catalysis by regenerating AscH from 

 
Figure 15. Selected contributions to cobalt-based HEC and the corresponding PSs. 
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DHA (Figure 16).162 TCEP is a strong, pH-dependent reductant, which can reduce DHA to 

AscOH.163 In water, at pH 4, TCEP has two of its carboxylic acid moieties deprotonated 

(Figure 16, top left).164 During the regeneration process, DHA is reduced to AscO– (as AscH 

is present in dissociated from at pH 4), while TCEP is oxidized to TCEPO, which has a higher 

barrier for reduction than DHA. As a result, the recycling of DHA with the 2nd electron donor 

TCEP diminishes the back electron transfer step during HER photocatalysis and makes AscH 

an electron relay or redox mediator, while TCEP is the ultimate sacrificial electron donor 

(Figure 16, left reaction). TCEP does not always enhance catalysis, as this phosphine can also 

coordinate to dicationic cobalt centers, causing the precipitation of the molecular complex and 

termination of HER catalysis, which was also demonstrated by Alberto et al.165 After 

regeneration of AscH, an electron can be transferred to the excited PS* and hydrogen evolution 

can proceed through the oxidative or reductive mechanism explained above (Figure 14). 

Mulfort et al. reported on macrocyclic polypyridyl cobalt complex 21, which is able to reach 

nearly 20,000 TON over 72 h under full aqueous conditions with AscH, TCEP, and 

[Ru(bpy)3](Cl)2 as a PS (Figure 15). In these studies, they further investigated the participation 

of TCEP, and a dual role for TCEP was demonstrated, as it was found that it also stabilizes the 

reduced Co(I) intermediate upon phosphine coordination to the cobalt metal center.166 

Stabilizing Co(I) intermediates with phosphines, and therewith enhancing catalysis, was also 

successfully applied for cobaloxime-based photocatalysts.167 The highest TONs for molecular 

cobalt systems were reported by Alberto et al., using an optimized tetradentate, bipyridine-

based macrocyclic cobalt complex 22, in combination with a [Ru(bpy)3] PS, AscH, and TCEP 

to reach 22,000 TONs in 70 h (Figure 15).168 In 22, the bromide ligands are weakly bound and 

dissociate in water.  The same group also reported on complex 23 based on a pentadentate poly-

 
Figure 16. HER by ascorbate coupled photocatalysis with TCEP as the sacrificial electron 
donor.162 
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pyridyl ligand, which reaches 33,000 TON in 11 h in combination with [Re(CO)3(bpy)Py]OTf 

PS, AscH, and TCEP (Figure 15).162  

 

1.3.2.1 Thermodynamic redox potential analysis 

For photocatalytic hydrogen evolution reactions using [Ru(bpy)3]2+ as the photosensitizer and 

AscH as the proton/electron donor under aqueous conditions, the mechanisms including the 

thermodynamic energy levels are well documented and are depicted in Figure 17.169 

[Ru(bpy)3]2+ features a Ru(II/III) redox couple at +1.12 V and a Ru(I/II) redox couple at –1.52 

V, both vs. Ag/AgCl.170-172 The oxidation of AscH occurs at +0.33 V vs. Ag/AgCl, indicating 

that no spontaneous electron transfer reaction occurs between AscH and [Ru(bpy)3]2+.173 Upon 

excitation (nhv) of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ to [Ru(bpy)3]2+*, the energy levels of both its redox couples 

[Ru(bpy)3]2+* to [Ru(bpy)3]3+ and [Ru(bpy)3]2+* to [Ru(bpy)3]+ change significantly.174 The 

calculated reduction potential for the [Ru(bpy)3]2+* excited state is estimated to be +0.32 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl (original data presented as +0.77 V vs. SCE in acetonitrile).174-176
 Hence, 

[Ru(bpy)3]2+* is thermodynamically susceptible to reductive quenching by AscH. In other 

words, excited state [Ru(bpy)3]2+* is a much stronger oxidant than ground state [Ru(bpy)3]2+.177 

Reductive quenching of [Ru(bpy)3]2+* forms reduced [Ru(bpy)3]+ (in the above section this 

species would equal PS–) as a reactive intermediate. Electron transfer from [Ru(bpy)3]+ to the 

HEC (e.g. through facilitating a Co(I/II) reduction) regenerates the ground state 

photosensitizer, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and a reduced HEC–. Finally, HEC– forms hydrogen through a 

 
Figure 17. A thermodynamic redox potential analysis for the reductive quenching pathway of 
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ by AscH under aqueous conditions. 
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series of consecutive protonation and reduction steps, in which the sequences of the 

mechanistic steps can greatly change depending on the HEC and reaction conditions (see, e.g., 

Figure 10). The overall rate of H2 formation is determined by the yield of reductive 

quenching,142,178 the rate of electron transfer to the catalyst, the rate for decomposition of PS–

,179-181 the rate of re-reduction of the ascorbic acid oxidation products,162 and the total rate for 

H2 formation on the HEC. 

1.4 Aim and Scope of This Thesis 
To move away from fossil fuels and therewith retard the current climate change, the demand 

for accessible renewable energy is increasing, leading to significant developments in the 

artificial photosynthesis research area. In this field, storing energy in hydrogen gas, by means 

of splitting water into oxygen and hydrogen, is regarded as one of the most important strategies. 

Historically, catalysts have been used and further developed to solve the accompanying 

scientific challenges, such as mediating slow reaction steps like the hydrogen evolution 

reaction (HER). Efficient candidates were found in platinum-based materials, but their low 

abundance and high cost prevent their use in large-scale applications. Accordingly, different 

materials need to be developed that mediate the HER and are readily accessible and affordable. 

As an outcome of these research endeavors, cobalt-based molecular complexes have appeared 

as interesting HER catalyst candidates.  

In this thesis, new synthetic molecular cobalt complexes are developed and tested as catalysts 

for the HER. More specifically, the aim of the thesis is to take on a recent lead from our research 

group, in which the HER was enabled through the use of a novel cobalt complex comprising 

diphenylbisimidazolemethane ligands (Figure 18). Complex 14, holds a bis heterocyclic 

chelate (green) with a C–H proton relay (red) and bears significant steric bulk (purple) favoring 

 
Figure 18. Bis(diphenylimidazole)methane ligand design and corresponding cobalt complex 
14, including heterocyclic coordinating moieties (green), a C–H proton relay (red) and 
significant steric bulk (purple). 
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a tetrahedral geometry.  The HER with 14 operates via a unique mechanism (see section 1.4.2, 

complex 14), and its structure-reactivity relationships are further studied in this thesis. 

Furthermore, the thesis aims to investigate the operational conditions and catalyst 

transformations during HER catalysis using molecular cobalt catalysts. In Chapter 2, 

electronic ligand effects on the (redox)properties of complex 14 and its catalytic HER activity 

are investigated. To this end, the bisimidazolemethane ligands in 14 are equipped with para-

substituted aryl rings, holding different electron-donating and -withdrawing groups. 

Installation of the aryl ring is achieved by replacing one of the C–H methylene bonds in the 

ligand, retaining the coordinating environment around cobalt and one C–H proton relay 

functionality. Electrochemical and electrocatalytic analysis reveals that the (redox)properties 

and catalytic HER reactivity of the complex can be modulated upon altering the para-aryl 

substituents. Chapter 3 focuses on the exploration of ligands containing benzazole groups, 

with different heteroatoms in the heterocycle, as substitutes for the bisimidazole ligands found 

in complex 14. The smaller steric encumbrance and the different electronic nature of the 

resulting bisbenzazolemethane ligands over the bisdiphenylimidazolemethane ligand allow for 

a greater coordination flexibility as well as significant changes in the redox properties of the 

corresponding cobalt complexes. Accordingly, the HER performance of these cobalt 

complexes is explored. In Chapter 4, the catalytic performance of 14 is studied in greater detail 

by specifically investigating its bulk electrolysis performance. A new analysis setup with in-

line product detection is developed to continuously monitor catalytic rates and efficiencies. The 

bulk HER performances are benchmarked to typical molecular HER catalysts in the field and 

14 is identified as an overall competitive catalyst. This chapter also investigates catalyst 

stability and transformations during bulk catalysis. Chapter 5 studies water-soluble molecular 

cobalt complexes in electrocatalytic HER. Particular attention is paid to the possibility to apply 

these complexes to the photocatalytic HER under aqueous conditions. Finally, Chapter 6 

closes this thesis with a perspective on the design and structure-reactivity studies of bioinspired 

molecular cobalt complexes in HER catalysis. Important design principles are discussed, 

leading to some crucial considerations for future HER research.  

1.5 Authors Contributions 
S.D. de Vos devised the aim, scope, and structure of this introduction and wrote the manuscript. 

D.L.J Broere and R.J.M. Klein Gebbink provided input on the manuscript during its creation. 
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Modulation of the Co(I/II) Redox Couple and 
Electrocatalytic HER Activity of a Molecular Cobalt 
Complex by the Introduction of para-Aryl Substituents 
on the Outer Sphere  

 

 

 

Abstract 
The synthesis, characterization, and electrochemical studies of 

[Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 9-12 (X = H, Cl, CF3, and OMe) are described. All complexes 

adopt tetrahedral geometries and each features an irreversible Co(I/II) reduction in MeCN that 

shifts anodically up to 130 mV as the electron-donating character of the substituent decreases. 

In THF, the Co(I/II) redox couple is more reversible, while demonstrating the same 

electrochemical trend. 9-12 are all active as hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) catalysts in 

MeCN, using 100 mM phenol as a sacrificial proton donor, and complexes with lower catalytic 

overpotential (η) demonstrate higher rates, ranging from TOF = 53 s–1 at η = 620 mV for 12 

(OMe) to TOF = 153 s–1 at η = 580 mV for 10 (Cl). This trend opposes the typical situation in 

which additional potential (overpotential) speeds up the HER and was ascribed to bifunctional 

catalysis, in which a ligand C–H proton form hydrogen upon combining with a cobalt hydride. 

Bulk electrolysis experiments confirmed the formation of H2 with complexes 9-12, albeit at a 

poor Faradaic efficiency (11-24%). These results demonstrate that modulation of the outer 

coordination sphere of molecular bis(imidazole)methane cobalt complexes causes distinct and 

effective changes in the electrochemical and electrocatalytic HER properties of the complexes, 

and lend further credit to the bifunctional behavior of the complexes in HER catalysis. 

S.D. de Vos, M. Otten, L. Killian, M.R. de Vries, K. C. Pons, M. Lutz, D.L.J. Broere, R.J.M. 

Klein Gebbink, manuscript in preparation  
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2.1 Introduction  
The search for transition metal complexes that are capable of catalyzing the reduction of 

protons to dihydrogen at low overpotentials and high catalytic rates presents an exciting 

challenge for coordination chemists.1-4 Nature uses hydrogenase enzymes to produce hydrogen 

with nearly no overpotential and high efficiency.5 In the beginning of this century, much 

attention has been drawn to spectroscopically analyzing the enzymes and developing structural 

models of their active sites.6,7 These studies demonstrated that nature has optimized the 

electronic environment of the first, second, and outer coordination spheres of the active sites.8 

To facilitate the formation of hydrogen, the enzymes use iron-sulfur clusters for efficient 

electron transfer, as well as proton channels of multiple proton relays for substrate supply.7,9-11 

Today, the lessons learned are used to develop novel functional models that produce hydrogen 

gas based on earth-abundant metals that can directly be reduced at an electrode surface at a low 

overpotential and are equipped with a proton relay in the second coordination sphere to 

facilitate hydrogen production at high catalytic rates.12-26 For example, Nocera exploited cobalt 

and nickel porphyrin complexes with a carboxylic acid group as a proton relay,20,22,23,26 while 

Dubois reported on nickel complexes with diphosphine ligands, featuring pendant amine 

functionalities as proton relays.19,21,24,25 Our group recently reported on cobalt complex 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 that uses a C–H bond in a bisimidazole ligand as a proton relay 

(Figure 1).27 A combined UV-vis and voltammetry experiment demonstrated the formation of 

deprotonated complex [Co(HBMIMPh2)2(BMIMPh2–)2](BF4) upon electrochemical reduction of 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2. Controlled potential electrolysis studies demonstrated a significantly 

increased charge consumption when using [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 compared to using cobalt 

complex [Co(Me2BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, that lacks methylene C–H bonds (Figure 1). In addition, 

computational studies point at an energetically favorable H–H bond formation process through 

the coupling of a cobalt metal hydride and a methylene proton. Using [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 

 
Figure 1. HER-reactivity by cobalt complex [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 through the involvement 
of a ligand-based C–H bond.27 
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as an electrocatalyst, hydrogen evolution occurs at an overpotential of 590 mV in MeCN. The 

overpotential represents an undesirable loss of energy (as heat)28 and lowering the overpotential 

requirement for an electrocatalytic process increases the overall energy efficiency of the 

process.29 When studying the HER, the overpotential is expressed as the difference between 

the thermodynamic and electrocatalytic HER potentials for a particular combination of a 

sacrificial proton source and a molecular complex.28-32 For molecular cobalt and nickel 

complexes, the electrocatalytic HER potential is correlated with the metal-based reduction 

potential,33-37 but is often hard to predict from the molecular structure of the complex and needs 

to be experimentally determined.3 Strategies to lower the overpotential requirement are 

therefore focused on modifying ligand frameworks with electron-donating (EDG) and -

withdrawing (EWG) groups to modulate the metal-based reduction potentials. A number of 

studies have reported on the relationship between the cobalt- and nickel-based reduction 

potentials (and HER activity in some cases) and the electronics of para-functionalized aryl 

groups on the ligand scaffold (Figure 2).25,38-42 In these studies, the variation of the para-

functionality alters the electron-donating character of the ligand with minimal changes in the 

steric encumbrance, providing an elegant method to study the redox and catalytic HER 

properties of the complex. Batiste et al. reported on bis(imino)pyridine cobalt complexes in 

which the Co(I/II) redox couple was effectively modulated by +400 mV, when the para-

substituent on the aryl group is a NMe2 (σp = –0.83), OMe, NH2, Me, H, CF3, or a CN (σp = 0.66)  

substituent (no HER studies were reported).41 Using a series with the same extreme para-

substituents, Si et al. reported on a +60 mV modulation of the Co(II/III) and Co(I/II) redox 

couples in cobalt triaryl corrole complexes.38 Interestingly, the CN (σp = 0.66) substituted 

complex, which has the most anodic redox potentials in this series of complexes, was 

demonstrated to be most active for HER under identical conditions (838 mV overpotential). 

Using different substituents on cobalt meso-tetra-(p-phenyl) porphyrin complexes, Hung et al. 

reported on a +320 mV and + 240 mV modulation of the Co(I/II) and Co(0/I) redox couples, 

respectively, varying from an OH (σp = –0.37)  to a COOMe (σp = 0.45)  substituent.40 The 

difference in catalytic onset potential is only +150 mV for porphyrin complexes bearing these 

specific substituents. Hence, the electrocatalytic onset potentials for the HER were modulated 

as well but turned out to be non-linearly related to the observed metal-based redox potentials. 

Furthermore, the authors demonstrated that the Brønsted acidic substituents play a key role 

during the HER, as porphyrin complexes bearing NH2, SO3H, and COOH substituents are 
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significantly more active than those bearing COOMe, H, OMe, and, remarkably, OH 

substituents. Thus, where overpotentials are usually undesirable, but necessary to speed up the 

HER reaction, this study demonstrated that lowering the catalytic overpotential is not always 

accompanied by a lower catalytic rate. Lastly,  Dubois et al. reported on bifunctional nickel 

bis(diphosphine) complexes, comprising amine proton relays with a functionalized p-aryl 

group, in which electron-withdrawing substituents on the aryl modulate the Ni(I/II) and Ni(0/I) 

redox couples by +140 mV and +180 mV, from OMe (σp = –0.27) to CF3 (σp = 0.54), 

respectively.25 During HER catalysis, EWGs decrease the basicity of the pendant amines 

(making the N–H more acidic), favoring product (H2) release from the complex and increasing 

the catalytic HER rate. Thus, higher rates for HER were observed at lower overpotentials. 

These studies show that the introduction of EDG/EWG substituents on molecular complexes 

 
Figure 2. Selected cobalt and nickel complexes with para-substituted aryl groups, 
demonstrated to have modulated metal-based redox (and HER) potentials: (a) Co-
bis(imino)pyridine; (b) Co-triaryl corrole; (c) Co-pophyrin; and (d) Ni-bis(diphosphine) 
complexes. The ED/EW character of the substituents can be ranked based on their Hammet 
σpara (σp) parameter.43-45 
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is a promising strategy to modulate the metal-based redox potentials and catalytic HER activity. 

In general, a large overpotential is undesirable but necessary to obtain practical rates for HER, 

and molecular catalysts working with small overpotentials usually display low catalytic 

activities.46-49 Yet, catalytic HER rates can sometimes be enhanced by functionalities in the 

ligand that influence the substrate or product transfer steps by means of metal-ligand 

cooperativity. A few examples of specially designed systems, with proton relays in their 

ligands, demonstrate that the tradeoff between rate and overpotential can be bypassed.25,40,50,51 

The breaking of this relationship is possible due to a potential-independent catalytic rate 

(turnover frequency (TOF)), meaning that the rate-limiting step of the catalysis is not the metal-

centered reduction event.52-54 

Here, we aim to study the overpotential-HER-reactivity relationship by changing the cobalt-

based redox potentials through ligand modifications for our reported bifunctional HER catalyst, 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2. We approach this aim by introducing a functionalized aryl group on 

the methylene bridge of the HBMIMPh2 ligand and thereby retain a C–H bond that can 

participate as a proton relay in the HER. To this end, a series of complexes of the formula 

[Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, where the para-phenyl substituent X = H, Cl, CF3, and OMe, 

were synthesized and characterized (Figure 3). The electrochemical and electrocatalytic HER 

properties of this series of complexes demonstrate an untraditional but beneficial overpotential-

HER-reactivity relation, in which higher catalytic rates are obtained at lower overpotentials.   

 

   

 
Figure 3. para-Aryl-substituted bisimidazolemethane cobalt complexes 
[Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 reported in this work.  
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2.2 Results and Discussion 

2.2.1 Synthesis and characterization of ligands 5-8 and complexes 9-12  

The ligands used in this study were prepared using a two-step reaction sequence (Scheme 1). 

1-Methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole was lithiated with n-butyl-lithium, followed by the 

addition of half an equivalent of a para-substituted methyl benzoate to form alcohol derivatives 

1-4. Reduction of the alcohol group was accomplished by applying an adapted procedure by 

Zhou et al., in which a large excess of trifluoroacetic anhydride (TFAA) and a hydride donor 

were added.55 In all cases, the treatment of the alcohol derivative with TFAA in DCM produced 

an intense ocean blue solution, presumed to be the corresponding cation. Subsequent reductive 

quenching with NaBH4 only yielded desired ligand 8. Replacing NaBH4 for Et3SiH gave 5-7. 

All ligands were obtained as pale-yellow solids in overall yields varying from 25-96%. The 

addition of 0.5 equiv. of [Co(H2O)6](BF4)2 to THF solutions of 5-8 resulted in the formation of 

complexes [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (9-12), which were isolated in 64-75% yield as 

pink-purple solids by evaporating the solvent and subsequent washing with diethyl ether 

(Scheme 2). The formation of complexes 9-12 was confirmed by positive mode high-resolution 

ESI-MS spectrometry, showing the doubly charged [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2]2+ ion peak in all 

cases (Appendix A, Figures A35, 37, 39, 42). Furthermore, 9-12 demonstrate singly charged 

ligand [(H,pPArX)BMIMPh2) + H]+ ion peaks and for 10-12 singly charged 

[Co((H,pPArX)BMIMPh2)2] + F]+ ion peaks were also observed. The 1H-NMR spectra of the 

paramagnetic cobalt complexes 9-12 show broad and strongly shifted signals between –46 and 

124 ppm in MeCN-d3 (Figure 4). The signals could tentatively be assigned by comparing the 

spectra with those of [Co(BMIMPh2)](BF4)2 and [Co(Me2BMIMPh2)](BF4)2 (Figure 4 and 

Appendix A, Figures A44-45).27 For complexes 9-12, a doubling of the resonances was 

 
Scheme 1. Synthesis of (H,pArX)BMIMPh2 ligands 5-8. In the second step Et3SiH was used for 
5-7 and NaBH4 for 8. 
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observed compared to the earlier reported analogs [Co(BMIMPh2)](BF4)2 and 

[Co(Me2BMIMPh2)](BF4)2.27 This is attributed to the introduction of the aryl substituent at the 

methylene position, which becomes diastereotopic upon complexation to cobalt, causing the 

formation of two enantiomers and making the two diphenylimidazole moieties 

spectroscopically inequivalent.56,57 In our previous study,  X-ray crystal structure of 

[Co(BMIMPh2)](BF4)2 revealed that the methylene and some diphenyl imidazole o-Ph-CH 

hydrogen atoms are in close proximity to the metal center, and are therefore expected to be 

strongly shifted and broadened in 1H-NMR.27 Complexes 9-12 all show a broad single 

resonance between 120-123 ppm with similar integration, while [Co(BMIMPh2)](BF4)2 shows 

a similar signal at 182 ppm and [Co(Me2BMIMPh2)](BF4)2 shows no signal in this region (> 50 

ppm). Therefore, we ascribe this broad signal to the methylene hydrogen atom(s). For 9-12, the 

broad signal around 50 ppm is assigned to two o-PhIm CH hydrogen atoms. Two signals that 

relatively integrate for 3 hydrogen atoms, compared to the other paramagnetic signals, are 

found between 40 and 30 ppm and are assigned to the N-methyl hydrogen atoms. In 

[Co(BMIMPh2)](BF4)2 and [Co(Me2BMIMPh2)](BF4)2, a single resonance assigned to the N-

methyl hydrogen atoms was found at 28 and 34 ppm, respectively. Between 25 and 0 ppm the 

observed resonances in the spectra of complexes 9-12 deviate slightly from each other, while 

for each complex a tentative assignment could be made based on the relative integration (see 

the experimental section). Around –3 to –4 ppm two overlapping signals are found for 9-12, 

which were assigned to the o-Ar and m-Ar hydrogen atoms of the functionalized phenyl groups 

at the methylene position, as such signals are absent for [Co(BMIMPh2)](BF4)2 and 

[Co(Me2BMIMPh2)](BF4)2. Finally, two broad signals of similar shape are found for all 

 
Scheme 2. Synthesis of [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 complexes 9-12 from the 
corresponding (H,pArX)BMIMPh2 ligands 5-8 and Co(BF4)2·6 H2O. 
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complexes below –10 ppm and were assigned to o-PhIm hydrogen atoms in close proximity of 

 

 
Figure 4. 1H-NMR spectra of [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 complexes 9 (X=H), 10 (X=Cl), 
11 (X=CF3), and 12 (X=OMe) in MeCN-d3. Peak picking is omitted for clarity and reported in 
the experimental section.  
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the metal center. The assignment of all paramagnetic resonances and the apparent overall 

symmetry of the complexes in solution suggests no coordination of MeCN solvent molecules 

for 9-12. Overall, these NMR spectra are consistent with one molecular cobalt species in which 

two equivalent ligands chelate the metal center, and in which the symmetry within the ligand 

is lifted due to the orientation of the para-phenyl group of the other ligand. The high similarity 

between the spectra of complexes 9-12 points out that the complexes are structurally strongly 

related. The 19F NMR spectrum of 11 shows a single, sharp signal at –75.28 ppm corresponding 

to the CF3 groups, while the typically broad resonance for BF4– ions between –140 and –160 

ppm was not detected in MeCN-d3  (Appendix A, Figure A41; recording the spectrum in THF-

d8 did show the BF4– signal). For 11, the solution state magnetic susceptibility, measured by 

the Evans method, demonstrated a value of μeff = 3.72 μB consistent with three unpaired 

electrons (S = 3/2), which we expect to be consistent in 9-12.58,59 UV-Vis spectroscopy was 

used to probe the d-d transitions of 9-12 (Appendix A, Figure A46 and Table A1). For all 

complexes, two absorption bands were observed around 523 nm and 561 nm. The relatively 

small lmax differences indicate that the para-functionalization of the phenyl groups on the 

ligands does not significantly affect the difference in energy levels of the molecular frontier 

orbitals of the complexes. [Co(BMIMPh2)](BF4)2 shows d-d transitions at 510 nm and 555 nm, 

indicating that in the absence of a phenyl substituent the energy difference between the frontier 

orbitals is somewhat larger.27 Purple crystals, suitable for single X-ray diffraction, were 

obtained from slow vapor diffusion of Et2O into a concentrated solution of 11 in MeCN at –18 

°C over several days. The structure reveals a [Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 composition 

with no solvent molecules coordinated to the tetrahedral cobalt center (Figure 5). A list of 

selected bond lengths and angles for 11 and [Co(HBMIMPh2)](BF4)2  are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Selected bond lengths and bond angles of the crystal structures of 
[Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 11 and [Co(HBMIMPh2)](BF4)2.27  

 
aValues for one two independent molecules. 
 

Bond Lenghts (Å) Bond Angle Degrees Bond Lenghts (Å)[a] Bond Angle Degrees[a]

Co1–N11 1.9876(16) N11–Co1–N12 104.78(7) Co1-N11 1.986(4) N11-Co1-N12 128.95(17)
Co1–N12 1.9951(16) N31–Co1–N32 128.94(7) Co1-N12 1.985(4) N31-Co1-N32 124.03(16)
Co1–N31 2.0012(16) N11–Co1–N31 93.80(6) Co1-N31 2.008(4) N11-Co1-N31 97.00(16)
Co1–N32 1.9940(16) N12–Co1–N32 94.42(6) Co1-N32 1.996(4) N12-Co1-N32 95.60(16)

N11–C21 1.333(2) N11-C21 1.320(6)
C11–C21 1.508(3) C11-C21 1.495(7)

C11–C181 1.503(3) C11-C181 1.485(7)
N31–C181 1.333(2) N31-C181 1.334(6)

[Co(BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2[Co((H,p ArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2  (11) 

Chelate motif Chelate motif
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Complex 11 shows a slightly distorted tetrahedral geometry around the cobalt(II) ion, with a 

dihedral angle between the N11–Co1–N31 and N12–Co1–N32 planes of 87.39(9)°, compared 

to the smaller dihedral angles of 74.1(2) and 77.4(2) ° between the N-Co-N planes in 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)](BF4)2 .27 However, the p-CF3-phenyl substituent on the ligand backbone 

causes the ligand framework to be tilted aside from the perpendicular plane (Figure 5, right). 

The Co–N bond lengths of 1.9876(16)-2.0012(16) Å are almost identical to the 1.985(4)-

2.008(4) Å bond lengths in [Co(HBMIMPh2)](BF4)2, indicating a similar interaction between 

the ligands and cobalt.27 The chelator angles N11–Co–N31 and N12–Co–N32 of 93.80(6) and 

94.42(6) ° in 11 are slightly smaller than in [Co(HBMIMPh2)](BF4)2 (94.75(17)-97.00(16) °).27 

The BF4 anions are too far away from the Co center for any bonding interaction (Appendix A, 

Figure A47). The overall structure of the tetrahedral complex is chiral. Upon complex 

formation, the p-CF3-aryl substituents become diastereotopic and, accordingly, the complex is 

chiral at cobalt. The two enantiomers of 11 are present in equal amounts within the crystal.56,57 

Due to the centrosymmetry of the space group, the overall crystal structure is racemic. 

Obviously, similar symmetry considerations apply to the other complexes reported here, as 

discussed for their NMR spectra (vide supra). The crystal packing is characterized by 

 
Figure 5. Molecular structure of [Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2  11 in the crystal. Left: 
‘side view’ along the N12–Co–N32 chelate perspective, showing the imidazole binding modes; 
Right: ‘top view’ perpendicular to the plane of the N12–Co–N32 chelate, showing the tilting of 
the ligand and the orientation of the p-CF3-aryl groups. Ellipsoids are plotted at the 50% 
probability level. H-atoms, BF4 counter anions, and disordered solvent molecules have been 
omitted for clarity. Only the major conformation of the disordered CF3 groups is shown.  
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alternating S and R enantiomers that form large channels which are filled with ordered and 

disordered solvent molecules (Figure 6, and Appendix A, Figure A48). Attempts to grow 

single crystals of sufficient quality for 9, 10, and 12 were unsuccessful.   

 

2.2.2 Cyclic voltammetry studies of 9-12 
To investigate the redox properties of cobalt complexes 9-12, CV measurements were 

performed in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 in MeCN at 100 mV/s, scanning in the cathodic direction, and 

absolutely referenced to the Fc+/Fc couple (Figure 7, Table 2, and Appendix A, Figure A49, 

for the explanation of the electrochemical parameters).60 The redox properties of 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 are included in Table 2 for clarity.27 Upon scanning in the cathodic 

direction, a broad irreversible reduction for 9 was found at Eonset = –1.63 V and Ep,c = –1.79 V, 

with a broad pre-wave. Based on the similar shape and position as the reductive event observed 

for [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, we ascribe this redox event to a Co(I/II) reduction followed by 

H2 formation with formal deprotonation of the ligand (EC mechanism).27 The broadening of 

the signal is indicative of a slow electron transfer. The Co(I/II) redox feature is reproducible 

over two consecutive scans. Upon scanning in the reserved anodic direction also a single 

oxidation at Ep,a = –0.51 V was observed, which is of similar shape to the oxidation observed 

for [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (at Ep,a = –0.64 V) (Appendix A, Figure A50).27 The phenyl 

functionalization of the methylene bridge results in a 170-200 mV anodic shift in the Co(I/II) 

reduction potential compared to [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (Eonset = –1.83 V and Ep,c = –1.96 V 

  
Figure 6. Packing of the S and R enantiomers of complex [Co((H,pPhCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 
11 within the crystal. 
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in MeCN, 0.1 M nBu4NPF6).27 This observation confirms the possibility to modify the redox 

chemistry of bisimidazolemethane-derived complexes by installing a phenyl substituent at the 

methylene position of the ligand and confirms the electron-withdrawing character of the phenyl 

substituent. For 10, 11, and 12 an irreversible Co(I/II) reduction was found at Eonset = –1.59, –

1.54, –1.65 V and Ep,c = –1.70, –1.67, and –1.76 V, respectively. Complex 10 also features a 

pre-wave. In the reversed anodic scan, different oxidative features were observed for 11 and 

12, which are not systematic and were not further investigated (Appendix A, Figure A51). The 

reduction events are all peak shaped, indicative of a fast electron transfer process. Finally, a 

scan rate analysis was performed for 11 and 12, which feature the utmost reduction potentials 

amongst complexes 9-12. Plots of the peak currents (ip,c) versus the square root of the scan rate 

are linear, indicating that these redox reactions are diffusion-controlled and therefore originate 

  
Figure 7. Segmented voltammograms of 1 mM 9 (H), 10 (Cl), 11 (CF3), 12 (OMe), and 
[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 in MeCN, referenced vs. the 
ferrocenium/ferrocene redox couple at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. The arrow indicates the initial 
scan direction. Left: stacked voltammograms. Right: overlaying voltammograms.   

 
 Table 2. Electrochemical data for [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 complexes 9-12 (1 mM) in 
MeCN (0.1 M nBu4NBF4).a 

 

aReferenced to the Fc+/Fc couple 

Complex

E p,c (V) E onset (V)

9 (X = H) –1.79 –1.63 0
10 (X = Cl) –1.70 –1.59 0.24

11 (X = CF3) –1.67 –1.54 0.53
12 (X = OMe) –1.76 –1.65 –0.27

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4 –1.96 –1.83 -

Hammett 
σpara X

 MeCN
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from solvated species (Appendix A, Figure A51).60 The numerical redox data of complexes 9-

12 show that upon decreasing the electron-donating ability of the para substituent of the aryl 

moieties, as determined by the Hammett σpara,43-45 the potentials of the Co(I/II) couple become 

more positive (Table 2, Figure 8 black traces). Both the Ep,c and Eonset values show a cathodic 

trend in reduction potential from 12 to 9, to 10 to 11. Due to the broadening of the redox event 

as a result of slower electron transfer kinetics, the Ep,c value of 9 is the only data point off-trend 

in this data set. Overall, this linear trend features a positive ρ value of ~0.16 (average of the 

MeCN (~0.14) and THF (~0.18) trends, vide infra), which points out that the redox properties 

of the cobalt center in this series of complexes can be modulated in a predictable manner, in-

line with the electronic effect of substituents as described by the Hammett sigma values.43,44 

This observation also shows that there is effective electronic communication between the 

cobalt metal center and the aryl substituents at the methylene position of the ligand. To further 

investigate the Co(I/II) redox behavior of 9-12, voltammetry experiments were run in THF, as 

the electrochemical interference on reduced species is less in THF (compared to MeCN), due 

to its lower electron acceptance properties as described by the acceptor number by Gutmann 

and Gerger.61-63 Figure 9 depicts the cyclic and differential pulse voltammograms of 9-12 in 

0.1 M nBu4NPF6 in THF and in Table 3 the numerical data is reported. All voltammograms 

demonstrate a single redox event when scanning up to –2.00 V, ascribed to the (reversible) 

Co(I/II) redox couple. While a broadening of the irreversible Co(I/II) response was observed 

for 9 in MeCN, the same response of 9 appears peak shaped in THF, likewise to 10-12. 

Interestingly, the series demonstrates intensifying oxidative Co(I/II) responses (ip,a) from 9 and 

12 to 10 and 11, showing that the electrochemical behavior in THF is distinct from that in 

MeCN. The differences in the ip,c and ip,a values of the Co(I/II) redox couples in 9-12 are 

constant with chemical quasi-reversibility for in 9 and 12 and chemically reversibility for 10 

and 11. This demonstrates a difference in the energy barrier for electron transfer for 

EDG/neutral substituents (OMe, H) and EWG substituents (Cl, CF3), which further underlines 

that the metal-centered redox events are affected by the para-substituents on the aryl groups. 

The CVs of 9-12 in THF show redox couples at E1/2 = –1.74, –1.68, –1.65, and –1.78 V, 

respectively, which follow the same trend as the peak potentials (Ep,c) in THF and as the trend 

observed for the onset potentials in MeCN (Figure 8), indicating that electronic 

communication between the substituents and the metal center is not influenced by the solvent. 

The peak-to-peak separation ΔEp amounts to 130-180 mV, indicating electrochemical quasi-

reversibility. Between the utmost substituents, 11 (CF3) and 12 (OMe), an E1/2 difference of 

130 mV was observed, which is similar to the 140 mV difference observed by Dubois and co-
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workers for their nickel complexes bearing the same substituents (Figure 2).25 DPV 

experiments of 9-12 in THF demonstrate symmetric Co(I/II) peaks in both scan directions, 

which is consistent with chemically reversible reactions, and none of the sweeps show 

additional cathodic or anodic events.60 The Ep values for 9-12 were observed at  –1.80, –1.77, 

–1.70, –1.81 V, respectively. For complexes with fast electron transfer kinetics (high 

reversibility), the DPV peak potentials correlate with the E1/2 value found in CV. For 9-12, 

these values differentiate with 30-90 mV indicative of the quasi-reversibility. For 9 and 10, the 

base of the peak and the peak width at half height (W1/2) widens, while the peak height 

decreases, compared to 11 and 12, which is ascribed to slower electron transfer kinetics 

(irreversibility). Between MeCN and THF we observe increased chemical reversibility in all 

cases in THF, but especially for 10 and 11. Overall, we conclude that functionalizing the para-

aryl group, located on the outer sphere of the complexes and no less than eight chemical bonds 

away from the cobalt metal center, has a significant effect on the metal-based redox properties 

of the complexes, which correlates with the Hammett sigma parameter.43,44 An electronic 

communication of this magnitude is likely to be established by conjugation, but in 9-12 the 

conjugated pathway is lifted by the sp3 hybridized methylene group. Alternatively, inductive 

effects can cause electronic changes, but the functionalities are relatively remote (8 bonds) such 

that inductive forces are likely faded at the cobalt center and not responsible for the magnitude 

of the observed redox modulations. A more convoluted explanation is that the reduction event 

 

Figure 8. Variation of the CV Eonset (diamond), and Ep,c (circle) values for the Co(I/II) 
reductions of [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 complexes 9 (H), 10 (Cl), 11 (CF3) and, 12 
(OMe)  in MeCN (black) and (additional E1/2 (square))  in THF (red) as a function of the 
Hammett σpara parameter. 
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is coupled to H2 formation with formal deprotonation of the ligand (an EC mechanism), as was 

previously described for [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4).27 As a result, the para-aryl substituents 

influence the stabilization of the product (a conjugated anionic ligand) and therewith 

simultaneously change the activation energy required for this transformation,  resulting in a 

change in the observed redox potentials. This explanation does not certify the trend observed 

in THF, where the Co(I/II) responses are more reversible and an E mechanism seems operable 

that is not followed by formal deprotonation. This would imply a significant inductive effect 

of the para-aryl-substituents on the Co(I/II) redox potential in THF solution. Based on these 

considerations, the electronic communication between the para-aryl-substituents and cobalt is 

not fully understood. 

 

Figure 9. Electrochemical analysis of complexes 9 (H), 10 (Cl), 11 (CF3) and, 12 (OMe) (5 
mM) in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 in THF referenced vs. the ferrocenium/ferrocene redox couple. Left: 
cyclic voltammograms at a scan rate of 100 mV/s; Right: differential pulse voltammograms at 
a modulation time of 0.003 s, interval time 0.05 s, modulation amplitude 0.05 V. 
 

Table 3. Electrochemical data for [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 complexes 9-12 (5mM) in 
THF (0.1 M nBu4NBF4).a 

 
aReferenced to the Fc+/Fc couple 

 

 

Complex

i p,c (µA) i p,a (µA) E 1/2 (V) ΔE p 

(mV) 
E p,c (V) E p,a(V) 

DPV        
E p (V)

DPV 
W 1/2 (mV)

9 (X = H) 13 6 –1.74 160 –1.82 –1.66 –1.80 260 0
10 (X = Cl) 20 19 –1.68 180 –1.77 –1.59 –1.77 300 0.24

11 (X = CF3) 18 18 –1.65 130 –1.72 –1.59 –1.70 200 0.53
12 (X = OMe) 13 6 –1.78 170 –1.89 –1.72 –1.81 210 –0.27

THF
Hammett 
σpara X
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2.2.4 Electrocatalytic proton reduction  
To probe the catalytic activity of 9-12 towards electrocatalytic hydrogen production, the 

complexes were analyzed with CV in the presence of a weak acid as a sacrificial proton donor. 

Our initial electrocatalytic HER investigation started with a study on 0.5 mM solutions of 11 

in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 in THF at a glassy carbon electrode (Figure 10). 11 was selected as starting 

point for the electrocatalytic studies because this complex shows the most anodic reduction 

potential in THF, and therefore seemed most suited to identify electrocatalytic HER activity.32 

In the absence of acid, 11 shows a reversible reduction at E1/2 = –1.65 V vs. Fc+/Fc (blue traces), 

 
Figure 10. Cyclic voltammograms of complex 11 in THF (0.5 mM; 0.1 M nBu4NPF6). Top 
left: 11 (blue), 11 + 100 mM phenol (green); top right 11 (blue), 11 + 50 mM AcOH (green), 
50 mM AcOH (black); bottom left: 11 (blue), 11 + 3 or 20 mM benzoic acid (green), 20 mM 
benzoic acid (black); bottom right: 11 (blue), 11 + 1 mM Et3NHPF6 (green), 1 mM Et3NHPF6 
(black). Scan rate 100 mV/s. Working electrode: glassy carbon electrode. 
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corresponding to the Co(I/II) redox couple and identical to the response at 5 mM (Figure 9). 

Upon the addition of an excess of a weak proton donor, such as phenol (200 equiv.), acetic acid 

(100 equiv.), or benzoic acid (40 equiv.) no electrocatalytic wave was observed (green traces). 

The acid-only experiments demonstrate direct reduction at the glassy carbon electrode at more 

negative (cathodic) potentials for acetic acid and benzoic acid (black traces), while direct 

phenol reduction at the glassy carbon electrode happens outside the solvent window. Upon the 

addition of a relatively stronger acid Et3NHPF6 (2 equiv.) a slight increase in current was 

observed at the reduction potential (Ep,c) of the complex, followed by the start of an even 

stronger current.31 The Eonset of the direct reduction of the Et3NHPF6 protons at the glassy 

carbon electrode starts at an only slightly more cathodic potential (black trace). To avoid 

overlap with this competitive background feature, we moved to a Hg-electrode, which is less 

active to direct proton reduction.31 Figure 11 depicts the cyclic voltammograms of a 0.5 mM 

solution of 11 at a hanging drop mercury electrode (HDME) in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 in THF. In 

the absence of acid (blue trace), 11 shows a reversible reduction at E1/2 = –1.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl, 

corresponding to the Co(I/II) redox couple (–1.65 vs. Fc+/Fc). Upon the addition of an excess 

of Et3NHPF6 (20 equiv.; yellow trace), a minimal lowering of the ip,c of 11 was observed, 

followed by a strong current, which is close to the direct reduction of the acid at the Hg 

electrode (dotted line). From these observations, we conclude that 11 is not an electro-catalyst 

for the HER under mildly acidic conditions in THF. Next, we tested the electrocatalytic 

properties of complex 12, since this complex has the most cathodic Ep,c for the Co(I/II) 

reduction, and also shows a less reversible redox behavior compared to 11. Figure 12 depicts 

the cyclic voltammogram of a 1.0 mM solution of 12 at a hanging drop mercury electrode 

 
Figure 11. Cyclic voltammograms of complex 11 (0.5 mM) in THF 0.1 M nBu4NPF6. 11 (blue 
trace), 11 + 10 mM Et3NHPF6 (yellow) and 10 mM Et3NHPF6 only (dotted). Scan rate 100 
mV/s. Working electrode: hanging drop mercury electrode (HDME). 
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(HDME) in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 in THF. In the absence of acid, 12 shows a reversible reduction 

at E1/2 = –1.18 V vs Ag/AgCl (–1.74 vs. Fc+/Fc), corresponding to the Co(I/II) redox couple, 

followed by an irreversible reduction at Ep,c = –1.35 V, which was tentatively assigned to a 

species formed in the reduction of 12 (red traces). Upon the addition of an excess of Et3NHPF6 

(10 equiv.), a slight current increase was observed at both redox events, followed by a strong 

current (yellow trace), which is close to the direct reduction of the acid at the Hg electrode 

(dotted line). We conclude that 12 and its reduced forms do not participate as fast 

electrocatalysts in HER. Since these experiments shown that 11 as well as 12 show no 

appreciable electrocatalytic HER activity in THF, we decided to continue our HER studies 

using MeCN as the solvent.    

The same proton sources (triethylammonium tetrafluoroborate, benzoic acid, acetic acid, and 

phenol) were used for the electrocatalytic studies in MeCN, as these are described as 

recommended Brønsted acids for electrocatalytic HER studies in MeCN because of their 

increasing thermodynamic reduction potentials E0HA = –1.25, –1.36, –1.46, –1.75, respectively 

(Appendix A, Table A4), and their stability.64 Figure 13 depicts the voltammograms of 11 in 

the presence (blue), and absence (red) of 1 equiv. of the four different proton sources. Current 

enhancements of the same order of magnitude were observed at the Co(I/II) reduction potential 

of 11 in combination with all four proton sources. We attribute this behavior to an increased 

electron transfer rate between the electrode and complex under acidic conditions, in which the 

mutual differences in pKa of the selected Brønsted acids do not significantly alter this rate. In 

the presence of phenol and benzoic acid, a small anodic shift in the peak potential was also 

observed. The enhanced redox events are followed by a second reduction event that adopts the 

  
Figure 12. Left: Cyclic voltammograms of complex 12 (1.0 mM) Right: CV of 12 + 10 mM 
Et3NHPF6 (yellow) and 10 mM Et3NHPF6 only (dotted) in THF 0.1 M nBu4NPF6. Scan rate 
100 mV/s; working electrode: hanging drop mercury electrode (HDME). 
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same shape as the one observed for the individual Brønsted acids (dotted lines). For AcOH and 

Et3NHBF4, this event is found at a similar potential as the acid-only event, while for benzoic 

acid and phenol, this feature has shifted anodically by 200-300 mV. Based on previous research 

and the electrochemical responses, we propose that 11 forms hydrogen using a C–H methylene 

proton, in which the resulting deprotonated ligand is readily protonated by a weak proton 

source. Attempts to isolate [Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)(pArCF3)BMIMPh2–)2](BF4), by treating 

11 with an alkali metal hydride or base/reductant KC8 were unsuccessful. Phenol demonstrates 

the strongest current enhancement compared to its background, making it the acid of choice 

for further studies. Next, we increased the phenol concentration to 100 mM and ran 

voltammetry in the presence of complexes 9-12. Figure 14 shows the voltammograms of 9-12 

in the presence of 100 equiv. phenol and the corresponding numerical data are presented in 

  
Figure 13. Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM 11 in the presence/absence of 1 mM of the 
Brønsted acids phenol (top left), acetic acid (top right), benzoic acid (bottom left), and 
Et3NHBF4 (bottom right) (blue/red traces) in combination with voltammograms of the acids 
(dotted). Recorded in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 in MeCN at a scan rate of 100 mV/s at a glassy carbon 
electrode and referenced vs. the ferrocenium/ferrocene redox couple.  
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Table 4. In all cases, a small current enhancement was observed at the Co(I/II) reduction 

potential. For 9 and 10 a slight anodic shift of the Co(I/II) potential was also observed, which 

 

  

   
 

Figure 14. Cyclic voltammograms of complexes 9 (H), 10 (Cl), 11 (CF3) and, 12 (OMe) (1.0 
mM): complex only (red), complex + 100 mM phenol (blue), and 100 mM phenol only (dotted) 
in MeCN 0.1 M nBu4NPF6. Bottom: overlay of the CV’s for 9-12 in the presence of 100 mM 
phenol (colored traces) and the acid-only trace (dotted). Scan rate 100 mV/s. Working 
electrode: Glassy carbon and referenced vs. the ferrocenium/ferrocene redox couple. 
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is an indicative feature of a coupled chemical step, such as the protonation of the ligand or the 

formation of a metal hydride.65 At more cathodic potentials, the onset of an electrocatalytic 

current was observed at Eonset cat. = 1.95, –1.98, –2.08, and –2.13 V for 9-12, respectively, 

(approx. –400 mV of the Co(I/II) Eonset potentials). The direct reduction potential of phenol at 

the GC electrode in the absence of 9-12 was found as a much weaker feature at a more cathodic 

potential Ep,c = –2.65 V (dotted line).64 The order in the catalytic onset potentials (Eonset, cat) is 

11 > 10 > 9 > 12, which equals the order in the Co(I/II) reduction potentials (Eonset) in the 

absence of substrate (acid) and correlates to the Hammett sigma values for the para-

substituents on the installed aryl group. When considering the overpotential requirement for 

HER as determined by the potential difference between Ecat/2 and E0HA, which is –1.75 V for 

phenol in MeCN (see Figure A3 for definitions),64 the overpotentials vary between 490 and 620 

mV (from 11 to 12). This indicates that the redox potential of the metal center is linearly 

correlated to the catalytic HER potential (Ecat/2) and that the para-substituents similarly 

influence both potentials. Furthermore, we observed differences in the enhancements of the 

electrocatalytic current and thus in the electrocatalytic rates. Using equation 1 by Bullock et 

al., the turnover frequency (TOF) for a two-electron chemical process was determined using 

the observed current intensities (see the experimental section and Figure A49 for definitions).66 

For complexes 9-12 the corresponding TOF are: 9 = 144, 10 = 154, 11 = 110, 12 = 53 s–1 

(Figure 15). This series might indicate that the electrocatalytic rate of the complexes increases 

as the electrocatalytic potential (Ecat/2) for HER becomes more positive. Yet, the TOF value of 

11 is an outlier in this series and further data points would be necessary to confirm this trend. 

In essence, these observations are remarkable since positive (anodic) shifts in redox potentials 

Table 4. Electrocatalytic data for [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 complexes 9-12 (1 mM) in 
the presence of proton donor phenol (100 mM) in MeCN (0.1 M nBu4NBF4)a 

Complex Eonset cat. 

(V) 
Ep,cat 

(mV)  
Ep,cat/2 

(mV)  
Overpotential 

(η) (mV) 
icat. 

(µA) 
kobs 

(TOF) 
Hammett 

σpara X 

9 (X = H) –2.08 –2.83 –2.36 610 649 144 0 
10 (X = Cl) –1.98 –2.78 –2.33 580 731 154 0.24 

11 (X = CF3) –1.95 –2.54 –2.24 490 562 110 0.53 
12 (X = OMe) –2.13 –2.67 –2.37 620 435 53 -0.27 

aReferenced to the Fc+/Fc couple 

  

 

 

𝑘!"#(𝑇𝑂𝐹) = 1.94 ∙ 𝑣 ∙ .$!"#$$ /
%
    (eq.1) 
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(i.e. lower overpotentials) typically lead to decreases in catalytic rates for reductive processes 

such as H2 production (see also introduction).46,67,68 A similar observation was made by Dubois 

et al. for their dicationic nickel complexes, [Ni(PPh2NC6H4X2)2].25 In that case, the increased 

rates were attributed to the bifunctional nature of the molecular catalyst, i.e. a redox-active 

metal center acting in concert with an intramolecular proton relay moiety. In these nickel 

complexes, an N–H proton relay mediates the HER and EWG substituents on the N–Ar moiety 

enhance the reaction rate by increasing the N–H acidity. For nickel complexes with EWG 

substituents more positive electrocatalytic potentials were found, which generally decrease the 

reactivity (basicity) at the metal center, but in this case, the catalytic rate was found to increase. 

This was attributed to an increase in the acidity of the proton relay, confirming the product 

release step as the rate-determining step. Interestingly, for the series of complexes studied by 

Dubois, the para-(CF3)-aryl substituted complex also did not follow the observed trend. The 

similar trend observed for the nickel complexes of Dubois and complexes 9-12 would suggest 

that HER catalysis also in this case is oppositely influenced by the introduction of EWG/EDG 

substituents, lending credit to a bifunctional role of these molecular catalysts, in line with our 

previous proposal. Accordingly, the rate-determining step in HER catalysis by these complexes 

is not exclusively influenced by the overpotential but also by the electronic substituent effects. 

Based on our previous mechanistic work, we propose a bifunctional mode of action of the 

cobalt complexes in which a C–H methylene proton relay participates in the hydrogen bond-

making process together with a cobalt-hydride moiety, and where EWG substituents on the 

phenyl groups not only lead to lower catalytic overpotentials but also make the C–H bond more 

acidic to result in an overall increased HER activity.27 The HER characteristics of Dubois’s 

 
Figure 15. kobs(TOF) of complexes 9 (H), 10 (Cl), 11 (CF3) and, 12 (OMe) in the presence of 
100 mM phenol in MeCN as a function of the Hammett σpara parameter. 

 

aReferenced to the Fc+/Fc couple 
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nickel catalyst and the cobalt catalysts presented here point out that in a bifunctional catalyst 

system, a more anodic electrocatalytic reduction potential does not necessarily decrease the 

catalytic HER rate.  

For the non-substituted complex [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, the overpotential, a measurement 

of the catalytic HER efficiency, was measured under similar conditions (100 equiv. sacrificial 

proton donor in MeCN and a glassy carbon electrode) and is 590 mV with a TOF of 125 s–1.27 

The introduction of a phenyl group, as in complex 9, resulted in an overpotential of 610 with a 

TOF of 144 s–1 (Table 4) and therefore does not seem to significantly alter the HER 

performance. Further functionalization of the phenyl group with EWG substituents (complexes 

10 and 11) enhances overall catalysis, based on TOF numbers and the overpotential 

requirement. For [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, we proposed the Co(I/II) reduction to be the rate-

determining step, as the Eonset,cat was equal to the Ep,c and theoretical studies revealed the highest 

energy barrier for this step.27 For 9-12, on the other hand, we observed a Eonset,cat that does not 

coincide with the Co(I/II) reduction event, but occurs at more negative (cathodic) potentials. 

Unfortunately, attempts to further study the HER mechanism operating for complexes 9-12 

through the isolation of reduced or deprotonated forms of the complexes, as possible 

intermediates, have thus far turned out to be unsuccessful. 

 

2.2.5 Bulk electrolysis  

To detect H2 as the reaction product and to quantify H2 formation, bulk electrolysis experiments 

were carried out using our in-house developed setup with inline product detection (see 

experimental section). Next to complexes 9-12, [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 and the well-known 

glyoxime complex [Co(dmgBF2)2] were tested for benchmarking.46,69,70 Controlled potential 

electrolysis was performed for 3 h in 10 mL MeCN using 100 mM phenol as the proton source 

at –2.00 V vs. Fc+/Fc. The chosen potential is corresponding to an overpotential of only 250 

mV, and is slightly anodic of the Eonset for 9 and 12 and slightly cathodic of the Eonset for 10 and 

11 (Table 4), which would accordingly lead to sharp differences in activity.64 However, in the 

presence of 1 mM 9-12, [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 and [Co(dmgBF2)2] poor current densities 

(1.44–4.85 mA/cm2) were recorded in all cases with poor Faradaic efficiencies (11-24%) 

(Table 5). No hydrogen formation was detected in the absence of any cobalt complex. After 

all experiments, a deposit was observed to have formed on the electrode surface. The influence 

of such a deposit on the observed catalytic HER performance was unclear and stimulated us to 

investigate bulk electrolysis using molecular cobalt complexes in more detail (see Chapter 4). 
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From this study, we conclude that the combination of phenol as a sacrificial proton donor in 

MeCN with a glassy carbon electrode is not optimal for our HER electrolysis studies. 

Nevertheless, from this benchmarking study, we conclude that the observed currents originate 

from H2 formation in all cases with concomitant reductive degradation of the complexes at the 

electrode surface. We also conclude that 9-12 are competitive electrocatalyst to 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, and [Co(dmgBF2)2] with 10 being the best in this series. 

2.3 Conclusion 
Previous studies on the bisimidazolemethane-based cobalt complex [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 

have demonstrated its activity as an HER electrocatalyst and have pointed at the participation 

of the methylene protons in the ligand backbone as a C–H proton relay during catalysis, a 

bifunctional mechanism. Here, we have sought to explore the effect on the cobalt-based redox 

potentials and catalytic activity when introducing para-substituted aryl groups next to the 

proton relay, but away from the first coordination sphere of the metal center. To this end, a 

series of [Co((H,pPArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 complexes, where the para-aryl substituent X = H, 

Cl, CF3, or OMe, were synthesized, holding a wide range of electronic-donor/acceptor abilities 

for X. It was observed that in MeCN the Co(I/II) reduction shift anodically by 170 mV upon 

the introduction of a non-substituted phenyl ring, as in 9. The introduction of a para-aryl 

substituent varied the Co(I/II) reduction by 130 mV between the most donating substituent in 

12 (OMe) and the least donating in 11 (CF3), while all Co(I/II) features remain irreversible. In 

THF, the Co(I/II) reductions are more reversible, indicating a different electrochemical 

Table 5. Summary of bulk electrolysis results using [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 

complexes 9 (H), 10 (Cl), 11 (CF3) and, 12 (OMe) (1 mM), [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, and 
[Co(dmgBF2)2], with phenol (0.1 M) in 10 mL MeCN (0.1 M nBu4NPF6) at –2.00 V vs Fc+/Fc.a 

  
aglassy carbon electrode, 3 h. H2 quantification by gas chromatography analysis.  
 

 

Complex  (1 mM) Charge (C)
Current. Dens. 

(mA/cm2)
FE (%)

- 0.025 0.01 0
9 (X = H) 3.03 1.44 21

10 (X = Cl) 10.27 4.85 24
11 (X = CF3) 3.16 1.50 17

12 (X = OMe) 3.90 1.85 11
[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 5.20 2.46 20

[Co(dmgBF2)2](BF4)2 4.84 2.29 15
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behavior and reactivity in THF and MeCN. Electrocatalytic studies in THF showed no HER 

catalysis for complexes 11 and 12, while in MeCN each of the complexes 9-12 is active in HER 

catalysis. Interestingly, for 9-12 we observed an increasing HER-activity (TOF) for complexes 

with more electron withdrawing substituents and a lower overpotential (driving force). This 

observation is consistent with a bifunctional mechanism for HER in which the cobalt-based 

reduction potential is not directly correlated to the electrocatalytic performance. During 

electrolysis studies, the formation of hydrogen was confirmed and HER performance 

benchmarking to [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 and [Co(dmgBF2)2] demonstrated a competitive 

performance for 9-12, although limited activity was observed in all cases.  

Overall, we conclude that changes in the outer coordination sphere of bisimidazolemethane-

based cobalt complexes can effectively modulate their redox properties and electrocatalytic 

HER performance. These observations illustrate the interesting coordination and catalytic 

chemistry of complexes derived from (functionalized) bisimidazolemethane ligands, which 

may find further application beyond cobalt and HER chemistry, such as the electrochemical 

activation of other small molecules like CO2 and N2. In terms of practical HER applications, 

the [Co((H,pPhX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 complexes have shown a low stability under bulk 

electrolysis conditions. Ongoing investigations in our laboratory aim at the development of 

more robust HER catalysts based on the bisimidazolemethane ligand design. 

2.4 Experimental  

2.4.1 General remarks 

All reactions were carried out under an inert atmosphere of water- and oxygen-free N2 gas 

using standard Schlenk techniques or were performed in an MBraun labmaster dp glovebox 

workstation. Dry acetonitrile (MeCN), dichloromethane (CH2Cl2), and methanol (MeOH) were 

used from an MBraun SPS-800 solvent purification system, dried over 3 or 4 Å molecular 

sieves, and degassed by bubbling N2 for at least 30 min. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was dried over 

sodium benzophenone after taking it from an MBraun SPS-800 solvent purification system, 

subsequently distilled and degassed by bubbling N2 for at least 30 min. All other commercially 

obtained chemicals were used without further purification unless stated otherwise. Column 

chromatography was performed using Merck silica gel (60-200 mesh).  1H-NMR, 13C-NMR, 

and 19F-NMR  spectra were recorded at 400 MHz, 101 MHz, and 376 MHz respectively, at 298 

K, on a Varian VNMRS400 or an Oxford NMR AS400 spectrometer. Chemical shifts (δ) are 

reported in ppm and referenced against the residual solvent signal. IR spectra were recorded 
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with a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum One FTIR spectrometer. UV-Vis-NIR spectra were recorded on 

a PerkinElmer 950 UV-Vis spectrometer, wavelengths are reported in nm, and extinction 

coefficients (ε) are given in L mol−1 cm−1. Elemental analysis was performed by MEDAC Ltd. 

based in the United Kingdom. Electrospray Ionization (ESI) measurements were performed 

using an Advion Expression CMS mass spectrometer.  

Electrochemical sweeping experiments were performed using a hanging mercury drop 

electrode setup in the fumehood (vide infra) or in a nitrogen-filled MBraun labmaster dp 

glovebox, on an IVIUM potentiostat/galvanostat using a 3-electrode setup including a Pt-wire 

counter electrode, a glassy carbon-working electrode (3 mm Ø) and an Ag/Ag(NO3) reference 

electrode used directly in solution. The potentiostat was kept external to the glovebox, and the 

electrode leads were connected with a custom shielded electrode cable feedthrough. All scans 

were absolutely referenced to the ferrocenium/ferrocene redox couple taken at a scan rate of 

100 mV/s, unless reported differently. The working electrodes were polished with 0.3 μm 

aluminium oxide powder deionized water slurries and rinsed with water for 30 seconds to 

remove the residual polishing powder. Before all experiments, background voltammograms 

were recorded at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. Solutions were mixed by shaking before each 

measurement and the working electrode surface was cleaned with a tissue after every scan. All 

measurements were recorded in a 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium 

tetrafluoroborate/hexafluorophosphate (nBu4NBF4/nBu4NPF6) solution in dry, degassed 

MeCN or THF. 

Hanging mercury drop electrode setup: Electrochemical sweeping experiments were 

performed in a fume hood, on an Autolab PGSTAT204 potentiostat/galvanostat using a 663 

VA stand of Metrohm. This 3-electrode setup includes a carbon counter electrode, a mercury-

drop working electrode (≈ 0.01 mm Ø), and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode, used directly in 

the solution. Before all measurements, the cell was purged with solvent-saturated N2. All scans 

were referenced to the Ag/AgCl redox couple (–0.4 V vs Fc+/Fc) and taken at a scan rate of 

100 mV/s, unless reported differently. For each experiment, a new mercury drop was used. 

Background voltammograms were recorded at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. Solutions were mixed 

by the rotator of the 663 VA stand before each measurement. All measurements were recorded 

in a 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate/hexafluorophosphate 

(nBu4NBF4/nBu4NPF6) solution in dry, degassed THF. 

Electrolysis solutions were prepared in the glovebox and electrolysis experiments were 

performed outside the glovebox using an Autolab PGSTAT204 potentiostat/galvanostat, using 

a 3-electrode setup including a Pt-plate counter electrode, an RDE glassy carbon-working 
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electrode (5 mm Ø) and a double junction Ag/Ag(NO3) reference electrode used directly in 

solution. All electrodes for electrolysis experiments were purchased from Metrohm. For details 

on the electrochemical cell for electrolysis experiments, see below.  

 

Appendix A contains the supplementary information for this Chapter.  

 

The equations used for the calculation of the Turn Over Frequency from cyclic voltammograms 

are explained in Chapter 1, section 1.2, p18. 

 

2.4.2 Electrochemical measurements coupled to gas chromatography for H2-

evolution quantification 

Controlled potential and current measurements were carried out in a two-compartment three-

electrode electrochemical cell (Appendix A, Figure A52). Prior to use, the catalytic cell was 

placed in a 1 M HCl solution for 12 h, followed by extensive washing with demineralized 

water, then it was put in an oven at 70 oC for 2 h after which it was directly put under vacuum 

and entered in an O2/H2O-free glovebox. The working electrode and reference electrodes were 

placed in the same compartment filled with electrolyte solution, sacrificial proton donor, and a 

molecular cobalt complex. The counter electrode was placed in the second compartment of the 

cell filled with only electrolyte solution. Then the cell and electrodes are placed in-line with 

the GC apparatus. Subsequently, the system was flushed with N2 for 5-10 min to remove 

residual oxygen, and electrolysis was started. 

H2 quantification was accomplished via an in-line gas chromatography (GC) configuration. 

The cell compartment of the working electrode was continuously flushed by N2 carrier gas, 

whose rate was fixed through a Bronkhorst EL FLOW prestige mass flowmeter/controller at 5 

mL/min. The output gas was analyzed with an InterScience CompactGC4.0 gas chromatograph 

equipped with an Rt-QBond 3m * 0.32 mm capillary column and Molsieve 5 A 7 m * 0.32 mm 

capillary column thermostated at 65 °C and a TCD detector thermostated at 110 °C. The GC 

was mounted in the so-called continuous flow mode in which the carrier gas stream fills an 

injection loop of 50 μL in the GC. The content of the injection loop was fed every 76 sec into 

the GC setup, where gases (H2 and O2) are separated and the area under the peaks computed. 

Calibration of the GC-TCD was done by flushing mixed gases of N2 and H2 with different 

concentrations through the electrocatalytic cell (Appendix A, Figure A53). Under the applied 

flow (5 mL/min), no air leakages were determined, as confirmed by the absence of an oxygen 
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signal in the GC (Appendix A, Figure A54). The experimentally obtained values from the 

chromatogram were then used to determine the total production of H2 in the electrochemical 

cell (ηobs). 

The theoretical production rate for H2 derived from the current i passed in the cell, assuming a 

unitary Faradaic yield, was calculated following the formula: ηcurr = i/(2 × F) where F is the 

Faraday constant (F = 96485 C·mol−1). The ηobs/ηcurr ratio then gives the instantaneous Faradaic 

yield of the electrode for H2-evolution. 

 

2.4.3 Alcohol synthons and ligand synthesis 
1-methyl-4,5-diphenylimidazole was synthesized using literature protocols.71  

 

Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)(aryl)methanol (OH,pArH)BMIMPh2), (1): 

1-Methyl-4,5-diphenylimidazole (1.00 g, 4.26 mmol) was dissolved in THF (30 mL) at ambient 

temperature. n-BuLi (2.67 mL, 4.26 mmol, 1.6 M in hexanes) was added dropwise, causing the 

solution to turn dark orange/brown. The mixture was allowed to stir for 40 min at ambient 

temperature before the dropwise addition of methyl benzoate (0.26 mL, 2.07 mmol). The 

mixture was stirred (orange) overnight and finally quenched by the addition of a saturated 

aqueous NH4Cl solution (20 mL). DCM (3 x 30 mL) was used to extract the organics from the 

aqueous layer and the combined organic layers were washed once with distilled water (10 mL), 

before being dried over MgSO4, and concentrated to afford a yellow oil/liquid. The product 

was added to petroleum ether (50 mL) and vigorously stirred, forming a yellow solid. The 

solids were filtered and air-dried before being washed with several portions of petroleum ether 

(3 x 10 mL) and methanol (2 x 10 mL). The title compound was isolated as an ochre-yellow 

fine powder (1.00 g, 82 %). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C) δ = 7.46 (m, 11H, -CHarom), 

7.39 (m, 8H, -CHarom), 7.17 (m, 4H, -CHarom), 7.13 (m, 2H, -CHarom), 3.37 (s, 6H, -NCH3) ppm. 
13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C) δ = 148.21, 142.19, 134.87, 134.69, 131.47, 131.26, 

131.14, 129.12, 128.82, 128.66, 128.50, 128.16, 127.73, 126.58, 126.25, 75.52, 33.20. ESI-

MS (MeCN): m/z = 573.3 {[M+H]+, calc. 573.27}. ATR-IR = 3187 (br. w), 3057 (w), 2922 

(w), 1600 (w), 1502 (w), 1442 (w), 1382 (w), 1372 (w), 1062 (m), 969 (m), 917 (m), 767 (m), 

695 (s), 520 (m) cm-1. 

 

Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)4-chloroarylmethanol 

(OH,pArCl)BMIMPh2), (2): 1-Methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole (3.00 g, 12.78 mmol) was 
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added to a flame dried 3-neck round-bottomed flask and dissolved in dry THF (80 mL). The 

solution was cooled to 0 °C and n-BuLi (8.0 mL 1.6 M in hexane, 12.78 mmol) was dropwise 

added, during which the solution turned dark quickly. The mixture was stirred overnight. 

Subsequently, methyl 4-chlorobenzoate (1.07 g, 6.23 mmol) was added in portions, whereafter 

the solution was again stirred overnight. The reaction mixture was quenched with saturated 

NH4Cl solution (100 mL), which changed the color to light yellow. The organics were extracted 

from the aqueous layer with DCM (3 x 50 mL) and dried over MgSO4. DCM was removed and 

a yellow-foamy substance formed. This was washed with petroleum ether (50 mL) and ethanol 

(30 mL) to yield the title compound as an off-white powder (2.31 g, 3.8 mmol, 60%). 1H NMR 

(400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ = 7.48-7.45 (m, 10H, -CHarom), 7.40-7.35 (m, 6H, -CHarom), 7.27-

7.25 (m, 1H, -CHarom), 7.20-7.16 (4H, -CHarom), 7.13-7.09 (3H, -CHarom), 3.34 (6H, -NCH3). 
13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C) δ = 143.62, 136.89, 130.98, 130.51, 130.38, 127.53, 

127.16, 126.94, 125.17, 125.09, 124.83, 124.74, 124.11, 122.49, 122.25, 71.02, 29.10. ESI-

MS (MeCN) m/z = 607.0 {[M+H]+, calc. 607.22}. ATR-IR = 3345 (m), 1603 (m), 1504 (m), 

1443 (m), 1349 (s), 1092 (m), 1045 (m), 1013 (m), 973 (m),  925 (m), 779 (s), 701 (s) cm-1. 

 

Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)(4-(trifluoromethyl)-aryl)methanol 

(OH,pArCF3)BMIMPh2), (3): 1-Methyl-4,5-diphenylimidazole (2.00 g, 8.52 mmol) was 

dissolved in 60 mL THF at ambient temperature. n-BuLi (5.34 mL, 8.52 mmol, 1.6 M in 

hexanes) was added dropwise, causing the solution to turn dark red/brown. The mixture was 

allowed to stir for 40 min at ambient temperature before the dropwise addition of methyl 4-

(trifluoromethyl)-benzoate (0.66 mL, 4.14 mmol). The mixture was stirred (orange/brown) 

overnight and finally quenched by the addition of a saturated aqueous NH4Cl solution (40 ml), 

creating a yellow/orange solution. DCM (3 x 45 mL) was used to extract the organics from the 

aqueous layer and the combined organic layers were washed once with distilled water (1 x 30 

mL), dried over MgSO4, and concentrated to afford a yellow oil/liquid. The product was added 

to petroleum ether (70 mL) and vigorously stirred, during which beige solids formed, which 

were filtered and air-dried before being washed with several portions of petroleum ether (3 x 

15 mL) and methanol (2 x 15 mL). The title compound was isolated as a beige fine powder 

(1.92 g, 70 %). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C) δ = 7.66-7.64 (s, 2H, -CHarom), 7.48-7.45 

(m, 12H, -CHarom), 7.39-7.37 (m, 4H, -CHarom), 7.24-7.12 (m, 6H, -CHarom), 3.33 (m, 6H, -

NCH3) ppm. 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C) δ = 141.91, 140.82, 129.64, 128.92, 126.11 

126.31, 125.80, 125.35, 123.79, 123.60, 122.82, 122.80, 121.17, 121.07, 120.24, 120.20, 69.68, 

27.76 ppm. 19F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C) δ = -63.35 (s, 3F, -CF3). ESI-MS (MeCN): 
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m/z = 641.3 {[M+H]+, calc. 641.25}. ATR-IR = 3294 (br. w), 3054 (w), 2922 (w), 1602 (w), 

1502 (w), 1443 (w), 1329 (w), 1151 (m), 1121 (w), 1071 (w), 1037 (w), 967 (m), 917 (m), 828 

(m), 775 (m), 706 (m), 695 (w) cm-1. 

 

Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)(4-(trifluoromethyl)-aryl)methanol 

(OH,pArOMe)BMIMPh2), (4): 1-Methyl-4,5-diphenylimidazole (2.00 g, 8.52 mmol) was 

dissolved in THF (60 mL) at ambient temperature. n-BuLi (5.34 mL, 8.52 mmol, 1.6 M in 

hexanes) was added dropwise, causing the solution to turn dark orange. The mixture was 

allowed to stir for 40 min at ambient temperature before the dropwise addition of methyl-4-

methoxybenzoate (0.71 g, 4.26 mmol) turning the color of the solution slightly lighter. The 

mixture was stirred overnight, and the obtained yellow solution was finally quenched by the 

addition of saturated aqueous NH4Cl solution (45 mL), creating a yellow/orange solution and 

a white precipitate. Ethyl acetate (3 x 30 mL) was used to extract the organics from the aqueous 

layer and the combined organic layers were washed once more with distilled water (1 x 30 

mL), before being dried over MgSO4, and concentrated to afford pale yellow solids. The 

product was added to petroleum ether (60 mL) and vigorously stirred, filtered, and air-dried 

before being washed with several portions of petroleum ether (3 x 15 mL) and methanol (2 x 

15 mL). The title compound was isolated as a pale-yellow fine powder (2.34 g, 91 %). 1H NMR 

(400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 ˚C): δ = 7.57-7.45 (m, 14H, -CHarom), 7.28 (d, 2H, -CHarom), 7.23 (t, 

4H, -CHarom), 7.17-7.12 (m, 2H, -CHarom), 6.98 (d, 2H, CHarom), 3.84 (s, 3H, OCH3), 3.43 (s, 

6H, -NCH3) ppm. 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C) δ = 159.50, 148.35,  134.77, 134.68, 

134.22, 131.31, 131.16, 131.12, 129.00, 128.99, 128.94, 128.69, 128.68, 128.05, 126.50, 

126.47, 126.44, 126.10, 113.84, 75.10, 55.27, 33.11 ppm. ESI-MS (MeCN): m/z = 602.2 

{[M+H]+, calc. 602.3}. ATR-IR = 3294 (br. W), 3054 (w), 2922 (w), 1602 (w), 1502 (w), 

1443 (w), 1329 (w), 1151 (m), 1121 (w), 1071 (w), 1037 (w), 967 (m), 917 (m), 828 (m), 775 

(m), 706 (m), 695 (w) cm-1. 

 

2,2’-(Phenylmethylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole), (H,pArH)BMIMPh2), 

(5): To a yellow solution of 1 (0.50 g, 0.875 mmol) in DCM (40 mL), triethyl silane (1.35 mL, 

8.45 mmol) was added. Subsequently, trifluoroacetic anhydride (1.2 mL, 8.7 mmol) was added 

dropwise at 0 °C, during which the solution progressively became dark green. After complete 

addition, the mixture was stirred at ambient temperature for 30 min before the second addition 

of triethyl silane (1.35 mL, 8.45 mmol). After stirring for 2 h the solution has turned yellow, 
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and water (25 mL) was added to quench the reaction. The organic layer was taken off and DCM 

(2 x 20 mL) was used to extract the organics from the aqueous layer. The combined organics 

were dried over MgSO4 and the solvent was evaporated in vacuo, to afford a yellow oil/liquid. 

The product was co-evaporated in MeCN, added to petroleum ether (50 mL) and vigorously 

stirred, then filtered and air-dried. The title compound was isolated as a pale-yellow fine 

powder (0.46 g, 96 %). 1H NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 ˚C) δ = 7.61-7.52 (m, 8H -CHarom), 

7.50-7.45 (m, 8H -CHarom), 7.42-7.39 (m, 4H -CHarom) 7.32-7.30 (m, 4H -CHarom) 6.56 (s, 1H, 

-CH), 3.47 (s, 6H, -NCH3) ppm. 13C NMR (101 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 ˚C) δ = 144.82, 134.84, 

133.44, 132.06, 131.96, 131.61, 130.89, 130.61, 130.31, 129.80, 129.63, 129.14, 129.08, 

127.98, 41.04, 33.10, 30.89 ppm. ESI-MS (MeCN) m/z = 557.3 {[M+H]+, calc. 557.3}. ATR-

IR = 3667 (w), 2988 (w), 2969 (w), 2901 (w), 1662 (w), 1599 (w), 1446 (w), 1411 (w), 1189 

(s), 1131 (s), 1074 (m), 1025 (m) 916 (w), 798 (w), 772 (m), 696 (s), 593 (w), 518 (w), 489 

(w) cm-1. E.A. (Formula: C39H32N4 Mw: 556.71 g mol-1): calc. C 84.14, H 5.79, N 10.06; found 

C 83.88, H 5.59, N 10.45. 

 

Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)4-chloroarylmethane, (H,pArCl)BMIMPh2), 

(6): 2 (1.0 g, 1.65 mmol) was added to a flame dried 3-neck round-bottomed flask, dissolved 

in dry DCM (40 mL), cooled to 0 °C treated with triethylsilane (2.8 mL, 16.5 mmol). 

Subsequently, trifluoroacetic anhydride (1.2 mL, 8.6 mmol) was added dropwise, which caused 

the solution to turn dark blue-green. The reaction was stirred for 30 min before another addition 

of triethylsilane (2.8 mL, 16.5 mmol). The reaction was stirred overnight. The reaction mixture 

was quenched with water (50 mL) and the organics were extracted from the aqueous layer with 

DCM (3 x 30 mL). The product was purified over a silica gel column, eluted with 

EtOAc:petroleum ether (40–60 °C) 1:9. The title compound was obtained as a pale-yellow 

solid (245 mg, 0.41 mmol, 25%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 °C) δ = 7.49 (6H, -

CHarom), 7.43-7.38 (12H, -CHarom), 7.17 (6H, -CHarom), 5.97 (1H, -CH(bridging methane)), 3.31 

(6H, -NCH3). 13C NMR (100 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 °C) δ = 143.59, 133.87, 133.59, 133.26, 

131.40, 131.05, 131.02, 130.92, 130.78, 130.44, 129.34, 129.25, 128.97, 128.77, 128.73, 

128.66, 128.47, 127.68, 126.96, 40.21, 32.08. ESI-MS (MeCN) m/z = 591.5 {[M+H]+, calc. 

591.22}. IR (ATR): ν = 3104 (w), 1822 (w), 1699 (w), 1611 (m), 1504 (m), 1443 (m), 1349 

(s), 1092 (m), 1045 (m), 1013 (m), 973 (m),  925 (m), 779 (s), 701 (s) cm-1. E.A. (Formula: 

C39H31N4Cl Mw: 591.16 g mol-1): calc. C 79.24, H 5.29, N 9.48; found C 79.47, H 5.49, N 

9.50. 
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2,2’-((4-(Trifluoromethyl)aryl)methylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole), 

(H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2), (7): To a pale yellow solution of 3 (0.5 g, 0.78 mmol) in DCM (40 

mL), triethyl silane (1.20 mL, 7.50 mmol) was added. Trifluoroacetic anhydride (1.16 mL, 8.33 

mmol) was added dropwise at 0 °C. During the addition, the solution instantly became dark 

green. After complete addition, the mixture was stirred at ambient temperature for 30 min 

before the second addition of triethyl silane (1.20 mL, 7.50 mmol). After stirring for 2-2.5 

hours the solution had turned yellow and water (25 mL) was added to quench the reaction. The 

organic layer was taken off and DCM (3 x 20 mL) was used to extract the organics from the 

aqueous layer. The combined organic layers were dried over MgSO4 and the solvent was 

evaporated in vacuo, to afford a yellow oil/liquid. Petroleum ether (40 mL) was added to the 

product and the mixture was vigorously stirred, while forming solids, which were filtered, 

washed with several portions of petroleum ether (5 x 5 mL), and air-dried. The title compound 

was isolated as a pale-yellow fine powder (0.37 g, 75 %). 1H NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 

˚C) δ = 7.78 (d, 2H -CHarom), 7.72 (d, 2H -CHarom), 7.57-7.54 (m, 6H -CHarom), 7.47-7.40 (m, 

8H -CHarom), 7.32-7.29 (m, 6H -CHarom), 6.64 (s, 1H, -CH), 3.47 (s, 6H, -NCH3) ppm. 13C 

NMR (101 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 ˚C) δ = 144.81, 142.25, 136.46, 134.95, 131.09, 131.01, 

130.37, 129.42, 129.10, 128.97, 128.63, 128.00, 126.58, 126.55, 126.11, 125.65, 125.62, 

125.59, 125.55, 125.51, 122.94, 41.46, 32.97 ppm. 19F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C) δ = -

62.78 (s, 3F, -CF3). ESI-MS (THF) m/z = 625.2 {[M+H]+, calc. 625.26}. ATR-IR = 3064 (w), 

2951 (w), 2912 (w), 2877 (w), 1668 (w), 1444 (w), 1416 (w), 1324 (w), 1260 (w), 1158 (s), 

1057 (m), 1016 (m) 861 (w), 798 (w), 737 (m), 719 (s), 695 (w) cm-1. E.A. (Formula: 

C40H31F3N4, Mw: 624.71 g mol-1): calc. C 76.91, H 5.00, N 8.96; found C 76.65, H 5.00, N 

8.93. 

 

2,2'-((4-Methoxyaryl)methylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole), 

(H,pArOMe)BMIMPh2), (8): To a pale yellow solution of 4 (0.91 g, 1.5 mmol) in DCM (80 

mL), sodium borohydride (561.4 mg, 15.1 mmol) was added. Trifluoroacetic anhydride (1.04 

mL, 7.54 mmol) was added dropwise at 0 °C. During the addition, the solution instantly became 

dark blue. After complete addition, the mixture was stirred at ambient temperature for 30 min 

before the second addition of sodium borohydride (562.4 mg, 15.2 mmol). After stirring for 65 

min the solution turned pale green/yellow and water (25 mL) was added to quench the reaction. 

The mixture was washed with DCM (3 x 30 mL) to extract the organics from the aqueous layer. 

The combined organic layers were dried over MgSO4 and the solvent was evaporated in vacuo, 

to afford yellow crystals. The product was added to petroleum ether (60 mL) and vigorously 
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stirred, filtered, washed with several portions of petroleum ether (4 x 10 mL), and air-dried. 

Column chromatography, hexane-ethyl acetate (80:20 v/v) as mobile phase, was used to isolate 

the title compound. The title compound was isolated as a yellow powder (362 mg g, 41 %). 1H 

NMR (400 MHz, DCM-d2, 25 ˚C) δ = 7.49-7.47 (m, 10H -CHarom), 7.40-7.38 (m, 4H -CHarom), 

7.25 (d, 2H -CHarom), 7.18 (t, 4H -CHarom), 7.12 (m, 2H- CHarom), 6.95-6.93 (m, 2H- CHarom), 

6.08 (s, 1H, -CH), 3.82 (s, 3H, -OCH3), 3.42 (s, 6H, -NCH3) ppm. 13C NMR (101 MHz, DCM-

d2, 25 ˚C) δ = 158.81, 145.91, 136.12, 135.12 131.31, 131.03, 130.14, 129.72, 129.38, 128.89, 

128.48, 127.94, 126.52, 125.93, 114.00, 55.22, 43.98, 31.73 ppm. ESI-MS (acetonitrile) m/z 

= 587.3 {[M+H]+, calc. 586.27}. ATR-IR = 3054 (w), 3025 (w), 2945 (w), 2922 (w), 2852 

(w), 2828 (w), 1752 (w), 1601 (w), 1506 (w), 1443 (w), 1401 (w), 1252 (s), 1207 (m), 1175 

(m) 1033 (w), 798 (w), 773 (m), 697 (w) cm-1. E.A. (Formula: C40H34N4O Mw: 586.74 g mol-

1): calc (M + 1/2 H2O). C 80.65, H 5.92, N 9.40; found C 80.86, H 5.95, N 9.28. 

 

2.4.4 Complex synthesis 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, (HBMIMPh2 = bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-

yl)methane) was synthesized according to our previously reported method.27 [Co(dmgBF2)2], 

(dmgBF2 = difluoroboryldimethylglyoximato), was synthesized according to a literature 

procedure.69 

 

[Co((H,pArH)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (9): To a stirring light yellow solution of 5 (200 mg, 0.36 

mmol) in THF (30 mL), cobalt(II) tetrafluoroborate hexahydrate (60 mg, 0.18 mmol) was 

added, causing the solution to immediately turn purple. The mixture was stirred overnight at 

ambient temperature. The solvent was evaporated in vacuo, to afford a dark red liquid. Diethyl 

ether (15 mL) was added to the obtained liquid and stirred for 30 min, immediately creating a 

purple/pink suspension. Diethyl ether was decanted, and the obtained purple solid was 

dissolved in MeCN (15 mL), creating a dark red solution. MeCN was evaporated in vacuo, to 

afford a red/purple liquid. To the obtained liquid, another 15 ml diethyl ether was added and 

stirred for 30 min, immediately creating a purple/pink suspension again. Diethyl ether was 

decanted, and the obtained purple solids were dried in vacuo. The title compound was isolated 

as a purple solid (151 mg, 72 %). 1H NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 ˚C) δ = 121 (1H, -CH), 

51 (2H, Ar o-CH), 40 (3H, CH3), 31 (3H, CH3), 24 (1H, Arbridge p-CH), 20 (2H, Ar o-CH), 12 

(1H, Ar p-CH) 10 (2H, Ar m-CH), 4 (2H, Ar m-CH), 3 (1H, Ar p-CH), 4 (2H, Ar p-CH), 0 

(4H, Ar m-CH), –4 (2H, p-Ar m-CH), –4 (2H, p-Ar o-CH), –38 (2H, Ar o-CH), –47 (2H, Ar o-
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CH) ppm. Tentative peak assignments were based on relative integration, and broadness of the 

resonance, chemical shift, and similarity to structural analogs (see main text). HRMS (MeCN) 

m/z = 585.7289 {[CoL2]2+, calc. 585.7293}, m/z = 557.2690 {[L+H]+, calc. 557.2705}. ATR-

IR = 3535, 3060, 1634, 1599, 1505, 1486, 1446, 1310, 1283, 1222, 1183, 1161, 1058, 1002, 

925, 879, 771, 699, 520, 498 cm–1. 

 

[Co((H,pArCl)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (10): 6 (245 mg, 0.42 mmol) was dissolved in dry THF (35 

mL). Co(BF4)2·H2O (70.4 mg, 0.21 mmol) was added, and the solution immediately turned 

from light yellow to dark purple. The reaction was stirred overnight before the solvent was 

evaporated. Et2O (5 mL) was added, and the solution was stirred for 30 min. The Et2O was 

decanted, and the product was dried under reduced pressure yielding the title compound as a 

red-purple crystalline powder (190.6 mg, 0.15 mmol, 64%) 1H NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 

˚C) δ = 122 (1H, -CH), 50 (2H, Ar o-CH), 40 (3H, CH3), 31 (3H, CH3), 19 (2H, Ar o-CH), 10 

(1H, Ar p-CH) 6 (2H, Ar m-CH), 4 (1H, Ar p-CH), 4 (2H, Ar m-CH), 3 (1H, Ar p-CH), 3 (1H, 

Ar p-CH), 3 (2H, Ar m-CH), 1 (1H, Ar m-CH), 1 (1H, Ar m-CH), –4 (2H, p-Ar m-CH), –4 (2H, 

p-Ar o-CH), –40 (2H, Ar o-CH), –46 (2H, Ar o-CH) ppm. Tentative peak assignments were 

based on relative integration, and broadness of the resonance (methylene and some o-Ar CH 

protons seemed to be in close proximity to the metal center (observed in a related solid-state 

single crystal X-ray structure), and therefore broaden), chemical shift, and similarity to 

structural analogs. HRMS (MeCN) m/z = 1258.3780 {[CoL2+F]+, calc. 1258.37905}, m/z = 

619.6913 {[CoL2]2+, calc. 619.69032}, m/z = 591.2309 {[L+H]+, calc. 591.2315}. ATR-IR = 

3533 (br, w), 3059 (br, w), 2961 (br, w), 1623 (w), 1487 (s), 1444 (m), 1054 (br, s), 1024 (br, 

s), 787 (m),  698 (s), 520 (w) cm–1. 

 

[Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (11): To a stirring beige solution of 7 (166 mg, 0.27 mmol) 

in THF (30 mL) and cobalt(II) tetrafluoroborate hexahydrate (44.8 mg, 0.14 mmol) was added, 

causing the solution to immediately turn dark purple. The mixture was stirred overnight at 

ambient temperature. The solvent was evaporated in vacuo, to afford a purple liquid. Diethyl 

ether (15 mL) was added to the obtained liquid and stirred overnight, creating a purple 

suspension. Diethyl ether was decanted, and the pink/purple solid was dissolved in MeCN (15 

mL), creating a pink/purple liquid. MeCN was evaporated in vacuo, to afford a red/purple 

liquid. Diethyl ether (15 mL) was added to the obtained liquid and stirred for 35 min, 

immediately creating a purple/pink suspension. Diethyl ether was decanted, and the obtained 
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purple solid was dried in vacuo. The title compound was isolated as a purple solid (123 mg, 64 

%). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 ˚C) δ = 121(1H, -CH), 49 (2H, Ar o-CH), 40 (3H, 

CH3), 31 (3H, CH3), 12 (2H, Ar o-CH), 10 (1H, Ar p-CH) 8 (1H, Ar m-CH), 4 (1H, Ar p-CH), 

4 (2H, Ar m-CH), 3 (1H, Ar p-CH), 3 (1H, Ar p-CH), 1 (4H, Ar m-CH), 0 (1H, Ar m-CH), –4 

(2H, p- Ar m-CH), –4 (2H, p- Ar o-CH), –41(2H, Ar o-CH), –451 (2H, Ph o-CH) ppm. 

Tentative peak assignments were based on relative integration, and broadness of the resonance 

(methylene and some o-Ph CH protons seemed to be in close proximity to the metal center 

(observed in a solid-state single crystal X-ray structure), and therefore broaden), chemical shift, 

and similarity to structural analogs. Xm (Evans method, 1% TMS in MeCN-d3) : µeff = 3.72 µB.  
19F NMR (376 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 °C): δ = –75.28 ppm. HRMS (MeCN) m/z = 1326.4325 

{[CoL2+F]+, calc. 1326.4317}, m/z = 653.7179 {[CoL2]2+, calc. 653.7167}, m/z = 625.2573 

{[L+H]+, calc. 625.2579}. ATR-IR = 3552, 3050, 1619, 1505, 1445, 1410, 1323, 1163, 1124, 

1056, 1024, 1003, 993, 922, 881, 812, 788, 772, 699, 521 cm–1. X-ray crystal structure 

determination [C80H62CoF6N8](BF4)2 · C2H3N + disordered solvent, Fw = 1522.98[*], purple 

plate, 0.67 ´ 0.25 ´ 0.06 mm3, monoclinic, P21/n (no. 14), a = 17.8506(5), b = 15.7774(5), c = 

30.0749(13) Å, β = 100.863(1) °,  V = 8318.4(5) Å3, Z = 4, Dx = 1.216 g/cm3[*], µ = 0.28 mm-

1[*]. The diffraction experiment was performed on a Bruker Kappa ApexII diffractometer with 

sealed tube and Triumph monochromator (l = 0.71073 Å) at a temperature of 150(2) K up to 

a resolution of (sin q/l)max = 0.61 Å-1. The Eval15 software72 was used for the intensity 

integration. Anisotropic mosaicity73 about hkl=(1,0,0) was taken into account for the prediction 

of reflection profiles. A multi-scan absorption correction and scaling was performed with 

SADABS74 (correction range 0.61-0.75). A total of 148545 reflections was measured, 15485 

reflections were unique (Rint = 0.070), 11332 reflections were observed [I>2s(I)]. The structure 

was solved with Patterson superposition methods using SHELXT.75 Structure refinement was 

performed with SHELXL-201876 on F2 of all reflections. The crystal structure contains voids 

(1603 Å3 / unit cell) filled with disordered acetonitrile and diethyl ether solvent molecules. 

Their contribution to the structure factors was secured by back-Fourier transformation using 

the SQUEEZE algorithm77 resulting in 414 electrons / unit cell. Non-hydrogen atoms were 

refined freely with anisotropic displacement parameters. The CF3 groups were refined with a 

disorder model. All hydrogen atoms were introduced in calculated positions and refined with 

a riding model. 1034 Parameters were refined with 363 restraints (distances, angles and 

displacement parameters in the disordered CF3 groups and the acetonitrile solvent molecule). 

R1/wR2 [I > 2s(I)]: 0.0417 / 0.1014. R1/wR2 [all refl.]: 0.0639 / 0.1101. S = 1.044. Residual 
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electron density between -0.32 and 0.44 e/Å3. Geometry calculations and checking for higher 

symmetry was performed with the PLATON program.78  

[*] Derived values do not contain the contribution of the disordered solvent molecules. 

 

[Co((H,pArOMe)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (12): To a stirring beige solution of 8 (80.8 mg, 0.14 

mmol) in THF (15 mL), cobalt(II) tetrafluoroborate hexahydrate (24.0 mg, 0.07 mmol) was 

added, causing the solution to immediately turn dark purple. The mixture was stirred overnight 

at ambient temperature. The solvent was evaporated in vacuo, to afford purple solids. To the 

obtained solids, dry diethyl ether (10 mL) was added and stirred for 30 min, creating a purple 

suspension. Diethyl ether was decanted, and the obtained purple solid was dissolved in dry 

MeCN (10 mL), creating a purple solution. All volatiles were evaporated in vacuo, to afford a 

purple oil-like residue. To the residue, dry diethyl ether (10 mL) was added and stirred for 30 

min, immediately creating a purple suspension. Diethyl ether was decanted, and the obtained 

purple solid was dried in vacuo. The title compound was isolated as a purple solid (65 mg, 75 

%). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 ˚C) δ = 123 (1H, -CH), 50 (2H, Ar o-CH), 40 (3H, 

imidazole-CH3), 31 (3H, imidazole-CH3), 19 (2H, Ar o-CH), 10 (1H, Ar p-CH), 9 (3H, Ar-

OCH3), 6 (2H, Ar m-CH), 4 (1H, Ar p-CH), 4 (2H, Ar m-CH), 3 (1H, Ar p-CH), 3 (2H, Ar m-

CH), 2 (1H, Ar p-CH), 1 (2H, Ar m-CH), –4 (2H, p- Ar m-CH), –4 (2H, p- Ar o-CH), –41 (2H, 

Ar o-CH), –45 (2H, Ar o-CH) ppm. Tentative peak assignments were based on relative 

integration, and broadness of the resonance (methylene and some o-Ph CH protons seemed to 

be in close proximity to the metal center (observed in a solid-state single crystal X-ray 

structure), and therefore broaden), chemical shift, and similarity to structural analogs. HRMS 

(MeCN) m/z = 1250.4773 {[CoL2+F]+, calc. 1250.4781}, m/z = 615.7416 {[CoL2]2+, calc. 

615.7397}, m/z = 578.2798 {[L+H]+, calc. 578.2811}. ATR-IR = 3054, 3028, 2961, 2899, 

2836, 1603, 1511, 1487, 1442, 1406, 1303, 1257, 1177, 1052, 1025, 786, 689, 517 cm–1.  

2.5 Author Contributions 
Synthesis, characterization, and electrochemical measurements were done by S.D. de Vos, M. 

Otten, L. Killian, M.R. de Vries, and K.C. Pons. X-ray crystal structure determinations were 

performed by M. Lutz. The project design was done by S.D. de Vos and R.J.M. Klein Gebbink. 

Funding acquisition, administration, and oversight were done by R.J.M. Klein Gebbink. The 

original draft was written by S.D. de Vos and reviewing, and editing was done by D.L.J Broere 

and R.J.M. Klein Gebbink with contributions by all authors. 
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Chapter 3  
 

Bis(benzazolyl)methane Cobalt Complexes as 

Electrocatalytic Hydrogen Evolution Catalyst  
 

Abstract 
Bis(benzazolyl)methane ligands bis(N-methylbenzimidazol-2-yl)methane (HBBIM), 

bis(benzoxazol-2-yl)methane (HBBZM), and bis(benzothiazol-2-yl)methane (HBBTM) were 

used to synthesize bis-ligated dicationic cobalt(II) complexes 1-3 of the type [Co(L)2](BF4)2 (1 

L = HBBIM, 2 L = HBBZM, 3 L = HBBTM) and neutral bis-ligated cobalt(II) complexes 4-6 

of the type [Co(L)2] (4 L = BBIM–, 5 L = BBZM–, 6 L = BBTM–). 1-6 were spectroscopically 

and electrochemically characterized using X-ray crystal structure analysis, ESI-MS, 1H-NMR, 

and CV, respectively. Complexes 1-3 demonstrate an irreversible Co(I/II) reduction event at –

1.90, –1.43, and –1.31 V, respectively, vs Fc/Fc+ in MeCN, demonstrating an effective 

modulation of the metal-based electronic properties upon variation of the hetero-atom in the 

benzazole rings of the ligands. A similar modulation is found for the redox events in 4-6 and 

both corroborate the electronic trend reported by Abbotto et al. for the π-electron-withdrawing 

power of the ligands: BBTM– > BBZM– > BBIM–. Electrocatalytic studies using 1-3 in MeCN 

in combination with 10 equiv. of proton donor Et3NHBF4 showed that the complexes are 

electrocatalysts for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) at overpotentials of 610, 580 and 

490 mV, respectively. Complex 2 demonstrates the highest activity (TOF = 28 for 2 vs. 15 for 

1 and 25 for 3). Electrolysis studies on 2 showed electrocatalytic H2 formation at a moderate 

Faradaic Efficiency (FE) of 72% and a current density of 2.00 mA/cm2. This study 

demonstrates that the redox features of bis(benzazolyl)methane-derived cobalt complexes can 

effectively be modulated by changing the nature of their heterocycles and that the complexes 

are active as HER catalysts.  

S.D. de Vos, S.I. Verboom, M. Basauri-Molina, M. Lutz, D.L.J. Broere, R.J.M. Klein Gebbink, 

manuscript in preparation  
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3.1 Introduction 
 

Currently, the cleanest way to produce molecular hydrogen (H2) is through water electrolysis, 

using sunlight and photovoltaic cells.1 On the cathodic side of an electrolysis cell, hydrogen 

production is enabled by a conductive electrode material that catalyzes the reduction of protons 

to hydrogen, also known as the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). Platinum-based catalysts 

are among the best-performing catalyst in the field due to their optimal binding strength for 

protons and hydrogen gas.2 However, due to platinum's scarcity and high cost, there is a strong 

desire to move to more abundant and commercially attractive materials.1 Metals like iron, 

nickel, and cobalt qualify for these requirements and have been investigated in metal alloys, on 

carbon-based supported electrode materials, or in molecular complexes.3-5 Molecular 

complexes are an interesting class of materials because of their uniform and often well-defined 

modular scaffolds, allowing for thorough structural and activity studies.6-11 In particular, 

molecular complexes based on cobalt have gained much attention thanks to their enhanced 

catalytic activity in HER electrocatalysis. In addition, complexes with a bifunctional character, 

in which a proton relay is built into the ligand to stimulate proton (substrate) transport to the 

metal center, have attracted a lot of attention. For example, amine and carboxylic acid groups 

are used as a proton relay in phosphine and porphyrin cobalt complexes that produce H2 

electrocatalytically, leading to enhanced catalytic rates.12-19 

Our group reported on a dicationic cobalt(II) complex [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, (HBMIMPh2 = 

bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenylimidazole)methane) with two β-diketimine ligands, that is active as 

an HER electrocatalyst.20 Unique to this system is the involvement of a methylene C–H proton 

during the formation of hydrogen gas. The β-diketimine/β-diiminate motif in the HBMIMPh2 

ligand can be reversibly (de)protonated, and thereby be partaking as a proton relay (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. Ligand-mediated HER reactivity for electrocatalyst [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2.20 The 
proton-responsive property of the β-diketimine/β-diiminate motif is highlighted. 
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Both stoichiometric and electrocatalytic experiments demonstrated the formation of hydrogen 

gas upon reduction of [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 and combined spectroscopic and theoretic 

analysis suggested hydrogen gas formation upon the combination of a cobalt hydride and a 

ligand methylene proton. In Chapter 2 we continued this lead and demonstrated that 

functionalization of the outer coordination sphere of analogous cobalt(II) complexes with 

phenyl-substituted bis-imidazole ligands of the type [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (X = 

OMe, H, Cl, CF3) has a significant effect on the cobalt-based redox properties and 

electrocatalytic HER performance. In the current study, we have taken a different approach 

with a similar aim to gain a further understanding of the electrocatalytic HER activity of cobalt 

complexes with a b-diketimine ligand motif. By altering the heteroatoms in the heterocyclic 

imidazole rings in HBMIMPh2, we intended to change the electronic environment of the b-

diketimine and its coordination strength (and geometry) to cobalt. In doing so, the cobalt-

centered reactivity may change as well, allowing for further insights into the effect of the 

heteroatoms on the metal-based redox chemistry and electrocatalytic HER. Accordingly, we 

set out to prepare and study a small series of cobalt complexes (1-6) based on the 

bis(benzazolyl)methane ligands bis(N-methylbenzimidazol-2-yl)methane (HBBIM), 

bis(benzoxazol-2-yl)methane (HBBZM), and bis(benzothiazol-2-yl)methane (HBBTM) 

(Figure 2). The different NMe, O, and S functionalities of these ligands enable the electronic 

 
Figure 2. Overview of cobalt complexes 1-6 used in this study, bearing bis(2-
benzazolyl)methanide and bis(2-benzazoyl)methane ligands. (Complex 2 was crystallized as 
its bis-acetonitrile adduct 22MeCN; vide infra.) 
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properties of the b-diketimine chelators to be modulated in a controlled, systematic manner. 

The coordination chemistry of bis(benzazolyl)methane ligands with s-block and d-block metal 

is well studied over the last two decades, often leading to bis-ligated complexes with either 

tetrahedral or octahedral geometries,  yet the application in (electrocatalytic) HER catalysis 

was not yet investigated.21-40 Abbotto et al. previously reported on the electronic properties of 

β-diiminate moieties (deprotonated b-diketimines) in anionic bis(benzazolyl)methanide 

ligands coordinated to Zn and as free ligands. In their studies, the π-electron density residing 

on the trigonal carbanionic carbon was obtained from its 13C chemical shift and used as an 

empirical parameter to rank the π-electron-withdrawing power of the heterocyclic rings, 

resulting in the order BBTM– >> BBZM– > BBIM– (Figure 3).41-45 Interestingly, this order is 

different from the electronegativity order of the hetero atoms, S 2.5 < N 3.0 < O 3.5, 

demonstrating that the trend is not merely determined by inductive effects. 

Using the bis(benzazolyl)methane/methanide ligands in either their neutral or deprotonated 

forms, we synthesized dicationic and neutral cobalt complexes 1-6 (Figure 2). Compared to 

the previously reported [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 complex, the replacement of the sterically 

demanding diphenylimidazole moieties with smaller benzazole moieties is expected to increase 

the coordinative flexibility of the ligands, possibly leading to other coordination geometries 

than the tetrahedral one in [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2. In addition, bis(benzazole)methane 

ligands are expected to be less donating compared to their bis(azole)diphenylmethane 

counterparts, making the molecular cobalt complexes more prone to electrochemical 

reduction.45 Complexes 1-6 have allowed us to study the influence of the different ligand 

heterocycles on the redox properties of the complexes, as well as the HER electrocatalytic 

behavior of dicationic complexes 1-3. Complexes 4-6 in particular allowed for a further 

assessment of the electrochemical properties, in view of their similar structures to the 

complexes [Co(BMIMPh2–)2] and [Zn(BMIMPh2–)2] for which a series of reversible oxidation 

events have previously been observed in our group.46  

 
Figure 3. The π-electron-withdrawing power of the bis(benzazolyl)methanide periphery.43 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 

3.2.1 Synthesis of cobalt complexes 

Dicationic cobalt(II) complexes 1-3 were obtained by dissolving 2 equiv. of the neutral 

bisbenzazolyl ligand in dry THF followed by the addition of 1 equiv. of [Co(BF4)2·6H2O] 

(Scheme 1). The corresponding cobalt complexes 1-3 precipitated as pink, off-white, and green 

powders, respectively, in moderate to high yields. Complexes 1-3 are all soluble in aprotic 

polar solvents such as acetone, acetonitrile, DMSO, and DMF. 2 and 3 are also soluble in the 

non-polar solvents pentane and benzene. Elemental analysis revealed that 1-3 were obtained as 

bis-ligand dicationic complexes of the type [Co(L)2](BF4)2 (L = HBBIM, HBBZM, HBBTM), 

in which 2 has a small solvent impurity and different batches of 3 contained the right element 

ratio but 3-7% lower absolute values, indicative of an inorganic impurity. Mass spectroscopy 

of 1-3 demonstrated a strong signal for [CoL2–H]+ (Appendix B, Figures B1, B3, and B5 for 

1-3, respectively). We also prepared 2Zn, as a redox-innocent metal analog. 2Zn was obtained 

by dissolving 2 equiv. of the neutral HBBZM ligand in dry THF followed by the addition of 1 

equiv. of [Zn(BF4)2·6H2O] (Scheme 2). The elemental analysis of the isolated, white powder 

 
Scheme 1. Synthesis of complexes [Co(BBIM)2](BF4)2 (1), [Co(BBZM)2](BF4)2 (2), and 
[Co(BBTM)2](BF4)2 (3). 
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was consistent with a [Zn(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 composition and mass spectroscopy in acetonitrile 

showed an intense peak for [Zn(HBBZM)2–H]+ at 562.7 (cal. 563.07) (Appendix B, Figure 

B9). Neutral cobalt complexes 4-6 (Figure 3) were first reported by Abbotto et al. and 

synthesized using their reported procedure, in which the neutral ligand is mixed with cobalt(II) 

acetate in a 2:1 ratio in MeOH.43,47 The acetate ions deprotonate the ligands in situ during this 

procedure. Abbotto et al. characterized the complexes by reporting on their physical 

appearance, color, mass (for 2 and 3), and elemental analysis. Here, we provide additional 

characterization by means of single-crystal X-ray diffraction, 1H-NMR, UV-vis, and cyclic 

voltammetry.43,47 Complexes 4-6 were obtained as pinkish, orange, and blue/purple powders, 

respectively. In all cases, elemental analysis reveals that complexes 4-6 were obtained as pure, 

bis-ligand neutral complexes of the type [CoII(L–)2] (L– = BBIM–, BBZM–, BBTM–). Abbotto 

et al. reported on the synthesis of [Co(BBIM)(OAc)2·2H2O] using the same method,43 which 

is in contrast to our isolation of [Co(BBIM–)2] (4). Complexes 4-6 are air-sensitive and soluble 

in mid-polar and polar aprotic solvents like DMF, DMSO, and THF, but poorly soluble in 

MeCN, methanol, or water. These neutral complexes did not lend themselves for ESI-MS 

analysis, likely because of difficult ionization. We also reproduced the synthesis of Zn analog 

5Zn,47 as a redox-innocent metal analog, and provide additional characterization by means of 

single crystal X-ray structure determination and cyclic voltammetry.  

 

3.2.2 X-ray crystal structure analysis  

3.2.2.1 Dicationic complexes [Co(HBBIM)2](BF4)2 (1) and [Co(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 

(2) 

Pink and yellow crystals suitable for single crystal X-ray diffraction were grown through slow 

vapor diffusion of diethyl ether into a concentrated solution of 1 or 2 in MeCN at –40 °C and 

0 °C, respectively. The crystal structures of 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 4 and reveal a 

tetrahedral geometry for 1, while for 22MeCN a centrosymmetric octahedral geometry was found 

in which the cobalt center is hexacoordinated, with two additional acetonitrile molecules on 

the axial positions and two bidentate HBBZM ligands in the equatorial plane. Acetonitrile 

coordination in 22MeCN is remarkable, as crystals of analog complexes 1 and 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 that were also grown from MeCN solutions and adopt tetrahedral 

geometries.20 The octahedral geometry in 22MeCN brings the benzoxazole groups near to each 

other, causing the ligands to fold away from each other in order to prevent a steric clash in the 

equatorial plane. Key bond distances and angles for 1 and 22MeCN are compiled in Table 1. The 
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asymmetric unit of 1 contains two independent molecules, of which one is well-defined and 

the other slightly disordered. In the ordered molecule, the angles between the methylene bridge 

and two azole units (C101-C11-C21 and C102-C12-C22) are 117.5(4) and 118.2(4)º in 1, while 

  
Figure 4.  Displacement ellipsoid plots for tetrahedral [Co(BBIM)2](BF4)2 1 (left), and 
octahedral [Co(BBZM)2(MeCN)2](BF4)2 22MeCN (middle, right). The folding of the ligands 
away from each other and the equatorial plane in 22MeCN is highlighted in the structure on the 
right (50 % probability). Only one of the two independent molecules is shown for 1. H-atoms, 
counterions, and disordered solvent molecules have been omitted for clarity. 

L2a

L2b

Table 1. Selected bond lengths (Å) and bond angles (º) for complex [Co(BBIM)2](BF4)2 (1) 
and [Co(BBZM)2(MeCN)2](BF4)2 (22MeCN). Only the ordered part of 1 is given. 

[Co(BBIM)2](BF4)2 (1) 
Mol A Mol B Bond Angle 

Bond  Length Bond  Length Bond Angle Degrees 

Co1–N11 1.981(4) Co2–N13 1.992(4) N12–Co1–N32 92.57(16) 
Co1–N12 1.983(4) Co2–N33 1.991(4) N12–Co1–N11 113.31(16) 
Co1–N31 1.984(4)   N11–Co1–N31 92.98(17) 
Co1–N32 1.980(4)   N31–Co1–N32 113.27(17) 
C12–C22 1.474(7)       
C12–C102 1.491(7)       

 
[Co(BBZM)2(MeCN)2](BF4)2 (22MeCN) 

Bond  Length Bond Angle Degrees 

Co1–N1 2.1460(15) N1–Co1–N2 84.40(6) 
Co1–N2 2.1156(15) N1–Co1–N3 88.44(6) 
Co1–N3 2.1266(17) N2–Co1–N3 91.61(6) 
N1–C2 1.295(2)     
C1–C2 1.487(3)     
C1–C9 1.495(3)     
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the corresponding angle (C2–C1–C9) in 22MeCN shows an almost perfectly sp3-hybridized 

tetrahedral C-atom (110.03(16)º). In [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, angles of 116.3(4)-117.7(4)º 

were found, which is similar to 1.20  For complex 1, a dihedral angle between the N11–Co1–

N31 and N12–Co1–N32 planes of 81.2(2)° was found. Considering the Co–N metal-ligand 

coordination bond lengths in tetrahedral 1 and octahedral 22MeCN an elongation of ≈ +0.15 Å is 

observed in 22MeCN. When comparing 1 to analog Co[HBMIMPh2](BF4)2,20 it was observed that 

both metal centers are surrounded by two nearly planer NCCCN chelators, which are less 

twisted in 1, and that the Co–N metal-ligand distances are similar. The latter is in contrast with 

our hypothesis that the benzimidazole moieties are less donating than diphenyl imidazole 

moieties (vide supra). Attempts to grow a single crystal of sufficient quality for 3 were 

unsuccessful. 

 

3.2.2.1 Neutral complexes [Co(BBIM–)2] (4) and [Co(BBZM–)2] (5) 

Crystals suitable for single X-ray diffraction were grown from a saturated solution of 4 (pink 

crystals) and 5 (orange crystals) in THF and pentane, respectively, at –40 °C over several 

weeks. Both crystal structures show a distorted tetrahedral geometry (Figure 5, Table 2). We 

were also able to obtain an X-ray crystal structure of 5Zn, which is of poorer quality, but 

sufficient enough to assign the structure as isostructural to 5 (see experimental section). 

Complex 4 has a dihedral angle between the N11–Co1–N31 and N12–Co1–N32 planes of 

82.03(8)°, while the corresponding dihedral angles in the two independent molecules of 5 are 

 
Figure 5. Displacement ellipsoid plot of [Co(BBIM–)2] (4) (left) and [Co(BBZM–)2] (5) (right) 
(50 % probability). Only one of two independent molecules is displayed for 5. H-atoms and 
disordered solvent molecules have been omitted for clarity. 
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64.7(2) and 64.0(2)°, making 5 more distorted. The Co–N metal-ligand distances in 5 are 

slightly longer (≈ +0.018 Å), indicating a lower donation from the ligand and a weaker bond 

between the BBZM– ligands and cobalt compared to the BBIM– ligands and cobalt. 

Considering the bond lengths of all bonds in the six-membered metallacycles of 4 and 5, no 

significant difference was noticed. For 4, the dihedral angle between the coordination planes 

(N(L1)–Co1–N(L1) and N(L2)–Co1–N(L2); vide supra) is almost equal to 81.2(2)° found in 

1, and the Co–N metal-ligand coordination bonds are slightly shorter in 4 (≈ –0.013 Å), together 

indicating that minimal structural rearrangement takes place upon deprotonation/protonation 

of both b-diketimine/b-diimine ligand motifs, which is further illustrated in the quaternion plot 

of 1 and 4 (Figure 6). When comparing the crystallographic parameters of 4 to those of 

[Co(BMIMPh2–)2] and [Co(NacNac)2] (NacNac = dimethylpentane–2,4-diiminate),46,48 all 

bearing a tetrahedral cobalt center with two coordinating bis-β-diiminate motifs, the bond 

lengths of the four Co–N metal-ligand coordination bonds in 4 are slightly shorter (≈ –0.02 Å) 

compared to [Co(BMIMPh2)2] and comparable to [Co(NacNac)2], indicating slightly stronger 

coordination of the BBIM– ligands over the BMIMPh2– ligands. The N–Co–N angles between 

Table 2. Selected bond lengths (Å) and bond angles (º) for complexes [Co(BBIM–)2] 4 and 
[Co(BBZM–)2] 5. Only one of two independent molecules is displayed for 5. 

[Co(BBIM–)2 (4) 
Bond  Length (Å) Bond Angle Degrees 

Co1–N11 1.9677(14) N11–Co1–N12 111.61(6) 
Co1–N12 1.9632(14) N31–Co1–N32 115.35(6) 
Co1–N31 1.9703(13) N11–Co1–N31 92.93(6) 
Co1–N32 1.9704(13) N12–Co1–N32 93.34(6) 
N31–C101 1.364(2)     
C11–C101 1.397(2)     
C11–C21 1.401(2)     
N11–C21 1.361(2)     

 
[Co(BBZM–)2 (5) 

Bond  Length (Å) Bond Angle Degrees 
Co1–N11 1.981(4) N11–Co1–N12 101.97(16) 
Co1–N12 1.986(4) N12–Co1–N21 133.40(18) 
Co1–N21 1.983(4) N11–Co1–N21 92.70(16) 
Co1–N22 1.994(4) N12–Co1–N22 93.04(15) 
N22-C92 1.339(6)     
C12–C22 1.402(9)     
C12–C92 1.373(7)     
N12–C22 1.326(6)     
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the cobalt center and the bidentate ligands in 4 (N11–Co1–N31 and N12–Co1–N32) are 

92.93(6) and 93.34(6)°, which is smaller compared to that observed in [Co(BMIMPh2–)2] 

(97.3(6)°) and [Co(NacNac)2]  (95.8(5)°),46,48 demonstrating a smaller distortion in 4. The bond 

lengths in the NCCCN backbone are comparable for 4, [Co(BMIMPh2–)2], and [Co(NacNac)2]; 

for example, the C–C bond distances are 1.393(2) – 1.399(3) Å in 4, 1.400(3) – 1.404(3) Å in 

[Co(BMIMPh2–)2], and 1.407(13) – 1.414(14) Å in [Co(NacNac)2]. Direct comparison of the 

bis-β-diiminate coordination motifs in 4 to other reported Co(NacNac)2 complexes reveals 

larger variances due to important geometric differences, e.g. in cases where octahedral or 

square planar coordination geometries were adopted,49-57 such as square planar [Co(1-

mesitylbutane-1,3-diimine)2],49 for which shorter (≈ 0.11 Å) Co–N metal-ligand coordination 

bonds are observed compared to 4. Overall, the binding modes of the bis-β-diiminate ligands 

in the crystal structure of 4 and 5, and reported analogs are considered similar. The comparison 

between dicationic 2 and neutral analog 5 was omitted due to their geometry differences in 

their solid-state structures (octahedral vs. tetrahedral). Attempts to grow a single crystal of 

sufficient quality for 6 were unsuccessful.  

   

3.2.3 NMR analysis 

Complexes 1-3 were analyzed by 1H-NMR in MeCN-d3 (1-3) and DMSO-d6 (1) (Figure 7). In 

all cases, a paramagnetic spectrum was observed, including broad and strongly shifted signals 

ranging from 177 to –93 ppm, with some similarity in chemical shifts. All spectra of 1-3 

 
Figure 6. Quaternion plot of X-ray structures of [Co(HBBIM)2](BF4)2] 1 (red)  and 
[Co(BBZM)2] 4 (black).  
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demonstrate multiple resonances between 80 and –70 ppm and one strongly shifted broad 

resonance between 140-180 ppm. The latter was assigned to an acidic proton (presumably the 

methylene proton in a coordinated benzazole ligand), as a similar extreme shift has been 

reported for [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2.20,58 The 1H-NMR spectra of 1 in MeCN-d3 (slightly 

purple solution) and DMSO-d6 (brownish solution) show strongly shifted and broad resonances 

between 160 and –82 ppm and 140 and –61 ppm, respectively. The spectra of 1 in these solvents 

show only a small similarity in terms of the overall peak pattern and integration, which may be 

due to solvation and solvent coordination effects, leading to a decreased overall symmetry of 

the complex in solution. In comparison, the 1H-NMR spectrum of [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 in 

MeCN-d3 (pink solution) demonstrates a single paramagnetic species in which all signals could 

be tentatively assigned to the molecular structure based on their relative integration, broadness 

of resonances, and chemical shift, and does not indicate solvent coordination.59 For 2 and 3, 
1H-NMR analysis in MeCN-d3 (yellow and greenish solution, respectively) revealed several 

strongly shifted and broad resonances between 177 and –61 ppm and 144 and –61 ppm, 

respectively, and, similar to 1, integration does not match between all resonances, indicative of 

coordination equilibria that likely involve the solvent. These observations indicate that the 

decreased bulk of the ligands in complexes 1-3 with respect to [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 leads 

to an increase in coordination flexibility, allowing for solvent coordination. The effective 

magnetic moment (μeff) of 1-3 was determined by Evans NMR method (1% TMS in MeCN-

d3) and provided values of 3.9, 4.1, and 3.9 µB for 1-3, respectively, which are consistent with 

 
Figure 7. 1H-NMR spectra of 1-3: Top [Co(HBBIM)2](BF4)2 1 in MeCN-d3; second 
[Co(HBBIM)2](BF4)2 1 in DMSO-d6; third [Co(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 2 in MeCN-d3; bottom  
[Co(HBBTM)2](BF4)2 3 in MeCN-d3. 
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three unpaired spins in a (S = 3/2) cobalt(II) complex.60 These values are similar to the magnetic 

susceptibility value of μeff = 3.82 μB reported for Co[HBMIMPh2]2(BF4)2.20 The 1H-NMR 

spectrum of [Zn(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 2Zn in MeCN-d3 shows four sharp resonances in the 

aromatic region (Appendix B, Figure B8): two doublets that integrate for 1 and correspond to 

the aromatic protons next to the quaternary carbons of the fused benzene ring, one multiplet 

that integrates for 2H and corresponds to the protons in the benzene rings that are furthest away 

from the heterocycle, and one singlet outside the aromatic region with a lower integration than 

expected. The lower integration is suggested to originate from a slower longitudinal relaxation 

(T1 relaxation). A similar integration pattern is observed for the reported complex 5Zn (see 

experimental section).43 Based on the position and similar pattern to the free HBBZM ligand, 

we tentatively assign this signal to the methylene protons. Furthermore, the presence of two 

broad resonances at 5.5 and 6.2 ppm indicate some unidentified impurities. These impurities 

did not unbalance the elemental analysis nor did these demonstrate strong redox features in the 

subsequent electrochemical analysis. No remaining ligand precursor was observed. This 

spectrum indicates that the HBBZM ligands are spectroscopically equivalent and hold an 

internal mirror plan when coordinated to zinc.  

Complexes 4-6 were analyzed by 1H-NMR in DMSO-d6 (4 (pinkish, not soluble in benzene) 

or benzene-d6 (5 (orange) and 6 (green)) (Figure 8). The paramagnetic spectra demonstrate 

similar patterns, including broad and strongly shifted signals ranging from 40 to –93 ppm. In 

all cases, integration of the signals reveals four singlets with a relative integration of 1H (for 4 

at 36, –1, –26, and –93 ppm, for 5 at 40, 2, –25, and –74 ppm, and for 6 at 32, 6, –23, and –63 

ppm) and one singlet with a relative integration of 0.5H (for 4 at 5 ppm, for 5 at –16 ppm, and 

for 6 at –37 ppm). The former resonances are assigned to the aromatic protons of the fused 

benzene ring, in which the most strongly shifted and broad signals (for 4 at –93 ppm, for 5 at 

–74 ppm, and for 6 at –37 ppm) are assigned to the ortho-protons that are in close proximity of 

the metal center. The latter signals are assigned to the methylene proton on the ligand backbone. 

In the spectrum of 4, an additional signal is found at 23 ppm, with a relative integration of 3H, 

and is assigned to the N-methyl protons. Furthermore, in the spectrum of 4, an impurity in the 

diamagnetic region is observed, which was not further assigned. All spectra are consistent with 

a highly symmetric [CoII(L–)2] (L = BBIM– for 4, L = BBZM– for 5 and L = BBTM– for 6) 

molecular structure, in which the cobalt center is surrounded by two spectroscopically identical 

ligands with an internal mirror plane. The structurally analogous complex [Co(BMIMPh2)2] was 

earlier reported in our group and demonstrated no distinct paramagnetic 1H-NMR spectrum in 

benzene-d6, indicative of the presence of different paramagnetic species in solution and 
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therefore featuring a different solution state behavior compared to 4.46 These observations 

indicate that complexes 4-6 have a more well-defined coordination geometry in solution in 

comparison to complexes 1-3, and do not seem susceptible to solvent coordination. This is 

most likely the result of the overall neutral charge of the complexes, leading to a less Lewis-

acidic cobalt center. No effective magnetic moment was determined for 4-6. Interestingly, upon 

the addition of 2 equiv. NaOAc to a brown solution of 1 in DMSO-d6, an instant color change 

to pinkish was observed and 1H-NMR analysis revealed the full conversion to 4. This confirms 

the rather acidic nature of the methylene C–H moieties in 1 and shows that the complexes are 

rather easily interconvertible through acid-base chemistry. 

 

3.2.4 Absorption spectroscopy 

Dissolving the dicationic cobalt bis(benzazolyl)methanide complexes 1-3 in MeCN produces 

pink, yellow, and greenish solution, respectively. Therewith, 1 and 3 retain their solid-state 

color in solution, while 2 adopts a color that differs from its off-white, solid-state color. In line 

with the solid-state structure of 22MeCN in crystals grown from MeCN solution, which includes 

two axially coordinated MeCN molecules (Figure 4), and the 1H-NMR analysis of 2 in MeCN 

solution, the color change indicates solvent coordination upon dissolution of 2 in MeCN. 

Similar observations were made for complex [Co(HBMIM)2](NO3)2 (HBMIM = 

bis(methylimidazole)methane) in Chapter 5. The UV-vis spectrum of complex 1 shows one 

weak absorption band below 350 nm, which we assign to π to π* transitions (Figure 9). The 

UV-vis spectra of complexes 2 and 3 show two absorption bands in the 300-500 nm region that 

were assigned as LMCT bands (Figure 9). The first band is sharp and intense (e ~ 4000 and 

20,000 M–1 cm–1) with a λmax at 358 nm and 414 nm for 2 and 3, respectively. The second band 

 
Figure 8. 1H-NMR spectrum of [Co(BBIM–)2] 4 (DMSO-d6), [Co(BBZM–)2] 5 (benzene-d6) and 
[Co(BBTM–)2] 6 (benzene-d6). 
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is slightly less intense, and shoulders the first band, with a λmax at 340 nm and 395 nm for 2 and 

3, respectively. Cobalt complexes 4-6 are not soluble in MeCN and UV-vis spectra were 

recorded in DMF. In all cases, the complexes form orange solutions in DMF, which contrasts 

with the pink and blue/purple solid-state colors for 4 (also pink crystals) and 6, respectively (5 

remains its orange in solution). The color change is likely caused by the axial coordination of 

DMF to cobalt, as similar coordination and color changes were observed during parallel 

experiments with 2 in MeCN. On the other hand, 5 retains the orange color observed for its 

powders and its crystals grown from pentane, for which X-ray analysis shows no solvent 

coordination. UV-vis spectra of 4-6 are rather similar to each other, in particular for 5 and 6, 

and show a number of (overlapping) absorption bands, including two bands that are intense 

and therefore assigned to LMCT (Figure 9).61 The first LMCT band is sharp and intense (e ~ 

51,000 – 152,000 M–1 cm–1) with a λmax at 387, 365, and 421 nm for 4, 5, and 6, respectively. 

The second band is slightly less intense, and shoulders the first band, with a λmax at 370, 348, 

and 403 nm for 4, 5, and, 6, respectively. The charge transfer bands are selection rule allowed 

and their high intensities indicate a high probability of these transitions taking place in all cases. 

These observations indicate very similar coordination geometries for the neutral complexes 4-

6 in DMF solution. Interestingly, for all complexes, cationic as well as neutral, the color 

changes observed upon their dissolution in a coordinating solvent are reversible; i.e. 

evaporation of the solvents under reduced pressure and elevated temperatures brings back the 

original colors, and subsequent 1H-NMR analysis confirmed the distinct and original 

resonances of the complexes. A further analysis of the LMCT bands observed in the UV-Vis 

spectra of complexes 1-6 shows a trend in the energy of the bands for the dicationic as well as 

 
Figure 9.  UV-vis absorption spectra of dicationic complexes in MeCN (1.0 x 10–5 M):  
[Co(HBBIM)2](BF4)2 1 (green line), [Co(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 2 (red line), [Co(HBBTM)2](BF4)2 
3 (blue line) and neutral complexes in DMF (1.0x10–5 M): [Co(BBIM–)2] 4 (green line), 
[Co(BBZM–)2] 5 (red line) [Co(BBTM–)2] 6 (blue line). 
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for neutral cobalt complexes. The LMCT bands for complexes 3 and 6 (derived from BBTZ) 

are the most red-shifted, while those for 2 and 5 (derived from BBMZ) are the most blue-

shifted. The energy of the LMCT band of 4 is found in between those of 5 and 6. Complex 1 

does not show distinct LMTC bands in the 300-500 nm region. This observation is unexpected 

since NMR analysis did indicate solvent coordination, likely leading to similar coordination 

geometries as for 2 and 3, for this complex as well. This observed trend in LMCT energies 

correlates directly with the electronegativity of the heteroatoms present in the ligand scaffolds 

(O = 3.5 > N = 3.0 > S = 2.5). In other words, the most electronegative ligand (BBZM) features 

the largest HOMO-LUMO gap (smaller wavelength), while the least electronegative ligand 

(BBTM) features a much smaller HOMO-LUMO gap.  

 

3.2.5 Electrochemistry 

To investigate the redox properties of cobalt complexes 1-3, CV measurements were performed 

in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 in MeCN at 100 mV/s, with potentials referenced to the Fc+/Fc couple 

(Figure 10, Table 3, and Appendix A Figure A2, for the explanation of the electrochemical 

parameters).62 The redox properties of [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 are included in Table 3 for 

clarity.20 Upon scanning in the cathodic direction, a broad unsymmetrical and irreversible 

reduction for 1 was found at Ep,c = –1.90 V, with a small pre-wave. More cathodic, very weak 

and stronger quasi-reversible events were found at Ep,c = –2.73 V and –2.90 V, respectively. In 

the reversed anodic scan a single irreversible oxidation feature with a small pre-wave was 

observed at Ep,a = –0.12 V.  Based on the similar irreversible nature and potential as the 

reductive event observed for [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, we ascribe the first redox event to a 

Co(I/II) reduction followed by H2 formation with formal deprotonation of the ligand (EC 

mechanism).20 The change from a bis(diphenylimidazole) ligand periphery in 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 to a bis(benzimidazole) ligand periphery in 1 results in a 60 mV 

anodic shift in the cobalt-centered reduction potential ([Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 Ep,c = –1.96 V 

in MeCN, 0.1 M nBu4NPF6).20 Even though this potential difference is not very large, this 

observation does confirm the anticipated diminished electron-donating properties of the 

benzimidazole moieties in 1 with respect to the bis(imidazole)methane moieties in 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2. The small magnitude of the redox shift could also be caused by 

solvent coordination, which moreover would change the redox chemistry.  The redox events at 

more cathodic potentials were not further assigned. The oxidation in the reversed scan was 

tentatively assigned to the oxidation of a reaction product from the first irreversible reduction, 
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presumably [Co(HBBIM)(BBIM–)](BF4), because of the similar shape and position compared 

to an oxidative feature observed for [Co(HBMIMPh2)(BMIMPh2–)](BF4).20 The observed pre-

wave may be the result of solvent coordination to this singly reduced complex. For 2, the 

irreversible Co(I/II) reduction was found at Ep,c = –1.43 V, followed by a chemically reversible 

redox event at Ep,c = –2.15 (E1/2 = –2.08), and in the reversed scan an irreversible oxidation 

event with two maxima at Ep,a = 0.17–0.19 V. Compared to 1, the Co(I/II) reduction was found  

470 mV more anodic, which is a large shift that is rather expected from a geometry change 

than from a change in the coordination strength of the ligand. Hence, this result further 

corroborates trans-MeCN coordination in 2. For reference, octahedral cobaloximes with trans-

MeCN coordination feature Co(I/II) reductions at –0.9 V vs. Fc+/Fc.63 The reversible redox 

event of 2 at more cathodic potentials could originate from a ligand-based event, a newly 

formed complex after the irreversible Co(I/II) reduction or another cobalt-based reduction 

(Co(0/I)), but this event was not further investigated. Similarly to 1, an oxidation event was 

observed in the reversed scan, which is likewise shifted (300 mV), indicating that MeCN 

 
Figure 10. Cyclic voltammograms of 2 mM 1 (black trace), 2 (red trace), and 3 (blue trace) 
recorded in MeCN (0.1 mM nBu4NBF4) at a glassy carbon electrode at 100 mV/s. Referenced 
to the ferrocenium/ferrocene couple.  
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coordination does not change the nature of the redox chemistry but mainly the energy barriers 

involved. This oxidation event is assigned to a ligand-based oxidation event, which will be 

further explained onwards where the redox chemistry of zinc analogs 2Zn and 5Zn is discussed. 

Complex 3 features an irreversible Co(I/II) reduction at Ep,c = –1.31 V, weak and stronger 

quasi-reversible redox events at Ep,c = –1.77 V and –2.05 V, respectively,  and in the reversed 

scan the irreversible oxidation with prewave is observed at Ep,a = –0.25 V followed by a broad 

additional wave at  Ep,a = 0.5 V. The position of the Co(I/II) reduction is even more anodic than 

in 2, indicating also trans-MeCN coordination in 3. The event cathodic of the Co(I/II) feature 

is similar in shape and position to that for 2 and is not further investigated. The oxidation event 

in the return wave is found more cathodic than those for 1 and 2, which indicates similar 

reactivity of 3, with a lower energy barrier for oxidation. These features demonstrate how the 

possibility to modify the redox chemistry of dicationic bis(benzazolyl)methane-derived cobalt 

complexes can be significantly modified by changing the periphery of the ligand backbone. 

The electrochemistry of cobalt complexes 4-6 was investigated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) in 

DMF solution, as these complexes are not soluble in MeCN (Figure 11, Table 4). Complex 4 

features a weak irreversible reduction at Ep,c = –1.82 V followed by a stronger irreversible 

reduction at Ep,c = –2.78 V. We assign the former weak reductive event to an EC response of 

protonated 4 and assign the later event to the electrochemical Co(I/II) reduction of 4. 

Furthermore, a single, strong irreversible oxidation event was observed at Ep,a = –0.22 V and 

is assigned to a ligand-centered oxidation event, based on similar oxidation events in Zn and 

Co analogs (Figure 11, vide infra). The observation of a single and irreversible oxidation event 

is remarkable as our previous work on [Co(BMIMPh2–)2] revealed four consecutive 

(quasi)reversible ligand-based oxidations between –1.0 and 0.5 V vs. Fc+/Fc  in MeCN.46 This 

Table 3. Selected electrochemical data of the major redox features for complexes 1-3, 2Zn, and 
[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 in MeCN (0.1 M nBu4NBF4)a. 

 
aReferenced to the Fc+/Fc couple, bE1/2 = 2.08, cmeasured in DMF  

 
 

Co(I/II) 2nd red  ox
E p,c (V) E p,c (V) E p,a (V) 

1 (HBBIM) –1.90 –2.90 –0.12
2 (HBBZM) –1.43 –2.15b 0.18
3 (HBBTM) –1.31 –2.05 –0.25

2Zn (HBBZM) - - 0.34c

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 –1.96 –2.36 –0.64

Complex
 MeCN
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significant difference prompted us to record the CV of  [Co(BMIMPh2–)2] in DMF, where we 

observed three oxidations between –1.0 and 0.5 V of which the first two have identical 

potentials and waveforms as in MeCN (Appendix B, Figure B12). The accessibility of higher 

oxidized forms for [Co(BMIMPh2–)2] compared to 4 may be related to the larger steric bulk in 

[Co(BMIMPh2–)2] and, consequently, its smaller structural flexibility. As such, the irreversible 

nature of the oxidation of 4 may be derived from the instability of the resulting oxidation 

product, in which the smaller steric bulk could render made structural rearrangements more 

energetically favorable. The strong anodic (positive) shift in the oxidation potential reveals that 

the BBIM– ligands in 4 are significantly less electron-donating compared to the BMIMPh2– 

ligands in [Co(BMIMPh2–)2]. Complex 5 features a strong quasi-reversible reduction at Ep,c = –

2.08 V  (E1/2 = –2.02 V) assigned to the Co(I/II) redox couple. In the reversed anodic sweep 

several weak oxidations arise at Ep,a = –1.17 V, –0.88 V, –0.65 V, and +0.02 V, which were 

not further investigated, followed by a stronger oxidation event at Ep,a = +0.19 V. This oxidative 

response was assigned to a ligand-centered oxidation event, based on the electrochemical 

analysis of the zinc analogs [Zn(BBZM)2] (5Zn) and [Zn(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 (2Zn), which 

features a single oxidation event at Ep,a = +0.34 V (Figure 11). Complex 6 features a weak 

  
Figure 11. Cyclic voltammograms of: top left: 4 (green trace, 5 mM); top right: 5 (red trace, 5 
mM); bottom left: 6 (blue trace, 5 mM); bottom right: [Zn(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 (2Zn) (red trace, 
5 mM) and Zn[BBZM]2 (5Zn) (blue trace, 5 mM)  recorded in DMF (0.1 mM nBu4NBF4) at a 
glassy carbon electrode at 100 mV/s. First scanned in the cathodic direction starting from the 
open circuit potential around 0 V.  
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reversible event at Ep,c = –1.10 V   (E1/2 = –1.05 V), which is suggested to originate from a 

small impurity or an analogous complex (for example formed through solvent coordination), 

followed by a stronger reversible redox event at Ep,c = –2.05 V (E1/2 = –2.00 V), assigned to the 

Co(I/II) redox couple. On the reverse anodic sweep, two weak oxidative features were observed 

at Ep,a = –1.02 V, Ep,a = –0.61 V, which were assigned to small impurities and were not further 

investigated, followed by a stronger oxidation event at Ep,a = +0.35 V, which could be isolated 

as an independent event and was assigned to a ligand-centered oxidation event based on its 

similar shape, intensity, and position to Co and Zn analogues. The cobalt-centered reductions 

of 4 (–2.78 V), 5 (–2.08 V), and 6 (–2.05 V) occur at decreasing redox potentials and the ligand-

centered oxidations occur at increasing redox potentials, 4 (–0.22 V), 5 (+0.19 V), and 6 (+0.35 

V) indicating a decrease in the donating ability of the bis(benzazole)methane ligand, in which 

the differences between 4 and 5 are more pronounced than those between 5 and 6. The observed 

trend is different from the order in LMCT bands observed by UV-vis spectroscopy (vide supra), 

indicating that the distinct chemical events are influenced differently by the heterocycles. The 

observed trend in the redox potentials correlates with the reported π-electron-withdrawing 

(EW) power of the periphery on the electron density of the trigonal carbanion, as determined 

by their 13C shifts, in analogous Zn complexes as reported by Abbotto et al. (see introduction).43 

The mutual differences in 13C shifts do not correlate with the observed reduction potentials, 

since Abbotto et al. reported more extreme 13C shifts for 6 and similar values for 5 and 4, while 

we observed a more extreme reduction potential for 4 and similar values for 5 and 6. These 

differences might be influenced by the coordination number/geometry of the complexes as well 

as by the change in solvent (DMF vs. DMSO and CDCl3).43 In line with these electronic ligand 

effects, 4-6 have an accessible Co(I/II) reduction, which is not accessible for [Co(BMIMPh2–)2] 

(Appendix B, Figure B12). This lends further credit to the notion that complexes 4-6 are 

Table 4. Selected electrochemical data of the major redox features for complexes 4-6 and 5Zn 
in DMF (0.1 M nBu4NBF4)a 

 
aReferenced to the Fc+/Fc couple. bE1/2 = 2.02, cE1/2 = 2.00 

Co(I/II)  ox
E p,c (V) E p,a (V) 

4 (BBIM–) –2.78 –0.22
5 (BBZM–) –2.08b 0.19
6 (BBTM–) –2.05c 0.35

5Zn (BBZM–) 0.34

Complex
DMF
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relatively electron deficient. The observation that the reduction event becomes more reversible 

for 5 and again for 6 indicates a higher chemical and electrochemical stability of the Co(I) 

species for these complexes. 

Overall, these voltametric investigations clearly show the redox differences between 

complexes 1-3 as well as complexes 4-6, and their corresponding HBMIMPh2 and BMIMPh2– 

analogues. The changes in the heteroatoms in the bis(benzazole)methane ligands lead to drastic 

changes in the reduction and oxidation potentials of complexes 1-3 and 4-6, respectively, which 

follow the π-electron-withdrawing power trend of the ligands (HBBTM > HBBZM > HBBIM) 

as described by Abbotto et al.. For complexes 1-3, this observation could be of relevance to 

their performance as HER electrocatalysts. Complex 1, [Co(BBIM)2](BF4)2 can be reduced at 

more anodic potentials (+60 mV) compared to [Co(BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, which is in line with 

the suggested weaker donating abilities of bis-benzimidazole ligands, making the cobalt center 

less electron-rich and more prone for reduction. A similar but stronger effect was observed for 

their neutral analogues, as the cobalt center in 4 is significantly less electron-rich and is 

oxidized at more anodic potentials (+780 mV) compared to [Co(BMIMPh2–)2]. Between 1-3, 

we observed that the Co(I/II) redox response shifts anodically from 1 to 2 and 3 with a total of 

590 mV, which is slightly smaller than the shift of the Co(I/II) reductions in neutral analogues 

4-6 of 720 mV, measured in DMF. The first oxidation event shifts from 2 to 1 to 3 with 420 

mV in MeCN and from 4 to 5 to 6 with 570 mV in DMF. These potential spreads indicate that 

the reduction and oxidation events in 1-6 are influenced in a similar way but by a different 

magnitude. Furthermore, the difference between the first ligand-based oxidation of 

[Co(BMIMPh2–)2] compared to that of 6 is no less than 1350 mV, indicating very distinct redox 

chemistry of the bis(diphenylimidazole)methane and bis(benzthiazole)methane ligands 

coordinated to cobalt. Next, we continued our studies by investigating complexes 1-3 as HER 

catalysts.  

 

3.2.6 Electrocatalytic proton reduction  

To probe the catalytic activity of 1-3 towards electrocatalytic hydrogen production, 2 mM 

solutions of the complexes were analyzed with CV in the presence of the weak acid Et3NHBF4 

(5 equiv.) as a sacrificial proton donor (Figure 12, Table 5). Upon the addition of Et3NHBF4 

to 1 a significant peak-shaped increase in current (icat) was observed at the (Co(I/II)) reduction 

potential (Ep,c) of the complex. Upon the addition of Et3NHBF4 to 2 and 3 a similar significant 

peak-shaped increase in current (icat) was observed cathodic of the (Co(I/II)) reduction potential 
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(Ep,c) of the complexes. The Eonset of the direct reduction of the Et3NHBF4 protons at the glassy 

carbon electrode starts at more cathodic potentials for all complexes (dotted traces). In the 

reserved trace the Fc+/Fc couple is visible, followed by an additional oxidation that is not 

further investigated. The absolute value of the catalytic currents (icat) is similar in all cases 

(218-249 µA), corresponding to a TOF of 15, 28, and 25 for 1-3, respectively, obtained using 

the equation by Bullock et al., for a 2 electron electrocatalytic reaction (see Chapter 2, section 

2.4.2 for further information).64 The electrocatalytic overpotential requirement is 490 mV for 

3, followed by 580 mV for 2 And 610 mV for 1 (see Appendix A, Figure A3 for definitions). 

This initial HER catalytic performance study demonstrates that 2 is the best HER catalyst in 

terms of rate and 3 operates at the lowest overpotential. The overpotential requirement allows 

for the comparison of molecular complexes under different operating conditions. For example, 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 features an overpotential requirement of 590 mV in MeCN using 

AcOH as a proton source and is therewith competitive towards 1 and 2, while 3 features a 

significantly lower (100 mV) overpotential. The catalytic rate is harder to compare as this 

  
Figure 12. Cyclic voltammograms of 1 (black trace, 2 mM), 2 (red trace, 2 mM), and 3 (blue 
trace, 2 mM) recorded in the absence or presence of 10 mM Et3NHBF4 (green traces) and 10 
mM Et3NHBF4 only (dotted) in MeCN (0.1 mM nBu4NBF4) vat a glassy carbon electrode at 
100 mV/s. Referenced to the ferrocenium/ferrocene couple. 
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performance indicator is also highly dependent on the acid concentration, size of the electrode, 

and substrate flux towards the electrode. Therefore, further electrocatalytic testing with 

different proton sources, catalyst loadings, and reference catalysts will be necessary to get more 

insight into the catalytic performances of 1-3. 

Overall, we conclude that upon altering the heteroatoms in the benzazolyl rings, the redox 

properties of 1-3 strongly shift over the potential axis, while the electrocatalytic HER potentials 

demonstrate smaller, but significant shifts. For 1-3 we do not observe the general trade-off 

between overpotential and catalytic rate, in which HER catalysts with a higher overpotential 

demonstrate also higher catalytic rate.65 This could point to a bifunctional mechanism in which 

the cobalt-based reduction is not the rate-determining step and resembles the mechanism 

proposed for [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 in which a Co(III)-hydride and a ligand-based 

methylene C–H bond act in concert in the formation of the H–H bond. 

 

3.2.7 Bulk electrolysis  

To detect H2 as the reaction product and to quantify H2 formation, bulk electrolysis experiments 

were carried out using our in-house developed setup with inline product detection (see Chapter 

2, section 2.4.3, p74). Using complex 2, because of its highest TOF in the above electrocatalytic 

HER experiment, controlled potential electrolysis (CPE) was performed for 3 h at –2.00 V vs. 

Fc+/Fc in 10 mL MeCN using 10 mM Et3NHBF4 as the proton source, corresponding to an 

overpotential of 690 mV, and a glassy carbon electrode rotated at 2000 rpm (Figure 13, Table 

6).66 In the presence of 1 mM 2, 4.2 C was consumed corresponding to a current density of 

2.00 mA/cm2 with a Faradaic Efficiency (FE) of 72%. In the absence of any cobalt complex, 

2.5 C was consumed corresponding to a current density of 1.19 mA/cm2 with an FE of 86%. 

For reference, complex [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 is more efficient under slightly different 

conditions (100 mM proton source Et3NHBF4 instead of 10 mM in this work) with 16.8 C 

Table 5. Electrocatalytic data for HER using complexes 1-3 (2 mM) in combination with 
Et3NHBF4 (10 mM) in MeCN (0.1 M nBu4NBF4)a 

 
aReferenced to the Fc+/Fc couple. 

 

Complex
E p,cat 

(mV) 
i p 

(µA) 
i cat. 

(µA)
K obs 

(TOF)

1 (X = NCH3) –2.02 26 227 15
2 (X = O) –1.98 18 218 28
3 (X = S) –1.93 22 249 25

Overpotential (η) 
(mV)

610

Electrocatalytic HER parameters in MeCN

580
490
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charge consumption after 1 h vs 3.3 C for the acid-only experiment, both with high FE >98% 

(Chapter 4).58 These results demonstrated that 2 is a catalyst for H2 formation with moderate 

activity and selectivity. After the electrolysis experiment, an electrode deposit was found on 

the glassy carbon surface. The net influence of such an electrode deposit on the HER 

performance was unknown and led to an investigation of the HER performance of several 

reported dicationic cobalt complexes, in which the deposits turned out to be catalytically active. 

The results of this investigation are reported in Chapter 4.  

3.3 Conclusion 
Previous electrocatalytic studies on the bis(methylimidazole)methane-based cobalt complex 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 demonstrated its activity in the HER. Effective modulation of this 

activity and the redox properties of the complex was achieved in Chapter 2, where the outer 

coordination sphere of the complex was alternated upon the installation of para-functionalized 

phenyl groups, affording complexes of the type [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2. In this 

chapter, we successfully modulated the redox and HER properties by altering the nature of the 

heterocylic rings in the ligands. Our synthetic efforts yielded novel dicationic bis-ligated 

 
Figure 13. Charge passed over the course of 1 h controlled potential electrolysis performed in 
0.01 M Et3NHBF4 in MeCN (containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as the supporting electrolyte) at –
2.00 V vs Fc+/Fc at 2000 rpm. Red trace 1.0 mM 2. Black trace acid only experiment. 

 Table 6. Bulk electrolysis results using [Co(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 2 using Et3NHBF4 (0.01 M) in 
MeCN (0.1 M nBu4NBF4) at –2.00 V vs Fc+/Fc at 2000 rpm, 1 h.a 

 
aGlassy working carbon electrode, H2 quantification by gas chromatography analysis. 

Complex  (1 mM) Charge (C)
Current. Dens. 

(mA/cm2)
FE (%)

- 2.5 1.19 86
2 (X = O) 4.20 2.00 72
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complexes 1-3 that hold bis(benzazolyl)methane ligands with benzimidazole, benzoxazole and 

benzthiazole heterocycles. In addition, we included their neutral analogues, complexes 4-6 in 

this study, in order to further investigate the electronic trends. The smaller steric encumbrance 

of the bis(benzazolyl) ligands, as compared to the HBMIMPh2 ligand, resulted in a larger 

coordination flexibility, that allows for the formation of octahedral complexes by means of the 

trans-axial coordination of solvent molecules as in complex 22MeCN. Electrochemical analysis 

of complexes 1-3 and 4-6 in MeCN and DMF, respectively, revealed accessible redox events 

with distinct trends in which complexes with less electron-donating ligands 3 < 2 < 1 and 4 < 

5 < 6 feature redox events at more anodic potentials. These redox trends corroborate the trend 

reported by Abbotto et al. for the π-electron-withdrawing power of the ligands BBTM– > 

BBZM– > BBIM–. Compared to complexes [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 and [Co(HBMIMPh2–)2] 

we conclude that the relatively weaker donating bisbenzazolyl ligands make complex 1-6 less 

electron-rich, more prone to reduction, up to +650 mV and harder to oxidize, up to +1350 mV. 

Complexes 1-3 are all electrocatalytically active for the HER, in which 2 features the highest 

activity (TOF) and 3 the lowest overpotential (490 mV). 1 and 2 hold an overpotential 

comparable to that of [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (~600 mV) indicating that the modulated redox 

features in 1-3 only result in advanced HER features for 3 in terms of the overpotential 

requirement. Bulk electrolysis with 2, coupled to in-line GC measurements, confirmed 

hydrogen formation with moderate activity and FE, which does not appear competitive towards 

the HER performance of [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2. The electrolysis experiment with 2 also 

showed the formation of an electrodeposit on the glassy carbon electrode. Further 

investigations into electrodeposits formed from molecular cobalt complexes during the HER 

are reported in Chapter 4. Overall, we conclude that the alternation of the heterocycle in 

bis(benzazolyl)methane ligands coordinated to cobalt is an efficient method to modulate the 

complexes’ redox potentials, while the catalytic HER features can be modulated to a much 

smaller extent. 

3.4 Experimental 

3.4.1 General remarks  

All air-sensitive reactions, as well as the handling and synthesis of cobalt complexes, were 

carried out under an inert atmosphere (N2) using standard Schlenk techniques or an Mbraun 

labmaster dp glovebox workstation. Dry Et2O, MeCN, hexane, and toluene were obtained from 

an Mbraun MB SPS-800 solvent purification system. Anhydrous DMF was extra dried over 4 
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Å molecular sieves. CH2Cl2 was dried over CaH2 and distilled under N2. THF and MeOH were 

dried with sodium and magnesium turnings, respectively, and distilled under N2 prior to use. 

All dry solvents were degassed by bubbling N2 through the liquid for approx. 30 min or by 

freeze-pump-thaw degassing (3 cycles) prior to use and stored over 3 or 4 Å molecular sieves. 

CH3CN was filtered over activated alumina after storage over 4 Å molecular sieves to remove 

the molecular sieve dust that is formed. All other chemicals were commercially obtained and 

used as received. 1H-NMR spectra were recorded at 298 K unless stated otherwise on a Varian 

VNMRS400 or an Oxford NMR AS400 spectrometer at 400 MHz. Chemical shifts (δ) are 

reported in ppm and referenced against the residual solvent signal. UV-Vis spectra were 

recorded on a PerkinElmer 950, wavelengths are reported in nm, and extinction coefficients (ε) 

are given in L mol-1 cm-1. ESI-MS spectra were recorded on a Waters LCT Premier XE KE317 

Micromass Technologies spectrometer. Unpaired electrons in the complexes were determined 

by the Evans NMR method in MeCN-d3 with 1% TMS at 298 K.60 Infrared spectra were 

recorded on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One FT-IR instrument. 

 

Electrochemical sweeping experiments were performed using a hanging mercury drop 

electrode setup in the fumehood (vide infra) or in a nitrogen-filled Mbraun labmaster dp 

glovebox, on an IVIUM potentiostat/galvanostat using a 3-electrode setup including a Pt-wire 

counter electrode, a glassy carbon-working electrode (3 mm Ø) and an Ag/Ag(NO3) reference 

electrode used directly in solution. The potentiostat was kept external to the glovebox, and the 

electrode leads were connected with a custom shielded electrode cable feedthrough. All scans 

were absolutely referenced to the ferrocenium/ferrocene redox couple and taken at a scan rate 

of 100 mV/s, unless reported differently. The working electrodes were polished with 0.3 μm 

aluminium oxide powder deionized water slurries and rinsed with water for 30 seconds to 

remove the residual polishing powder. Before all experiments, background voltammograms 

were recorded at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. Solutions were mixed by shaking before each 

measurement and the working electrode surface was cleaned with a tissue after every scan. All 

measurements were recorded in a 0.1 M nBu4NBF4/nBu4NPF6 solution in dry, degassed DMF. 

 

Appendix B contains the supplementary information for this Chapter. 
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3.4.2 Synthesis 
Ligands bis(N-methylbenzimidazol-2-yl)methane (HBBIM), bis(benzoxazol-2-yl)methane 

(HBBZM) and bis(benzothiazol-2-yl)methane (HBBTM) were synthesized using adapted 

literature procedures.67 Compounds 4-6 and 5Zn have been reported before by Abbotto et al.41-

45 Here, we report on additional characterization of these compounds. 

 

[Co(HBBIM)2](BF4)2 (1): Bis(benzimidazol-2-yl)methane (HBBIM) (1.1 g, 0.4 mmol) was 

dissolved in dry THF (10 mL) and [Co(BF4)2·6H2O] (0.680 g, 0.2 mmol) was added to the 

solution. Direct precipitation of a pink solid was observed and the mixture was stirred for 

another 3 h. THF was removed under reduced pressure affording pink solids, which were 

washed with dry diethyl ether (3 x 10 mL) and dried under reduced pressure. The title 

compound was obtained as a pink solid in 95% yield (1.5 g, 0.19 mmol). A pink crystal suitable 

for single crystal X-ray diffraction was grown through slow vapor diffusion of diethyl ether 

into a concentrated solution of 1 in MeCN at –40 °C. 1H NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25°C) d 

= 160, 98, 75, 47, 39, 36, 35, 33, 30, 21, 3.00, –10, –15, –37, –82 ppm. Solution state magnetic 

susceptibility (Evans method, 1% TMS in MeCN-d3): 3.9 µB 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 

25 °C) d = 140, 66, 49, 42, 31, 23, 18, 10, 7, 3, –9, –53, –61 ppm. ESI-MS (MeCN) m/z = 

610.2 {[Co(HBBIM)2–H]+, calc. 610.20}. ATR-IR ν = 1511 (m), 1483 (w), 1460 (m), 1403 

(m), 1320 (w), 1288 (m), 1156 (w), 1055 (s), 1038 (s), 1008 (s), 943 (m), 931 (w), 899 (m), 

791 (w), 762 (m), 748 (s), 742 (s), 566 (w), 554 (w), 520 (w) cm–1. E.A. (Formula: 

C34H32CoN8B2F8 (+0.5 Et2O), Mw: 785.21 g mol–1): calc. C 52.58, H 4.54, N 13.63; found C 

52.66, H 4.85, N 13.30. UV-vis (MeCN, pink solution, ε [mol–1 dm3 cm–1]): λmax = 350 (2500) 

nm. X-ray Crystal Structure Determination [C34H32CoN8](BF4)2 · 0.5(C2H3N), Fw = 

805.75, red plate, 0.45 ´ 0.34 ´ 0.07 mm3, monoclinic, P21 (no. 4), a = 15.7176(4), b = 

14.7950(5), c = 15.9012(3) Å, β = 103.236(1) °, V = 3599.48(16) Å3, Z = 4, Dx = 1.487 g/cm3, 

µ = 0.56 mm–1. The diffraction experiment was performed on a Bruker Kappa ApexII 

diffractometer with sealed tube and Triumph monochromator (l = 0.71073 Å) at a temperature 

of 150(2) K up to a resolution of (sin q/l)max = 0.65 Å-1. The intensity integration was 

performed with the Eval15 software.68 A numerical absorption correction and scaling was 

performed with SADABS69 (correction range 0.83-0.97). A total of 73357 reflections was 

measured, 16546 reflections were unique (Rint = 0.040), 12486 reflections were observed 

[I>2s(I)]. The structure was solved with Patterson superposition methods using SHELXT.70 

Structure refinement was performed with SHELXL-201871 on F2 of all reflections. Non-
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hydrogen atoms were refined freely with anisotropic displacement parameters. One BBIM 

ligand, three BF4 anions and the acetonitrile solvent were refined with a disorder model. The 

disorder could not be fully resolved. Hydrogen atoms were introduced in calculated positions 

and refined with a riding model. 1311 Parameters were refined with 2442 restraints (distances, 

angles, displacement parameters and ring flatness in the disordered moieties). R1/wR2 [I > 

2s(I)]: 0.0482 / 0.1228. R1/wR2 [all refl.]: 0.0696 / 0.1332. S = 1.046. Flack parameter72 x = 

0.003(4). Residual electron density between -0.36 and 0.67 e/Å3. Geometry calculations and 

checking for higher symmetry was performed with the PLATON program.73 
 

[Co(HBBZM)2(solv)2](BF4)2 (2): Bis(benzoxazol-2-yl)methane (HBBZM) (1.0 g, 4.0 mmol) 

was dissolved in THF (40 mL) giving a transparent yellow solution. To the stirring solution, 

[Co(BF4)2·6H2O] (0.680 g 2.0 mmol) was added and a dark red solution formed. The reaction 

mixture was stirred for 3 h, during which the precipitation of a brown/crème solid was 

observed, while the solution remained red. THF was removed under reduced pressure and the 

obtained solids were washed with dry diethyl ether (3 x 15 mL) and dried under reduced 

pressure to obtain the title compound as an off-white solid in 89% yield (1.5 g, 1.96 mmol). A 

transparent yellowish crystal suitable for single crystal X-ray diffraction was grown through 

slow vapor diffusion of diethyl ether into a concentrated solution of 5 in MeCN. 1H NMR (400 

MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 °C) d = 177, 68, 33, 31, 8, 7, 4, 2, 2, –2, –2,  –9, –11, –17, –24, –41, –61 

ppm. Solution state magnetic susceptibility (Evans method, 1% TMS in MeCN-d3): 4.1 µB. 

ESI-MS (MeCN): m/z = 558.1 {[Co(HBBZM)2–H]+, calc. 558.08}. ATR-IR ν = 3506 (w), 

3399 (w), 2956 (w), 2880 (w), 1658 (w), 1577 (w), 1574 (w), 1456 (w), 1352 (w), 1312 (w), 

1242 (w), 1132 (w), 1084 (s), 1016 (m), 991 (m), 851 (w), 751 (s), 634 (w) cm–1. E.A. 

(Formula: C34H32CoN4O4B2F8 (+3 H2O, 1 THF), Mw: 733.05 g mol–1): calc. C 47.59, H 3.88, 

N 6.53; found C 47.25, H 4.04, N 6.44. UV-vis (MeCN, yellow solution, ε [mol–1 dm3 cm–1]): 

λmax = 358 (4000), 350 (3000) nm. X-ray Crystal Structure Determination 

[C34H26CoN6O4](BF4)2 · 2(C2H3N), Fw = 897.26, yellow block, 0.25 ´ 0.19 ´ 0.08 mm3, 

monoclinic, P21/c (no. 14), a = 10.6429(5), b = 16.3993(9), c = 12.1954(6) Å, β = 107.827(3) °, 

V = 2026.34(18) Å3, Z = 2, Dx = 1.471 g/cm3, µ = 0.51 mm–1. The diffraction experiment was 

performed on a Bruker Kappa ApexII diffractometer with sealed tube and Triumph 

monochromator (l = 0.71073 Å) at a temperature of 150(2) K up to a resolution of (sin q/l)max 

= 0.65 Å-1. The intensity integration was performed with the Eval15 software.68 A multi-scan 

absorption correction and scaling was performed with SADABS2 (correction range 0.69-0.75). 
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A total of 48768 reflections was measured, 4651 reflections were unique (Rint = 0.035), 3832 

reflections were observed [I>2s(I)]. The structure was solved with Patterson superposition 

methods using SHELXT.70 Structure refinement was performed with SHELXL-201871 on F2 

of all reflections. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined freely with anisotropic displacement 

parameters. The BF4 anion was refined with a disorder model. The disorder could not be fully 

resolved. All hydrogen atoms were located in difference Fourier maps and refined with a riding 

model. 307 Parameters were refined with 123 restraints (distances, angles and displacement 

parameters in the disordered BF4). R1/wR2 [I > 2s(I)]: 0.0394 / 0.0995. R1/wR2 [all refl.]: 

0.0511 / 0.1063. S = 1.062. Residual electron density between -0.52 and 0.61 e/Å3. Geometry 

calculations and checking for higher symmetry was performed with the PLATON program.73   

 

[Co(HBBTM)2](BF4)2 (3): Bis(benzthiozol-2-yl)methane (HBBTM) (0.513 g 1.8 mmol) was 

partially dissolved under stirring in THF (40 mL) at 50 °C for 1 h. The ligand in THF forms a 

green suspension. To the green suspension, [Co(BF4)2·6H2O] (0.321 g 0.9 mmol) was added, 

upon which the suspension turned brown. The reaction was stirred at 50 °C overnight. Then 

the stirring was stopped and the solvent was removed by filtration affording a green/brown 

solid. The solid was dissolved in acetonitrile (20 mL) and transferred to another Schlenk tube 

under a nitrogen atmosphere. Acetonitrile was removed under reduced pressure and the desired 

complex was obtained as a greenish/brown solid in 56% yield (0.424 mg, 0.5 mmol). 1H NMR 

(400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25°C) d = 144, 64, 45, 32, 28, 27, 14, 11, 8, 3, 1, 0, –2, –4, –8, –29, –37, 

–61 ppm. Solution state magnetic susceptibility (Evans method, 1% TMS in MeCN-d3): 3.910 

µB ESI-MS (MeCN) m/z = 621.8 {[Co(HBBTM)2–H]+, calc. 621.98}, m/z = 796.5 

{[Co(HBBTM)2]+, calc. 797.00}. ATR-IR ν = 3480 (w), 3225 (w), 2965 (w), 2867 (w), 1659 

(w), 1539 (w), 1464 (w), 1312 (w), 1216 (w), 1037 (m), 888 (w), 761 (m), 731 (w), 656 (w) 

cm –1. E.A. (Formula: C30H20CoN4S4B2F8, Mw: 797.31 g mol–1): calc. C 45.19, H 2.53, N 7.02, 

S 16.09; found C 43.98, H 3.50, N 6.81, S 14.93. Deviation 3-7 %. The relative ratio of CHNS 

corresponds to 3, but the absolute values do not, indicative of an inorganic impurity. UV-vis 

(MeCN, yellow in solution, ε [mol–1 dm3 cm–1]): λmax = 414 (20000), 403 (23390) nm. 

 

[Co(BBIM–)2] (4):43 Additional characterization (1H-NMR, IR, UV-vis) of the obtained pink 

solids is provided. In addition, a pinkish crystal suitable for single X-ray diffraction was grown 

from a saturated solution of 4 in THF at –40 °C over several weeks. 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

DMSO-d6, 25°C) δ (ppm) 36, 23, 12, 10, 8, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2, 2, –1, –26, –93. ATR-IR ν = 3059 
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(w), 3033 (w), 2897 (w), 1670 (w), 1663 (w), 1559 (w), 1552 (m), 1522 (m), 1437 (m), 1403 

(m), 1276 (m), 1233 (m), 1006 (m), 929 (m), 894 (m), 737 (s), 669 (w) cm –1. E.A. (Formula: 

C34H30CoN8 (+0.5 H2O), Mw: 609.60 g mol–1): calc. C 66.11, H 5.05, N 18.11; found C 66.48, 

H 5.05, N 18.49. UV-vis (DMF, orange solution, ε  [mol–1 dm3 cm–1]): λmax = 387 (107260), 

371 (60050) nm. X-ray Crystal Structure Determination C34H30CoN8 · 3(C4H8O), Fw = 

825.90, orange block, 0.34 ´ 0.21 ´ 0.13 mm3, triclinic, P 1   (no. 2), a = 11.4532(4), b = 

11.7671(4), c = 16.3467(6) Å, a = 75.120(2), β = 79.302(2), γ = 75.514(2) °, V = 2044.07(13) 

Å3, Z = 2, Dx = 1.342 g/cm3, µ = 0.47 mm–1. The diffraction experiment was performed on a 

Bruker Kappa ApexII diffractometer with sealed tube and Triumph monochromator (l = 

0.71073 Å) at a temperature of 150(2) K up to a resolution of (sin q/l)max = 0.65 Å-1. The 

crystal appeared to be twinned with a twofold rotation about hkl=(0,1,0) as twin operation. 

Consequently, two orientation matrices were used for the intensity integration with the Eval15 

software68 resulting in a HKLF5-file.74 A multi-scan absorption correction and scaling was 

performed with TWINABS2 (correction range 0.67-0.75). A total of 75273 reflections was 

measured, 9424 reflections were unique (Rint = 0.034), 8427 reflections were observed 

[I>2s(I)]. The structure was solved with Patterson superposition methods using SHELXT.70 

Structure refinement was performed with SHELXL-201871 on F2 of all reflections. Non-

hydrogen atoms were refined freely with anisotropic displacement parameters. One THF 

molecule was refined with a disorder model. All hydrogen atoms were located in difference 

Fourier maps. Hydrogen atoms H11 and H12 were refined freely with isotropic displacement 

parameters. All other hydrogen atoms were refined with a riding model. 541 Parameters were 

refined with 12 restraints (distances and angles in the disordered THF). R1/wR2 [I > 2s(I)]: 

0.0346 / 0.0883. R1/wR2 [all refl.]: 0.0400 / 0.0911. S = 1.031. Twin fraction BASF = 

0.2798(8). Residual electron density between -0.45 and 0.57 e/Å3. Geometry calculations and 

checking for higher symmetry was performed with the PLATON program.73 

 

[Co(BBZM–)2] (5):43 Additional characterization (X-ray, 1H-NMR, IR, UV-vis): An orange 

crystal suitable for single X-ray diffraction was grown from a saturated solution of 5 in pentane. 
1H NMR (400 MHz, benzene-d6, 25 °C) d (ppm) = 40, 2, 0, –16 , –25, –74. ATR-IR ν = 3093 

(w), 3046 (w), 1625 (m), 1531 (s), 1460 (m), 1368 (m), 1306 (m), 1244 (s), 1132 (m), 1009 

(s), 996 (s), 840 (m), 1006 (m), 840 (m), 726 (s), 667 (m), 669 (w) cm –1. E.A. (Formula: 

C30H18CoN4O4 (+0.5 H2O), Mw: 557.43g mol–1): calc. C 63.61, H 3.38, N 9.89; found C 63.93, 

H 3.49, N 9.71. UV-vis (DMF, orange solution, ε [mol–1 dm3 cm–1]): λmax = 365 (101970), 349 
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(80290) nm. X-ray Crystal Structure Determination C30H18CoN4O4, Fw = 557.41, red 

needle, 0.33 ´ 0.17 ´ 0.04 mm3, monoclinic, P21/n (no. 14), a = 20.0029(16), b = 7.7849(7), c 

= 32.191(2) Å, β = 102.237(4) °, V = 4898.9(7) Å3, Z = 8, Dx = 1.512 g/cm3, µ = 0.75 mm–1. 

The diffraction experiment was performed on a Bruker Kappa ApexII diffractometer with 

sealed tube and Triumph monochromator (l = 0.71073 Å) at a temperature of 150(2) K up to 

a resolution of (sin q/l)max = 0.65 Å–1. The crystal appeared to be twinned with a twofold 

rotation about uvw=[1,0,0] as twin operation. Consequently, two orientation matrices were 

used for the intensity integration with the Eval15 software68 resulting in a HKLF5-file.74 A 

multi-scan absorption correction and scaling was performed with TWINABS2 (correction 

range 0.61-0.75). A total of 108741 reflections was measured, 11563 reflections were unique 

(Rint = 0.081), 9427 reflections were observed [I>2s(I)]. The structure was solved with 

Patterson superposition methods using SHELXT.70 Structure refinement was performed with 

SHELXL-201871 on F2 of all reflections. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined freely with 

anisotropic displacement parameters. All hydrogen atoms were introduced in calculated 

positions and refined with a riding model. 704 Parameters were refined with no restraints. 

R1/wR2 [I > 2s(I)]: 0.0613 / 0.1462. R1/wR2 [all refl.]: 0.0790 / 0.1556. S = 1.033. Twin 

fraction BASF = 0.4981(12). Residual electron density between -1.01 and 1.00 e/Å3. Geometry 

calculations and checking for higher symmetry was performed with the PLATON program.73 

 
[Co(BBTM–)2] (6):43 Additional characterization (1H-NMR, UV-vis): 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

benzene-d6, 25°C) δ (ppm) 32, 6, –23, –37, –63. E.A. (Formula: C30H18CoN4S4 (+0.5 Et2O), 

Mw: 621.68 g mol–1): calc. C 58.35, H 3.52, N 8.51; found C 58.20, H 3.53, N 8.55. UV-vis 

(DMF, orange solution, ε [mol–1 dm3 cm–1]): λmax = 421 (96450), 402 (65698) nm. 

 

[Zn(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 (2Zn): Bis(benzoxazol-2-yl)methane (HBBZM) (0.305 mg 0.27 mmol) 

was dissolved in methanol (20 mL) and turns to a light brown solution. To the solution 

[Zn(BF4)2·xH2O] (0.161 g 0.14 mmol) was added. The reaction was stirred overnight to form 

a beige suspension. Then the stirring was stopped and the solids were filtered, and washed with 

dry methanol (3 x 5 mL). The compound was dried under reduced pressure and a beige solid 

was obtained with a 12% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25°C) d (ppm) = 7.39 (d, 2H, 

-CHarom), 7.11 – 6.95  (m, 4H, -CH-CHarom), 6.89  (d, 2H, -CH aromatic), 5.54  (s, 2H, -CH2) 

(the integration of the latter signal is off, see discussion in the main text). ESI-MS (MeCN) 

m/z = 282.0 {[Zn(HBBZM)2]2+, calc. 282.04. E.A. (Formula: C34H32CoN4O4B2F8, Mw: 739.50 

g mol–1): calc. C 48.73, H 2.73, N 7.58; found C 48.49, H 2.99, N 7.44.  
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[Zn(BBZM)2] (5Zn):43 Additional characterization: A white transparent crystal of 5Zn, suitable 

for single X-ray diffraction, was grown by slow vapor diffusion of MeOH into a concentrated 

solution of 2Zn in diethyl ether. The resolution of the measurement was poor, but we can 

conclude that the crystal of 5Zn is isostructural to that of 5. Abbotto et al. reported on neutral 

zinc analog [Zn(BBTM)2], which adopts a similar tetrahedral geometry.75 

 
1H NMR: (400 MHz, benzene-d6, 25°C) d (ppm) 6.90-6.83 (m, 4H, -CHarom), 6.58-6.51 (m, 

4H, CH-CHarom), 5.67 (s, 1H, CH) (the integration of the latter signal is off, see discussion in 

the main text) E.A. (Formula: C30H18ZnN4O4, Mw: 563.88 g mol–1): calc. C 63.90, H 3.22, N 

9.90; found C 63.92, H 3.34, N 9.90. X-ray Crystal Structure Determination C30H18N4O4Zn, 

Fw = 563.85, colourless needle, 0.50 ´ 0.07 ´ 0.02 mm3, monoclinic, P21/n (no. 14), a = 

19.996(3), b = 7.8018(10), c = 31.814(4) Å, β = 102.323(7) °, V = 4848.6(11) Å3, Z = 8, Dx = 

1.545 g/cm3, µ = 1.06 mm-1. The diffraction experiment was performed on a Bruker Kappa 

ApexII diffractometer with sealed tube and Triumph monochromator (l = 0.71073 Å) at a 

temperature of 150(2) K up to a resolution of (sin q/l)max = 0.61 Å-1. Reflections were smeared 

out which indicates a very large anisotropic mosaicity (Figure 14).  For modeling the 

anisotropic mosaicity with the Eval15 software,68 two orientation matrices were used, related 

by a 2.3° rotation approximately about hkl=(1,0,-1). A multi-scan absorption correction and 

scaling was performed with TWINABS2 (correction range 0.40-0.75). A total of 49646 

reflections was measured, 10714 reflections were unique (Rint = 0.127), 6347 reflections were 

observed [I>2s(I)]. As starting model, the coordinates of the Co compound 5 were used. 

 
Figure 14. Simulated precession image of crystal 5Zn in the 0kl plane showing a very large 
anisotropic mosaicity. 
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Structure refinement was performed with SHELXL-201871 on F2 of all reflections. Non-

hydrogen atoms were refined freely with anisotropic displacement parameters. All hydrogen 

atoms were introduced in calculated positions and refined with a riding model. 704 Parameters 

were refined with 720 restraints (displacement parameters of all atoms. R1/wR2 [I > 2s(I)]: 

0.1299 / 0.3047. R1/wR2 [all refl.]: 0.1950 / 0.3417. S = 1.104. Residual electron density 

between -1.59 and 2.84 e/Å3. Geometry calculations and checking for higher symmetry was 

performed with the PLATON program.73  
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Abstract 
[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (1), (HBMIMPh2 = bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-

yl)methane), was investigated for its electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution performance in DMF 

using voltammetry and during controlled potential/current electrolysis (CPE/CCE) in a novel 

in-line product detection setup. Performances were benchmarked against three reported 

molecular cobalt HER electrocatalysts: [Co(dmgBF2)2(solv)2] (2), (dmgBF2 = 

difluoroboryldimethylglyoximato), [Co(TPP)] (3), (TPP = 5,10,15,20-

tetraphenylporphyrinato) and [Co(bapbpy)Cl](Cl) (4), (bapbpy = 6,6’-bis-(2-aminopyridyl)-

2,2’-bipyridine) showing distinct performances differences with 1 being the runner up in H2 

evolution during CPE and the best catalyst in terms of overpotential and Faradaic Efficiency 

(FE) during CCE. After bulk electrolysis, with all of the complexes, a deposit on the glassy 

carbon electrode was observed, and post-electrolysis X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

analysis of the deposit formed from 1 demonstrated only a minor cobalt contribution (0.23%), 

mainly consisting of Co2+. Rinse tests on the deposits derived from 1 and 2 showed that the 

initially observed distinct activity is (partly) preserved for the deposits. These observations 

indicate that the molecular design of the complexes dictates the features of the formed deposit 

and therewith the observed activity. 

S.D. de Vos, M. Otten, T. Wissink, D.L.J. Broere, E.J.M. Hensen R.J.M. Klein Gebbink, based 

on ChemSusChem 2022, 15, e202201308  
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4.1 Introduction 
Hydrogen generation from carbon-neutral sources is an important part of a multifaceted 

strategy to meet growing global energy demands.1 A promising approach is the 

electrocatalytically splitting of water into oxygen and protons and follow-up hydrogen 

formation.2 To facilitate the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), Pt is the catalytic material of 

choice, because of its high activity and low overpotential.3 However there remains a strong 

interest to move to cheaper and more abundant catalyst materials.4 Approaches include the use 

of carbon-based electrode materials with deposited first-row transition metals,5 and the use of 

coordination complexes of first-row transition metals able to catalyze the HER at a potential 

close to the standard potential of the H+/H2 couple.6-8 Coordination complexes allow for precise 

molecular designs, leading to enhanced selectivity and activity as well as mechanistic insights 

on key-intermediates.9 In particular, cobalt-based complexes gained significant attention, 

because of their HER activity at low overpotentials.10-15 The electrocatalytic performance of 

molecular complexes are typically assessed using a combination of voltammetry and bulk 

electrolysis in organic solvents or water using a sacrificial proton donor. One disadvantage is 

the fragility of molecular complexes under the electro-reductive conditions, sometimes 

changing the initial molecular complex into a structurally distinct active catalyst.16,17 Over the 

last decade, the molecular electrocatalysis field, encouraged by the work of Savéant and co-

workers, developed an increased understanding of the voltametric responses and the 

identification of the true electrocatalytic species.18 Complementary to voltammetry, bulk 

electrolysis allows for the generation of sufficient hydrogen to determine catalytic rates and 

Faradaic efficiencies. However, monitoring the chemical integrity of the catalyst during 

electrolysis and identifying the chemical structure of the active species in catalysis remains 

challenging.17,19,20 A number of studies have focused on transformations of molecular 

complexes during HER catalysis and reveal that catalyst as well as electrode modifications can 

take place to form active materials with distinct chemical compositions.20-27 

Recently, our group has reported on the dicationic cobalt complex [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 

(1), comprising two neutral HBMIMPh2 diimine ligands, and its use as a HER electrocatalyst.28 

Cyclic voltammetry experiments showed an irreversible, peak-shaped reductive response for 1 

in MeCN at –1.96 V vs Fc+/Fc, which was assigned to the fast reduction of Co(II) to Co(I). 

Combined experimental and DFT studies supported that 1 undergoes H-atom loss upon 

reduction (either electrochemically or chemically using KC8) and consecutive H2 formation, 

resulting in formal deprotonation and generation of cobalt complex 
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[Co(HBMIMPh2)(BMIMPh2−)](BF4) (1a), containing one deprotonated BMIMPh2− ligand 

(Figure 1). Under catalytic conditions, protonation restores complex 1 and closes a catalytic 

cycle. Isolation and characterization of 1a in combination with mechanistic investigations 

using DFT suggested that dihydrogen formation proceeds via the intramolecular combination 

of an intermediate CoIII–H moiety with a ligand C–H proton, providing a unique HER 

mechanism. Robustness tests were carried out by means of bulk electrolysis with acetic acid 

(as proton source) in MeCN using a mercury electrode and demonstrated that 1 suffered from 

fast deactivation with a total turnover number of 0.25. Nevertheless, the involvement of the 

ligand C–H moiety was further demonstrated as a dimethylated analogue of 1, that is devoid 

of a proton relay functionality in the ligand backbone, is not catalytically active. Here, we 

report on a detailed study of the electrochemical behavior of complex 1 and its use in 

electrocatalytic hydrogen production during electrolysis studies in both MeCN and DMF 

solution. We particularly sought to optimize the electrocatalytic conditions using analytical 

electrochemical sweeping voltammetry techniques.29 Subsequent bulk electrolysis experiments 

were performed in a newly designed electrocatalytic HER-model cell to allow for precise 

monitoring of the current density, quantitative H2 product formation via fast inline GC analysis, 

and catalyst stability over time. The performance of 1 was then benchmarked to three 

established molecular catalysts in the field. Overall, this study provides comparative and 

quantitative insight in the electrocatalytic performance of molecular cobalt complexes in non-

aqueous HER, and sheds light on the stability of the complexes in a bulk-electrolysis set-up. 

4.2 Results and Discussion 

4.2.1 Electrochemical properties  
Following our initial investigation in MeCN solution,28 we have investigated the 

electrochemical properties of 1 in DMF solution. The cyclic voltammogram (CV) and 

 
Figure 1. Proposed ligand-mediated HER reactivity for 1. 
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differential pulse voltammogram (DPV) of 1, recorded at a glassy carbon (GC) electrode in 

DMF (0.1M nBu4NBF4) at 100 mV/s, display one irreversible reductive response at Ep = −2.00 

V and Ep = −1.93 V versus Fc+/Fc, respectively (Figure 2, left). The reductive response was 

assigned to the Co(I/II) redox couple coupled with a follow-up chemical reaction, presumably 

formal loss of a methylene H-atom (overall deprotonation), in line with our earlier studies on 

1 in MeCN (vide supra).28 Increasing the scan rate in CV up to 2,000 mV/s, the irreversible 

nature of the reductive response changes to a well-defined and quasi-reversible redox couple 

at E1/2 = −1.96 V versus Fc+/Fc (ΔEp = 130 mV) (Figure 2, right). This observation indicates 

that the electrochemical oxidation of reduced 1 becomes feasible at higher scan rates in DMF, 

suggesting that the chemical reactivity is impaired on this timescale. Surprisingly, this behavior 

is not consistent between solvents, as parallel experiments in MeCN do not show any quasi-

reversible responses up to scan rates of 2,000 mV/s, corroborating the increased stability of 

reduced 1 in DMF (Appendix C, Figure C1). Next, we sought to obtain further, quantitative 

data on the electrochemical behavior of 1 in DMF. Using the Randles-Sevcik equation, the 

diffusion coefficient of 1 was determined through a variable scan rate study (Appendix C, 

Figure C2), affording a value of 3.5 . 10−6 cm2 s−1 (see Appendix C and section 4.4.3), which 

is in the same order of magnitude as related molecular cobalt(II) complexes ranging from 3.4 

to 8.2 × 10−6 cm2 s−1.15,30-32 When plotting the peak currents ip vs. the square root of the scan 

rate, a good linear fit is observed (Appendix C, Figure C3), which indicates that electron 

transfer between the electrode and 1 takes place in a truly homogeneous fashion.33 Plots of the 

anodic and cathodic peak potentials (Ep,a and Ep,c) versus the logarithm of the scan rate ranging 

 
Figure 2. Left: cyclic voltammogram (black) and differential pulse voltammogram (blue) of 1 
(2 mM) in DMF (containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as supporting electrolyte) at 100 mV/s. Right: 
cyclic voltammogram of 1 (2 mM) in DMF (0.1 M nBu4NBF4) at 2,000 mV/s. Potentials in V 
vs Fc+/Fc; working electrode: glassy carbon; counter-electrode: Pt wire; reference electrode: 
Ag/Ag(NO3). 
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from 2,000 mV.s–1 to 20,000 mV.s–1 show linear trends to more anodic/cathodic potentials, 

indicating a slow electron transfer rate (Appendix C, Figure C3).33 Unbalanced slopes of 

opposite signs (+40 and −130 mV/dec) were determined for the Co(I/II) couple, highlighting 

an asymmetry of the energy barrier for electron transfer.18 These observations lend further 

credit to the relative ease with which 1 can be reduced and undergo a subsequent chemical 

transformation, while the reversed oxidation reaction is relatively slow. Since this behavior is 

well suited for electrocatalysis, we continued our investigations by examining the 

electrocatalytic HER properties.  

 

4.2.2 Electrocatalytic properties 

The electrocatalytic activity of 1 towards hydrogen evolution was initially examined by 

recording cyclic voltammograms in DMF using nBu4NBF4 as supporting electrolyte and 

increasing amounts of a sacrificial proton source. Two proton sources with distinct acid 

dissociation constants and standard potentials for the HA/A–,H2 half reaction in DMF were 

selected: triethylammonium Et3NHBF4 (pKa = 9.2, E°HA = −1.31 V) and phenol (pKa = >18, 

E°HA = < −1.83 V).34 First, the stability of 1 in the presence of increasing amounts of the 

strongest acid (Et3NHBF4) was monitored by 1H-NMR spectroscopy, showing no signs of 

protonation nor degradation (Appendix C, Figure C4 & C5). Therefore, it is expected that 1 

needs to be reduced first before participating in a chemical reaction involving a proton. Figure 

3 shows the cyclic voltammograms of 1 in the presence of increasing amounts of Et3NHBF4. 

The addition of acid triggers the development of a “peak-shaped” catalytic wave at the Co(I/II) 

 
Figure 3. Left: cyclic voltammogram of 1 (2 mM) recorded in the presence of increasing 
amounts of Et3NHBF4: 2, 5, 10, 20, 30 mM in DMF (0.1 M nBu4NBF4). Potentials in V vs 
Fc+/Fc. Conditions: scan rate 2000 mV/s; working electrode: glassy carbon; counter-electrode: 
Pt wire; reference electrode: Ag/Ag(NO3). Right: corresponding plot of ic/ip vs. the Et3NHBF4 
concentration. 
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couple, regardless of acid concentration and with complete loss of the coupled oxidative 

response. The catalytic peak current (icat) is proportional to the acid concentration (Appendix 

C, Figure C6) and the catalytic wave keeps increasing over the whole range of acid 

concentrations (2-30 mM), without reaching an upper limit. The Co(I/II) reductive response 

(Ep,c) did not progressively shift towards more anodic potentials, which indicates that the 

complex needs to be reduced first before participating in a subsequent chemical reaction such 

as protonation.35 This observation agrees with the unaltered 1H-NMR spectra of 1 in the 

presence of excess Et3NHBF4. In the presence of Et3NHBF4 (5 equiv.) a scan rate study was 

performed, in which the peak current (icat) remained proportional to the square root of the scan 

rate (Appendix C, Figure C7). This observation indicates that the catalytic process is diffusion 

limited under the applied conditions.18 Moreover, during bulk electrolysis experiments it 

became evident that the direct acid reduction by the bare glassy carbon electrode hardly 

contributes to the overall HER activity (vide infra). A plot of the ratio between the catalytic 

currents over the initial complex current (icat/ip) and the acid concentration yields a linear 

correlation (Figure 3, right), from which the kobs (TOF) was determined using equation 1.36 In 

the presence of 2, 10, 20, and 30 mM Et3NHBF4 (E°HA = −1.31 V)34  the catalytic current 

corresponds to a kobs (TOF) of 15, 57, 269, and 555 s-1, respectively. The catalysis experiment 

was also carried out with the much weaker proton source phenol (E°HA = < −1.83 V)34 in DMF 

(Appendix C, Figure C8), demonstrating a lower catalytic rate at a lower overpotential (kobs 

(TOF) dropped almost 10-fold), which is consistent with the scaling relationship between rate 

and overpotential in electrocatalysis and confirms that 1 reacts as a true electrocatalyst.37,38 The 

absolute catalytic rate for 1 in the presence of 30 mM Et3NHBF4 in DMF on the CV time scale 

(TOF 555 s–1) is an increase as compared to the previously reported HER performance of 1 in 

MeCN (160 equiv. AcOH (E°HA = < −1.46 V), TOF 200 s–1).28 The cyclic voltammogram of 

the acid alone shows a weak electrocatalytic response at more negative potentials (Appendix 

C, Figures C9). 

 

4.2.3 Bulk electrolysis 

Next, bulk electrolysis experiments were performed in a custom-made two-compartment HER 

model-cell (Appendix C, Figure C10), using a glassy carbon rotating-disk-electrode (RDE) 

with a well-defined surface area (0.196 cm2) as working electrode (cathode) operating at 0 or 

𝑘!"#(𝑇𝑂𝐹) = 1.94 ∙ 𝑣 ∙ .$!"#$$ /
%
    (eq.1) 
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2,000 rpm. In situ H2 quantification was achieved by in-line measurements using a GC-TCD 

apparatus (see Chapter 2, section 2.4.3, p73). The electrolysis cell design has been reported 

for solid-state electrocatalysis and we have adopted the design to be able to assess the 

electrocatalytic HER performance for molecular complexes in solution.5  

Based on our findings in the CV studies, controlled-potential electrolysis (CPE) was performed 

at −2.00 V versus Fc+/Fc. The reported thermodynamic reduction potential E°HA of the 

Et3NHBF4 proton source in DMF is –1.31 V vs Fc+/Fc, corresponding to an overpotential of 

690 mV at the applied potential.34 During 3 h electrolysis of a 1.0 mM (bright pink) solution 

of 1 in DMF (10 mL) containing 0.1 M Et3NHBF4 and 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 (supporting 

electrolyte) solution at 0 rpm, a relatively stable current with an average current density of 8.7 

mA/cm2 (total charge of 18.7 C) and >99% FE was achieved (Appendix C, Table C1 and 

Figure 4). A control experiment in the absence of 1 did deliver only 0.3 C after 2 h. These 

results demonstrate that 1 is catalytically activity for HER during CPE) under these conditions 

with high selectivity. The catalyst solution did not change color over the course of the 

  
Figure 4. Top left: charge vs. time. Top right: current density vs. time. Bottom: hydrogen 
production vs. time. During CPE in DMF (0.1 M nBu4NBF4 and 0.1 M Et3NHBF4) at −2.00 V 
versus Fc+/Fc at 0 rpm. Blue trace: control experiment in the absence of 1. red trace: 1 mM 1. 
Working electrode: glassy carbon RDE; Counter-electrode: Pt wire; Reference electrode: 
Ag/Ag(NO3). H2 quantification was determined by in line GC measurements. 
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electrolysis experiment and 1H-NMR analysis furthermore confirmed the presence of 1 as the 

major paramagnetic species in solution after electrolysis. This is in contrast with our previously 

reported bulk electrolysis experiments in MeCN using a mercury electrode, which showed that 

1 is not stable for longer times (2 h) at an applied potential of −1.9 V in MeCN.28 Next, our 

novel setup (with the glassy carbon cathode) prompted us to re-evaluate the activity of 1 during 

CPE in MeCN solution with AcOH as a proton source. The bulk solution did not show any 

optical changes over the course of the experiment, but interestingly also no catalytic activity 

was observed for 1 under these conditions (Appendix C, Figure C10). We therefore conclude 

that the stability and activity of 1 under CPE conditions is sensitive to both the electrode 

material and the solvent. Accordingly, we have continued our studies using DMF as the 

reaction solvent in combination with a glassy carbon electrode.  Our CV experiments indicated 

a diffusion-controlled reductive process for 1 near the glassy carbon electrode surface, which 

encouraged us to enhance the substrate and catalyst delivery (mass transfer) towards the 

electrode by rotating the working electrode. In addition, the accumulation of H2 bubbles under 

the electrode surface was diminished upon rotation. CPE at 2,000 rpm at −2.00 V versus Fc+/Fc 

in DMF (1 mM 1, 0.1M Et3NHBF4 and 0.1M nBu4NBF4) showed a significant enhancement 

in catalytic performance (Table 1 and Figure 6, pink trace). During 3 h electrolysis, an average 

current density of 23.8 mA/cm2 (total charge 50.4 C), with an overall FE of >99% was 

observed, which is a 2.5-fold increase in activity without any loss of the quantitative FE. 

Control experiments in the absence of 1 did show significantly lower amounts of H2 being 

formed (Table 1 and Figure 6, black trace) and experiments in the absence of acid did not 

yield any hydrogen gas at all. These results denote the electrocatalytic HER rate of 1 can be 

increased upon better mass transfer. Next, the HER performance of 1 was benchmarked against 

three reported molecular cobalt(II) HER catalysts, including [Co(dmgBF2)2(solv)2] (2),39 

(dmgBF2 = difluoroboryldimethylglyoximato), [Co(TPP)] (3),40 (TPP = 5,10,15,20-

tetraphenylporphyrinato)  and [Co(bapbpy)Cl](Cl) (4),41 (bapbpy = 6,6’-bis-(2-aminopyridyl)-

2,2’-bipyridine) (Figure 5). CVs of 2-4 were taken in DMF and all matched those reported in 

the literature and showed catalytic activity in the presence of Et3NHBF4 (Appendix C, Figures 

C11-C13). Complexes 2-4 were then tested under the same rotating disk CPE conditions as 

described for 1 (Table 1 and Figure 6), and all demonstrated catalytic proton reduction with 

average current densities (mA/cm2) increasing from 8.1 for 3, 19.3 for 2, and 34,2 for 4. CPE 

performances were reproducible over several measurements. A closer look at the performances 

reveals that the selected conditions yield high Faradaic efficiency (> 92%) for H2 for all 

complexes. In addition, a linear charge increase (equivalent to a stable current density) was 
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observed for complexes 1-3, which indicates a steady HER performance. Complex 4 is most 

active under these conditions, but shows an increase in current density as well as hydrogen 

formation after 45 min. This observation is reproducible over two measurements and seems to 

indicate a structural change to 4 during catalysis that is not yet understood (Appendix C, Figure 

C14; vide infra). Complex concentrations near the electrode and diffusion coefficients are 

assumed to be similar between experiments and therefore the current densities obtained for 

these 3 h experiments give an insight in the relative rate of the proton reduction for complexes 

1-4 under the same conditions. The strong variations in performance demonstrate that the 

  
Figure 5. Molecular HER complexes 1-4   
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Table 1. Bulk Electrolysis Experiments for H2 Evolution using molecular Co(II) complexes 1-
4.[a]  

  
a10 mL DMF, 0.1 M nBu4NBF4, 0.1 M Et3NHBF4 at –2.00 V vs Fc+/Fc, glassy carbon RDE, 
2000 rpm, 3 h. H2 quantification by gas chromatography analysis. bAverage of four 
measurements. cAverage of two measurements. 

 

Catalyst 
(1 mM)

Charge (C)
Current Density 

(mA/cm2)
FE (%)

- 3.8 ± 0.5[b] 1.8 98[b]

1 50.4 ± 0.7[c] 23.8 >99[c]

2 40.9 ± 0.2[c] 19.3 95[c]

3 17.1 8.1 92
4 72.4 ± 2.1[c] 34.2 95[c]
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choice of molecular cobalt(II) complex (structure, overall charge, ligand) has a significant 

influence on the overall proton reduction performance under the applied conditions, with 

complex 1 showing a stable performance, which is second best in this series. 

 

4.2.4 Catalytic overpotential 

In a next set of experiments, we investigated the overpotential requirement during a series of 

controlled current electrolysis (CCE) experiments for a current density of 10 mA/cm2, an 

amount relevant for the cathodic side of a solar water splitting device.5 The three most active 

complexes under the above CPE conditions, 1, 2, and 4 were tested in a series of 2 h CCE 

experiments under the same conditions as the CPE experiments (1 mM 1, 2, or 4, 0.1 M 

Et3NHBF4 and 0.1 M nBu4NBF4) and product formation was again measured by in-line GC-

TCD analysis. To determine the overpotential, the dynamic voltages were recorded and 

subtracted from the reported thermodynamic reduction potential for Et3NHBF4 in DMF.34 The 

overpotential requirements at t = 0 and t = 2 h, shown in Figure 7, illustrate that the bare glassy 

carbon electrode (black) requires an overpotential of around 2,000 mV to reach the necessary 

current density with a poor FE of 8%. In contrast, 1 (pink) has an overpotential of 370 mV at t 

= 0 which slowly increases over time to 383 mV at t = 2 h, with 96% FE. 2 (green) requires a 

larger overpotential, starting at 486 mV and moving to 490 mV at t = 2 h, with 90% FE. 

Complex 4 (blue) shows an overpotential at t = 0 of 470 mV, which surprisingly decreases 

overtime to 406 mV, meaning that less energy is required at t = 2 h (FE = 90%). This decrease 

 
Figure 6.  Rotating disk CPE: charge passed over the course of a bulk electrolysis experiment 
performed in the presence of 1 mM catalyst; Pink: 1, Green: 2, Red: 3, Blue: 4, Black: no 
catalyst, 0.1 M Et3NHBF4 in DMF (containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as the supporting electrolyte) 
at –2.00 V vs Fc+/Fc at 2,000 rpm. 
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is in line with the rate increase observed during the CPE. Under the applied conditions, 1 

performs best by requiring the lowest overpotential at t = 0 as well as at t = 2 h, combined with 

the highest FE. 

  
4.2.5 Post electrolysis analysis 

Whereas no color changes were observed for the reaction solutions during CPE and CCE 

experiments, distinct optical changes to the glassy carbon working electrode surface were 

observed after electrocatalytic electrolysis experiments with all four complexes 1-4, i.e. the 

electrode surface was covered with a thin layer of black deposit. To obtain insight into the 

formation and the role in electrocatalysis of these deposits, the deposits formed in the presence 

of molecular complexes 1 and 2 were further investigated. First, the catalytic HER activity of 

the deposit derived from 1 was investigated by a rinse test. A pristine glassy carbon RDE was 

put in a 0.5 mM solution of 1 and a CPE experiment was performed (Table 2, entry 1, Figure 

8, pink trace). After 3 h, the pink reaction solution was removed from the electrocatalytic cell, 

while the electrode was kept under inert conditions. Next, the working electrode compartment 

was washed with 10 mL dry DMF, followed by the addition of a fresh reaction solution without 

 
Figure 7. Plot of the overpotential requirement and stability for HER complexes 1 (pink), 2 
(green), 4 (blue) and no complex (black) during controlled potential electrolysis in 10 mL 
DMF, 0.1 M nBu4NBF4, 0.1 M Et3NHBF4 at –2.00 V vs Fc+/Fc, glassy carbon RDE, 2000 rpm, 
3 h. H2 quantification by gas chromatography analysis. The x-axis represents the overpotential 
required to achieve 10 mA cm−2 per geometric area at time t = 0. The y-axis represents the 
overpotential required to achieve 10 mA cm−2 per geometric area at time t = 2 h. The diagonal 
gray line is the expected response for a stable catalyst that does not change in activity during 2 
h constant polarization. The region of interest for benchmarking is expanded in the inset plot. 
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1. Visual inspection did not indicate any physical changes to the working electrode, including 

its surface modifications, during the washing and replacement of the reaction medium, which 

suggests that the deposition is not merely an electrostatic interaction of the dicationic cobalt 

complex with the cathode when a cathodic potential is applied. Finally, another CPE 

experiment was carried out (Table 2, entry 2, Figure 8, light pink trace), showing that the 

deposition on the electrode surface is an active catalytic material for proton reduction. 

Monitoring the activity of the deposit over time shows that the current density decreases over 

time (Appendix C, Figure C15). Over 3 h, a current density average of 19.4 mA/cm2 with a 

quantitative FE was observed, which is a slight decrease in performance compared to the initial 

CPE in the presence of 1. The same rinse test experiment was performed for 2 (Table 2, entry 

Table 2. Rinse Test HER Electrolysis.[a]   

 
a10 mL DMF, 0.1 M nBu4NBF4, 0.1 mM Et3NHBF4 at –2.00 V vs Fc+/Fc, glassy carbon RDE, 
2000 rpm, 3 h. H2 quantification by gas chromatography analysis. 

 

Entry Catalyst 
(0.5mM)

Charge (C) 
Current Density 

(mA/cm2)
FE (%)

1 1 42.7 20.2 98
2 Rinse test 41.1 19.4 >99
3 2 31.8 15 97
4 Rinse test 20.7 9.8 99

 
Figure 8. Charge passed over the course of 3 h controlled potential electrolysis performed in 
0.1 M Et3NHBF4 in DMF (containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as the supporting electrolyte) at –2.00 
V vs Fc+/Fc at 2,000 rpm. Ultra-pink trace 0.5 mM 1 (pristine electrode), rose pink trace 
subsequent electrolysis with no homogeneous molecular complex 1 (modified electrode). Deep 
green trace 0.5 mM 2 (pristine electrode), bright-green traces subsequent electrolysis with no 
homogeneous molecular catalyst 2 (modified electrode). 
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3-4, Figure 8, green traces). The rinse test for 2 also demonstrated catalytic activity for the 

deposit, albeit with a significantly decreased current density (initial: 15.0 mA/cm2, rinse test: 

9.8 mA/cm2). Whereas the rinse tests clearly show electrocatalytic HER activity for the 

deposits formed from 1 and 2, differences in the overall activity of the deposits were observed. 

This observation suggests that putative decomposition of the molecular complexes does not 

lead to the same deposit, i.e. the molecular complex governs the activity of the deposit, either 

by leading to a different composition or a different structure of the deposit. More importantly, 

these results indicate that electrocatalytic HER activity during CPE by the complexes used in 

our investigations is not merely a feature of the molecular complex in solution, but is to a large 

extent determined by a deposit formed during the CPE experiment.  

 

4.2.6 Analysis of the deposit 
To gain information on the structure and composition of the electrode deposits formed during 

CPE, post-electrolysis XPS analysis of the deposit formed from 1 was performed. The elements 

Co, B, F, N, O, and C were found to be present in the deposit, in relative atomic amounts of 

0.23%, 5.0%, 15.7%, 4.04%, 4.29%, and 68.4%, respectively (Appendix C, Figure C16). 

Firstly, these atomic percentages indicate that 1 (Co 4.98%, B 1.81%, F 12.73%, N 9.39%, C 

66.41%) does not simply absorb on the electrode surface, nor that 1 is completely reduced to 

metallic cobalt. Instead, the surface is covered with a combination of atoms originating from 

1, the DMF solvent, the electrolyte salt, and/or the sacrificial proton source. Important to note 

is that the high contribution of carbon is caused by the usage of carbon tape to support the 

sample. The 4.29% oxygen most likely originates from the DMF solvent and air exposure 

before XPS analysis as no other oxygen source was added during electrolysis. Nitrogen could 

originate from all components in the reaction medium. Fluor and boron signals can originate 

from both the electrolyte salt and the counterions of 1, although in both cases a relative ratio 

closer to 4:1 would have been expected. Cobalt is with 0.23% only a minor contributor to the 

deposition. A closer look at the cobalt signal (Appendix C, Figure C17) revealed a broad signal 

for the 2p3/2 core level of Co 2p with several contributions (i.e. at 781.2 and 786.0 eV, and a 

minor contribution at 777.4 eV). The former values can be assigned to CoII species, while the 

latter corresponds to metallic cobalt (see the work of Biesinger for the deconvolution of the Co 

spectrum).20,42-44 Hence it became clear that most of the absorbed cobalt remains in the 2+ 

oxidation state, although some reduced cobalt is present. Due to the low amount of Co in the 

deposit, the amount of metallic Co could not be resolved reliably. Further studies will have to 
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provide information on whether 1 maintains its structural integrity and is somehow 

incorporated in the deposit, or that it decomposes.   

Literature analysis shows some precedence for the formation of deposits during non-aqueous 

HER experiments using molecular cobalt complexes.23,25,27,42,45 A dicationic tris(glyoximato) 

cobalt clathrochelate was reported to form a deposit during HER electrolysis in MeCN with 

NaClO4 as supporting electrolyte salt and HClO4 as a sacrificial proton donor. In this case, 

EDX analysis showed a relative ratio of atomic amounts adsorbed to the electrode of 63 ± 7% 

: 32.5 ± 5% cobalt:heteroatoms (F, O, N, B),  which significantly deviates from our 

observations, particularly in terms of the amount of cobalt.25  

4.3 Conclusion  
Voltammetry investigations have shown that cobalt complex 1 has a more reversible Co(I/II) 

couple in DMF, as compared to the irreversible behavior in MeCN observed in our previous 

studies. Accordingly, its electrochemical solution state behavior and electrocatalytic 

performance could be analyzed in more detail in DMF during voltammetry. 1 was found to be 

an active HER-electrocatalyst in the presence of a proton donor. In bulk electrolysis 

experiments in the presence of triethylammonium, 1 is a competitive HER catalyst amongst a 

benchmarking pool of four molecular cobalt HER catalysts, including the widely studied cobalt 

dimethylglyoxime complex. Bulk electrolysis experiments (CPE and CCE) also showed the 

formation of a deposit on the carbon electrode during electrolysis for all complexes tested, 

including 1. Rinse experiments showed that deposits formed from 1 and 2 have only a 

somewhat decreased HER activity in a next electrolysis experiment. These observations 

indicate that, under the current circumstances, all molecular complexes tested in this study 

(including 1) seem to act as pre-catalysts that form a heterogenous material (electrode deposit) 

responsible for HER activity. Importantly, the deposit formed from 1 has a significantly 

different chemical composition than 1, based on XPS analysis, with a small but significant 

percentage of Co (0.23%) composed mostly of Co(II) and with a minor contribution of Co(0). 

This in contrast with several earlier studies that observed mainly metallic cobalt in their 

deposits. 

With this study, we have shown that the observed catalytic performance for 1 during 

electrocatalytic voltammetry is distinct from its bulk electrolysis performance due to physical 

changes at the electrode surface by means of a deposit formation during bulk electrolysis. 

Similar observations were also made for a series of other molecular, Co-based HER 

electrocatalysts. Interestingly, our studies showed that the molecular design of the catalysts 
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influences the composition of the deposit and therewith the observed activity in our model 

electrolysis cell. These findings are of interest for the development of molecular HER catalysts 

and of immobilized electrocatalytic materials.  

4.4 Experimental 
4.4.1 General remarks 

All air-sensitive reactions were carried out under an inert atmosphere of water- and oxygen-

free N2 gas using standard Schlenk techniques or were performed in an MBraun labmaster dp 

glovebox workstation. Dry acetonitrile (MeCN), dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) and methanol 

(MeOH) were used from an MBraun SPS-800 solvent purification system, dried over 3 or 4 Å 

molecular sieves and degassed by bubbling N2 for at least 30 min. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was 

dried over sodium benzophenone after taking it from an MBraun SPS-800 solvent purification 

system, subsequently distilled and degassed by bubbling N2 for at least 30 min. Anhydrous 

N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and subsequently dried 

over 4 Å molecular sieves and degassed by bubbling N2 for at least 30 min. All other 

commercially obtained chemicals were used without further purification, unless stated 

otherwise. 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectra were recorded at 400 MHz, 101 MHz and 376 MHz 

respectively, at 298 K, on a Varian VNMRS400 or an Oxford NMR AS400 spectrometer. 

Chemical shifts (δ) are reported in ppm and referenced against the residual solvent signal. XPS 

was performed with a K-Alpha XPS apparatus (Thermo Scientific). An aluminum anode was 

used as the X-Ray source (Kα monochromatic irradiation, 1486.6 eV) operating at 72 W and a 

spot size of 400 µm. High-resolution regional spectra were measured with a pass energy of 50 

eV and wide-range survey spectra were recorded at 200 eV pass energy. The pressure inside 

the analysis chamber was kept below a maximum of 3·10-7 mbar during the measurements. 

Charge neutralization was applied by a low-energy Ar+ ion beam. The spectra were analyzed 

using the CasaXPS software. 
 

Electrochemical sweeping experiments were performed in a nitrogen-filled MBraun labmaster 

dp glovebox, on an IVIUM potentiostat/galvanostat using a 3-electrode setup including a Pt-

wire counter electrode, a glassy carbon-working electrode (3 mm Ø) and an Ag/Ag(NO3) 

reference electrode used directly in solution. The potentiostat was kept external to the 

glovebox, and the electrode leads were connected with a custom shielded electrode cable 

feedthrough. All scans were absolutely referenced to the ferrocenium/ferrocene redox couple 

and taken at a scan rate of 100 mV/s, unless reported differently. The working electrodes were 
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polished with 0.3 μm aluminum oxide powder deionized water slurries and rinsed with water 

for 30 seconds to remove residual polishing powder. All experiments were performed on clear 

and non-turbid solitons. Before all experiments, background voltammograms were recorded at 

a scan rate of 100 mV/s. Solutions were mixed by shaking before each measurement and the 

working electrode surface was cleaned with a tissue after every scan. All measurements were 

recorded in a 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate (nBu4NBF4) solution in dry, 

degassed DMF or MeCN. Electrolysis solutions were prepared in the glovebox and electrolysis 

experiments were performed outside the glovebox using a Autolab PGSTAT204 

potentiostat/galvanostat, using a 3-electrode setup including a Pt-plate counter electrode, a 

RDE glassy carbon-working electrode (5 mm Ø) and a double junction Ag/Ag(NO3) reference 

electrode used directly in solution. All electrodes for electrolysis experiments were purchased 

from Methrom. For details on the electrochemical cell for electrolysis experiments, see below. 

 

Typical electrocatalytic controlled potential and current experiments were carried out in a two-

compartment three-electrode electrochemical cell (Appendix A, Figure A52). First, the 

electrochemical cell was put in a glovebox where the counter electrode (CE) compartment was 

filled with 10 mL electrolyte solution, the double junction reference electrode (RE) was filled 

with a 0.01 M solution of Ag/Ag(NO3), and the working electrode (WE) compartment was 

filled with a pre-mixed solution of the electrolyte, sacrificial proton donor, and molecular 

complex. Then the gas inlet and outlet were closed with rubber stoppers, the CE and RE were 

positioned on the outer shafts, and a glass stopper was put on the WE shaft. Then, the 

electrochemical cell was transferred out of the glovebox and put under a flow of N2 (5 mL/min), 

which was in-line with the GC-apparatus (see Chapter 2 section 2.4.3, p73). Subsequently, the 

RDE was replaced for a glass stopper and the cell was purged until the residual oxygen signal 

(originating from the assembly of the cell outside of the glovebox) completely disappeared on 

the GC chromatograms (Appendix A, Figure A54), which usually took 5-10 min. Finally, 

electrolysis was performed as described.  

4.4.2 Acid−base properties and stability factors  
The stability of 1 in the presence of increasing amounts of a sacrificial proton source was 

determined with 1H-NMR. We monitored 1 in the presence of increasing amounts of 

Et3NHBF4in DMF (pKa = 9.2).46 Upon the addition of 10 and 100 equiv. Et3NHBF4, as a solid 

acid, the solution containing the complex remained pink and no significant changes in 

paramagnetic chemical shifts and peak intensities relative to the residual solvent signal were 
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observed (Appendix C, Figures C5 & C6). These observations show that 1 does not degrade 

nor gets protonated in the presence of substantial amounts of the acid used, which adds to our 

observations on its stability in the presence of the weaker acid AcOH in MeCN solution.28  

  

4.4.3 Calculation of diffusion constants from cyclic voltammograms of 1 

The peak current 𝑖𝑝 is described by the Randles-Sevcik equation 1.  
 

𝑖𝑝 = 0.4463(𝐹⁄𝑅𝑇)1/2 𝑛𝑝3/2 𝐹𝐴𝐷1/2[𝐶𝑜]𝜈1/2   (eq.1) 
 

In equation 1, ip is peak current, F is Faraday’s constant (F = 96500 C mol-1), R is the universal 

gas constant (R = 8.31 J K-1 mol-1), T is temperature (T = 298 K) 𝑛𝑝 is the number of electrons 

transferred (𝑛𝑝 = 1 for Co(I/II)), A is the active surface area of the electrode (A = 0.07 cm2 ), 

D is the diffusion coefficient for the complex, [Co] is the concentration of the catalyst, and ν is 

the scan rate. The diffusion coefficient (D) was calculated from the ipc of the reversible scans 

between 4000–20000 mV/s giving a value of 3.5 × 10-6 cm2 s-1  (± 0.3 × 10-6). 
 

4.4.4 Synthesis 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (1), (HBMIMPh2 = bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-

yl)methane) was synthesized according to our previously reported methods.28 Dissolving 1  in 

MeCN or DMF (up to 10 mM) leads to clear and non-turbid pink solutions. All electrochemical 

measurements were performed at lower concentrations (0.5 – 2 mM)  
 

Additional characterization in MeCN and DMF: 

UV-Vis d-d transitions: (MeCN ɛ [L mol-1 cm-1]): λmax 555 (440), 510 (410) nm. UV-Vis (DMF 

ɛ [L mol-1 cm-1]): λmax 555 (430), 505 (400) nm. 1H NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 °C): δ 

(ppm) = 182.82 (1H, CH2), 28.26 (3H, CH3), 11.69 (1H, Ph p-CH), 7.04 (2H, Ph o-CH), 5.03 

(1H, Ph p-CH), 3.64 (1H, Ph m-CH), 2.85 (1H, Ph m-CH), 2.27 (2H, Ph m-CH), –13.74 (2H, 

Ph o-CH). Tentative peak assignments are based on relative integration, and broadness of the 

resonance (methylene and some o-Ph CH protons seem to be in close proximity to the metal 

center, as observed in a solid-state single crystal X-ray structure, and therefore broaden), 

chemical shift, and similarity to structural analogs. Some integrals deviate from the expected 

value, presumably due to the broadness of the resonance. 1H NMR (400 MHz, (DMF-d7), 

25 °C): δ (ppm) = 185.90 (1H, CH2), 28.13 (3H, CH3), 12.07 (1H, Ph p-CH), 7.44 (1H, Ph m-

CH), 7.14 (2H, Ph o-CH), 5.05 (1H, Ph p-CH), 3.92 (1H, Ph m-CH), 3.65 (1H, Ph m-CH), 2.96 
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(1H, Ph m-CH), –12.34 (2H, Ph o-CH). Tentative peak assignments are based on relative 

integration, and broadness of the resonance (methylene and some o-Ph CH protons seem to be 

in close proximity to the metal center, as observed in a solid-state single crystal X-ray structure, 

and therefore broaden), chemical shift, and similarity to structural analogs. Some integrals 

deviate from the expected value, presumably due to the broadness of the resonance. 

All observed resonances in the 1H NMR spectra in MeCN-d3 and DMF-d7 were attributed to 1. 

The observed resonances for 1 in these solvents closely match in terms of chemical shifts, 

broadness of the signals, and integration. Therefore, we propose that 1 in MeCN or DMF 

solution is one and the same species. This observation also excludes the coordination of MeCN 

or DMF. 
 

[Co(dmgBF2)2(solv])2] (2), (dmgBF2 = difluoroboryldimethylglyoximato), was synthesized 

according to a literature procedure.48 Cyclic voltammograms in presence and absence of 1 

equiv. Et3NHBF4 in DMF (0.1M nBu4NBF4) are reported in Appendix C, Figure C11.  

[Co(TPP)] (3), (TPP = 5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrinato) was purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich. Cyclic voltammograms in the presence and absence of 1 equiv. Et3NHBF4 in DMF 

(0.1M nBu4NBF4) are reported in Appendix C, Figure C12. 

[Co(bapbpy)Cl](Cl) (4), (bapbpy = 6,6’-bis-(2-aminopyridyl)-2,2’-bipyridine) was synthesized 

according to a literature procedure.41 Cyclic voltammograms in the presence and absence of 1 

equiv. Et3NHBF4 in DMF (0.1M nBu4NBF4) are reported in Appendix C, Figure C13. 

4.5 Author Contributions  
Synthesis, characterization and electrochemical measurements were done by S.D. de Vos and 

M. Otten. XPS analysis was done by T. Wissink and E.J.M. Hensen. Project design was done 

by S.D. de Vos and R.J.M. Klein Gebbink. Funding acquisition, administration and oversight 

were done by R.J.M. Klein Gebbink. The original draft was written by S.D. de Vos and 

reviewing and editing was done by D.L.J. Broere, R.J.M. Klein Gebbink with contributions by 

all authors. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Photocatalytic Hydrogen Evolution with Cobalt 

Complexes Derived from Bis(methylimidazole) Ligands 
 

Abstract 

Photocatalytic hydrogen evolution with molecular complexes remains an ongoing interest in 

homogeneous catalysis. Herein, we successfully catalyzed and benchmarked the photocatalytic 

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) using dicationic bis-ligated bis(methylimidazole)-based 

cobalt complexes 1-6. The novel complexes 3-6 comprise two bis(methylimidazole)methane 

(BMIM) ligands with different methylene substituents; BMIM in 3 and 4, 

bis(methylimidazole)methanone (BMIK) in 5, bis(methylimidazole)methanol (BMIA) in 6. 

Furthermore, 3 holds BF4– counterions, while 4-6 hold NO3– counterions. Spectroscopic studies 

on 3-6 demonstrated that their small steric encumbrance allows for solvent and nitrate 

coordination. Voltammetry studies on 4 show a suitable electrocatalytic reduction potential for 

electron transfer from the commonly used photosensitizer [Ru(bpy)3]2+, bpy = bipyridine. A 

photocatalytic reaction condition screening yielded ascorbic acid as the optimal electron and 

proton donor, [Ru(bpy)3](X)2, X = PF6 or Cl2 as the best photosensitizer and the addition of 

water was necessary for efficiency. Under fully aqueous conditions, the HER performance of 

complexes 4-6 further increased. The substitution of the methylene group in the ligand 

influenced the photocatalytic HER rate and stability: complexes 5 and 6, bearing less electron-

donating ligands, show lower initial rates but longer lifetimes. Benchmarking the HER 

performance of 4-6 to metal precursor [Co(H2O)6(NO3)2], well-studied [Co(dmgH)2PyCl], 

dmgH = dimethylglyoxime, and high-performing photocatalyst [Co(appy)Br](Br), appy = bis-

2,2′-bipyridine-6-yl(pyridine-2-yl)methanol, showed a competitive performance of 4-6 

towards [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] but not to [Co(appy)Br](Br). These results demonstrate that 

bis(methylimidazole) cobalt complexes are active HER photocatalyst and that their HER 

performance is sensitive to (small) ligand perturbations.  

S.D. de Vos, V. Ciurca, N. Dramountanis, M. Lutz, D.L.J. Broere, R.J.M. Klein Gebbink, 

manuscript in preparation   
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5.1 Introduction 
Hydrogen (H2) has the potential to replace carbon-based fuels as the energy carrier of the future, 

as it is one of the most abundant elements on earth, and its aerobic combustion in a fuel cell 

yields electricity with water as the only by-product.1 However, most of the industrially 

produced H2 is currently obtained from fossil resources in non-renewable processes, such as 

steam-methane reforming.2 Thus, a major challenge is the production of hydrogen using 

renewable resources in green processes.2 In this respect, solar energy is a particularly attractive 

renewable energy source to harness and exploit in the generation of H2 from H2O, an overall 

green process.3 However, the direct conversion of water into hydrogen is a complex and 

challenging process. Not only does the process require a catalyst for splitting water into its 

constituent elements (H2O → ½O2 + 2H+), but it also requires a catalyst for reducing protons 

to molecular hydrogen (2H+ + 2e- → H2), also known as the hydrogen evolution reaction 

(HER). The development of highly active and efficient hydrogen evolution catalysts (HECs) 

for the HER is therefore an important challenge in tackling the energy transition. Two types of 

HECs are currently being investigated; i) electrocatalysts, which use a potential difference as 

a driving force (Chapter 2-4), and ii) photo-catalysts, that use light energy as their driving 

force, which is investigated in this chapter. 

To investigate the performances of HECs under light irradiation, experimental solutions 

composed of a photosensitizer (PS), an HEC, and an excess of sacrificial proton and electron 

donor are irradiated with an appropriate light source (Figure 1).4-9 In such systems, the PS is 

excited upon irritating and subsequently reduced by the sacrificial electron donor, producing a 

photogenerated reducing agent, which transfers an electron to the HEC.5,10,11 When the first 

photochemical cycle is completed and an electron resides at the HEC, a new photochemical 

cycle takes place to provide the second electron for the HEC to produce hydrogen.5,12,13 To 

study the reductive performances of HECs, photochemical experiments are performed in an 

organic solvent, in water, or in aqueous mixtures. Under non-aqueous conditions, tertiary 

amines are typically used as electron donors in combination with a strong acid as a proton 

 
Figure 1. Overview of photocatalytic hydrogen evolution using visible light. PS = 
photosensitizer, HEC = hydrogen evolution catalyst. 
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donor, while under aqueous conditions ascorbic acid (AscH) is often used as both the proton 

as well as the electron donor. For both conditions, noble metal-based PSs, such as Ru(bpy)3, 

are typically used; these are of particular interest because of their solubility and suitable 

electron transfer kinetics.14,15 The use of organic photosensitizers has gained more common 

ground lately.16,17 The redox potential energy levels of AscH and [Ru(bpy)3]2+, as well as its 

excited state [Ru(bpy)3]2+*, in water have been well documented.10,12,18-21 The favorable 

thermodynamic redox potential analysis is described in Chapter 1, section 1.3.2.1, p31). The 

overall rate of H2 formation is determined by the irradiation power, the quantum yield,18,21 the 

rate of electron transfer to the HEC, the rate of decomposition of the reduced PS–,14,22-24 the 

rate of re-reduction of the sacrificial donor oxidation products,25 and the total rate of H2 

formation by the HEC, the latter of which is studied in this chapter.  

Early studies of HECs for photocatalytic HER systems have employed photosensitizers in 

combination with colloidal platinum as a heterogeneous catalyst, which remains one of the 

most performant catalysts in the field.26,27 More recently there has been a strong interest in 

molecular HECs, because of their activity, uniform structure, and their high degree of tunability 

via synthetic modifications, providing many opportunities for optimization and studying the 

interactions between PSs and HECs.28 Early examples of active molecular HECs include 

platinum and palladium-based complexes (Figure 2),29,30 however, the scarcity of these noble 

metals do not qualify them as economically viable catalysts for large-scale applications. In this 

regard, first-row non-noble transition metal complexes based on iron,31-36 nickel,11,37-42 

copper,43-45 and especially cobalt (because of its activity) offer a viable alternative and have 

been shown to catalyze the light-driven reduction of protons in conjunction with suitable 

 
Figure 2. Molecular photocatalytic hydrogen evolution catalysts (HECs). Sakai29,30, 
Panagiotopoulos83, Alberto25. 
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photosensitizers.7,46-64 Considering molecular cobalt-based catalysts, cobaloximes are one of 

the most well-studied systems in organic solvents and water/organic solvent mixtures.5,7,55,59,65-

83 For example, Panagiotopoulos et al. studied photocatalytic H2 evolution by cobaloximes and 

reported the influence of the axial N-ligand at pH 7 in a MeCN/H2O mixture (1:1 v/v),83 finding 

that a more electron-rich axial ligand such as N-methylimidazole gave higher turnovers per 

hydrogen evolution catalyst (1131 TON(HEC)s), compared to para-methylpyridine (443 

TON(HEC)s) (Figure 2). The more strongly bound imidazole ligand resulted in a longer-lived 

catalyst with a lower initial turnover rate, while the more weakly coordinated pyridine ligand 

gave a faster initial rate but resulted in a shorter-lived catalyst. However, cobaloximes tend to 

suffer from ligand hydrolysis, causing limited rates and poor stability under catalytic 

conditions, and can therefore show poorer activity under aqueous conditions.67,78 Other cobalt-

based systems have also been studied, including those based on porphyrins,10,84-89 

dithiolenes,20,42,90-96 N-heterocyclic carbenes,97 diphenylamine macrocycles,48 pincer ligands,98 

salen-type N,O-ligands,99-103 peptides,62 and, in particular, polypyridyl ligands.25,48,49,104-109 

Indeed, polypyridyl cobalt complexes show improved catalytic activities (up to 33,000 

TON(HEC)s) and stabilities, as a result of the robustness of the ligand under strongly reducing 

conditions (Figure 2).25 In addition, polypyridyl complexes can efficiently perform HER 

catalysis in a purely aqueous environment, which is an important step forward because using 

water as both the solvent and the substrate (considering the overall water splitting reaction) 

increases substrate concentration, minimizes organic additives and waste by-products, and 

represents industrial conditions.48,110,111  

Recently, our group has reported on the dicationic cobalt complex [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 

(1), comprising two neutral HBMIMPh2 diimine ligands, and its use as an electrocatalytic HEC 

(Figure 3).13,112 Cyclic voltammetry experiments showed an irreversible, peak-shaped 

reductive response for 1 in organic solvents (MeCN and DMF) at –1.96 V vs Fc+/Fc, which 

was assigned to the fast reduction of Co(II) to Co(I). Combined experimental and DFT studies 

supported that 1 undergoes H-atom loss upon reduction (either electrochemically or chemically 

using KC8) and consecutive H2 formation, resulting in formal deprotonation and generation of 

cobalt complex [Co(HBMIMPh2)(BMIMPh2−)](BF4) (1a), containing one deprotonated 

BMIMPh2− ligand. Under catalytic conditions, protonation restores complex 1 and closes a 

catalytic cycle. Isolation and characterization of 1a in combination with mechanistic 

investigations using DFT suggested that dihydrogen formation proceeds via the intramolecular 

combination of an intermediate CoIII–H moiety with a ligand C–H proton, demonstrating the 

bifunctionality of the complex and a unique HER mechanism. In Chapter 2 the bifunctional 
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character of complex 1 was further demonstrated by a substituent study in which para-

substituted aryl groups with electron-withdrawing functionalities lower the overpotential while 

increasing the HER activity. In a different follow-up study, HER performance tests were 

carried out by means of bulk electrolysis with triethylammonium (as a proton source) in DMF 

using a rotating glassy carbon disk electrode in an electrochemical cell with in-line product 

detection (Chapter 4). This study showed that 1 is a competitive HEC compared to cobalt 

porphyrin, glyoxime, and polypyridyl complexes in terms of Faradaic efficiency (FE), 

overpotential, and H2 production. Furthermore, post-electrolysis analysis revealed that for all 

molecular complexes tested not merely the pristine complexes, but also a formed electrode 

deposit significantly contributes to the observed and distinct HER activity. Nevertheless, this 

study also showed that the molecular design of the catalysts influences the composition of the 

deposit and therewith the observed activity in the model electrolysis cell. 

Inspired by the highly active photocatalytic cobalt polypyridyl complexes, we were interested 

to test our active electrocatalysts based on complex 1 as homogenous photocatalysts. 

Furthermore, we wanted to address our desire to develop a water-soluble molecular HEC to 

meet the overall water-spitting conditions. Next to that, the finding by Panagiotopoulos et al., 

of increased HER activity using an axial imidazole over a pyridine ligand, made us curious if 

such an effect could be extrapolated to an imidazole-based ligand. Therefore, we tested a series 

of cobalt complexes comprising bis(methylimidazole) ligands as photocatalytic HECs. In this 

study, we included two of our earlier reported cobalt electrocatalysts with bulky imidazole 

ligands (1 and 2) (Figure 3),13,112[Chapter 2] the well-studied cobaloxime complex 

[Co(dmgH)2PyCl], dmgH = dimethylglyoxime, and one of the most active HECs in the field, 

polypyridyl complex [Co(appy)Br](Br), appy = bis-2,2′'-bipyridine-6-yl(pyridine-2-

 
Figure 3. Previous work: left; ligand-mediated HER reactivity for [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 

(1), right; substituent study with enhanced HER performance, including complex 
[Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2(BF4)2 (2). 
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yl)methanol (Figure 2).5,13,107 To extend the operational conditions of our 

bis(methylimidazole) complexes to aqueous media, we synthesized four water-soluble cobalt 

complexes (3-6) based on the bis(methylimidazole)methane ligand framework (Figure 4). 

These complexes comprise ligands absent of the bulky hydrophobic phenyl groups, as well as 

sterically and electronically different linker groups between the imidazole groups, in order to 

get a better understanding of the electronic and steric properties of the complexes with respect 

to their catalytic properties.113-115 The ligands include the methylene linker in HBMIM 

(structurally similar to HBMIMPh2) and thus holding a C–H proton relay, the carbonyl linker in 

BMIK, which is absent of such a proton relay, and the alcohol linker in HBMIA retaining one 

C–H bond on the methylene moiety.  

5.2 Results and Discussion 

5.2.1 Synthesis of cobalt complexes  

Cobalt complexes 3-6 were synthesized by reacting Co(BF4)2·6H2O or Co(NO3)2·6H2O and 

the corresponding ligand in a 1:2 molar ratio in THF, from which the complexes precipitate as 

pinkish powders in good yields (3 = 86%, 4 = 92%, 5 = 87%, 6 = 84%). In all cases, elemental 

analysis revealed that the complexes were obtained as pure materials, comprising two ligands 

(L = HBMIM, BMIK, or HBMIA), one cobalt ion, two counterions (X = BF4– or NO3–), and 

no solvent molecules. Mass spectrometry analysis on MeCN solutions demonstrated a strong 

 
Figure 4. Bis(methylimidazole) ligands and their corresponding cobalt(II) complexes used in 
this study. Complexes 3 and 4 are depicted as their crystal structures obtained from acetonitrile 
and water solutions, respectively. Nitrate coordination in complexes 5 and 6 is not explicitly 
shown.  
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signal at m/z = 410.0 for [Co(HBMIM)2–H]+ for 3 and at m/z = 409.9 for [Co(HBMIM)2–H]+ 

for 4 (Appendix D, Figure D1 and D2, for 3 and 4, respectively). For 5 and 6 several signals 

were observed, including signals at m/z = 439.1 for singly reduced [Co(HBMIK)2]+, at m/z = 

542.0 for the solvated ion [Co(HBMIK)2+NO3+MeCN]+, and at m/z = 456.0 for 

[Co(BMIK)2+OH]+ for 5, and at m/z = 442.1273 for [Co(HBMIA)2+NO3]+ and at m/z = 

505.1228 [Co(HBMIA)2+NO3]+ for 6 (Appendix D, Figure D3 and D4 for 5 and 6, 

respectively). These MS data indicate that in the gas phase the nitrate ions do not coordinate in 

4 and are weakly coordinating in 5 and 6, while MeCN appears to coordinate to the cobalt 

center in 5, but not in 3, 4, and 6. In our initial studies, we also included the HBMIP ligand,116 

comprising a carboxylic acid functional group at the methylene moiety, for which we 

hypothesized that the carboxylic acid functionalities would increase water solubility and 

enhance HER activity by acting as an outer sphere proton shuttle, as was observed, e.g. in the 

work of Beyene et al.10,117 Unfortunately, no pure batches of a corresponding cobalt complex 

could be obtained (see experimental section, compound 7) and preliminary tests with the 

obtained batches resulted in poor photocatalytic HER activities (vide infra). 

 

5.2.2 X-ray crystal structure analysis  

Single crystal X-ray structure determination of [Co(HBMIM)2(MeCN)2](BF4)2 (32MeCN) was 

accomplished with a red/brown crystal obtained from slow vapor diffusion of diethyl ether into 

a concentrated solution of 3 in MeCN at –40 °C. Yellow single crystals suitable for X-ray 

structure determination of [Co(HBMIM)2(H2O)2](NO3)2 (42H2O) were obtained by cooling 

down a concentrated solution of 4 in H2O from 70 to 0 °C. The molecular structures of 32MeCN 

and 42H2O are depicted in Figure 5, with selected bond distances and angles compiled in Table 

1. The molecular structure of 32MeCN shows an hexacoordinated cobalt center surrounded by 

two HBMIM ligands and two mutually cis-coordinated MeCN molecules, 

[Co(HBMIM)2(MeCN)2](BF4)2. The molecular structure of 42H2O consists of a 

centrosymmetric, hexacoordinated cobalt center coordinated by two HBMIM ligands in the 

equatorial plane and two mutually trans water molecules occupying the axial positions, 

hydrogen bonded to the nitrate anions. In MS analysis, solvent coordination was only observed 

for 5. The observation of solvent coordination in crystals grown from 3 and 4 shows that solvent 

coordination is also possible for these complexes, and indicates the lability of the coordinated 

solvent molecules. The combined results of the crystal structures and ESI-MS analysis also 

highlight the coordinative flexibility of the HBMIM ligand and show that its smaller steric bulk 
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allows for higher coordination numbers in 3 and 4 compared to the bulkier HBMIMPh2 ligand, 

which gives rise to a four-coordinate, tetrahedral structure in 1.13 A further comparising of the 

crystal structures of 32MeCN and 42H2O shows that the Co–N metal to ligand bond distances and 

the internal bond distances in the HBMIM ligand are comparable, despite the different 

orientations of the solvent molecules. The distinct color difference between these crystals, i.e. 

red/brown for 32MeCN and yellow for 42H2O, may be indicative of the mutual orientation of the 

coordinated solvent molecules, i.e. cis in 32MeCN and trans in 42H2O. Attempts to grow single 

crystals of sufficient quality for X-ray diffraction analysis for 5 and 6 were unsuccessful. 

Table 1. Selected bond distances (Å) and angles of [Co(HBMIM)2(MeCN)2](BF4)2 (32MeCN) and 
[Co(HBMIM)2(H2O)2](NO3)2 (42H2O ). 

[Co(HBMIM)2(MeCN)2](BF4)2 (32MeCN) 
Bond  Lengths Bond Angle Degrees 

Co1–N11 2.1564(7) N11–Co1–N31 87.45(6) 
Co1–N12 2.1160(7) N12–Co1–N32 87.11(6) 
Co1–N13 2.1229(7) N13–Co1–N14 91.35(6) 
Co1–N14 2.1792(15)     
Co1–N31 2.1089(15)     
Co1–N32 2.1161(14)     
N32–C62 1.326(2)     
C62–C12 1.489(3)     
C12–C22 1.496(2)     
C22–N12 1.328(2)     

 

[Co(HBMIM)2(H2O)2](NO3)2 (42H2O) 
Bond  Lengths Bond Angle Degrees 

Co1–O1 2.1564(7) O1–Co1–N1 90.03(3) 
Co1–N1 2.1160(7) O1–Co1–N3 90.85(3) 
Co1–N3 2.1229(7) N1–Co1–N3 85.05(3) 
N1–C3 1.3284(11)     
N3–C5 1.3291(11)     
C4–C5 1.5004(12)     
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5.2.3 Infrared spectroscopy 

Solid-state infrared spectra for complexes 3-6 were recorded between 4000 and 800 cm–1 

(Appendix D, Figure D6-D9) and the imidazole and nitrate vibrations (when applicable) are 

listed in Table 2. These spectra were used to identify the coordination mode of the nitrate ions 

in complexes 4-6, which could be bound to cobalt in a unidentate, bidentate, or bridging 

fashion, or be present as free ionic species.118 In addition, more than one nitrate coordination 

mode would be possible in 4-6 due to the presence of two nitrate ions per cobalt ion. 

Hodgson et al. described and assigned the vibrations of [Co(Him)6](NO3)2 and 

[Ni(Him)6](NO3)2 (Him = imidazole).119 For the latter, additional structural determination by 

means of X-ray crystal structure determination revealed the nitrates as free ionic nitrate 

groups.120 Of the four normal vibrational modes of a nitrate ion (v1-v4), v1 (which occurs near 

1050 cm–l) is IR-inactive but frequently appears in the spectra of complexes in which NO3– lies 

outside the coordination sphere as a result of relaxation of the free ion selection rules under the 

constraint of the crystal field. The other vibrational modes v2 (which occurs near 760, 773, and 

825 cm–l), v3 (which occurs near 1373 cm–l), and v4 (which occurs at 710 cm–l) all appear around 

the expected wavelength for an ionic nitrate for [Co(Him)6](NO3)2 (Table 2).119 In a different 

study, Curtis and Curtis described that in the combination tone region (1800-1700 cm–1) the vl 

+ v4 combination bands of the nitrate (found around 1750 cm–1) are most suited for the 

 
Figure 5. Displacement ellipsoid plots of [Co(HBMIM)2(MeCN)2](BF4)2 (32MeCN, left) and 
[Co(HBMIM)2(H2O)2](NO3)2 (42H2O, right), shown at the 50% probability level. The molecule 
in 42H2O is presented as an auto-completed metal complex. H-atoms and BF4 counterions have 
been omitted for clarity. Symmetry code i: 1-x, 1-y, 1-z. 
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distinguishment between different coordination modes of the nitrate in coordination 

complexes.121,122 When the vibrations appear weak in intensity, the features indicate the 

exclusive presence of ionic nitrates.123-126  

For unidentate, bidentate, or bridging nitrates the v1-v5 are typically found between 1468-1440 

and 1320-1300 cm–1 (Table 2), as described by Gaye et al., Alexander et al., and Guerriero et 

al. for a series of lanthanide(III) nitrate complexes with 2,6-bis-(salicylaldehydehydrazone)-5-

chlorophenol, diimine-diamine macrocyclic, and Schiff base ligands, respectively.127-129 The 

separation Δv of v1-v5 is used to differentiate between mono and bidentate chelating nitrates in 

which a large Δv (140-200 cm–1) indicates a strong interaction of the oxygen atoms of the 

nitrate with the metal center and is typical for bidentate and/or bridging coordinating modes.130-

132 In the combination tone region the Δv splitting of the v2+v5 and v3+v5 for bidentate 

coordination is smaller (~25-40 cm–1).132 In addition, Ferarro et al. described the mono- and 

bidentate coordination for Cu and Co pyridine (py) complexes, respectively, of the type 

[M(py)3(NO3)2].133 The vibrational modes (v1-v5) are differently assigned but include the same 

vibrations (Table 2). The separation Δv of v1-v4 is 102 cm–1 for monodentate nitrate 

coordination in [Cu(py)3(NO3)2] and 188 cm–1 for bidentate nitrate coordination in 

[Co(py)3(NO3)2]. In the combinational tone region, the Δv (v2+v3)-(v2+v5) of [Cu(py)3(NO3)2] 

is 12 cm–1 vs. 37 for [Co(py)3(NO3)2]. For complex 3 the imidazole vibrations are observed 

between 1521 and 1033 cm–1 and are slightly shifted compared to those reported for 

[Co(Him)6](NO3)2. The absorbance at 1000 was assigned to the BF4 ion.134 For 4, typical 

Table 2. NO3– and imidazole IR vibrations of complexes [Co(Him)6](NO3)2, [Ln(L)(NO3)2], 
[Co(py)3(NO3)2], and 3–6.  

 
 

 

IR-vibrations [Co(Him)](NO3)2 [Ln(L)(NO3)2] [Co(py)3(NO3)2] 3 4 5 6

NO3 (coordinated)
v 1 1468-1440 1294 - 1289 1290 1288
v 2 1030-1040 1033 - 1033 1029 1034
v 3 -
v 4 1482 - 1463 1482 1462
v 5 1320-1283 - 1333
NO3 (free ionic)
v 1 - 1051 1050 1046
v 2 825, 773w, 760w - 811 830 825
v 3 1373 1380 - 1372 1370 1382
v 4 710 -

v imidazole ring
 1536, 1505, 

1490, 1436, 1323, 
1252, 1067-1136

- -

1521, 1410, 
1293, 1150 
1103, 1060, 

1033

 1542, 1515, 
1413, 1243 
1134, 1085

1534, 1414, 
1341, 1251, 
1174, 1090

1510, 1399, 
1307, 1189, 
1148, 1143, 

1085
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vibrations for free ionic nitrates as well as for coordinated nitrates are observed. The Δv 

between the v1-v4 vibrations is 174 cm–1 (1289–1463), indicative of bidentate nitrate 

coordination. In the combinational tone region, a very weak and broad vibration at 1762 cm–1 

is observed, which was not further assigned. Upon dissolving 4 in water a strong vibration at 

1348 cm–1 was observed, which we assigned to the free ionic nitrate (Appendix D, Figure D8). 

For 5 and 6 free ionic nitrates and coordinated nitrates are also observed, for which the 

coordinated nitrates Δv between the v1-v4 vibrations is 174 (1288–1462) and 192 (1290–1482), 

respectively, indicative of bidentate nitrate coordination. No signals in the combinational tone 

region appear strong enough for the assignment. 

Based on the above IR-analysis, we conclude that in the solid state of 4-6, both free nitrate 

ions, as well as coordinated nitrates, are present. Based on the Δv between the v1-v4 vibrations 

of the coordinated nitrate molecules, we expect a bidentate (or bridging) coordination mode for 

all complexes. Upon dissolving the complexes in water, we expect all nitrates to be present as 

free ionic nitrate ions, which agrees with the obtained crystal structure of 4. Between 4-6, the 

most significant spectral differences are found between 1700 and 800 cm−1 and are 

predominantly associated with the imidazole vibrations of the different ligands and changes in 

the N–O bond vibrations, as was reported before.135-138 Furthermore, in all spectra, the absence 

of an intense absorption band around 3600-3500 cm–1, belonging to OH stretching vibrations 

of interstitial water and hydroxyl groups, indicates no hydroxyl-based cluster formation and 

the absence of water, which complements the elemental analysis and MS data.135139 For the 

free BMIK ligand (present in 5) a sharp signal for the C=O stretching vibration is reported at 

1632 cm–1.113 The binding of BMIK to the Lewis acidic cobalt center in 5 results in a shift to a 

higher wavenumber and the C=O stretching vibration is now found at 1650 cm–1. A similar 

shift was reported before for BMIK binding to an iron(III) metal center.140 For 6, a broad band 

was observed at 3379 cm–1, attributed to the OH stretch vibrations of the HBMIA ligand. 

 

5.2.4 NMR analysis 

Upon dissolution of 3-5 in DCM-d2 the complexes retain their color and pink solutions are 

formed. The 1H-NMR spectra of these solutions all show one major paramagnetic species with 

distinct signals between 10 and 47 ppm (Figure 6). 6 dissolves very poorly in DCM-d2 and its 

resulting 1H-NMR spectrum demonstrates a poor signal-to-noise ratio (Appendix D, Figure 

D12). For 3, integration of the signals reveals that the methyl resonance is found around 11 

ppm, while the imidazole hydrogen atoms and the methylene hydrogen atoms are more 
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downfield shifted to 47, 29, and 22 ppm, which all relatively integrate for one hydrogen atom. 

We attribute the observed resonances to two HBMIM ligands with an internal mirror plane 

coordinated to cobalt in a highly symmetric manner. Based on the pink color and the non-

coordinating BF4– anions and solvent, we propose a tetrahedral geometry with a 

[Co(HBMIM)2](BF4)2 composition. For 4, the methyl resonance is found at 10 ppm, the 

methylene resonance at 32 ppm, and the imidazole resonances overlap at 43 ppm; all 

resonances are assigned based on integration and chemical shift. Furthermore, in the spectrum 

of 4, a minor paramagnetic species with resonances at the same position as 3 were observed. 

This minor species is proposed to have a solution structure similar to 3, in which the 

counterions are non-coordinating ([Co(HBMIM)2](NO3)2). Since nitrate ions are poorly 

soluble in DCM, the major species, in which the HBMIM ligands seem to have a different 

coordination environment around cobalt compared to complex 3, is assigned to a structure in 

which either one or two nitrate ions are coordinated to cobalt, i.e. [Co(HBMIM)2(NO3)](NO3) 

or [Co(HBMIM)2(NO3)2]. The limited number of resonances and the broadness of the 

resonances observed for this species indicate a high overall symmetry of the HBMIM ligands 

around the cobalt center. For 5, very broad signals are observed at 43, 26, and 12 ppm, which 

are assigned to the imidazole hydrogen atoms and methyl hydrogen atoms, respectively, based 

on integration and match a [Co(BMIK)2(NO3)2] composition. Also, an additional minor species 

was observed, which was assigned to either [Co(BMIK)2(NO3)](NO3), or [Co(BMIK)2](NO3)2, 

where one or no nitrates are coordinated. Complexes 4-6 were also analyzed by 1H-NMR in 

 
Figure 6. Stacked 1H-NMR (400 Hz) spectra of 3-5 (L = HBMIM (3,4), BMIK (5)) in DCM-
d2. 
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water-d2, demonstrating clear paramagnetic signals; 3 is not soluble in water-d2. In water-d2, 
4-6 form yellow solutions, and show paramagnetic resonances between 47 and –27 ppm 

(Figure 7). The color change from pink (isolated powders and DCM solution) to yellow 

(aqueous solution) is attributed to the (trans) coordination of water molecules, as indicated by 

the X-ray crystal structure obtained from a yellow crystal of 42H2O (vide supra). The spectrum 

of 4 shows one major paramagnetic species with signals at 45, 41, 19, and 12 ppm and a minor 

species with resonances at 34 and 25 ppm. Integration of the major resonances reveals three 

strongly shifted resonances (45, 41, and 19 ppm) that match the methylene and imidazole 

hydrogen atoms and shows that the methyl hydrogen atoms and coordinated water hydrogen 

atoms are found together at 12 ppm. The NMR spectrum is consistent with spectroscopically 

equivalent HBMIM ligands with an internal mirror plane. The 1H-NMR spectrum of 5 in water-

d2 demonstrates several strongly paramagnetically shifted and broad signals between 47 and –

7 ppm, including somewhat shaper signals at 47, 40, and 13 ppm and more broadened signals 

at 42, 14, 10, –5, and –7 ppm. For 6, multiple resonances between 43 and 0 ppm were observed, 

that all appear in pairs and hold different intensities. For 5 and 6, we suggest that the different 

resonances originate from the coordination of water-d2 and the exchange of water-d2 and nitrate 

molecules upon dissolving the complexes in water, which is corroborated by the parallel 1H-

NMR experiment in DCM-d2. 

Overall, the above analyses demonstrate that in the isolated pink solids, complex 3 is bis-ligated 

by two bis(methylimidazole) ligands with non-coordination BF4– counterions, while complexes 

 
Figure 7. Stacked 1H-NMR (400 Hz) spectra of 4-6 (L = HBMIM (4), BMIK (5), HBMIA (6), 
in water-d2. 
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4-6 are bis-ligated and contain both coordinated and free ionic nitrates as indicated by solid-

state IR-analysis. X-ray crystal structure determination on crystals grown from coordinating 

solvents show that two solvents molecules bind to the 6-coordinated cobalt centers in 32MeCN 

and 42H2O, and that the BF4– and NO3– ions are not coordinated. ESI-MS analysis on MeCN 

solutions of the complexes indicate nitrate coordination for 5 and 6. The BMIM ligand is 

suggested to be more donating compared to the BMIK and BMIA ligands, making the cobalt 

center in 5 and 6 a better Lewis acid that is more likely to bind a NO3– counterion. Solutions of 

3-5 in DCM remain pink and the 1H-NMR spectra show a single (major) species. Dissolution 

of 4-6 in water demonstrated an immediate color change from pink (powders) to yellow 

(solutions). The corresponding 1H-NMR spectrum of 4 is consistent with the X-ray crystal 

structure of 42H2O obtained from a saturated water solution. The aqueous 1H-NMR spectra of 5 

and 6 reveal the presence of several paramagnetic species, which is attributed to water 

coordination and the involvement of nitrate ions in the coordination chemistry of these 

complexes. 

Accordingly, complexes 3-6 can be isolated as solvent free complexes from their synthesis in 

THF, in which the complexes do not dissolve. Both coordinated and non-coordinated nitrate 

ions are present in complexes 4-6. Upon dissolution in a non-coordinating solvent like DCM, 

the structure of the complexes does not change significantly. Dissolving complexes 4-6 in a 

coordinating solvent like water or MeCN induces the coordination of solvent molecules to 

cobalt and leads to a speciation of the complexes that involve labile solvent and possible nitrate 

coordination. Next, we aimed to investigate the redox chemistry and the acid stability of the 

imidazole-based cobalt complexes. Complex 4 was selected as the starting point in these 

investigations as its molecular structure in water is known through single X-ray crystal 

structure analysis and its 1H-NMR features are more uniform in contrast to those of 5 and 6.  

 

5.2.5 The interaction of 4 with ascorbic acid (AscH) 

We investigated the stability of 4 in the presence of a proton/electron donor (photocatalytic 

conditions). Under aqueous photocatalytic conditions, ascorbic acid (AscH) is the most applied 

proton and electron donor, hence, we studied the aqueous photocatalytic HER activity of our 

complexes using AscH (vide infra). 1H-NMR spectra of 4 in the presence and absence of 1 

equiv. ascorbic acid (AscH) were recorded in water-d2 (Figure 8). The presence of free AscH 

was observed outside the paramagnetic region (at 4.80, 3.91, and 3.6 ppm). Intensified 

paramagnetic resonances of the minor species present in the spectrum of 4 were observed at 
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34, 25, 11, and 7 ppm. The emerged resonances represent the same number of signals, but show 

a somewhat different relative integration as the major species. Therefore, we suggest that two 

structurally related species of 4 are present in the solution (for example, 42H2O, 4H2O, 4, 4NO3, 

and/or 42NO3). The effect of AscH on the speciation of 4 is likely related to a change in the pH 

of the solution, possibly increasing the rate of H2O exchange at cobalt, causing a decrease in 

the observed resonance intensity at 12 ppm. The absence of new paramagnetic resonances 

indicates that neither AscH nor the ascorbate ion coordinates to 4. These 1H-NMR spectra 

indicate that in aqueous (photocatalytic) HER experiments using 4 in combination with AscH, 

a mixture of two structurally related cobalt species is present. The UV-vis absorption spectrum 

of 4 (0.1 mM) in degassed MiliQ water exhibits a strong band at 331 nm (π– π*) with a broad 

shoulder at 480 nm (MLTC), (Figure 9, green trace). Upon the addition of 1000 equiv. ascorbic 

 
Figure 8. Top: The 1H-NMR (400 Hz) spectrum of [Co(HBMIM)2](NO3)2 (4) in water-d2. 
Bottom: overlay NMR spectra of 4 in water-d2 + 1 equiv. ascorbic acid. Intensified resonances 
at 34, 25, 11, and 7 ppm. 
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Figure 9. Overlay of the UV-vis spectra of [Co(HBMIM)2](NO3)2 (4) in H2O with and without 
AscH (blue and green traces, respectively).  
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acid (AscH), as a solid, no visible color change in the yellow solution was observed. The 

absorption spectrum revealed a small decrease in band intensity at both 331 nm and 480 nm 

(Figure 9, blue trace). We attributed the decrease to the structural changes observed by 1H-

NMR. UV recordings in the presence of the ([Ru(bpy)3](Cl2) PS and post photocatalytic UV-

vis recordings did not provide any useful insight regarding 4, due to the dominant features of 

[Ru(bpy)3](Cl2). Overall, we conclude that 4 does not decompose in the presence of large 

amounts of AscH. 

 

5.2.6 Electrochemical analysis 

We analyzed 4 electrochemically in water to determine the reduction potential of the complex, 

which will allow the selection of a PS for which an electron transfer between the reduced PS 

and 4 is thermodynamically favorable, and submitted 4 to electrocatalytic HER conditions to 

confirm that it is able to participate in a catalytic redox reaction involving protons. For these 

experiments, we used a mercury drop working electrode, known for its cathodic reduction 

potentials for HER in comparison to other electrode materials (e.g. Pt, Au, and glassy 

carbon).141 A new mercury electrode drop was used for each experiment to avoid the 

interference of electrode modifications, such as electrode deposits (see Chapter 4).142-145 We 

selected KNO3 as an electrolyte to ensure the exclusive presence of nitrate counterions in the 

solution. The electrochemical response of a solution of 4 in degassed MilliQ H2O (0.1 M 

KNO3) displayed one major irreversible reduction at Ep,c = –1.22 V vs. Ag/AgCl (Figure 10, 

left), assigned to the Co(I/II) reduction with a follow-up chemical reaction, such as the 

formation of H2.146 After the major reductive event, a minor reduction event was observed at 

Ep,c = –1.42 V vs. Ag/AgCl, and on the reserve sweep a minor oxidation event was observed 

at Ep,a = –1.35 V vs Ag/AgCl. These responses could originate from a minor impurity and were 

not further investigated as those were observed at more cathodic potentials. Further anodic, a 

quasi-reversible redox response was observed at E1/2 = –0.3 V, which we tentatively assigned 

to the Co(II/III) redox couple. 

Then, AscH was added to determine the participation of 4 in (electrocatalytic) reduction 

catalysis with protons from AscH (vide infra). The addition of 10 equiv. AscH gave rise to a 

small reductive response at –0.78 V, which was not further investigated (Figure 10 right, red 

trace). At more cathodic potentials a pre-wave and a catalytic current arise at the Co(I/II) 

reduction potential of 4. Based on the above NMR analysis, these events are assigned to two 

structurally related forms of 4. A pre-wave is also a reliable indication of a (potentially 
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protonated) species that participates in a catalytic sequence but needs a more negative potential 

to undergo a necessary second electron transfer, which is plausible as well.147-152 The catalytic 

current was assigned to an electrocatalytic HER reaction. The onset potential of the background 

reaction occurs at a significantly more cathodic potential (Figure 10 right, gray trace). Upon 

increasing the AscH concentration to 50 mM (100 equiv.), the baseline intensification and the 

increased electrocatalytic responses confirm a higher rate of electron transfer (Figure 10 right, 

brown trace). This confirms that 4 participates in an electrocatalytic reduction reaction with 

AscH. 

 

5.2.2 Photocatalysis 

We compared the photocatalytic proton-reducing performances of bisimidazole cobalt 

complexes 1-6, [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] and [Co(appy)Br](Br) in reaction mixtures containing a 

sacrificial electron donor, sacrificial proton donor, cobalt complex (as HEC), and 

photosensitizer (PS) under irradiation using either UV (370 nm) or visible (440-456 nm) light, 

depending on the PS. Ruthenium polypyridine complexes [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 or [Ru(bpy)3](Cl)2 

(λmax ~450 nm), organoiridium complex fac-[Ir(ppy)3] (λmax ~375 nm) (bpy = 2,2′-bipyridine; 

ppy = 2-pyridylphenyl), or organic dye Coumarin 343 (λmax ~445 nm) were used as PS in these 

studies (Figure 11).17 Photocatalytic conditions were screened in our photocatalytic set-up with 

in-line product detection (Appendix D, Figure D14) for complexes 1, 2, and [Co(dmgH)2PyCl]. 

 
Figure 10. Left: Cyclic voltammogram of [Co(HBMIM)2](NO3)2 (4) (blue) 0.5 mM in an H2O 
(0.1 M KNO3). Right: red: 4 + 10 equiv. ascorbic acid (AscH), brown: 4 + 100 equiv. AscH, 
gray blank with 5 mM AscH. Scans are all started at 0 V vs Ag/AgCl and scanned first in the 
cathodic direction. Scan rate 100 mV/s. Potentials vs Ag/AgCl. Working electrode: Hg drop. 
Counter-electrode: Carbon rod. Reference electrode: Ag/AgCl. 
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We started our investigation using the conditions from Hogue et al.,48 using 0.1 mM PS, 1 mM 

HEC, 1000 mM triethanolamine (TEAO; sacrificial electron donor), and 100 mM HBF4 

(sacrificial proton donor) in DMF (Table 3). In the presence of [Co(dmgH)2PyCl], 65 µmol H2 

was formed over the course of 2 h, whereas in the absence of [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] no hydrogen 

was detected at all (Table 3, entry 1-2). Complex 1 and 2 produced lower amounts of hydrogen 

under these conditions, i.e. 3.0 and 2.0 µmol H2, respectively, (Table 3, entry 3-4). 

Optimization of the reaction conditions started by changing the PS to [Ir(ppy)3], which forms 

a reduced intermediate with a more cathodic oxidation to its ground-state [Ir(ppy)3]– = –2.24 

V vs –1.93 V for [Ru(bpy)3]+ (both measured in MeCN and referenced vs Fc+/Fc).10,77,153-155 

Therefore, [Ir(ppy)3]– holds an increased driving force for electron transfer to the HEC, 

although its excited triplet state is shorter-lived, making the generation of [Ir(ppy)3]– less 

frequent.156 Regrettably, [Ir(ppy)3] in combination with either [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] or 1 resulted 

in low to no hydrogen evolution, respectively (Table 3, entry 5-6). Accordingly, we continued 

our studies using [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 as the PS. Next, we aimed at analyzing and optimizing the 

electron donor and proton donor. Upon dissolving 1 in DMF and adding electron donor TEAO 

(vide supra), the characteristic pink color of 1 immediately disappeared, indicating a rapid 

transformation and possible degradation. Presumably, the bis(methylimidazole) ligands are 

replaced by TEAO ligands. The pink color also disappeared upon dissolving 1 in DMF and 

adding proton donor HBF4 (vide supra), indicating that 1 is unstable under strongly acidic 

conditions. These observations prompted us to replace TEAO and HBF4 by Et3NHBF4 as a 

sacrificial proton and electron donor, in the presence of which 1 is known to be stable.112 

Nevertheless, no hydrogen evolution was observed in a photocatalysis experiment using 

 
Figure 11. Photosensitizers used in this study.  
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Et3NHBF4 in combination with complex 1 and [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2, nor with [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] 

(Table 4, entries 1-2). Then we tested ascorbic acid (AscH) as a proton and electron donor, as 

light energy in combination with [Co(dmgH)2PyCl], among other HECs, and AscH is 

demonstrated to produce H2, especially under aqueous acidic conditions.46,157 The overall 

reaction will provide two electrons and two protons (which can be combined to H2) upon the 

oxidation of AscH under the formation of dehydroascorbic acid, causing no accumulation of 

charged reaction products.158 Although 1 retains its characteristic pink color in the presence of 

AscH, no photo-catalytic hydrogen evolution was observed (Table 4, entry 3). Then, we 

changed the solvent from DMF to a 50:50 (v/v) DMF:H2O mixture, as photocatalytic hydrogen 

evolution is known to increase under aqueous conditions.48. These conditions proved to be 

suitable for 1, as small amounts of hydrogen were formed (Table 4, entry 4). Using these 

conditions, we also tested water-soluble organic dye Coumarin 343 as the PS, but this did not 

yield any hydrogen with either 1 or [Co(dmgH)2PyCl].159,160 Knowing that 1 is stable and 

Table 3. Reaction condition screening for photocatalytic hydrogen evolution using complexes 
1, 2, or [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] as HEC, and [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 or [Ir(ppy)3] as the PS.[a] 

entry PS (0.1 mM) HEC (1 mM) irradiation Time µmol 
H2 TON(HEC) 

1 [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] 456 nm 2 h  65.0 13 
2 [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 - 456 nm 2 h  0 0 
3 [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 1 456 nm 1 h 3.0 0.61 
4 [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 2 456 nm 1 h 2.0 0.39 
5 [Ir(ppy)3] [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] 370 nm 1 h 0.7 0.14 
6 [Ir(ppy)3] 1 370 nm 1 h 0 0 

aPS/HEC ratio 1:10, DMF (5 mL), TEAO (1000 mM), HBF4 (100 mM) TON(HEC) = mmol H2 / mmol 
HEC 

Table 4. Electron donor (ED) and solvent screening for photocatalytic hydrogen evolution 
using complexes 1 or [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] as HEC, and [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 as the PS.[a] 

entry PS (0.1 mM) HEC (1 mM) ED / Acid (mM) Solvent  
(5 mL) 

µmol 
H2 

TON 
(HEC) 

1 [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 1 Et3NHBF4 (200) DMF 0 0 
2 [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] Et3NHBF4 (200) DMF 0 0 
3 [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 1 AscH (1000) DMF 0 0 
4 [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 1 AscH (1000) DMF/H2O 0.4 0.08 

aPS/HEC ratio 1:10, irridiation 456 nm, TON(HEC) = mmol H2 / mmol HEC 
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(slightly) active as HEC under aqueous conditions using AscH as the proton/electron donor, 

we continued by benchmarking the performance of our setup to results from the literature. We 

applied conditions reported by Deponti and Natali (50:50 (v/v) MeCN:H2O, 200 equiv. AscH 

at pH = 5), who reported on an HEC turnover number of ~200 in 2 h, using [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 

and [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] in a 5:1 ratio.5 Especially the pH is of importance as the reductive 

quenching of exited Ru[bpy]32+* by the ascorbate ion diminishes under strongly acidic 

conditions.4,18,21 Deponti and Natali used a 175 W xenon arc lamp, which we avoided because 

of the severe heat transmitted by such lamps; instead, we used 45-50 W LEDs and cooled the 

reaction cell by ventilation (Appendix D, Figure D14). To increase the irradiation as much as 

possible, we added a second 440 nm LED lamp next to the initial 456 nm LED. Under these 

conditions, [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] produced 2.6 µmol H2 corresponding to a TON(HEC) of 5.2 

(Table 5, entry 1), which demonstrates that our set-up is overall less efficient compared to the 

one used during the study of Deponti and Natali.5 Nevertheless, our set-up allowed us to 

sufficiently benchmark HECs under these conditions. 

Using these conditions, we observed a hydrogen production of 1.3 µmol and a TON(HEC) of 

2.6 for 1 (Table 5, entry 2), which is a 3-fold increase in H2 production and a 33-fold increase 

in TON(HEC), compared to the previous conditions (Table 3, entry 4). 2 is less efficient as an 

HEC under these conditions, with 0.6 µmol H2 being formed at a TON(HEC) of 0.6 (Table 5, 

entry 3). We then continued to test the photocatalytic activity of complexes 3 and 4. Complex 

3 produced 4.8 µmol H2 with a TON(HEC) of 9.6. (Table 5, entry 4), while 4 produced 3.6 

µmol H2 with a TON(HEC) of 7.3 (Table 5, entry 5), making them both competitive HECs 

with respect to [Co(dmgH)2PyCl]. The difference in activity observed for 3 and 4 demonstrates 

that changing the counterions in the complexes influences their HER performance. We already 

saw in the crystal structures of 32MeCN and 42H2O that the complexes can adopt different 

geometries in MeCN and H2O. Therefore, it is at this point unclear which geometry is (mainly) 

responsible for the observed activity. Finally, we performed a control experiment using cobalt 

salt [Co(H2O)6](NO3)2, which produced 1.4 µmol H2 with a TON(HEC) of 2.8 per Co atom 

(Table 5, entry 6). An experiment carried out in the absence of any cobalt source produced no 

hydrogen at all. These results show that complexes 3 and 4 are viable HECs, whose 

photocatalytic activities compete with that of [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] under the applied conditions. 

Furthermore, the control experiments demonstrate that the coordination of 

bis(methylimidazole) ligands to the cobalt(II) ion increases its photocatalytic activity. Next, 

we investigated the photocatalytic HER performance of water-soluble complexes 4-6 under 

aqueous conditions (MiliQ), using [Ru(bpy)3](Cl)2 as the PS. The catalytic activity of 4 under 
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these conditions increased, producing 5.3 µmol H2 with a TON(HEC) of 10.6 after 2 h (Table 

6, entry 1). [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] showed a slight decrease in activity upon moving to fully 

aqueous conditions, producing 2.3 µmol H2 with a TON(HEC) of 4.5 after 2 h (Table 6, entry 

2). This tendency in activity has been reported before for cobalt glyoxime-based HECs in non-

aqueous vs. aqueous conditions and was attributed to the poor robustness of cobaloximes in 

water.59,80 For 4, photocatalytic hydrogen production also proceeds at a neutral pH, using a 

phosphate-buffered solution, producing 1.8 µmol H2 with a TON(HEC) of 3.5 after 2 h (Table 

6, entry 3), corroborating the importance and influence of the pH of the reaction medium. We 

tentatively attribute this observation to the decomposition of the PS and the formation of an 

active cobalt complex with one or more bipyridine ligands (originating from the PS).18,105,108,161 

Complexes 5 and 6 produced 4.3 and 5.4 µmol H2 with TON(HEC)s of 8.6 and 10.7, 

respectively, after 2 h (Table 6, entry 5-7), making 6 the best HEC in this series. We also tested 

complex 7, (see introduction and experimental section), holding a cobalt center with 2 

bis(methylimidazole) propanoic acid ligands. 7 produced 2.3 µmol H2 with a tentative 

TON(HEC) of 4.5, after 2 h (Table 6, entry 7), making it the least efficient HEC in the series 

of bis(methylimidazole)-based HECs. Finally, one of the current state-of-the-art HECs, 

[Co(appy)Br](Br), was tested and was found to reach a TON(HEC) of 21.2 (10.6 µmol H2) 

after 2 h (Table 6, entry 8). The best-reported results for [Co(appy)Br](Br) are 20,000 – 30,000 

TON(HEC)s after 11 h, under optimized reaction conditions of low HEC loading (1 µM) and 

a high PS:HEC ratio (500:1).25,107,108 The cobalt salt [Co(H2O)6](NO3)2 first appeared to not 

Table 5. Photocatalytic hydrogen evolution using [Co(dmgH)2PyCl], cobalt complexes 1-4 
and [Co(H2O)6](NO3)2 as HEC, and [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2 as the PS under optimized reaction 
conditions in aqueous MeCN.[a] 

entry Complex (0.1 mM) irradiation µmol H2 TON (HEC)[b] 

1 [Co(dmgH)2PyCl]  440-456 nm 2.6 5.2 ± 0.1 
2 1 440-456 nm 1.3 2.6 ± 0.4 
3 2 440-456 nm 0.3 0.6 ± 0.2 
4 3 440-456 nm 4.8 9.6 ± 0.1 
5 4 440-456 nm 3.6 7.3 ± 0.03 
6 [Co(H2O)6](NO3)2  440-456 nm 1.4 2.8 ± 0.2 

aPS: 0.5 mM [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2, PS/HEC ratio 5:1, AscH 100 mM, 50:50 (v/v) MeCN:H2O 
(total 5 mL) pH adjusted to 5 with 1 M NaOH, reaction time 2 h, TON(HEC) = mmol H2 / 
mmol HEC. baverage of 2 measurements 
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catalyze photocatalytic hydrogen production in detectable amounts under aqueous conditions 

(Table 6, entry 4), however, we did record small amounts of hydrogen after approx. 60 min. 

These results demonstrate that bis(methylimidazole) cobalt complexes are a competitive class 

of HECs to the cobalt glyoximes systems, while compared to the benchmark HEC 

[Co(appy)Br](Br) about 50% of the activity is reached. 

The H2 formation (nmol H2/min) and the cumulative turnover number in cobalt (TON(HEC); 

H2/Co) for 4-6, [Co(dmgH)2PyCl], and [Co(appy)Br](Br) are plotted in Figure 9 (plots 

correspond to data in Table 6). In all experiments, no H2 was detected during the first 3-5 min, 

caused by the dimensions of the catalytic cell that contains a 5 mL solution and a headspace of 

approx. 0.05 dm3 (50 mL), while the applied flow of the carrier gas was set to 1 mL/min, 

causing some dilution of the H2 concentration in the first measurements (an in-line sample was 

taken every 76 sec). Complex 4 (green traces) showed the highest initial rate, with a peak 

hydrogen production of 76 nmol H2/min at t = 31 min, after which the rate decreased. For 

[Co(dmgH)2PyCl] (yellow traces) a peak hydrogen production of 25 nmol H2/min was 

obtained, which remained relatively stable (20 nmol H2/min at t = 2 h). Complexes 5 (blue 

traces) and 6 (black traces) showed an increasing rate during the first 45 min, towards peak 

rates of 41 and 71 nmol H2/min, respectively. [Co(appy)Br](Br) (gray traces) demonstrated to 

be the slowest catalyst during the first 30 minutes, after which hydrogen production quickly 

increased to a peak rate of 215 nmol H2/min at t = 110 min, making [Co(appy)Br](Br) the high-

performing HEC in this series. The gradual start of [Co(appy)Br](Br) was attributed to a slow 

Table 6. Photocatalytic hydrogen evolution with 4-7 (L = HBMIM (4), BMIK (5), HBMIA 
(6), HBMIP (7)) under optimized aqueous reaction conditions.[a] 

entry HEC (0.1 mM) µmol H2 TON (HEC)[b] 

1 4 5.3 10.6 ± 0.1 
2 [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] 2.3 4.5 ± 0.02 

 3[c] 4 1.8 3.5 ± 0.1 
4 [Co(H2O)6](NO3)2 0.8 1.6 ± 0.4 
5 5 4.3 8.6 ± 0.04 
6 6 5.4 10.7 ± 0.1 
7 7 2.3 4.5 ± 0.02 
8 [Co(appy)Br](Br) 10.6 21.2 ± 0.05 

adegassed MiliQ (5 mL), PS [Ru(bpy)3](Cl)2 (0.5 mM), PS/HEC ratio 5:1, 440-456 nm 
irraditation, pH adjusted to 5 with 1 M NaOH, reaction time 2 h, 100 mmol AscH, TON(HEC) 
= mmol H2 / mmol HEC baverage of 2 measurements, cbuffered NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4 solution 
at pH = 7 
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chemical transformation that forms the active catalyst, as was observed before.105,162 

Comparing the performance of bis(methylimidazole) complexes 4-6 shows that 4 displays the 

highest initial rate and the highest peak production in hydrogen formation. This complex's high 

(initial) activity could originate from the HBMIM ligands, which are known to function as a 

proton relay for hydrogen production.13 During such cooperative hydrogen production the 

combination of a methylene C–H proton with a metal hydride enables hydrogen formation. The 

removal of this functionality by introducing a carbonyl group in the BMIK ligand in 5 results 

in a decrease in activity. The lower activity of 5 could also originate from a decreased electron 

density at the metal center, resulting in a more positive and less reactive metal center. In 

electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution, such a trend is rationalized by a lowering of the 

overpotential, which is linearly correlated to the catalytic rate for hydrogen production.163-166 

Retaining one C–H bond, using HBMIA ligands in 6, results in a small decrease in hydrogen 

production rate, while hydrogen production is more stable over time in the presence of 6 

compared to 4. We attribute these results to the anticipated, less donating character of the 

HBMIA ligand, making the metal center less electron-rich and the HER rate lower. Overall, 

we conclude that the functionalization of the methylene bridge in bis(methylimidazole) ligands 

yields cobalt complexes with lower initial turnover rates but an increased stability of hydrogen 

production over time (lifetimes), best illustrated for 5 and 6. Over the course of the experiments, 

other parameters such as the aggregation of species or a temperature increase (although limited 

by the ventilator) may also contribute to the observed trends, but these parameters were not 

 
Figure 12. Photocatalytic HER performance over time under optimized aqueous conditions. 
Left: photocatalytic H2 production per minute versus the reaction time, Right: cumulative 
TON(HEC) versus the reaction time: 4 (green); 5 (blue); 6 (black); [Co(dmgH)2PyCl] (yellow); 
[Co(appy)Br](Br) (gray); [Co(H2O)6](NO3)2. Conditions: MilliQ water (5 mL), 0.5 mM 
[Ru(bpy)3(Cl)2, 0.1 mM HEC, 100 mM AscH, pH = 5, 2 h irradiation with 440-456 nm. 
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individually quantified. For all complexes, no deposition was visually observed after 

photocatalysis, suggesting only the presence of solvated HECs during catalysis. In addition, no 

visual color changes were observed during the experiments due to the intense orange color of 

the solutions, originating from the Ru-based PS. 

Overall, we propose the following photocatalytic sequence for hydrogen evolution for complex 

4 (Figure 13):5,10,11,167 Excitation of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ produces [Ru(bpy)3]2+*. Efficient reductive 

quenching of [Ru(bpy)3]2+* by AscH forms [Ru(bpy)3]+ as a reactive intermediate. Subsequent, 

electron transfer from [Ru(bpy)3]+ to 4 is thermodynamically favorable by 300 mV (Co(I/II) = 

–1.22 V for 4 and Ru(I/II) = –1.52 V for [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2,10,168 (vide supra) and produces reduced 

4 with concomitant regeneration of the original photosensitizer, [Ru(bpy)3]2+. Reduced 4 

participates in a catalytic redox reaction, with protons from AscH, as confirmed by our 

electrocatalytic experiments. Based on the photocatalytic performance of 4 the catalytic 

reaction was assigned to the reduction of protons to hydrogen gas. For 3, 5, and 6 an identical 

sequence is proposed with slightly altered electron transfer kinetics between the PS and HEC. 

The favorable thermodynamics might also play a part in the increased activity of 4 compared 

to 1, as the Co(I/II) reduction of 1 was found around the same potential as the Ru(I/II) redox 

couple of [Ru(bpy)2](PF6)2 (30 mV difference), while the reduction potential of 4 is 300 mV 

more anodic than the reported Ru(I/II) redox couple of [Ru(bpy)2]Cl2. To conclude, cobalt 

complexes 3-6 were shown to catalyze photocatalytic proton reduction under non-aqueous, full 

aqueous, and mixed conditions. Under aqueous conditions, complexes 4-6 as well as 

 
Figure 13. Proposed catalytic cycle for photocatalytic HER using complexes 4-6 as HEC and 
[Ru(bpy)3](Cl)2 as PS under aqueous conditions using AscH as proton and electron donor. 
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[Co(dmgH)2PyCl] immediately produce H2 upon irradiation. Amongst the cobalt complexes 3-

6, complexes 4 and 6 are the most productive and are most competitive with respect to the well-

studied photocatalyst [Co(dmgH)2PyCl], but not to polypyridyl complex [Co(appy)Br](Br) 

which outperforms the other catalysts under the applied conditions in this study.  

5.3 Conclusion  
Four new (water-soluble) cobalt complexes 3-6 derived from a series of structurally related 

bis(methylimidazole) ligands with (substituted) methylene linkers between the imidazole 

moieties were synthesized. The X-ray crystal structures of 32MeCN and 42H2O show that the small 

steric encumbrance of these ligands enables coordination flexibility, resulting in complexes 

with higher coordination numbers in coordinating solvents such as MeCN and water, compared 

to [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (1). Solid-state IR spectroscopy demonstrated the presence of both 

coordinated and free ionic nitrates in 4-6. 1H-NMR spectroscopy in non-coordinating solvent 

DCM, together with the elemental analysis confirmed that the isolated complexes were 

obtained as bis-ligated cobalt complexes without additional solvent coordination. CV analysis 

of 4 in the presence of AscH demonstrated a clear electrocatalytic current, confirming 4 as a 

proton reduction catalyst. For the photocatalytic HER, the PS, solvent, light intensity, 

proton/electron donor, pH, and catalyst loading were optimized, in which the use of water in 

the reaction medium turned out to be necessary for efficiency. 1-6 all produce hydrogen gas 

upon irradiation under photocatalytic conditions. Complexes 3-6 are more active than 

complexes 1-2, which we attribute to the coordination flexibility of the complexes and their 

advantageous redox potentials. 4-6 are also active photocatalysts under fully aqueous 

conditions and their HER performance is competitive to that of the well-studied 

[Co(dmgH)2PyCl], but is outperformed by high-performing photocatalyst [Co(appy)Br](Br)). 

Alternation of the methylene linker of the ligand backbone in 4-6 resulted in poorer initial 

activity and peak H2 production but longer-lived photocatalysts, presumably due to the reduced 

electron density on the metal center, making the complexes less reactive. Based on our 

investigations, we conclude that bis(methylimidazole) ligands coordinated to cobalt promote 

photocatalytic hydrogen evolution and are an interesting class of ligands, in which ligand 

modifications significantly influence the observed reactivity. These findings may spur the 

further development of other bis(methylimidazole) ligands and their corresponding metal 

complexes as novel HECs. 
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5.4 Experimental 
5.4.1 General remarks 

All reactions were carried out under an inert atmosphere of water and oxygen-free N2 gas using 

standard Schlenk techniques or were performed in an MBraun LabMaster DP glovebox 

workstation. Dry acetonitrile (MeCN), dichloromethane (DCM), and methanol (MeOH) were 

used from an MBraun SPS-800 solvent purification system, dried over 3 or 4Å molecular 

sieves, and degassed by bubbling N2 for at least 30 minutes. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was dried 

over sodium benzophenone after taking it from an MBraun SPS-800 solvent purification 

system, subsequently distilled and degassed by bubbling N2 for at least 30 minutes. All other 

commercially obtained chemicals were used without further purification unless stated 

otherwise. 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR were recorded at 400 MHz, and 101 MHz, respectively, at 

298 K, on a Varian VNMRS400 or an Oxford NMR AS400 spectrometer. Chemical shifts (δ) 

are reported in ppm and referenced against the residual solvent signal. IR spectroscopy was 

conducted using a PerkinElmer Spectrum Two FT-IR spectrometer. Peaks are annotated by 

(w), (m), and (s) to indicate weak, medium and strong signals, respectively. Absorption spectra 

were recorded using a Varian Cary 50 Scan spectrometer, using Quartz cuvettes with a path 

length of 1 cm, sealed with a Teflon cap. Unless otherwise stated, UV-vis solutions were 

prepared in the glovebox using dried and degassed solvents. The absorption spectra were 

acquired using the PerkinElmer UV Winlab software. 
 

Typical photocatalytic experiments were carried out in a two-neck pear-shaped, angled flask 

equipped with a stirring bar, stopper, and gas-inlet/outlet glass insert (Appendix D, Figure 

D14). The flask cell was put under a nitrogen flow (10 mL/min) and the PS was added as a 

solution (1 mL, typically from a stock solution for consistency), then a solution (1 mL) 

containing the HEC was added and the volume in the cell was increased to 5 mL. Subsequently, 

the electron donor, proton donor, and when specified 3 drops of 5 M NaOH solution were 

added (pH = 5). The cell was purged until the residual oxygen signal completely disappeared 

on the GC chromatograms (Appendix D, Figure D15), which usually took 2-5 min. The 

ventilation and stirring were started and the flow was put at 1 mL/min. Finally, 1 or 2 h 

irradiation by 440(–456) nM LEDs was programmed with the KESSIL light controller, and the 

H2 production was monitored by an in-line gas chromatograph.  

 

In the in-line gas chromatography configuration; the photocatalytic cell was continuously 

flushed by N2 carrier gas, whose rate is fixed through a Bronkhorst EL FLOW prestige mass 
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flowmeter/controller at 1 mL/min. The output gas was analyzed with an InterScience 

CompactGC4.0 gas chromatograph (Chapter 2, section 2.4.2, p73). The obtained values were 

then used to relate the area under the H2 peak given to the experimentally observed production 

of H2 in the photocatalytic experiments in time. 
 

Photocatalytic equipment: one or two PR160L LED lights from KESSIL with finely tuned 440 

nm (45 W) and 456 nm (50 W) wavelengths were used. The experimental setup was cooled 

using a KESSIL PR160 ring w/ Fan Kit. The experiment duration was precisely timed using a 

KESSIL PR Controller. 
 

Electrochemical sweeping experiments were performed in a fume hood, on an Autolab 

PGSTAT204 potentiostat/galvanostat using a 663 VA stand (Appendix D, Figure D16). This 

3-electrode setup includes a carbon counter electrode, a mercury-drop working electrode 

(±0.01 mm Ø), and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode, used directly in the solution. Before all 

measurements, the cell was purged with solvent-saturated N2. All scans were referenced to the 

Ag/AgCl redox couple (–0.41 V vs Fc+/Fc)153 and taken at a scan rate of 100 mV/s unless 

reported differently. Before all experiments, a new mercury drop was used. background 

voltammograms were recorded at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. Solutions were mixed by the 663VA 

stand rotator before each measurement. All measurements were recorded in a 0.1 M potassium 

nitrate (KNO3) solution in degassed Milli Q H2O.  

 

5.4.2 Ligand synthesis 
Ligands were synthesized according to adapted literature procedures and their structures were 

confirmed by NMR spectroscopy, while the purity of the ligand batches was confirmed by 

elemental analysis.113-115,169 

 

5.4.3 Complex synthesis 

[Co(dmgH)2PyCl], and [Co(appy)Br](Br) (dmgH = dimethylglioximate, appy = bis-2,2′-

bipyridine-6-yl(pyridine-2-yl)methanol) were synthesized according to reported 

procedures.5,107  

 
[Co(HBMIM)2](BF4)2 (3): bis(1-methyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)methane (HBMIM) (176.2 mg, 1.0 

mmol) and THF (10 mL) were added to a Schlenk equipped with a stirring bar and immersed 

in an oil bath under an N2 flow. The temperature was increased to 45 °C to dissolve all HBMIM. 
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Subsequently, Co(BF4)2.6H2O (145.5 mg, 0.5 mmol) was added under an N2 flow, and the 

solution became immediately pink/purple. After 2 h the pink solids were collected, washed 

with THF (10 mL) at 45 °C, and dried under vacuum yielding off pink solids of 3 in 89% yield 

(261 mg, 0.4 mmol). Recrystallization by slow evaporation of diethyl ether into a concentrated 

solution of 3 in MeCN at –40 °C afforded red/brown crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction. 1H 

NMR (400 MHz, DCM-d2, pink, 25°C): δ (ppm) = 47, 29, 22, 11, 5, 1, 0. ESI-MS (low-

resolution)(MeCN): m/z = 410.0 {[Co(HBMIM)2–H]+, calc. 410.15}.170 E.A. (Formula: 

C18H24N8Co, Mw: 584,99 g mol-1): Calc. C 36.96, H 4.14, N 19.16; found C 37.01, H 3.68, N 

18.87. ATR-IR = 3120 (w), 1573 (m), 1521 (w), 1410 (w), 1367 (w), 1293 (w), 1150 (m), 

1103 (m), 1060 (s), 1033 (s), 987 (m), 959 (w). X-ray crystal structure determination for 

[Co(HBMIM)2(MeCN)2](BF4)2. [C22H30CoN10](BF4)2 · CH3CN, Fw = 708.16, orange block, 

0.43 ´ 0.22 ´ 0.11 mm3, triclinic, P 1   (no. 2), a = 11.3749(6), b = 11.6447(5), c = 13.7647(5) 

Å, α = 69.390(2), β = 87.380(3), γ = 70.982(2) °, V = 1608.48(2) Å3, Z = 2, Dx = 1.462 g/cm3, 

µ = 0.62 mm-1. The diffraction experiment was performed on a Bruker Kappa ApexII 

diffractometer with sealed a tube and Triumph monochromator (l = 0.71073 Å) at a 

temperature of 150(2) K up to a resolution of (sin q/l)max = 0.65 Å-1. The crystal was cracked 

into two fragments. Consequently, two orientation matrices were used for the integration with 

the Eval15 software,171 resulting in an HKLF-5 file.172 A multi-scan absorption correction and 

scaling was performed with TWINABS173 (correction range 0.60-0.75). A total of 46312 

reflections were measured, 7407 reflections were unique (Rint = 0.032), 6311 reflections were 

observed [I>2s(I)]. The structure was solved with Patterson superposition methods using 

SHELXT.174 Structure refinement was performed with SHELXL-2018175 on F2 of all 

reflections. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined freely with anisotropic displacement 

parameters. One BF4 anion was orientationally disordered. All hydrogen atoms were located 

in different Fourier maps and refined with a riding model. 460 Parameters were refined with 

381 restraints (distances, angles and displacement parameters in the BF4– anions). R1/wR2 [I 

> 2s(I)]: 0.0341 / 0.0838. R1/wR2 [all refl.]: 0.0419 / 0.0877. S = 1.052. Scale factor for the 

second crystal fragment BASF = 0.051(5). Residual electron density between -0.39 and 0.66 

e/Å3. Geometry calculations and checking for higher symmetry was performed with the 

PLATON program.176 

 

[Co(HBMIM)2](NO3)2 (4): HBMIM (176.2 mg, 1.0 mmol) and THF (10 mL) were added to 

a Schlenk equipped with a stirring bar and immersed in an oil bath under an N2 flow. The 
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temperature was turned on and increased to 45 °C to dissolve all HBMIM. Subsequently, 

Co(NO3)2.6H2O (145.5 mg, 0.5 mmol) was added under an N2 flow and the solution became 

immediately pink/purple. After 2 h the pink solids were collected, washed with THF (10 mL) 

at 45 °C, and dried under vacuum yielding off pink solids of 4 in 92% yield. Recrystallization 

from hot H2O (70 °C) afforded [Co(HBMIM)2(H2O)2](NO3)2 as pure yellow crystals that were 

suitable for X-ray diffraction. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DCM-d2, pink, 25°C) δ (ppm) 43 (S, 4H, 

4x H-imidazole), 32 (S, 2H, CH2), 10 (S, 6H, CH3). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, water-d2, yellow, 25 

°C) δ (ppm) 45, 41, 34, 25, 19, 12, 11, 7. To note, we also analyzed 4 in MeCN-d3 

demonstrating seven paramagnetic resonances between 47 and 9 ppm (Appendix D, Figure 

D10), indicative of a modular paramagnetic species. This result was not discussed in the main 

text but included here for future referencing. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d2, pink, 25°C) δ 

(ppm) 47, 43, 41, 26, 22, 11, 9. ESI-MS (low-resolution)(MeCN): m/z = 409.9 

{[Co(HBMIM)2–H]+, calc. 410.15}. ATR-IR = 3676 (w), 3120 (w), 2988 (w), 2901 (w), 1542 

(w), 1515 (w), 1463 (w), 1413 (w), 1372 (m), 1333 (m), 1289 (m), 1243 (w), 1134 (w), 1085 

(w), 1051 (w), 1033(w), 957 (w), 823 (w) 811 (w). UV-vis (MiliQ H2O), ε [mol–1dm3cm–1]): 

λmax = 313 (π– π*), 480 (MLCT) nm. E.A. pink powder [Co(HBMIM)2](NO3)2 (+ 0.2 THF) 

(Formula: C18H24CoN10O8, Mw: 535.39 g mol-1): Calc. C 41.09, H 4.66, N 25.49 Found C 41.43, 

H 4.46, N 25.84. yellow crystals [Co(HBMIM)2(H2O)2](NO3)2 (Formula: C18H24CoN10O8, Mw: 

571.42 g mol-1): Calc. C 37.84, H 4.94, N 24.50 Found C 37.55, H 4.96, N 24.45. 

 

X-ray crystal structure determinations for [Co(HBMIM)2(H2O)2](NO3)2. 

[C18H28CoN8O2](NO3)2, Fw = 571.43, yellow block, 0.40 ́  0.30 ́  0.13 mm3, monoclinic, P21/n 

(no. 14), a = 8.7006(2), b = 13.2950(4), c = 10.3442(3) Å, β = 100.940(1) °, V = 1174.82(5) 

Å3, Z = 2, Dx = 1.615 g/cm3, µ = 0.80 mm-1. The diffraction experiment was performed on a 

Bruker Kappa ApexII diffractometer with sealed tube and Triumph monochromator (l = 

0.71073 Å) at a temperature of 150(2) K up to a resolution of (sin q/l)max = 0.81 Å-1. The 

intensity integration was done with the Eval15 software.171 A numerical absorption correction 

and scaling was performed with SADABS173 (correction range 0.77-0.92). A total of 34971 

reflections was measured, 5170 reflections were unique (Rint = 0.033), 4358 reflections were 

observed [I>2s(I)]. The structure was solved with Patterson superposition methods using 

SHELXT.174 Structure refinement was performed with SHELXL-2018175 on F2 of all 

reflections. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined freely with anisotropic displacement 

parameters. All hydrogen atoms were located in difference-Fourier maps. O-H hydrogen atoms 
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were refined freely with isotropic displacement parameters, C-H hydrogen atoms were refined 

with a riding model. 179 parameters were refined with no restraints. R1/wR2 [I > 2s(I)]: 0.0278 

/ 0.0769. R1/wR2 [all refl.]: 0.0348 / 0.0794. S = 1.039. Residual electron density 

between -0.34 and 0.49 e/Å3. Geometry calculations and checking for higher symmetry was 

performed with the PLATON program.176 

 

[Co(BMIK)2(NO3)2] (5): bis(1-methyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)methanone (BMIK) (190.2 mg, 1.0 

mmol) and THF (10 mL) were added to a Schlenk equipped with a stirring bar giving an off-

white solution. Subsequently, Co(NO3)2.6H2O (145.5 mg, 0.5 mmol) was added under an N2 

flow and immediately light salmon-colored solids were formed. After 2 h the solids were 

collected, washed with THF (10 mL), and dried under vacuum yielding salmon-colored solids 

of 5 in 87.4% yield. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, water-d2, yellow, 25 °C) δ (ppm) 48, 42, 40, 14, 12, 

10, –5, –7. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DCM-d2, pink, 25 °C) δ (ppm) 47, 46, 43, 26, 13, 12, 1, 1, 0, 

0. ESI-MS (low-resolution)(MeCN): m/z = 439.0 {[Co(BMIK)2]+, calc. 439.10}, m/z = 456.0 

{[Co(BMIK)2+OH]+, calc. 456.11}, 542.0 {[Co(BMIK)2+NO3+MeCN]+, calc. 542.10}. ATR-

IR = 3107 (w), 2988 (w), 1650 (w), 1534 (w), 1482 (w), 1414 (w), 1370 (s), 1341 (s), 1290 

(w), 1251 (w), 1174 (w), 1090 (w), 1029 (w), 957 (w), 899 (s), 830 (w), 802 (m). E.A. 

[Co[BMIK(NO3)2]2 (Formula: C18H20CoN10O8, Mw: 563.36 g mol-1): Calc. C 38.38, H 3.58, N 

24.86 Found C 38.64, H 3.65, N 24.39. 

 

[Co(HBMIA)2](NO3)2 (6): bis(1-methyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)methanol (HBMIA) (35 mg, 0.18 

mmol) and THF (2 mL) were added to a Schlenk equipped with a stirring bar giving a white 

suspension. Subsequently, Co(NO3)2.6H2O (26 mg, 0.09 mmol) was added under an N2 flow 

and immediately turned the solution purple. Over time the purple solution disappeared, and 

off-pink solids were formed. After 2 h the pink solids were collected, washed with THF (2 

mL), and dried under vacuum yielding off pink solids of 6 in 84% yield. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, 

DCM- d2, pink, 25°C) δ (ppm) 44, 12, 1, 1, 0, 0. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, water-d2, yellow, 25 °C) 

δ (ppm) 43, 43, 15, 14, 13, 12, 7, 4, 1, 0. HRMS (FAB+)(MeCN): m/z = 442.1273 

{[Co(HBMIA)2]–H]+, calc. 442.1276}, m/z = 505.1228 {[Co(HBMIA)2]+NO3]+, calc. 

505.1232}. ATR-IR = 3379 (w), 3127 (w), 1615 (w), 1510 (w), 1462 (m), 1399 (s), 1382 (s), 

1307 (s), 1288 (w), 1189 (w), 1148 (w), 1143 (w), 1085 (w), 1046 (w), 1034 (m), 997 (w), 828 

(w), 827 (w), 825 (w), 821 (w). E.A. [Co(HBMIA)2(NO3)2] (+ 0.5 H2O) (Formula: 
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C18H24CoN10O8, Mw: 567.39 g mol-1): Calc. C 36.37, H 4.58, N 23.56 Found C 36.59, H 4.36, 

N 23.21.  

 

[Co(HBMIP)2](NO3)2 (7): 3,3-bis(1-methyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)propanoic acid (HBMIP) 

(234.3 mg, 1.0 mmol) and THF (10 mL) were added to a Schlenk equipped with a stirring bar 

giving a slightly yellow solution. Subsequently, Co(NO3)2.6H2O (145.5 mg, 0.5 mmol) was 

added under an N2 flow, and immediately off pink solids were formed. After 2 h pink solids 

were collected, washed with THF (10 mL), and dried under vacuum yielding off pink solids of 

7 in 91% yield. 1H-NMR: (400 MHz, D2O, 25 °C) δ (ppm) 79, 60, 49, 42, 35, 23, 18, –11, –

28 (Appendix D, Figure D13). 7 does not dissolve in DCM-d2. ESI-MS (low-resolution)(THF): 

m/z = 563.6 {[M–2NO3+2H2O]+, calc. 563.18}. HRMS (FAB+)(MeCN): m/z = 525.1411 

{[Co(HBMIP)2–2H]+, calc. 525.14092} (Appendix D, Figure D5). ATR-IR = 3370 (w) (OH 

stretch vibration), 3128 (w), 2956 (w), 2732 (w), 2395 (w), 1763 (w) (non-coordinated COOH), 

1575 (w), 1369 (w), 823 (w) (Appendix D, Figure D10). For 7, no good elemental analysis (2-

4% carbon deviation) was obtained after several attempts with different batches, however, 

HRMS confirmed the presence of [Co(HBMIP)2](NO3)2.  
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Chapter 6 
 

 
A Perspective on Molecular Hydrogen Evolution 

Catalysis 
 

6.1 Introduction 
Hydrogen’s importance as a chemical reagent and green energy carrier has become widely 

acknowledged over the last decade and provides great motivation for developing sustainable 

processes for its production. Electro- and photoelectrochemical water splitting offers a 

promising strategy for renewable H2 generation from water using the energy from sunlight, but 

this technology is currently not viable for widespread implementation. Especially the use of 

scarce and expensive noble-metal catalysts must be circumvented. From this perspective, earth-

abundant metals hold economic advantages such as cost and abundant supply, making them 

promising catalyst candidates. However, their catalytic activity is not yet suitable for practical 

applications and requires further research efforts. As extensively described in this Doctoral 

Thesis, a particularly interesting class of earth-abundant metal-based catalysts are molecular 

complexes, because of their activity and uniform structure. The former is a result of the intricate 

interplay between structural and electronic aspects of the active site, while the latter allows for 

in-depth structure-reactivity analysis through optimization studies, which are some of the main 

advantages of molecular complexes compared to other materials. Recent advances in 

combining advanced knowledge in synthesis techniques, spectroscopy, voltammetry, 

computational modeling, and application techniques allow us to enter a new era of rational 

catalyst design. In order to push the boundaries of molecular catalyst design, new integrated 

research strategies are required that combine the lessons learned during catalyst optimization, 

implementation, and application. 

In this chapter, we will discuss how the unraveling of the structures of hydrogenase enzymes, 

which can produce hydrogen with high efficiency and went through millions of years of 

structural evolution, has led to one of today’s most inspiring molecular hydrogen evolution 

catalysts. Furthermore, we discuss how one may be able to measure and benchmark new 
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molecular catalysts, that include the most recent design principles, with current state-of-the-art 

equipment and methods in common laboratories. This combination leads us to establish a total 

overview of catalytic hydrogen evolution with molecular complexes. The chapter ends with a 

brief outlook on the near future developments within the field of molecular hydrogen evolution 

catalysis.  

6.2 Unraveling the Design Principles from Nature for Efficient 

Hydrogen Evolution  
All hydrogen evolution processes rely on the selective input of multiple protons (H+) and 

electrons (e–) to accomplish the chemical cascade reaction that yields hydrogen. The challenges 

in the organization of proton and electron inventories, a fundamental requirement for achieving 

product selectivity and catalytic stability, remain in artificial hydrogen evolution systems and 

emphasize the complexity of the apparently simple combination of two electrons and two 

protons to form hydrogen. Yet, nature is capable of achieving the above in a highly efficient 

way using abundant elements only. Therefore, design principles for new molecular complex 

functionalities are typically derived from nature, from the hydrogenases specifically, which 

was extensively referred to in this Doctoral Thesis. 

The most important and understood principles and effects of the hydrogenases can be divided 

per coordination sphere (, FeFe-hydrogenase in this example).1 The outer coordination sphere 

(purple) effects include; (i) electron transfer from a redox site or redox partner (i.e. iron-sulfur 

clusters), (ii) a proton transfer channel with polar amino acids and functional water molecules, 

and (iii) a hydrophobic gas channel for product release to the surface of the enzyme. The second 

coordination sphere (white) contains groups that facilitate proton transfers (a pendant amine 

base proton relay) and electron delivery (another iron-sulfur cluster, specifically [4Fe–4S]). 

Furthermore, the second coordination sphere comprises hydrophobic contacts (iv) and 

hydrogen-bonding contacts (v) that contribute to the interaction with the protein structure and 

the reactivity of the active site. The first coordination sphere (light magenta) is defined by the 

ligands (two cyanides, three COs, a cysteine, and an azadithiolate) that are directly bound to 

the iron ions on one end and on the other end interact with amino acids (i.e. serine, proline, 

alanine, lysine, and glutamic acid) and the iron-sulfur cluster.2 These ligands are the major 

contributors to establishing the electronic environment of the active site and its reactivity. 

Lastly, the protonation state and polarity of the active site are influenced by the charge 

distribution across all coordination spheres through electric field effects, such that the active 
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site can be tuned for H2 production or oxidation (vi). Then, H2 production or oxidation is 

achieved through concerted electron-proton transfer steps at significant rates.3 

6.3 Artificial Molecular HER Complexes 
In reported molecular hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) catalysts the reactivity of the 

hydrogenase active site is aimed to be replicated using a transition metal, coordinated with 

appropriate ligands. In such complexes, earth-abundant metal centers (e.g. Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, 

Zn), with ligands featuring different coordinating atoms (e.g. phosphorus, oxygen, nitrogen, 

and sulfur) have been used (Chapter 1).4-6 Many different metal complexes have been reported 

with high catalytic rates or low overpotentials (additional lost energy) under optimized 

conditions.7 Yet, it remains challenging to achieve both, i.e. high catalytic rates at a low 

overpotential, as there is a general trade-off between the catalytic rate of HER catalysis at the 

metal center and the overpotential required for electron transfer (in general a significant 

overpotential is applied to accelerate the HER).8-11 Thus, lowering the overpotential is often not 

promoting overall catalysis at a practical rate. In this Doctoral Thesis, a main question to 

address was whether we could modulate the molecular complex and understand the resulting 

changes in its catalytic HER reactivity. Furthermore, it often proves ambitious to predict the 

 
Figure 1. Conceptual partitioning of FeFe-hydrogenases into first, second, and outer 
coordination spheres. The first coordination sphere contains the ligands directly attached to the 
active metal center (light magenta). The second coordination sphere (white) includes proton 
and electron transfer groups, hydrogen-bonding contacts (v), and hydrophobic interactions (iv). 
The outer coordination sphere (purple) effects include electron transfer (i), proton transfer (ii), 
hydrophobic gas channels (iii), and electric field effects (vi). Reproduced from Ribbe et al. 
with permission.1 Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society. 
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reactivity of a molecular complex based on its structure, as the HER involves multiple chemical 

and redox transformations, and the overall performance needs to be experimentally determined, 

as documented in Chapters 2-5. Upon modulating the complexes, we were able to provide a 

further understanding of the interplay between the ligand and metal center. For example, we 

and others demonstrated that boosting the proton transfer processes taking place in the second 

and outer coordination spheres can increase catalytic rates, while bypassing the general 

increase in overpotential (Chapter 2). 

Specific functionalization of the second coordination sphere has been shown to lead to 

increased catalytic activities.12-15 Some successfully applied design principles include the 

installation of proton and electron relays (Figure 2 & Figure 3). Dubois reported on an amine 

functionality in organophosphorus ligands, that have been used (by them and others) in 

manganese, iron, cobalt, and nickel complexes to promote hydrogen production, in which the 

pendant amine can effectively shuttle protons to the active site, but also enhances the product 

release step, making the redistribution of protons and the H2 evolution a very facile process.16-

27 Nocera used a carboxylic acid group in modified iron and cobalt porphyrin complexes to 

increase the electron and proton transfer rates.28-30 Our group reported on the use of C–H bonds 

in cobalt bisimidazole complexes to facilitate hydrogen formation, which was investigated as 

part of this Doctoral Thesis.31 In these above studies, the catalytic rate (turnover frequency) is 

increased upon the use of the proton relay. This emphasizes that the design principles from 

nature can successfully be installed in synthetic molecular complexes. Next to proton relays, 

also electron relays are successfully applied to promote hydrogen evolution catalysis. For 

example, cobalt, nickel, and copper complexes with thiosemicarbazone ligands have been 

demonstrated by Orio et al. and others to promote hydrogen evolution by storing an electron 

in the ligand framework (Figure 3).32-35 The same ligand was even demonstrated to produce 

 
Figure 2. Selected molecular complexes with proton relay functionalities in the second 
coordination sphere.   
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hydrogen upon its combination with a redox-innocent zinc ion.36 We expect that such electron 

relays will be much more often investigated in the near future, as research towards redox non-

innocent ligands receives significant attention recently and their chemistry is increasingly 

understood.37,38  

Lately, also the outer coordination sphere is utilized to promote the HER. For example, the 

work of Beyene et al. demonstrates that acidic functionalities in the outer sphere of cobalt 

porphyrin complexes enable higher catalytic rates.39 In Chapter 2, we have demonstrated that 

a functionalized phenyl substituent on the outer sphere of cobalt bisimidazole complexes can 

effectively modulate the metal-based redox potentials and electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution 

potentials, in which higher rates are observed at lower overpotentials. The nickel system of 

Dubois is most investigated and has been functionalized on the outer coordination sphere with 

substituted phenyl groups, as well as amino acids including acidic and basic side chains (Figure 

4), both promoting the hydrogen evolution performance.40-43 The amino acids promote H2 

production by concentrating protons and electrons around the nickel catalyst, which results in 

increased catalytic rates up to 5-fold enhancements compared to their bare counter parts.44 

 
Figure 3. Molecular complexes with electron relay functionalities in the second coordination 
sphere.33 
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Figure 4. Amino acid functionalization of the outer sphere of Dubois’ nickel 
organophosphorus HER catalyst.40 
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Furthermore, enhanced stability to oxygen and to strongly acidic or basic conditions was 

achieved, and in some cases, this also resulted in water solubility.  

These results indicate that merely optimizing the first and second coordination spheres of a 

molecular hydrogen evolution catalyst and therewith neglecting an effective catalysis promoter 

(the outer coordination sphere) will likely prove insufficient to replicate the high performance 

of hydrogenase enzymes.45 Indeed, the outer coordination sphere in an enzyme has structural 

and functional features that are crucial for efficient catalysis, as these functionalities collaborate 

with catalysis-promoting groups in the second coordination sphere, such as proton and electron 

relays, and can also lead to transition state stabilization or increased stability and solubility. 

For molecular complexes, the precise influence of outer coordination sphere effects on catalysis 

is far from fully understood, making this research area important to investigate.  

Optimization of the second and outer coordination spheres can facilitate substrate transfer and 

can also help in stabilizing substrate-bound intermediates. Furthermore, properties such as H-

bonding, the acidity of the catalytic site, and through-space electrostatic effects may all play 

part in the later-stage immobilization of molecular complexes and may contribute to 

approaching the Sabatier principle, in which an ideal catalyst has an optimal substrate binding, 

neither too strong nor too weak. Stabilization of intermediates may lower the energy barrier for 

product formation (Hammond postulate), thereby lowering the overpotential for 

electrocatalysis. Incorporating multiple second and outer sphere effects in molecular 

electrocatalysts is promising for boosting kinetic factors with minimal compromise of the 

overpotential and therefore circumventing the general trade-off between lower overpotentials 

and the catalytic rate. Thus, a holistic approach to catalyst design that extends beyond the first 

coordination sphere and focuses as well on higher coordination sphere effects will push the 

field of (electro)catalytic hydrogen production closer to understanding the complicated 

chemical cascade reaction involved in hydrogen evolution catalysis and will increase the 

overall activity of synthetic HER catalysts. Furthermore, the above design principles should be 

applicable to other small molecule conversions, including those of N2, CO2, and O2.46-50 Thus, 

in the next few years, we expect a considerable advancement in understanding of the role of 

the outer coordination sphere in HER catalysis and in our ability to use an overall ligand 

scaffold design to control catalytic HER performance by including all coordination spheres. 

6.4 Mechanistic and HER Performance studies  
Studying the mechanisms of synthetic HER catalysts enables the uncovering of reactive 

intermediates, which can provide important information for the design of new catalysts.51 A 
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molecular complex can undergo many transformations during catalysis, including alteration of 

oxidation states and substrate binding. However, these redox processes and substrate 

interactions frequently involve intermediates with short lifetimes, making their study 

challenging. For example, metal hydrides are considered ubiquitous active species, not only 

for the enzymatic processes with hydrogenases52 but also in material sciences53 and for 

synthetic molecular systems,15,54-56 but detection and isolation of metal hydrides proved to be 

rather difficult because of their intrinsic reactivity,57 transiency,58 and existence in tautomeric 

forms.59,60 Next to elucidating the mechanistic, adequate performance studies to quantify 

efficiencies during HER catalysis are of utmost importance and a prerequisite for the 

immobilization of active complexes (catalysts) onto electrode materials, which may be further 

implemented in technological devices such as electrolyzers or photo-electrocatalytic cells. To 

elucidate key transformations in the overall HER performance, different electroanalytical tools 

as well as in situ spectro-electrochemistry and scanning electrochemical microscopy 

techniques, and computational approaches are applied.61-63 Here, we provide a short overview 

of the most important and frequently applied methods and tools to study molecular HER 

catalysis. 

 

6.4.1 Voltammetry  
The most widely applied technique is voltammetry,64 in which a potential is scanned linearly 

over time, resulting in a molecular complex undergoing reduction and oxidation at the electrode 

surface when the potential reaches a sufficiently negative/positive value, yielding an electrical 

current (Figure 5a and b, and E mechanism).65 The occurrence of HER catalysis is an important 

mechanistic feature, which can be easily observed by voltammetry (Chapter 2-5). Namely, 

under catalytic conditions, the current of the CV response in the forward direction increases 

and the onset potential becomes smaller in magnitude, since the catalytical species are 

regenerated near the electrode interface (Figure 5c, an EC mechanism), while the peak on the 

reverse scan is being diminished to an extent determined by the kinetics of the chemical steps.  

Under these non-limiting conditions (a peak-shaped catalytic response), the catalytic rate for 

the two-electron HER-reduction process is calculated using the equation reported by Bullock, 

Appel, and Helm (eq. 1).[19] Here, the measured current in the presence and absence of substrate 

(an acid as a sacrificial proton donor) are recorded and provide a good estimate of the catalytic 

𝑘!"#(𝑇𝑂𝐹) = 1.94 ∙ 𝑣 ∙ .$!"#
$$
/
%
    (eq. 1) 
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rate, which can easily be compared between different complexes. As the concentration of the 

substrate increases, catalytic turnover becomes more rapid, leading to a sequential increase in 

the current of the CV response in the forward direction. At sufficiently high concentrations of 

substrate, the CV response in the presence of catalysis appears as a plateau, instead of a peak 

followed by a diffusional tail. The plateau height (icat ) depends on the concentrations of the 

catalyst and substrate, and this waveshape occurs when the current is limited by the rate of the 

chemical (catalytic) step (Figure 6).66 Under these limiting conditions (plateau currents), 

plateau current analysis is applied,19,55,62,64,67-75. The measured current plateau in presence of 

substrate and the current in absence of substrate are used to calculate the catalytic rate using an 

adapted Randles–Sevcik equation. This technique was applied by DuBois and Bullock to 

 
Figure 5. (a) Example of a triangular potential waveform applied in the generation of a cyclic 
voltammogram. Representative CV responses for (b) a chemically reversible electron transfer 
(E mechanism), and (c) a chemically irreversible electron transfer in which the redox event is 
followed by a chemical reaction (EC mechanism). Two lines in (c) represent different rates of 
the same chemical reaction, where the dashed grey line has a lower rate constant, and the solid 
red line has a higher rate constant (with Ep/2 labeled for the latter). Arrows in the figures 
demonstrate the direction of the scan. Reproduced from Minteer et al. with permission (creative 
commons).65   
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demonstrate the significant catalytic rate of 100.000 s–1 for their nickel phosphine complex 

(Figure 2),19 where hydrogenase enzymes are reported to have rates between 6000-9000 s–1.76 

Alternative to peak and plateau current analysis, the Foot-of-the-wave analysis (FOWA) is 

used,15,55,64,68,77-79 mainly in case of fast substrate depletion, product inhibition, or unwanted side 

phenomena. With this technique, a recorded CV in which no characteristic catalytic peak or 

plateau is observed is analyzed. To do so, the observed non-ideal catalytic current is idealized 

to obtain a catalytic plateau current that is used to calculate the catalytic rate. For example, 

Artero et al. reported on a cobalt polypyridyl complex (used in Chapter 4), in which the 

hydrogen evolution mechanism was kinetically controlled by the second protonation step and 

FOWA allowed to determine the rate constant.15 It should however be noted that the values for 

catalytic rate obtained from FOWA are often much larger than the actual rate constants that 

can be determined by follow-up electrolysis experiments, because FOWA assumes a scenario 

in which no side phenomena are operative. However, when new functionalities are built into a 

molecular scaffold, a FOWA can be quite informative. Thus, CV is an adequate method to 

demonstrate HER catalysis but is often limited to showing the first electron transfer and 

coupled chemical reaction only. Additionally, pulsed voltammetric techniques80 can be used, 

as these are more sensitive and therefore sometimes enable the detection of different 

electroactive species at very low concentrations (as low as 10–7 M) and facilitate the resolution 

of overlapping redox features of multiple electroactive species.81 In this Doctoral Thesis 

 
Figure 6. Representative CV responses for a catalytic (EC’) mechanism, demonstrating the 
change between peak-shaped response and plateau response as the substrate concentration 
increases. Simulations run with 0 equivalents (dashed red line), 10 equivalents (solid blue line) 
and 100 equivalents (solid black line) of substrate respectively. The arrow in the figure 
demonstrates the direction of the scan. Reproduced from Minteer et al. with permission 
(creative commons).65  
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(Chapter 2 and 4), differential pulse voltammetry was used to demonstrate that 

electrogenerated species with a more negative reduction potential were not formed during 

catalysis. Lately, more advanced electrochemical equipment is also used to study the HER 

performance of molecular complexes. For example, rotating disk electrodes (RDE), see 

Chapter 4, and rotating ring disk electrodes (RRDE) are used to gain information about the 

kinetic parameters of a catalytic system. With the RDE electrode, rotation speed studies can be 

performed which are widely adopted to quantitatively evaluate the intrinsic kinetics of HER, 

owing to its well-defined mass transport behaviors that can be rigorously derived from the 

hydrodynamics.82,83 These studies yield information about the number of electrons transferred.84 

Next to the RDE also the RRDE is used to obtain kinetic information. In an RRDE, a second 

working ring electrode is outside of an inner working disk electrode. When products are formed 

at the inner disk electrode, they are immediately sent to the second ring working electrode at 

which a different potential is applied. By varying the rotation speed of the electrode, kinetic 

information on the catalytic reaction can be obtained.85,86 Although this technique is not yet 

directly used to develop better HER processes, the technique was recently reported to monitor 

undesired HER during vanadium redox-flow battery studies.87 

 

6.4.2 Spectroelectrochemical and Theoretical Methods 
To further uncover the electrogenerated species observed during voltammetry, coupled 

spectroscopy (spectroelectrochemistry (SEC)) can be applied, in which information on reaction 

intermediates and product formation in the complicated HER cascade reaction can be 

obtained.88 Since spectroscopic techniques can be applied in situ within the electrochemical 

cell, SEC allows the simultaneous acquisition of both spectroscopic and electrochemical 

information. In our group, we were able to assign a reaction intermediate generated during the 

HER using in situ UV-vis (Figure 7).31 Using an optically transparent thin layer 

electrochemical (OTTLE) cell, optical changes associated with the primary reduction of 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 were observed. [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2  itself shows weak d–d 

transitions at 555 and 510 nm, while the electro-generated, reduced complex absorbs strongly 

at 370 nm. A parallel UV-vis experiment using an independently prepared sample of 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)(BMIMPh2)](BF4)2 revealed a strong absorbance at 370 nm as well. 

Subsequently, theoretical studies by means of DFT were used to propose a catalytic sequence 

for hydrogen evolution. Nocera et al. gained new insight into the mechanisms by which 

hydrogen evolution proceeds for the nickel (hangman)porphyrin electrocatalysts using 
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combined thin-layer UV-SEC on a nickel porphyrin structure and theoretical studies on the 

nickel hangman porphyrin electrocatalyst.89,90 When no potential is applied, the absorption 

spectrum of the neutral nickel porphyrin shows absorption bands at 520 and 555 nm (Figure 

8, black trace). Upon electrochemical reduction, the spectrum features a lowering in the 

intensity of these bands and the appearance of new bands at 608 and 841 nm (Figure 8, black 

trace). A subsequent electrochemical reduction induces the formation of a broader and slightly 

more intense absorption band at 613 nm (Figure 8, green trace), assigned to the doubly reduced 

Ni porphyrin. Then, upon holding the potential and adding phenol, an acid strong enough to 

singly protonate the doubly reduced porphyrin but too weak to generate H2, results in the 

appearance of a broad band at 769 nm (Figure 8, blue trace). This peak is similar to spectral 

features observed for related phlorin metal complexes, providing strong evidence for the 

formation of a phlorin intermediate.  In the above HER studies, UV-vis SEC was employed as 

a useful tool to enable the identification of intermediates for the electrocatalytic HER. Also, 

differentiation between ligand- and metal-based protonation was demonstrated. Therefore, 

these kinds of SEC experiments can be useful in identifying catalytic intermediates for 

 
Figure 7.  (a) CV of complex [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 in CH3CN/[Bu4N]PF6 (scan rate 100 
mV/s) (b) UV-vis spectral change upon reduction of [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 in 
CH3CN/[Bu4N]PF6 (c) proposed ligand-mediated HER reactivity for [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 

Reproduced from Klein Gebbink et al. with permission (creative commons).31 
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situations in which assignment based on electrochemistry alone is not possible. In addition, 

theoretical studies can also provide valuable information on HER mechanisms, when the 

interpretation of (spectro)electrochemical data is not straightforward.91-94 For example, Nocera 

et al. studied the mechanism of their nickel porphyrin hangman complex and proposed a new 

catalytic intermediate on the basis of density functional theory calculations (Figure 9). Upon 

reducing complex [1–H]0 twice to [1–H]2– the pathway for hydrogen evolution involves an 

energetically favorable protonation of the meso-carbon of the porphyrin ring in [1–Hc]2– rather 

than the nickel center. Subsequently, protonation of the carboxylate forms [1-HHC]–, which is 

reduced to [1-HHC]2– and H2 is evolved from either self-elimination to the deprotonated [1]2– 

or a reaction with an external proton, forming [1-H]–. This result is particularly striking in that 

it highlighted the non-innocence of porphyrin ligands, which can thus relay both substrates 

(electrons and protons) to enable HER electrocatalysis. Furthermore, this result is particular 

interesting, since metalloporphyrins are well-studied and by no means a new motif. Therefore, 

this study highlights that our knowledge of the HER is continually expanding. 

Also, more sophisticated techniques have been developed, such as scanning electrochemical 

microscopy (SECM), in which a microelectrode is positioned very close to the surface of the 

active electrode to probe the reaction intermediates or image electrocatalytic sites.95 Currently 

this technique is mainly applied to analyze the HER of solid-state catalysts in aqueous 

environments.96 

 
Figure 8. Left: proposed (redox) reactivity for nickel porphyrin electrocatalysts Right: 
absorption spectra of nickel porphyrin acquired using thin-layer spectroelectrochemistry. 
Spectra taken before reduction (black), single electron reduction (red), double electron (green), 
and after double reduction of the complex with 10 mM phenol (blue). Reproduced from 
Hammes-Schiffer et al. with permission.89,90 Copyright 2016 National Academy of Sciences. 
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6.4.3 Electrolysis Studies 

The voltammetry, advanced (spectro)electrochemical, and theoretical methods discussed above 

can provide insights into the activity of various molecular systems. The experimental 

efficiencies that are found by means of these electrochemical (scanning) techniques are 

however not always transferable to (endured) performances during bulk electrolysis 

experiments. Moreover, the stability of the molecular catalysts under electrolysis conditions 

can be quite different as well. From this thesis alone, we learned that the stability of molecular 

complexes under electrolysis conditions is sometimes poor (Chapters 2 & 3). This, in some 

cases, leads to inactive catalytic materials, but sometimes also to active materials with high 

activity and low overpotentials.  For example, in Chapter 4 we report on a catalytic 

overpotential of 690 mV in DMF for the HER catalyzed by [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (measured 

by CV). During controlled potential electrolysis, in the presence of [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, at 

the same overpotential, high current densities and near quantitative Faradaic efficiencies were 

observed. However, rinse test analysis demonstrated that not only the pristine complex but also 

an electrode deposit significantly contributed to the observed catalytic performance. Not only 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, but also well-studied cobaloxime [Co(dmgBF2)] demonstrated this 

behavior. Subsequently, we reported on controlled current studies in which we applied the 

electricity produced by a 10% efficient solar panel (10 mA/cm2) and varied the potential. This 

resulted in an overpotential requirement of only ~375 mV, which was much lower than the 

intrinsic difference between the reduction potential of our complex measured by CV and the 

thermodynamic reduction potential, indicating that the initial reduction potential of the 

molecular complex was not the leading factor for the overpotential. These results requested a 

further analysis of the catalyst transformation during electrolysis and revealed that a benchmark 

pool of four reported molecular hydrogen evolution catalysts all formed active electrode 

deposits, which were mainly responsible for the observed activity. The interference of electrode 

deposits during HER is also reported by others for different types of complexes.97 Therefore, 

we need to develop more adequate methods to measure the long-term performance of molecular 

catalysts, to measure their structural changes over time, and to study their robustness overall 

under operating conditions. An applicable method for verifying catalyst robustness was 

reported by Jaramillo et al.98 in an elaborated review article, where they tested various 

heterogenous catalysts for 2 h under the electricity produced by a 10% efficient solar-to-fuels 

conversion device under 1 sun illumination (10 mA/cm). Plots of the overpotential requirement 

at t = 0 and t = 2 h gave an informative representation of the robustness of catalysts.  Much 
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insight can also be obtained by testing new molecular complexes under photocatalytic 

conditions as was demonstrated in Chapter 5. During such photocatalytic experiments, the 

phase transition between solid-state electrodes and homogeneous molecular complexes is 

(possibly) circumvented, and therefore the benchmarking of different molecular complexes is 

sometimes made easier.  

6.5 Immobilization of Molecular Complexes    
Although a library of effective homogeneous electrocatalysts bearing optimized coordination 

spheres for multi-proton and -electron transfer catalysis has been documented, practical energy 

devices to address global energy challenges demand heterogeneous electrocatalysts for 

efficient charge transfer between the electrode and catalyst. Therefore, the immobilization of 

molecular electrocatalysts on solid electrodes is an interesting practice in the electrocatalysis 

field. From a heterogenous perspective, the use of immobilized molecular catalysts results in a 

decreased metal requirement, as every molecular complex is a single metal atom catalyst. 

While from a homogeneous perspective, a reduced catalyst loading, the avoidance of binuclear 

or multinuclear decomposition pathways, and easier determining of the catalyst lifetime is 

achieved. Furthermore, surface immobilization may greatly facilitate performance 

benchmarking (also to heterogeneous materials), since catalysts are tested under identical 

conditions without limitations on their solubility in, e.g., water. In several studies, molecular 

electrocatalysts have been immobilized onto surfaces by means of covalent bonds or through 

non-covalent interactions, and their current densities and overpotentials have been 

benchmarked. In an illustrative example, Fontecave et al. reported the immobilization of 

Dubois’ nickel bis(diphosphine) complex to multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and 

the deposition of the resulting material on an indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode (Figure 10).72,99 

The modified electrode turned out to be both air- and water-stable. Hydrogen evolution from 

aqueous sulfuric acid (0.5 M, pH 0 to 1) with this modified electrode showed an exceptionally 

high stability (100.000 turnovers, +/- 30%), and a current density of about 4 mA/cm2 at an 

overpotential of 300 mV. In a follow-up study, Artero et al. used the same functionalized 

MWCNTs and reported on the identity of the surface-immobilized species.100 Using X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis the presence of nickel(II)-phosphine complexes 

was confirmed, although they were unable to assign a definitive structure.100 In the same study, 

the functionalized MWCNTs were deposited onto a less compact gas diffusion electrode, using 

a drop-casting method, which resulted in higher surface areas and an increased current density 
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of 16 mA/cm2 at an overpotential of 300 mV in aqueous sulfuric acid (0.5 M, pH 0 to 1). This 

performance is competitive with that of Pt-based catalysts (that are used in fuel-cells).  

Besides these studies, immobilization studies have been reported for other molecular hydrogen 

evolution catalysts, such as those based on nickel bis(diphosphine) complexes,101-109 

cobaloxime complexes,14,110-116 a rhodium bipyridine complex,117-119 and molecular cobalt 

dithiolene complexes.120-123 Immobilization strategies for the electrocatalytic catalysis of other 

fuel-forming processes are recently summarized in a mini-review by Bullock et al.99 and a more 

tutorial feature article by Artero et al.124 To conclude, the immobilization of molecular 

complexes provides further insight into the HER performances of these complexes and 

sometimes demonstrates industrially suitable activities. However, immobilization also results 

in several different challenges, including the characterization of the resulting heterogeneous 

catalysts and reaction intermediates, the variability of catalytic sites, and the determination of 

the number of active sites. This last challenge complicates a discussion of these immobilized 

catalysts in terms of catalytic performance, such as turnover number (TON) and turnover 

frequency (TOF), as ambiguity about the number of active sites often occurs.  

6.6 Concluding Remarks and Outlook 
The key to designing catalytically active molecular complexes for HER from first principles is 

by understanding the different parameters that determine catalytic activity. Over the last 

 
Figure 10. Immobilization of the nickel bis(diphosphine) complex of Dubois onto multi-
walled carbon nanotubes, which was subsequently deposited on an indium tin oxide(ITO) 
electrode.72,99 Reproduced from Apple et al. with permission. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH.  
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decades the large number of new molecular HER catalysts that resulted from different 

optimization strategies, i.e., installation of functionalities in the first, second, and outer 

coordination spheres, have contributed to this understanding. In this Thesis Chapter, we have 

explored a selection of the most important strategies for developing active molecular HER 

catalysts and discussed the reactivity and HER performance of these catalysts. We started by 

reviewing nature’s design principles, then discussed the implementation of these principles into 

novel molecular catalysts, and finished with the immobilization of these catalysts on solid 

materials that are becoming competitive to the solid-state platinum catalyst used in current fuel 

cells. This account has allowed us to draw some general conclusions on how to improve 

molecular catalysts for hydrogen evolution and to provide an outlook as to what are some 

promising current leads.  

First, while the contributions of molecular complexes to a fundamental understanding of the 

highly active HER enzymatic processes are undeniable, in this Doctoral Thesis we have shown 

that the insights that are thus provided bring us only the slightest step forward in understanding 

the efficiency of nature’s processes. When incorporating a specific (isolated) functionality of 

the enzyme scaffold into a molecular complex, enormous sacrifices are made in simplifying 

the incredibly complex enzymatic process where much is interrelated. Thus, the measurable 

effects can only marginally enhance our fundamental understanding of enzymatic HER 

catalysis. At the same time, we should be aware that relying on activity measures, such as 

overpotential and catalytic rates, will hide much of the details necessary to fully understand all 

coordination spheres of molecular complexes. Second, considering the complexity of the 

enzymes, represented by their huge scaffolds, there is no desire to implement all functionalities, 

but only a selection of the most promoting features, into the new catalytic materials we require 

for our global energy challenges. This way our catalytic materials will not become highly 

complicated structures, require shorter development periods and allow for faster activity and 

stability analyses. When analyzing the HER reactivity, we should consider the key processes 

of the enzymes, such as the electron and proton transfer rates towards the active site, as 

predominantly those are enhanced by the enzymes, and report on such parameters in relation 

to the HER activity. Third and most importantly, the full complexity of molecular complexes 

should be explored in a way that relates to applied HER processes, which currently rely 

exclusively on solid-state electrode materials. We are facing a world energy transition and 

optimized catalytic electrode materials will play part in the pace of this transition. The 

electrochemical conversion of small molecules (e.g. H2, CO2, CO, N2) into energy carriers is 
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one of the most promising fields for storing our green (electric) energy, but current catalytic 

processes are based on scarce elements that are too expensive for economic viability. Some 

molecular catalysts based on affordable and abundant elements pose competitive performances 

on a laboratory scale but need to be further developed as their complicated synthetic routes are 

undesirable. However, these molecular catalysts demonstrate that taking advantage of concepts 

that are fully developed in nature, such as the electron and proton transfers toward the active 

site of the catalyst, may allow overcoming the challenges that we are currently facing.  

Herein, the tradeoff between overpotential and the catalytic rate is one of the biggest challenges 

in HER catalysis research. For many molecular HER catalysts, including the cobalt complexes 

discussed in this Doctoral Thesis, there is a fierce loss in energy (overpotential) when HER 

rates speed up to practical use. In designing new catalysts, it is important to define best practices 

as enzymatic, molecular, and solid-state catalysis will continue to merge. Using second and 

outer sphere modifications, nature has proven that earth-abundant metals can be great catalysts. 

These practices have also been applied to molecular complexes and have indeed led to 

enhanced catalysis. The further utilization of molecular complexes into or onto solid state 

materials has started recently as well and is expected to take acceleration in the near future. 

However, a long road is still ahead before practical applications are reached, especially because 

of the long (costly) synthetic routes and upscaling challenges that need to be addressed. To 

overcome these, new molecular structures should be developed based on straightforward 

synthesis methods yielding catalytically active complexes that can firmly bind to electrode 

materials, are stable, and feature fast electron and proton transfer kinetics, as this will 

eventually provide the materials and solutions necessary.By taking a multifaceted approach, in 

which all coordination spheres of a molecular catalyst are addressed, we may approach efficient 

catalysis with earth-abundant metals for the electrochemical conversion of small molecules 

into energy carriers in the future. These catalysts can help society’s transition to use renewable 

energy sources in order to become less dependent on large-scale hydrocarbon chemistry that is 

mainly fossil-based.  

 

Let's move together towards a renewable energy society! 
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A. 1 Spectra of compounds 1-12 

 
Figure A1. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C): Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-
yl)(phenyl)methanol (OH,pArH)BMIMPh2) (1). 

 
 

Figure A2. 13C-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C): Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-
yl)(phenyl)methanol (OH,pArH)BMIMPh2) (1). 
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Figure A3. Low resolution ESI-MS spectra of complex Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-
imidazol-2-yl)(phenyl)methanol (OH,pArH)BMIMPh2) (1) in MeCN. 
 

 
Figure A4. Infrared spectrum of Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-
yl)(phenyl)methanol (OH,pArH)BMIMPh2) (1). 
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Figure A5. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C): Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-
yl)4-chloroarylmethanol (OH,pArCl)BMIMPh2) (2).  

 

 
Figure A6. 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, 25 °C): Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-
yl)4-chloroarylmethanol (OH,pArCl)BMIMPh2) (2).  
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Figure A7. Low resolution ESI-MS spectra of complex Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diaryl-1H-imidazol-
2-yl)4-chloroarylmethanol (OH,pArCl)BMIMPh2) (2) in MeCN. 

 

 
 

Figure A8. Infrared spectrum of Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)4-
chloroarylmethanol (OH,pArCl)BMIMPh2) (2).  
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Figure A9. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C): bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-
yl)(4-(trifluoromethyl)-aryl)methanol (OH,pArCF3)BMIMPh2) (3). 
 

 
Figure A10. 13C-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C) bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-
yl)(4-(trifluoromethyl)-aryl)methanol (OH,pArCF3)BMIMPh2) (3). 
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Figure A11. 19F-NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C): bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-
yl)(4-(trifluoromethyl)-aryl)methanol (OH,pArCF3)BMIMPh2) (3).  
 

 
Figure A12. Low resolution ESI-MS spectra of complex bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-
imidazol-2-yl)(4-(trifluoromethyl)-aryl)methanol (OH,pArCF3)BMIMPh2) (3) in MeCN. 
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Figure A13. Infrared spectrum of bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)(4-
(trifluoromethyl)-aryl)methanol (OH,pArCF3)BMIMPh2) (3). 
 

 
Figure A14. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN, 25 ˚C) bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-
yl)(4-(trifluoromethyl)-aryl)methanol (OH,pArOMe)BMIMPh2) (4). 
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Figure A15. 13C-NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C): bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-
yl)(4-(trifluoromethyl)-aryl)methanol (OH,pArOMe)BMIMPh2) (4). 
 

 
Figure A16. Low resolution ESI-MS spectra of complex bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-
imidazol-2-yl)(4-(trifluoromethyl)-aryl)methanol (OH,pArOMe)BMIMPh2) (4) in MeCN. 
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Figure A17. Infrared spectrum of bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-yl)(4-
(trifluoromethyl)-aryl)methanol (OH,pArOMe)BMIMPh2) (4). 
 

 
Figure A18. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN, 25 ˚C): 2,2’-(phenylmethylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-
diphenyl-1H-imidazole), (H,pArH)BMIMPh2) (5). 
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Figure A19. 13C-NMR (101 MHz, CD3CN, 25 ˚C): 2,2’-(phenylmethylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-
diphenyl-1H-imidazole), (H,pArH)BMIMPh2), (5). 

 

 
Figure A20. Low resolution ESI-MS spectra of complex 2,2’-(phenylmethylene)bis(1-methyl-
4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole), (H,pArH)BMIMPh2) (5) in MeCN. 
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Figure A21. Infrared spectrum of 2,2’-(phenylmethylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-
imidazole), (H,pArH)BMIMPh2) (5). 

 

 
Figure A22. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN, 25 °C):  Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-
2-yl)4-chloroarylmethane, (H,pArCl)BMIMPh2) (6).  
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Figure A23. 13C-NMR(100 MHz, CD3CN, 25 °C) Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazol-2-
yl)4-chloroarylmethane, (H,pArCl)BMIMPh2) (6).  

 
Figure A24. Low resolution ESI-MS spectra of complex Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-
imidazol-2-yl)4-chloroarylmethane, (H,pArCl)BMIMPh2) (6) in MeCN. 
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Figure A25. Infrared spectrum of  spectra of complex Bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-
imidazol-2-yl)4-chloroarylmethane, (H,pArCl)BMIMPh2) (6).  

 

 
Figure A26. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN, 25 ˚C): 2,2'-((4-
(trifluoromethyl)aryl)methylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole), 
(H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2) (7). 
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Figure A27. 13C-NMR (101 MHz, CD3CN, 25 ˚C): 2,2'-((4-

(trifluoromethyl)aryl)methylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole), 

(H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2) (7). 

 

Figure A28. 19F-NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3, 25 ˚C): 2,2'-((4-

(trifluoromethyl)aryl)methylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole), 

(H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2) (7), the minor second signal at –74 was assigned to a small impurity of 

residual trifluoroacetic acid. 
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Figure A29. Low resolution ESI-MS spectra of complex 2,2'-((4-
(trifluoromethyl)aryl)methylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole), 
(H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2) (7) in MeCN. 

 

 
Figure A30. Infrared spectrum of 2,2'-((4-(trifluoromethyl)aryl)methylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-
diphenyl-1H-imidazole), (H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2) (7). 
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Figure A31. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DCM-d2, 25 ˚C):  2,2'-((4-methoxyaryl)methylene)bis(1-
methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole), (H,pArOMe)BMIMPh2) (8). 

 

 
 

Figure A32. 13C-NMR (101 MHz, DCM-d2, 25 ˚C): 2,2'-((4-methoxyaryl)methylene)bis(1-
methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole), (H,pArOMe)BMIMPh2) (8). 
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Figure A33. Low resolution ESI-MS spectra of complex2,2'-((4-
methoxyaryl)methylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-1H-imidazole), (H,pArOMe)BMIMPh2) 
(8) in MeCN. 

 

 
Figure A34. Infrared spectrum of 2,2'-((4-methoxyaryl)methylene)bis(1-methyl-4,5-diphenyl-
1H-imidazole), (H,pArOMe)BMIMPh2) (8). 
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Figure A35. High resolution ESI-MS spectrum of complex [Co((H,pArH)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 
(9) in MeCN. 

 

 
Figure A36. Infrared spectrum of  [Co((H,pArH)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2  (9). 
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Figure A37. High resolution ESI-MS spectra of complex [Co((H,pArCl)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2  
(10) in MeCN. Top: full spectrum. Bottom: zoom in on ligand [L+H] and complex [M]2+ 
signals. 

 

Figure A38. Infrared spectrum of  [Co((H,pArCl)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (10). 
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Figure A39. High resolution ESI-MS spectrum of complex [Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 

(11) in MeCN. 
 
 

 
Figure A40. Infrared spectrum of [Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2  (11). 
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Figure A41. 19F-NMR (376 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 ˚C): [Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (11). 

 

 
Figure A42. High resolution ESI-MS spectrum of complex 
[Co((H,pArOMe)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (12) in MeCN. 
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Figure A43. Infrared spectrum of [Co((H,pArOMe)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (12). 
 
A. 2 Additional characterization of literature compounds  

 

Figure A44. 1H-NMR spectrum of [Co(BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 in MeCN-d3. 

1H NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 °C): δ (ppm) = 183 (1H, ½CH2), 28 (3H, CH3), 12 (1H, Ph 

p-CH), 7 (2H, Ph o-CH), 5 (1H, Ph p-CH), 4 (1H, Ph m-CH), 3 (1H, Ph m-CH), 2 (2H, Ph m-

CH), –14 (2H, Ph o-CH).Tentative peak assignments were based on relative integration, and 

broadness of the resonance (methylene and some o-Ph CH protons seemed to be in close 

proximity to the metal center (observed in a solid-state single crystal X-ray structure), and 

therefore broaden), chemical shift, and similarity to structural analogs.  
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Figure A45. 1H-NMR spectrum of [Co(Me2BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 in MeCN-d3. 
 

1H NMR (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 °C): δ (ppm) = 45 (3H, methylene-CH3), 34 (3H, imidazole-

CH3), 5 (2H, Ph p-CH), 0 (2H, Ph o-CH), 0 (4H, Ph m-CH), –44 (2H, Ph o-CH).Tentative peak 

assignments were based on relative integration, and broadness of the resonance (methylene and 

some o-Ph CH protons seemed to be in close proximity to the metal center (observed in a solid-

state single crystal X-ray structure), and therefore broaden), chemical shift, and similarity to 

structural analogs. 

A. 3 UV-vis spectra of 9-12  

 
Figure A46. UV-Vis spectra of 9 (H) (black), 10 (Cl) (red), 11 (CF3) (blue) and 12 (OMe) 
(green) in CH3CN (1 mM).   
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A. 4 X-ray crystal structural data [Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (11) 

 

 
Figure A47. Closest BF4 neighbors of the Co-complex in  [Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 
(11) Shortest distances: Co1…F33i 4.8923(18) Å and Co1…F14ii 5.181(2) Å. Symmetry codes 
i: x, y-1, z; ii: 1.5-x, y+0.5, 1.5-z. 

Co1

F33 i
F13 i

F23 i
F43 i

B13 i

F14 i i

F34 i i

F24 i i

F44 i i

B14 i i

Table A1. Absorption maxima of the d-d transition of 9-12 in MeCN (1 mM)  

 

Complex Formula λmax (nm) λmax (nm)
9 [Co((H,p ArH)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2  522 558
10 [Co((H,p ArCl)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2  523 563
11 [Co((H,p ArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2  525 563
12 [Co((H,p ArOMe)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 523 561
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Figure A48. Solvent channels in the crystal structure of [Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 
(11). View along the b-axis. The solvent channels occupy ~19% of the unit cell volume. They 
are filled with ordered and disordered acetonitrile and diethyl ether molecules which are 
omitted in the drawing. 
 
Table A2. Angular variance1 for the cobalt environment in the crystal structures of  
[Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (11) and [Co(BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2. 

[Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (11) [Co(BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 
 molecule 1 molecule 2 
198.03 deg2 195.61 deg2 176.98 deg2 

 
Table A3. Continuous shape measure2 of the cobalt environment in the crystal structures of  
[Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (11) and [Co(BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2. Deviation from ideal 
tetrahedral symmetry (Td). 

[Co((H,pArCF3)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 (11) [Co(BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 
 molecule 1 molecule 2 
2.154 2.511 2.218 
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A. 5 Electrochemical and electrocatalytic definitions 

  
Figure A49. Cyclic voltammogram definitions  
Left: The Eonset of oxidation/reduction is the crossing point between the redox event's tangent 
and the baseline's tangent. Ep is the peak potential, in which a = anodic and c = cathodic. E1/2 
is the halfwave potential and is defined as the (Ep,a + Ep,c)/2.  ip, in which a = anodic and c = 
cathodic, is defined as the current difference between the peak current and the tangent of the 
baseline at Ep.3  
Right: The Eonset cat is the crossing point between the catalytic current tangent and the Ep,c in the 
absence of a catalytic current. ip, cat is defined as the current enhancement from ip,c. Ecat/2 is the 
potential at half of the ip, cat current. E0HA is the thermodynamic reduction potential of the 
sacrificial proton donor (see also Table A4).4 The overpotential η is defined as the potential 
difference between the Ecat/2 and the E0HA.3 
A. 6 Additional electrochemical data of 9, 10, and 12 

 
Figure A50. CVs of 2 mM 9 (H) in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 in MeCN, referenced vs. the 
ferrocenium/ferrocene redox couple at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. Measurements are first scanned 
in the cathodic direction. The irreversible redox couple at Ep,c = –1.79 V was assigned to the 
Co(I/II) redox couple, and the oxidative event at  Ep,a = –0.55 V was assigned to the oxidation 
of a new chemical species that is structurally related to 9 and forms after the irreversible 
reduction. 

Reductive scan
(cathodic direction)

Oxidative scan
(anodic direction)

ip,a

ip,c

E1/2

Ep,c Ep,a

Eonset

Ecat/2 E0HA

overpotenial
η

ip,cat

Eonset cat

Ep,c
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Figure A51. Scan rate CV analysis. Top: CVs of 2 mM 11 (CF3) (left) and 12 (OMe) (right) 
in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 in MeCN, referenced vs. the ferrocenium/ferrocene redox couple at 
different scan rates of 25-200 mV/s. Bottom: Plots of the peak currents (ip,c) versus the square 
root of the scan rate. 
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Table A4. Brønsted acids for electrocatalytic HER studies in MeCN.4 E0HA = thermodynamic 
reduction potential, Einf = the direct reduction potential of the acid by a glassy carbon electrode 
vs Fc+/Fc.4 

 

Acid pK a E 0
HA E inf vs Fc+/Fc (V)

Triethylammonium  18.7  –1.25  –2.29 ± 0.02 
Benzoic acid  20.7  –1.36  –2.25 ± 0.02 
Acetic acid  22.3  –1.46  –2.36 ± 0.05 
Phenol  27.2  –1.75  –2.60 ± 0.06 

Acetonitrile
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A. 7 The electrolysis Cell 

 

Figure A52. Pictures of the two-compartment three-electrode HER model-cell used for bulk 

electrolysis. 1. Gas inlet, 2. Gas outlet, 3. Reference electrode shaft, 4. Rotating Disk Electrode 

shaft, 5. Counter electrode shaft, 6. Pressure equalizer tube, 7. Porous P5 glass filter, 8. Opening 

with screw thread for possible addition or removal of materials, 9. Porous P1 glass filter on gas 

inlet 10. WE and RE compartment, 11. CE compartment. 
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Figure A53. GC-TCD calibration with five H2/N2 mixtures of known composition containing 

97.5, 508, 1036, 3046, 10210 ppm H2 gas. Number of calibration points: 45. 

 

 
Figure A54. GC-TCD chromatograms of a 1036 ppm H2 in N2 mix gas overtime. Top: t = 60 

s hydrogen at 29.0 retention time and residual oxygen at 35.4 retention time. Bottom: t = 600 

s no oxygen is observed.    
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Supporting Information to Chapter 3 

B. 1 Spectra of complexes 1-6 
 

 
Figure B1. ESI-Mass spectroscopy of [Co(HBBIM)2](BF4)2 1 (MeCN) 

 

 
Figure B2. IR spectrum of [Co(HBBIM)2](BF4)2 1 
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Figure B3. ESI-Mass spectroscopy of [Co(HBBZM)2](BF4)2  2 (MeCN) 

 

 
Figure B4. IR spectrum of [Co(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 (2) 
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Figure B5. ESI-Mass spectroscopy of [Co(HBBTM)2](BF4)2 3 (MeCN) 

 

 
Figure B6. IR spectrum of [Co(HBBTM)2](BF4)2 3 
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Figure B7. 1H-NMR spectrum of [Zn(BBZM)2] 5Zn in benzene-d6 

 

 
Figure B8. 1H-NMR spectrum of [Zn(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 2Zn in MeCN-d3 
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Figure B9. ESI-Mass spectroscopy of [Zn(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 5Zn (MeCN) 

 
Figure B10. IR spectrum of [Co(BBIM)2] 4 
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Figure B11. IR spectrum of [Co(BBZM)2] (5) 

 
B. 2 Electrochemistry 

 
Figure B12. Cyclic voltammogram of [Co(BMIMPh2)2] recorded in DMF (0.1 mM nBu4NBF4) 

at 100 mV/s at a glassy carbon electrode.  
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C. 1 Electrochemical and spectroscopic characterization of 1 

 

 
Figure C1. CV of 1 (2 mM) in MeCN (containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as supporting electrolyte) 

at different scan rates; 100 and 2000 mV/s. Potentials in V vs Fc+/Fc. Working electrode: 

Glassy carbon. Counter-electrode: Pt wire. Reference electrode: Ag/Ag(NO3).  
 

 

 

Figure C2. CV of 1 (2 mM) in DMF (containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as supporting electrolyte) 

at different scan rates (9); 100-2000 mV/s. Potentials in V vs Fc+/Fc. Left: 1st cycle, Right: 2nd 

consecutive cycle. Working electrode: Glassy carbon. Counter-electrode: Pt wire. Reference 

electrode: Ag/Ag(NO3).  
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Figure C3. Top Left: Analysis of ip,a, ip,c, Ep,a, Ep,c of 1 at 4000 mV/s. Top right: Plot of the anodic 

(ip,a) and cathodic (ip,c) peak currents for the Co(II)/Co(I) process of 1 versus the square-root of 

scan rate. Measurements performed in DMF (containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as supporting 

electrolyte). Bottom: Plot of the anodic (Ep,a) and cathodic (Ep,c) peak potentials for the 

Co(II)/Co(I) processes of 1 versus the square-root of scan rate. Measurements performed in 

DMF (containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as supporting electrolyte). Scan rate: 2000-20000 mV.s-1. 

Potentials in V vs Fc+/Fc. Working electrode: glassy carbon. Counter-electrode: Pt wire. 

Reference electrode: Ag/Ag(NO3).  
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Figure C4. Top: 1H NMR of 1 (400 MHz, DMF-d7, 25 °C): Inset: paramagnetic signal at 185 

ppm. The diamagnetic region includes solvent signals at δ (ppm): 8.03, 2.92, 2.75. Bottom: 1H 

NMR of 1 (400 MHz, MeCN-d3, 25 °C): Inset: paramagnetic signal at 182 ppm. The 

diamagnetic region includes the solvent signal at δ (ppm): 1.94. 
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C. 2 Spectroscopic and electrocatalytic characterization of 1 

 
Figure C5. 1H-NMR of 1 (400 MHz, DMF-d7) in the presence of 0, 10 or 100 equiv. Et3NHBF4. 

 

 
Figure C6. Proportional catalytic peak currents (ip,c) as a function of the acid concentration for 

1 (2 mM) in DMF (containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as supporting electrolyte)with Et3NHBF4 (2, 

10, 20, 30 mM). 
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Figure C7. Proportional catalytic peak currents (ip,c) as a function of the square root of the scan 

rate (v), indicating a diffusion limited catalytic process for 1 (2 mM) in the presence of 10 mM 

Et3NHBF4 in DMF (containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as supporting electrolyte); Scan rates: 1000, 

2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10000 and 12000 mV/s. Working electrode: glassy carbon. Counter 

electrode: Pt wire. Reference electrode: Ag/Ag(NO3). 

 

Electrocatalysis phenol:  

Phenol is a weak proton source with a more negative thermodynamic reduction potential (E°HA 

= <–1.83 V) compared to Et3NHBF4 (E°HA = −1.31 V) in DMF.1 When phenol was added to 

an electrolyte solution with 1, a smaller decrease of the oxidative response and a smaller 

increase in current at the Co(I/II) couple was observed, resulting in a lower electrocatalytic rate 

at a lower overpotential (Figure S8). Using equation 1 (Chapter 4, 4.2.4, p133), a kobs(TOF) 

of 8 s-1 in presence of 10 mM phenol was determined. The required overpotential is only 130 

mV, which is among the lowest overpotentials found for non-aqueous electrocatalytic 

molecular HER catalysis. 
 

 

Figure C8. Cyclic voltammogram of 1 (2 mM) recorded in the absence or presence of 10 mM 

phenol in DMF (0.1 M nBu4NBF4). Potentials in V vs Fc+/Fc. Scan rate 2000 mV/s. Working 

electrode: glassy carbon. Counter-electrode: Pt wire. Reference electrode: Ag/Ag(NO3). 
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Figure C9. Cyclic voltammograms in the absence (black trace) or in the presence of 10 mM 

of Et3NHBF4 (green traces: scan rate 100 and 2000 mV/s) recorded in DMF (containing 0.1 M 

nBu4NBF4 as supporting electrolyte). For reference: 1 in the presence of 10 mM Et3NHBF4 

(gray trace). Working electrode: glassy carbon. Counter-electrode: Pt wire. Reference 

electrode: Ag/Ag(NO3). Potentials in V vs Fc+/Fc. 
 

C. 3 Bulk electrolysis 
 

Table C1. Stationary (RDE at 0 rpm) bulk electrolysis experiments for H2 evolution in DMF 

(0.1 M nBu4NBF4) in the presence of 0.1 M Et3NHBF4 at –2.00 V vs Fc+/Fc (690 mV 

overpotential, coupled to gas chromatography analysis  

Catalyst (1mM) 
Time 

(h) 

Charge 

Consumption (C)  

Current denisty 

mA/cm2 
TONa Faradaic efficiency 

- 2 0.3 0.18 - >98% 

1 3 18.7 8.7 9.7 >99% 
aWorking electrode: Glassy Carbon (0.196 cm2 ). Counter-electrode: Pt plate. Reference electrode: 

Ag/Ag(NO3).  
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Figure C10. Charge consumed during CPE at −2.00 V versus Fc+/Fc in the absence (black) 

and presence (pink) of 1 mM 1, 0.1 M AcOH in MeCN (containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as the 

supporting electrolyte). Working electrode: glassy carbon; Counter-electrode: Pt wire; 

Reference electrode: Ag/Ag(NO3). 

 

C. 4 Electrochemical and electrocatalytic characterization of 2-4 

 
Figure C11.2 Cyclic voltammograms of [Co(dmgBF2)2(solv)2] (2) recorded in DMF (0.1 M 

nBu4NBF4) in the absence (red trace) or in the presence of 1 equiv. Et3NHBF4 (blue trace). 

Scan rate 100 mV/s. Potentials in V vs Fc+/Fc. Working electrode: glassy carbon. Counter-

electrode: Pt wire. Reference electrode: Ag/Ag(NO3). 
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Figure C12.3 Cyclic voltammograms of [Co(TPP)] (3) recorded in DMF (0.1 M nBu4NBF4) in 

the absence (red trace) or in the presence of 1 equiv. Et3NHBF4 (blue trace). Scan rate 100 

mV/s. Potentials in V vs Fc+/Fc. Working electrode: glassy carbon. Counter-electrode: Pt wire. 

Reference electrode: Ag/Ag(NO3). 
 

 

Figure C13.4 Cyclic voltammograms of [Co(bapbpy)Cl](Cl) (4) recorded in DMF (0.1 M 

nBu4NBF4) in the absence (red trace) or in the presence of 1 equiv. Et3NHBF4 (blue trace). 

Scan rate 100 mV/s. Potentials in V vs Fc+/Fc. Working electrode: glassy carbon. Counter-

electrode: Pt wire. Reference electrode: Ag/Ag(NO3). 
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Figure C14. Controlled potential electrolysis (duplo measurement) in the presence of 1 mM 4, 

0.1 M Et3NHBF4 in DMF (containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as the supporting electrolyte) at –2.00 

V vs Fc+/Fc at 2000 rpm. Blue dotted traces (left vertical axis): Hydrogen production. Orange 

(right vertical axis): current density. Indicating the reproducibility of the suggested structural 

changes after 45 minutes (2700 second).  

 
 

Figure C15. Data corresponding to Chapter 4, Figure 8, pink traces: raw data showing that 

the deposition on the electrode surface is an active catalytic material for HER. Left axis 

(hydrogen production) blue dots: initial CPE (pristine electrode), red dots: rinse test CPE 

(modified electrode). Right axis (current density) Light cyan trace: initial CPE (pristine 

electrode), Orange trace: rinse test (modified electrode) Solution: 0.1 mM Et3NHBF4 

(containing 0.1 M nBu4NBF4 as the supporting electrolyte) at –2.00 V vs Fc+/Fc, 2000 rpm. 

Initial: + 0.5 mM 1, rinse test: fresh solution with no complex added. Note: The higher initial 

current for the rinse test is caused by the direct presence of the active deposition in the vicinity 

of a fresh acid solution.  
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C. 5 XPS analysis of 1 

 

Figure C16. XPS spectrum of the electrode deposit after 3 h electrolysis in DMF 0.1 M 

Et3NHBF4,0.1 M nBu4NBF4, 1 mM 1 at –2.00 V vs. Fc+/Fc and its relative atomic ratios. High 

percentages of carbon are caused using carbon tape during the analysis. 
 

 
Figure C17. XPS spectrum of the Co region from the electrode deposit after 3 h electrolysis in 

DMF 0.1 M Et3NHBF4,0.1 M nBu4NBF4, 1 mM 1 at –2.00 V vs. Fc+/Fc and its relative atomic 

ratios. The satellite peaks indicate a large contribution of the 2+ oxidation state. The spectrum 

was fitted according to the work of Biesinger et. al.5 

The relative 

percentage of 

selected atoms 

 

C 68.5% 

N 4.04% 

O 4.29% 

B 5.0% 

F 15.7% 

Co  0.23% 
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D. 1 Spectra 

D. 1.1 ESI-MS spectra 

 

 
Figure D1. ESI-MS spectra of complex [Co(HBMIM)2](BF4)2 (3) in MeCN. 

 
Figure D2. ESI-MS spectra of complex [Co(HBMIM)2](NO3)2 (4) in MeCN. 

 
Figure D3. ESI-MS spectra of complex [Co(BMIK)2(NO3)2] (5) (MeCN)  
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Figure D4. High-resolution ESI-MS spectra of complex [Co(HBMIA)2](NO3)2 (6) in MeCN. 

 

 

 
Figure D5. Low-resolution ESI-MS spectra of complex [Co(HBMIP)2](NO3)2 (7) in THF (top) 

High-resolution ESI-MS spectra of complex [Co(HBMIP)2](NO3)2 (7) in MeCN (bottom).D.  

 

D. 1.2 FT-IR spectra 

 
Figure D6. IR spectrum of [Co(HBMIM)2](BF4)2 (3) 
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Figure D7. IR spectrum of [Co(HBMIM)2](NO3)2 (4) as solid (top) and solid [Co.6H2O](NO3)2 

(bottom). 

 
Figure D8. IR spectrum of [Co(BMIK)2(NO3)2] (5) as solid. 
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Figure D9. IR spectrum of [Co(HBMIA)2](NO3)2 (6) 

 
Figure D10. IR spectrum of [Co(HBMIP)2](NO3)2 (7) 

 

D. 1.3 1H-NMR spectra 

 
Figure D11. 1H-NMR of [Co(HBMIM)2](NO3)2 (4) in MeCN-d3. 
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Figure D12. 1H-NMR of [Co(HBMIA)2](NO3)2 (6) in DCM-d2 (bottom). 

 
Figure D13. 1H-NMR of [Co(HBMIP)2](NO3)2 (7) in water-d2 (bottom). 
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D. 2 Photocatalytic experiments 

 
Figure D14. photocatalytic setup containing: 2 Kessil LEDs (440 + 456nm), a top-centered 

ventilator, stirring plate, in-line GC-apparatus (Leak test Figure D15), and a two-neck pear-

shaped, angled flask equipped with stirring bar, stopper and a gas-inlet/outlet glass insert. 

 
 

  
Figure D15.  GC-TCD chromatograms of a 1036 ppm H2 in N2 mix gas over time. Top: t = 60 

s hydrogen at 29.0 retention time and residual oxygen at 35.4 retention time. Bottom: t = 600 

s no oxygen is observed. 
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Figure D16. 663 VA stand Methrom (electrochemical mercury setup). 

 

 



  

 



Appendix E 
E. 1 A Bis-diimidazolylidine cobalt complex 
In a pursuit to make our bisimidazole-based cobalt complexes more stable, we have set out to 

alter the coordination mode of the ligands from the typical amine donor atoms to N-

heterocyclic carbene (NHC) donors (Figure E1), which are generally considered stronger 

donors and, therefore, expected to generate more stable complexes.1,2 The first cobalt-NHC 

complex was reported in 1977,3 whereas the first use of cobalt-NHC complexes in catalysis 

was reported about fifteen years ago.4-16 Only a few cobalt-NHC complexes have been 

electrochemically analyzed13-16 and even fewer have been used for the photo- or 

electrocatalytically hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).13,16-18  

We aimed to use a methylene-bridged bis-imidazole carbene ligand, to minimize the structural 

changes in the ligands used in Chapter 2-5. We considered the work of Jenkins et al., who 

reported on a square pyramidal macrocyclic tetra imidazole carbene cobalt complex comprising 

two diphenyl bisimidazole methane moieties in the ligand (cf. the coordinating motifs used in 

Chapter 4) (Figure E2, left).19,20 However, the cobalt atom in this complex sits slightly above 

the plane created by the carbene carbons and the complex contains an extra coordination site 

(a triflate in the crystal structure), which would not allow for a direct comparison of the 

 
Figure E1. Amine vs. carbene donor ligands considered in this study. 
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Figure E2. Reported tetra carbene complexes by Jenkins et al. and Foley et al.19,21  
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electrochemical HER properties of our bisimidazole-based cobalt complexes. Foley et al. 

reported on the synthesis of the bis-diimidazolylidine ligand L1, which forms an air and 

moisture-stable bis-ligated nickel(II) complex with a distorted square planar geometry  (Figure 

E2, right).21 We aimed to use ligand L1 to form a bis-ligated dicationic cobalt complex. The 

dibromo diimidazolium salt of L1 was synthesized according to the literature and obtained as 

a pure sample as confirmed by elemental analysis (Scheme E1).21 Subsequently, biscarbene 

L1 was synthesized upon deprotonating the dibromo diimidazolium salt with a base (KHMDS) 

and was isolated as a red powder, whose spectroscopic characterization matched those reported 

in the literature. L1 is soluble in THF and benzene, but not in hexane. Then we aimed to 

synthesize a bis-ligated dicationic cobalt complex by treating L1 with a cobalt(II) precursor. 

L1 was dissolved in THF forming a red solution, which was slowly added to a blue solution of 

CoBr2 (0.5 equiv.) in THF. A direct solution color change to brown was observed and within 

the first 5 min dark green/brown solids precipitated. Elemental analysis of the solids showed 

the right CHN distribution but also indicated a significant inorganic impurity (see experimental 

section), excluding the possibility of a pure mono or bis-ligated cobalt complex. ESI-MS 

analysis (in MeCN solution) showed different ionized species, including [Co(L1)2Br2]+ (m/z 

875.2), [Co(L1)2BrCl]+ (m/z 831.2),  [Co(L1)2Br]+, (m/z 794.2),  [Co(L1)]+ (m/z 386.9), and 

[Co(L1)2]2+ (m/z 357.8) (Figure E3). Based on the ESI-MS analysis, we expect the major 

species to be a bis-ligated cobalt complex. 1H-NMR analysis of the solids in MeCN-d3 showed 

several strongly shifted and broad signals between –27.97 and 49.79 ppm, typical for a high-

spin Co(II) complex, for which no further assignment was possible (Figure E4). Then, the 

reaction was repeated on a bigger scale, which afforded a sufficient batch of brown solids for 

further analysis. Transparent green crystals suitable for X-ray crystal structure determination 

were obtained by slow vapor diffusion of hexane into a concentrated solution of the brown 

solid in DMF after two weeks. X-ray crystal structure determination revealed two independent 

 
Scheme E1. Synthesis route towards a bis-diimidazolylidine cobalt complex. 
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cobalt complexes in the unit cell which both have inversion symmetry. Additionally, a co-

crystallized DMF molecule is present. The geometry of both complexes is octahedral 

comprising two biscarbene ligands L1 in the equatorial plane, two axially coordinated halogen 

ions (substitutional disorder between bromine and chlorine), and one non-coordinated bromide 

counterion, [Co(L1)2X2](Br) [X=Br,Cl] (1) (Figure E5). The unexpected presence of three 

 
Figure E3. ESI-MS analysis (MeCN) of 1. 

 

 
Figure E5. Displacement ellipsoid plot of [Co(L1)2X2](Br) 1 (50% probability). Only one of 
two independent molecules is shown. H-atoms and Br counterion have been omitted for clarity. 
Left, side-view; middle, front view; right, ChemDraw representation. 
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Figure E4. 1H-NMR spectrum of 1 in MeCN-d3. 
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halogenide ions in the structure suggests the cobalt center within the complex is in a Co(III) 

oxidation state. To the best of our knowledge, this is only the second Co(III) tetra-carbene 

complex reported to date. However, this is in contrast to our aim and hypothesis for the 

formation of a bis-ligated Co(II) complex and this is presumably caused by a disproportionation 

reaction or air oxidation reaction. The observed substitutional disorder between bromine and 

chlorine in the X-ray crystal structure is consistent with the observation of the [Co(L1)2BrCl]+ 

ion by ESI-MS (on a different batch). The origin of the chloride ions remains unclear since no 

chloride was used during the synthesis and the ligand precursor was deemed pure based on 

E.A. Therefore, we believe the origin of the chlorides is due to an impurity in either the THF 

solvent, CoBr2, or the KHMDS base. Further analysis of the obtained crystal structure revealed 

that the phenyl groups of one bis-carbene ligand are orientated in the same direction, pointing 

away from the cobalt center. Selected bond lengths and angles in 1 are compiled in Table E1. 

The only other octahedral tetra NHC cobalt(III) complex was reported by Chen et al., but the 

crystal's poor quality prevented them from reporting on the metrics of the crystal.22 The CoIII–

C(NHC) ligand to metal coordination bonds in 1 are comparable to those reported for tetra-

NHC cobalt(II) complexes by Deng et al. (square planar), Jenkins et al. (square pyramidal), 

and Xue (square planar),14,19,23 and slightly shorter to those reported by Murphy et al. (CoII, 

tetrahedral).15  

Cyclic voltammetry analysis of the obtained brown solids (~1 mM) in MeCN (0.1 M nBuNBF4) 

was performed by starting at 0 V and sweeping first in the cathodic direction (Figure E6, gray 

trace). On the cathodic sweep reduction events at Ep,c = –0.97 and Ep,c = –1.65 V vs Fc+/Fc were 

observed. We assigned the former event to an impurity and the latter event to the Co(I/II) 

reduction, based on the redox potentials of related cobalt carbene complexes measured in DMF 

and THF.13-15 In the reversed anodic scan a small oxidation event at Ep,a = –1.52 V vs Fc+/Fc 

Table E1. Selected bond lengths (Å) and bond angles (º) for [Co(L1)2X2]](Br) [X=Br,Cl] 1. 
Only one of two molecules is given. 

[Co(L1)2X2](Br)  (1) 
Bond  Lenghts (Å) Bond Angle Degrees 

Co1–X1 2.4369(2) C11–Co1–C71 86.53(8) 
Co1–C11 1.982(2) X1–Co1–C11 93.17(6) 
Co1–C71 1.975(2) X1–Co1–C71 91.97(6) 
C11–N11 1.360(3)     
C11–N21 1.360(3)     
C71–N31 1.364(3)     
C71–N41 1.357(3)     
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was observed, assigned to the Co(I/II) reoxidation, and an oxidation event at Ep,a = –0.32 V vs 

Fc+/Fc which we assigned to oxidation of a reaction product of the irreversible reduction or an 

impurity. When isolating the Co(I/II) reductive feature, the redox event becomes chemically 

reversible with an E1/2 = –1.55 V vs Fc+/Fc (Figure E6, red trace). Upon addition of 1 equiv. of 

Et3NHBF4, as a sacrificial proton donor, the current intensity of the Co(I/II) reduction 

increased, which could point to an electrocatalytic current (Figure E6, green trace). These 

initial electrochemical results indicate that the formed complex is likely a dicationic cobalt 

complex. Furthermore, the complex might be able to catalyze the HER reaction at a relatively 

low overpotential (~300 mV),24 as compared to those observed for [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 in 

DMF (690 mV, Chapter 4) or MeCN (590 mV).25 Nevertheless, further electrocatalytic 

investigations on the obtained batches were omitted because of purity concerns, the presence 

of Cl–, and the unpredicted result of a Co(III) crystal. However, these initial results indicate 

that cobalt carbene complexes might be worth investigating as HER catalysts.  

 

E. 2 Conclusion  
An isolated free bisimidazole carbene ligand (L1) was used to synthesize a bis-ligated Co(II) 

complex. However, an impure dark green/brown solid material was obtained. The 1H-NMR 

spectrum of the solids is consistent with a paramagnetic Co(II) species and ESI-MS 

demonstrates several bis-ligated complexes. In contrast, an unexpected Co(III) crystal structure 

of [Co(L1)2X2](Br) (1) was obtained [X=Br,Cl]. 1 represents an example of an octahedral 

 
Figure E6. Cyclic voltammogram of the obtained brown solids (~1 mM) in MeCN (0.1 M 
nBuNBF4). Full voltammogram gray, isolated reductive response red, the addition of 1 equiv. 
Et3NHBF4 (green).  
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Co(III) complex in which four NHC moieties and two bromide ions ligate the trivalent cobalt 

ion accompanied by one additional bromide counterion. To the best of our knowledge, this is 

only the second Co(III) tetra-carbene complex reported. The synthesis route to 1 was not 

expected as a neutral ligand reacts with a Co(II) precursor. Therefore we suggest that Co(III) 

complex 1 is formed upon disproportionation or oxidation during the recrystallization 

experiment. Initial voltammetry experiments on the impure brown solids demonstrated a 

Co(I/II) redox couple at relative anodic potentials, that increased in current intensity in the 

presence of a weak acid. This wave development could possibly point to HER catalysis at an 

overpotential of ~300 mV. We, therefore, consider it worthwhile to further study the 

development of NHC cobalt complexes in pursuit of new molecular HER catalysts. Fine-tuning 

of the biscarbene ligand could render complexes that can be isolated in sufficient purity to 

allow for their detailed study. 

 

E. 3 Experimental  
General experimental information is similar to the one in Chapter 2.  

L1 was synthesized according to literature procedures.21 

 

E. 3.1 Synthesis of a dicationic cobalt complex and crystallization of [Co(L1)2Br2](Br) (1) 

The dibromo diimidazolium salt of L1 (200 mg, 0.4 mmol) was added to THF (5 mL), forming 

a white suspension. KHMDS (180 mg, 0.9 mmol) was added to the suspension, forming a red 

solution with a white precipitate. The mixture was stirred for 5 min and filtered, using a paper 

filter. The red filtrate was added dropwise to a blue solution of CoBr2 (65.6 mg, 0.3 mmol) in 

THF (5 mL) and the resulting mixture was stirred for 1 h while dark green/brown solids formed. 

The dark green/brown solids were collected on a glass filter, washed with THF (2 x 10 mL), 

and dried under vacuum, yielding 32 mg of dark green/brown solids. 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

MeCN-d3, 25 °C): δ (ppm) = 49.79, 41.74, 39.04, 28.12, 16.17, 7.35, 6.66, 6.00, -0.60, –6.56, 

–27.97. ESI-MS (MeCN): [Co(L1)2Br2]+, (m/z 875.1), [Co(L1)2BrCl]+ (m/z 831.2),  

[Co(L1)2Br]+, (m/z 794.2),  [Co(L1)]+ (m/z 386.9), and [Co(L1)2]2+ (m/z 357.8) E.A. (Formula: 

C42H40CoN8Br2, Mw: 875.58 g mol-1): Calc. C 57.61, H 4.60, N 12.80; found C 23.16, H 1.92, 

N 5.20. (Please note: the right CHN distribution was found with a major inorganic impurity, 

presumably caused by scraping some glass from the glass filter or some residual KBr)  

From a different synthesis experiment, following the same procedure but on a twofold scale, 

160 mg of brown solids were obtained. Recrystallization of the brown solids by slow 
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evaporation of hexane into a concentrated solution of the brown solids in DMF over 2 weeks 

afforded transparent green crystals suitable for single crystal X-ray crystal structure 

determination. X-ray crystal structure determination [C42H40Br1.62Cl0.38CoN8](Br) · C3H7NO, 

Fw = 1011.68, green plate, 0.34 ´ 0.19 ´ 0.05 mm3, triclinic, P 1   (no. 2), a = 9.4168(2), b = 

13.4979(4), c = 16.9624(4) Å, a = 90.042(1), β = 94.394(1), γ = 92.912(1) °, V = 2146.91(9) 

Å3, Z = 2, Dx = 1.565 g/cm3, µ = 2.91 mm–1. The diffraction experiment was performed on a 

Bruker Kappa ApexII diffractometer with sealed tube and Triumph monochromator (l = 

0.71073 Å) at a temperature of 150(2) K up to a resolution of (sin q/l)max = 0.65 Å–1. The crystal 

was broken into two fragments. Consequently, two orientation matrices were used for the 

intensity integration with the Eval15 software,26 resulting in a HKLF-5 file.27 A multi-scan 

absorption correction and scaling was performed with TWINABS28 (correction range 0.30-

0.43). A total of 59397 reflections was measured, 9887 reflections were unique (Rint = 0.040), 

8324 reflections were observed [I>2s(I)]. The structure was solved with Patterson 

superposition methods using SHELXT.29 Structure refinement was performed with SHELXL-

201830 on F2 of all reflections. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined freely with anisotropic 

displacement parameters. The structure contains two independent Co atoms, both located on 

inversion centers. The positions of the coordinated halogen atoms showed substitutional 

disorder between bromine and chlorine. Constraints were used for the positions and 

displacement parameters of the disordered halogens, and the occupancy refinement resulted in 

a ratio Br:Cl = 0.8086(17):0.1914(17). The non-coordinated halogen was refined with a 100% 

occupancy for bromine. All hydrogen atoms were introduced in calculated position and refined 

with a riding model. 539 Parameters were refined with no restraints. R1/wR2 [I > 2s(I)]: 

0.0299 / 0.0685. R1/wR2 [all refl.]: 0.0396 / 0.0721. S = 1.036. Batch scale factor for the 

second crystal fragment BASF = 0.0417(6). Residual electron density between -0.51 and 1.01 

e/Å3. Geometry calculations and checking for higher symmetry was performed with the 

PLATON program.31  
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Summary 
The central theme of this PhD thesis is the development of molecular cobalt catalysts for the 

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), i.e., the reduction of protons to form molecular hydrogen.  

As explained in Chapter 1, hydrogen plays a pivotal role in strategies to prevent further global 

warming and in society's dependence on fossil fuels. A transition from fossil fuels to renewable 

energy will be necessary, for which we need to make more use of the largest renewable energy 

sources, wind and solar. Since these sources are intermittent, part of the energy needs to be 

stored. One promising option to store this energy is in the form of chemical bonds. This can 

lead to high energy-density fuels, which can be easily warehoused and transported. A green 

process for the storage of energy is the conversion of water into oxygen and protons and the 

subsequent reductions of protons to hydrogen. Both reactions proceed thermodynamically 

uphill and have severe activation energies (lost energy) to speed up the process to practical use. 

Therefore, catalysts will have to be employed to produce these renewable fuels to minimize 

energy losses. This thesis has focused on research towards catalysts for the HER half-reaction. 

For this reaction, platinum is the best catalytic material, but widespread usage is prevented due 

to its low abundance and high price. As a result, research on alternative catalytic materials is 

ongoing. Currently, some promising materials include cobalt-based catalysts, of which 

specifically cobalt-based molecular complexes have gained a lot of attention. 

Chapter 1 also provides a tutorial on strategies for the development of molecular (cobalt-

based) hydrogen evolution catalysts (HECs). First, photosynthesis strategies applied in nature 

are discussed, in which hydrogenase enzymes can produce hydrogen at a fast rate with almost 

no lost energy. Then, the available artificial photosynthesis methods are introduced, and 

guidelines are provided for the evaluation of molecular complexes as HER catalysts. In the last 

part of Chapter 1, the progress in the field of molecular cobalt catalysts for hydrogen evolution 

is highlighted. Important contributions to the field of electrocatalytic and photocatalytic 

hydrogen evolution are discussed in which design principles, molecular trends, and mechanistic 

insight are highlighted. In Chapter 2, the recently developed molecular cobalt electrocatalyst 

([Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, HBMIM = bis(methylimidazole)methane) is further studied.  

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 operates through a unique mechanism, in which the formation of 

dihydrogen is accomplished through the combination of a metal hydride and a ligand-based 

acidic C–H methylene proton (a proton relay). New cobalt complexes with (H,pArX)BMIMPh2-
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type ligands were developed in which para-substituted aryl groups, holding different 

EWG/EDG (X = H, Cl, CF3, and OMe), are installed on the methylene bridge, next to the C–

H proton relay (Figure 1, left). Structural and spectroscopic analysis confirmed that these 

complexes have a structurally related, tetrahedral geometry. The alternation of the para-

substituent on the aryl group results in the effective modulation of the electrochemical 

properties of the complexes. The observed cobalt-based reduction potentials correlate with the 

Hammett s-parameters of the para-aryl substituent. Electrocatalytic studies pointed at a similar 

trend in the electrocatalytic reduction potential, corresponding to an overpotential requirement 

modulation for hydrogen evolution based on the aryl substituent. Most interestingly, complexes 

with a lower overpotential show higher activity for hydrogen evolution (Figure 1, right), which 

opposes the usual trend in which overpotential speeds up a chemical transformation. This 

observation is attributed to the bifunctional role of the complexes as HECs, lending credit to 

the earlier proposed intramolecular proton relay during hydrogen formation. In Chapter 3, 

dicationic and neutral molecular cobalt complexes of the type [Co(LH)2](BF4)2 and [Co(L–)2] 

were investigated, in which L and L– represent the neutral and the deprotonated versions of a 

series of bisheterocyclic benzazolyl ligands (see Figure 2). The smaller steric encumbrance of 

the benzazolyl ligands, as compared to the diphenylmethylimidazole ligands used in Chapter 

2, results in coordination flexibility and the formation of complexes with tetrahedral or 

octahedral geometries.  The dicationic complexes demonstrate an irreversible Co(I/II) 

reduction event at different potentials (spread of 600 mV), showing an effective modulation of 

the metal-based electronic properties upon variation of the hetero-atom in the benzazole rings 

of the ligands. A similar modulation is found for the redox events in the analogous neutral 

 
Figure 1. Left: structure of complexes [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2  (X = H, Cl, CF3 and,  
OMe) studied in Chapter 2. Right: cyclic voltammograms of the complexes (1 mM) in the 
presence of 100 mM phenol (colored traces) and the acid-only trace (dotted). 
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complexes. Both trends corroborate the electronic trend reported by Abbotto et al. for the π-

electron-withdrawing power of the ligands: BBTM– > BBZM– > BBIM–. Electrocatalytic 

studies showed that the dicationic complexes [Co(HBBIM)2](BF4)2, [Co(HBBZM)2](BF4)2, and 

[Co(HBBTM)2](BF4)2 are all electrocatalysts for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) at 

overpotentials of 610, 580, and 490 mV, respectively. Electrolysis studies on 

[Co(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 showed electrocatalytic H2 formation at a moderate Faradaic Efficiency 

(FE) of 72% and a current density of 2.00 mA/cm2. This study demonstrates that the redox 

features of bis(benzazolyl)methane-derived cobalt complexes can effectively be modulated by 

changing the nature of their heterocycles and that the complexes are active as HER catalysts.  

The electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution performance of molecular complex 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 in DMF was studied in detail in Chapter 4  and its activity 

benchmarked towards three well-studied electrocatalysts (Figure 3, left). Electrochemical 

analyses were performed using voltammetry and during controlled potential/current 

electrolysis (CPE/CCE) in a novel in-line product detection setup. Electrolysis experiments 

demonstrated a competitive performance of [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 towards the reported 

electrocatalysts in terms of charge consumption (Figure 3, right), H2 production, Faradaic 

efficiency, and overpotential. After bulk electrolysis a deposit on the glassy carbon electrode 

was observed for all of the complexes and post-electrolysis X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) analysis of the deposit formed from [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 demonstrated only a minor 

 
Figure 2. Overview of cobalt complexes studied in Chapter 3, bearing bis(2-
benzazolyl)methanane and bis(2-benzazoyl)methanide ligands. 
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cobalt contribution (0.23%), mainly consisting of Co2+. Rinse tests on the deposits derived from 

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 and [Co(dmgBF2)2(solv)2] showed that the initially observed distinct 

activity is (partly) preserved for the deposits. Overall, further insight was obtained into HER 

catalysis with molecular cobalt complexes by demonstrating an important transformation 

pathway toward a different catalytically active material, in which the molecular design of the 

complexes dictates the features of the formed deposit and therewith the observed activity. 

Chapter 5 describes efforts to modulate complex ([Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2) such that it 

becomes water-soluble in order to apply it in aqueous photocatalytic HER catalysis. To this 

end, a number of (water-soluble) cobalt complexes were developed based on 

bis(imidazole)methane-type ligands (Figure 4, left). In coordinating solvents, these complexes 

adopt octahedral structures in which two molecules coordinate to cobalt in either a cis or a 

trans fashion. The photocatalytic HER performance of the complexes was optimized using 

ascorbic acid as the electron and proton donor and [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2, bpy = bipyridine, as a 

photosensitizer. Water-soluble complexes [Co(HBMIM)2](NO3)2 and [Co(HBMIA)2](NO3)2  

demonstrate the highest photo-catalytically activity, followed by  [Co(BMIK)2](NO3)2  (Figure 

4, right). These observations show that alternation of the methylene group influenced the 

photocatalytic HER rate and stability, in which less electron-donating ligands provide 

complexes with lower initial rates but longer lifetimes. Benchmarking the photocatalytic 

activity of these complexes showed a competitive performance with respect to metal precursor 

[Co(H2O)6(NO3)2] and well-studied complex [Co(dmgH)2PyCl], while the complexes are 

 
Figure 3. Left: molecular cobalt complexes studied in Chapter 4. Right: Comparison of the 
HER activity of the complexes by means of rotating disk CPE, as the charge passed over the 
course of time. 
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outperformed by the best catalyst in the field, [Co(appy)Br](Br). Finally, Chapter 6 provides 

a perspective on how recent advances in molecular cobalt hydrogen evolution catalyst design 

and characterization may help to unify appropriate descriptors to be applied in the overall 

water-splitting process. In doing so, the chapter provides a framework of thinking to design 

and assess improved catalytic frameworks for the hydrogen evolution half-reaction. 

 

Concluding remarks 
Huge gains in the activity of earth-abundant catalysts have been achieved over the last several 

years, and cobalt-based complexes remain a promising class of catalysts. With the increased 

understanding of imidazole-based molecular cobalt complexes as HER catalysts and the 

optimized HER catalysis reported in this Doctoral Thesis, alongside recent examples in the 

literature, a next step in sufficiently controlling the hydrogen evolution kinetics was made, but 

further advancements are necessary.  

 

From a fundamental point of view, we only just started to understand the complex hydrogenase 

enzyme system that includes multiple adjustable proton- and electron relays. In this Doctoral 

Thesis, we have shown how ligand modifications in the second and outer coordination sphere 

of molecular complexes contribute to the understanding of electron and proton transfer 

processes for H2 production. A particular focus in this work was the involvement of a C–H 

proton relay during the H2 bond-making process, which allowed for new insights into catalytic 

 
Figure 4.  Left: Cobalt(II) complexes reported in Chapter 5.  Right: comparison of the 
aqueous photocatalytic HER performance of new and reported Co-complexes on the basis of 
cumulative TON versus the reaction time, using [Ru(bpy)3(Cl)2, as photosensitizer and AscH 
as electron and proton source.  
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parameters such as overpotential and catalytic rate. Many molecular complexes are inspired by 

the active centers of natural enzymes and meet their performances outside the cell membranes. 

Yet in this Doctoral thesis, we have shown that the activity is not easy to mimic and sometimes 

even difficult to measure. In Chapters 2 and 3 we have shown that effective modulation of the 

reactivity of our molecular complexes can be achieved in a controlled manner. Nevertheless, 

the modifications also made the complexes fragile, and electrolysis studies demonstrated poor 

stability.  

 

From an applied chemistry viewpoint, the level of understanding and the design control 

achievable with molecular complexes is an outstanding tool to uncover functionalities that can 

promote hydrogen evolution in later-stage, solid-state structures that are more difficult to 

characterize. Improving the stability and turnover numbers during electrolysis could provide 

even further advancements. As new, effective strategies for molecular complexes are 

developed, it is also increasingly important to test the limits of these approaches. Eventually, 

lessons learned must be applied in devices that have long-time stability under aqueous 

conditions to make water splitting economically viable. So far, only a few studies have reported 

on incorporating the distinct design principles, that led to improved HER performances in 

molecular catalysts, into solid-state electrodes for aqueous electrochemical cells.   

 

Finally, not only the HER but many small molecule activation reactions are redox reactions 

and, therefore, the design principles that stimulate electron transfer in HER catalysis can likely 

be applied to study mechanisms and enhance performances in other redox processes. Therefore, 

our current research aim should not limit the use of cobalt-based imidazole complexes to the 

HER. In fact, in the future, reactants such as CO2 and N2 could also be exposed to bisimidazole-

type cobalt complexes to study both the involvement of the proton relay and the overall 

reduction performance of the complexes. Such experiments could allow the further elucidation 

of the elementary steps in catalytic cycles, most notably the coordination of the substrate and 

activation pathways involving the C–H proton relay.  

 
 



Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift richt zich op de ontwikkeling van moleculaire kobaltkatalysatoren voor de 

waterstofevolutiereactie, oftewel de reductie van protonen tot moleculaire waterstof. 

Hoofdstuk 1 benadrukt hoe waterstof een belangrijke rol speelt in strategieën om verdere 

opwarming van de aarde te voorkomen en om de samenleving gedeeltelijk onafhankelijk te 

maken van fossiele brandstoffen. Aangezien de grootste hernieuwbare bronnen zoals wind en 

zon intermitterend zijn, moet een deel van de energie worden opgeslagen. Een veelbelovende 

manier om deze energie op te slaan is in de vorm van chemische bindingen. Dit kan leiden tot 

brandstoffen met een hoge energiedichtheid, die gemakkelijk kunnen worden opgeslagen en 

vervoerd. Een groen proces voor de opslag van energie is de omzetting van water in zuurstof 

en protonen en de daaropvolgende reductie van protonen tot waterstof. Beide reacties verlopen 

thermodynamisch bergopwaarts en hebben hoge activeringsenergieën (verloren energie) om 

het proces te versnellen tot praktisch gebruik. Daarom zullen katalysatoren moeten worden 

gebruikt om het energieverlies te minimaliseren tijdens het produceren van deze hernieuwbare 

brandstoffen. Dit proefschrift heeft zich gericht op onderzoek naar katalysatoren voor laatste 

genoemde reactie, de reductie van proton tot waterstof. Voor deze reactie is platina het beste 

katalytische materiaal, maar mondiaal gebruik wordt verhinderd door schaarste en een hoge 

element prijs. Als gevolg daarvan is het onderzoek naar alternatieve katalytische materialen 

gaande. Enkele veelbelovende materialen zijn kobalt gebaseerde katalysatoren, waarvan 

specifiek kobalt gebaseerde moleculaire complexen veel aandacht hebben gekregen. 

Hoofdstuk 1 geeft vervolgens een overzicht van strategieën voor de ontwikkeling van 

moleculaire (op kobalt gebaseerde) waterstof evolutie katalysatoren. Eerst worden de in de 

natuur toegepaste fotosynthese strategieën besproken, waarin hydrogenase enzymen waterstof 

kunnen produceren op hoge snelheid met bijna geen energieverlies. Vervolgens worden de 

beschikbare kunstmatige fotosynthesemethoden besproken en worden belangrijke aspecten 

voor de evaluatie van moleculaire complexen als waterstof evolutie katalysatoren besproken. 

In het laatste deel van hoofdstuk 1 wordt de vooruitgang op het gebied van moleculaire 

kobaltkatalysatoren voor waterstofevolutie belicht. Belangrijke bijdragen op het gebied van 

elektro katalytische en foto katalytische waterstof productie worden besproken, waarbij 

ontwerpprincipes, moleculaire trends en mechanistisch inzicht worden besproken. In 

hoofdstuk 2 wordt de recent ontwikkelde moleculaire kobalt-elektrokatalysator 
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([Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2, HBMIM = bis(methylimidazool)methaan) verder bestudeerd.  

[Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 werkt via een uniek mechanisme, waarbij de vorming van waterstof 

tot stand komt door de combinatie van een metaalhydride en een ligand gebaseerd zuur C–H 

methyleen proton (een protonrelais). Nieuwe kobaltcomplexen met (H,pArX)BMIMPh2-type 

liganden werden ontwikkeld waarin para-gesubstitueerde aryl groepen, met verschillende 

elektronzuigende en elektrondonerende groepen (X = H, Cl, CF3, en OMe), geïnstalleerd zijn 

op de methyleenbrug, naast de C–H protonrelais (Figuur 1, links). Structurele en 

spectroscopische analyse bevestigde dat deze complexen een structureel verwante, tetrahedrale 

geometrie hebben. De afwisseling van het para-substituent op de aryl groep resulteert in een 

effectieve modulatie van de elektrochemische eigenschappen van de complexen. De 

waargenomen kobalt gebaseerde reductiepotentialen correleren met de Hammett σ -parameters 

van het para-arylsubstituent. Elektrokatalytische studies wezen op een soortgelijke trend in het 

elektrokatalytisch reductiepotentialen, overeenkomend met een overpotentiaal modulatie voor 

waterstofevolutie op basis van het arylsubstituent. Het interessantste is dat complexen met een 

lager overpotentiaal een hogere activiteit voor waterstofevolutie vertonen (Figuur 1, rechts), 

wat ingaat tegen de gebruikelijke trend waarbij overpotentiaal een chemische transformatie 

versnelt. Deze waarneming wordt toegeschreven aan de bifunctionele rol van de complexen als 

waterstof productie katalysator wat het gebruik van de eerder voorgestelde intramoleculaire 

protonrelais tijdens waterstofvorming ten goede komt. In hoofdstuk 3 werden dikationische 

en neutrale moleculaire kobaltcomplexen van het type [Co(LH)2](BF4)2 en [Co(L–)2] 

onderzocht, waarbij L en L– de neutrale en de gedeprotoneerde versies van een reeks 

 
Figuur 1. Links: structuur van de complexen [Co((H,pArX)BMIMPh2)2](BF4)2  (X = H, Cl, CF3 
and,  OMe) bestudeerd in hoofdstuk 2. Rechts: cyclische voltammogrammen van de 
complexen (1 mM) in aanwezigheid van 100 mM fenol (gekleurde lijnen) en de lijn met alleen 
zuur (gestippeld). 
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bisheterocyclische benzazolylliganden vertegenwoordigen (zie Figuur 2). De kleinere 

sterische belasting van de benzazolylliganden, in vergelijking met de in hoofdstuk 2 gebruikte 

difenylmethylimidazolliganden, resulteert in coördinatieflexibiliteit en de vorming van 

complexen met tetra- of octaëderale geometrieën.  De dikationische complexen vertonen een 

onomkeerbare Co(I/II)-reductie bij verschillende potentialen (spreiding van 600 mV), waaruit 

een effectieve modulatie van de elektronische eigenschappen van het metaal bij variatie van 

het hetero-atoom in de benzazoolringen van de liganden blijkt. Een soortgelijke modulatie 

wordt gevonden voor de redoxreacties in de analoge neutrale complexen. Beide trends 

bevestigen de door Abbotto et al. gerapporteerde elektronische trend voor het π-elektron-

zuigend vermogen van de liganden: BBTM– > BBZM– > BBIM–. Elektrokatalytische studies 

toonden aan dat de dicationische complexen [Co(HBBIM)2](BF4)2, [Co(HBBZM)2](BF4)2, en 

[Co(HBBTM)2](BF4)2 allen elektrokatalysatoren zijn voor de waterstofevolutiereactie bij 

overpotentialen van respectievelijk 610, 580 en 490 mV. Elektrolysestudies met 

[Co(HBBZM)2](BF4)2 toonden elektrokatalytische H2-vorming bij een matige Faradaic 

Efficiency (FE) van 72% en een stroomdichtheid van 2,00 mA/cm2. Deze studie toont aan dat 

de redoxeigenschappen van bis(benzazolyl)methaan-afgeleide kobaltcomplexen effectief 

kunnen worden gemoduleerd door de aard van hun heterocyclen te veranderen en dat de 

complexen actief zijn als waterstofevolutie-katalysatoren. Het katalytische vermogen van het 

moleculaire complex [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 in DMF op het gebied van waterstofevolutie 

 
Figuur 2. Overzicht van de in hoofdstuk 3 bestudeerde kobaltcomplexen met bis(2-
benzazolyl)methanaan en bis(2-benzazoyl)methanide liganden. 
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werd in hoofdstuk 4 in detail bestudeerd en de activiteit ervan werd vergeleken met die van 

drie goed bestudeerde elektrokatalysatoren (Figuur 3, links). Elektrochemische analyses 

werden uitgevoerd met voltammetrie en tijdens gecontroleerde potentiaal-/stroomelektrolyse 

in een nieuwe elektrochemische cel met in lijn product detectie. Elektrolyse-experimenten 

toonden een competitief katalytische vermogen van [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 ten opzichte van 

de gerapporteerde elektrokatalysatoren in termen van overgedragen lading (Figuur 3, rechts), 

H2-productie, FE en overpotentiaal. Na bulk elektrolyse werd voor alle complexen een afzetting 

op de glasachtige koolstofelektrode waargenomen en post-elektrolyse X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) analyse van de afzetting gevormd uit [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 toonde 

slechts een kleine kobaltbijdrage (0,23%), voornamelijk bestaande uit Co2+. Een twede 

experiment met alleen de afzettingen afkomstig van [Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2 of 

[Co(dmgBF2)2(solv)2] toonden aan dat de aanvankelijk waargenomen activiteit (gedeeltelijk) 

behouden blijft voor de afzettingen. In het algemeen werd verder inzicht verkregen in 

waterstofevolutie-katalyse met moleculaire kobaltcomplexen door het aantonen van een 

belangrijke transformatieweg naar een ander katalytisch actief materiaal, waarbij het 

moleculaire ontwerp van de complexen de kenmerken van het gevormde neerslag en daarmee 

de waargenomen activiteit dicteert. Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft pogingen om complex 

([Co(HBMIMPh2)2](BF4)2) zodanig te moduleren dat het in water oplosbaar wordt, om het 

complex te testen in waterige fotokatalytische waterstofevolutie-katalyse. Daartoe werd een 

aantal (in water oplosbare) kobaltcomplexen ontwikkeld op basis van bis(imidazool)methaan-

type liganden (Figuur 4, boven). In coördinerende oplosmiddelen nemen deze complexen 

octahedrale structuren aan, waarin twee oplosmoleculen cis- of trans-coördineren met kobalt. 

 
Figuur 3. Links: moleculaire kobaltcomplexen bestudeerd in hoofdstuk 4. Rechts: plot van de 
waterstofevolutie-activiteit van de complexen met behulp van roterende schijf gecontroleerde 
potentiaal elektrolyse, waarin de stroom is uitgezet tegen de tijd. 
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De fotokatalytische waterstofevolutie-prestaties van de complexen werden geoptimaliseerd 

met ascorbinezuur als elektronen- en protonendonor en [Ru(bpy)3](PF6)2, bpy = bipyridine, als 

fotosensitizer. De in water oplosbare complexen [Co(HBMIM)2](NO3)2 en 

[Co(HBMIA)2](NO3)2 vertonen de hoogste fotokatalytische activiteit, gevolgd door 

[Co(BMIK)2](NO3)2 (Figuur 4, onder). Uit deze waarnemingen blijkt dat de afwisseling van 

de methyleengroep de fotokatalytische waterstof evolutie snelheid en -stabiliteit beïnvloedt, 

waarbij minder elektrondonerende liganden complexen opleveren met een lagere 

beginsnelheid maar een langere levensduur. Benchmarking van de fotokatalytische activiteit 

van deze complexen toonde een concurrerende prestatie ten opzichte van de metaalprecursor 

[Co(H2O)6(NO3)2] en het goed bestudeerde complex [Co(dmgH)2PyCl], terwijl de complexen 

worden overtroffen door de beste katalysator in het veld, [Co(appy)Br](Br). Ten slotte biedt 

hoofdstuk 6 een perspectief op hoe recente vooruitgang in het ontwerp en de karakterisering 

van moleculaire kobalt waterstofevolutiekatalysatoren kan helpen bij het verenigen van 

geschikte descriptoren die kunnen worden toegepast in het totale watersplitsingsproces. 

Daarbij biedt het hoofdstuk een denkkader voor het ontwerpen en beoordelen van verbeterde 

katalytische kaders voor de waterstofevolutiereactie. 

 
Figuur 4.  Boven: kobalt(II)-complexen uit hoofdstuk 5.  Onder: plot van de waterige 
fotokatalytische waterstofevolutie-prestaties van nieuwe en gerapporteerde Co-complexen op 
basis van het cumulatieve TON versus de reactietijd, met [Ru(bpy)3(Cl)2, als fotosensitizer en 
AscH als elektronen- en protonenbron. 
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Tot slot 
In de afgelopen jaren is de activiteit van kobaltrijke katalysatoren enorm toegenomen, en 

kobaltcomplexen blijven een veelbelovende klasse van katalysatoren. Met het toegenomen 

begrip van op imidazolen gebaseerde moleculaire kobaltcomplexen als waterstofevolutie-

katalysatoren en de geoptimaliseerde waterstofevolutie-katalyse waarvan in dit proefschrift 

verslag wordt gedaan, naast recente voorbeelden in de literatuur, is een volgende stap gezet in 

het voldoende beheersen van de waterstofevolutiekinetiek, maar verdere vooruitgang is 

noodzakelijk.  

Vanuit een fundamenteel oogpunt zijn we nog maar net begonnen met het begrijpen van het 

complexe hydrogenase enzymsysteem dat meerdere instelbare proton- en elektronrelais omvat. 

In dit proefschrift hebben we laten zien hoe ligandmodificaties in de tweede en buitenste 

coördinatiesfeer van moleculaire complexen bijdragen tot het begrip van elektronen- en 

protonen overdrachtsprocessen voor H2-productie. Een bijzondere focus in dit werk was de 

betrokkenheid van een C–H proton relais tijdens het H2 bindingsvormingsproces, wat nieuwe 

inzichten gaf in katalytische parameters zoals overpotentiaal en katalytische snelheid. Veel 

moleculaire complexen zijn geïnspireerd op de actieve centra van natuurlijke enzymen en 

leveren hun prestaties buiten de celmembranen. Toch hebben we in dit proefschrift aangetoond 

dat de activiteit niet gemakkelijk na te bootsen en soms zelfs moeilijk te meten is. In de 

hoofdstukken 2 en 3 hebben wij aangetoond dat een effectieve modulatie van de reactiviteit 

van onze moleculaire complexen op een gecontroleerde manier kan worden bereikt. De 

modificaties maakten de complexen echter ook kwetsbaar, en elektrolyse studies toonden een 

geringe stabiliteit aan.  

Vanuit het oogpunt van de toegepaste chemie is het begripsniveau en de ontwerpcontrole die 

haalbaar zijn met moleculaire complexen een uitstekend hulpmiddel om functionaliteiten bloot 

te leggen die waterstofevolutie kunnen bevorderen in latere, moeilijker te karakteriseren 

structuren in vaste toestand. Verbetering van de stabiliteit en het omzetgetal tijdens elektrolyse 

zou voor nog meer vooruitgang kunnen zorgen. Naarmate nieuwe, effectieve strategieën voor 

moleculaire complexen worden ontwikkeld, wordt het ook steeds belangrijker om de grenzen 

van deze benaderingen te testen. Uiteindelijk moeten de geleerde lessen worden toegepast in 

apparaten die langdurig stabiel zijn onder waterige omstandigheden om watersplitsing 

economisch haalbaar te maken. Tot dusver hebben slechts enkele studies verslag gedaan van 

de integratie van de verschillende ontwerpbeginselen die hebben geleid tot betere 
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waterstofevolutie prestaties in moleculaire katalysatoren, in elektroden in vaste vorm voor 

waterige elektrochemische cellen.   

Ten slotte zijn niet alleen de waterstof evolutie reactie maar ook veel kleine molecuul 

activeringsreacties redoxreacties en daarom kunnen de ontwerpprincipes die 

elektronenoverdracht in waterstofevolutie-katalyse stimuleren waarschijnlijk ook worden 

toegepast om mechanismen te bestuderen en de prestaties in andere redoxprocessen te 

verbeteren. Daarom moet ons huidige onderzoeksdoel het gebruik van kobalt-gebaseerde 

imidazoolcomplexen niet beperken tot waterstofevolutie. In de toekomst zouden reactanten 

zoals CO2 en N2 ook kunnen worden blootgesteld aan kobaltcomplexen van het 

bisimidazooltype om zowel de betrokkenheid van het protonrelais als de algemene 

reductieprestaties van de complexen te bestuderen. Dergelijke experimenten zouden de 

elementaire stap in katalytische cycli, met name de coördinatie van het substraat en 

activeringswegen waarbij de C–H protonrelais betrokken is, verder kunnen ophelderen. 
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Popular Science Description 
 

99% of our energy originates from the sun. For millions of years, plants have captured and 

stored this energy in chemical bonds, converting CO2 into sugar, that later resulted in fossil 

fuels. Today, we use these fossil fuels much more rapidly than they were produced causing 

abrupt changes in our climate that lead to severe weather events and the loss of ecosystems and 

biodiversity. To reduce climate change (a little bit late!), we aim to replace fossil fuels with 

sustainable energy carriers that are produced with renewable energy. A promising energy 

carrier is hydrogen gas, a clean burning fuel that produces water and no greenhouse gas upon 

combustion. Hydrogen gas can be produced from water with renewable energy, but the 

chemical bonds in water molecules are extremely strong and the breaking of these bonds causes 

the loss of an enormous amount of energy (to heat) making it a very inefficient use of our 

(renewable) energy. Not surprisingly, nature has found a way to bypass the loss of energy by 

using very complex molecular structures (enzymes) that are efficient in hydrogen production 

by pushing and pulling on molecules in the right position and with the right amount of power. 

Most inspiring is that these enzymes are built from earth-abundant elements only. As scientists, 

we are of course thrilled by this achievement and wish to reproduce the efficiency in the 

laboratory. In this thesis, we built molecular complexes, “artificial enzymes”, based on 

abundant elements, with which we aimed to facilitate the production of hydrogen gas. We were 

able to produce hydrogen gas with a cobalt-based molecular complex in which we incorporated 

a molecular functionality, a proton (substrate) relay, that facilitates the hydrogen gas-making 

process. With this achievement, we are a small step closer to understanding the fascinating 

processes in nature and a small step closer to (but still far from) energy-efficient hydrogen 

production using earth-abundant elements.  
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